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ABSTRACT 
History as Meta-Theater: Kong Shangren’s (1648-1718) The Peach Blossom Fan 
Allison E. Bernard 
 This dissertation examines the uses of meta-theater in The Peach Blossom Fan, an early 
Qing historical drama by Kong Shangren (1648-1718), arguing that the meta-theatrical elements 
of the play serve as an innovative form of historiography. Kong Shangren, a member of the 
Confucian Kong lineage, is unusual for a Chinese playwright: he was steeped more deeply in the 
world of Confucian ritual music than the work of writing lyrics for dramatic arias, yet The Peach 
Blossom Fan is recognized as one of the last great chuanqi dramas of the Ming-Qing period. 
Kong wrote at a time of great social and cultural transformation, completing The Peach Blossom 
Fan not long after the violent conflicts of the mid-17th century Ming-Qing dynastic transition 
were finally coming to an end. At the same time, the literary genre of chuanqi drama was also in 
the midst of its own transitions, as writers of the early Qing increasingly turned to other literary 
genres beyond this popular late Ming form. I argue that The Peach Blossom Fan marks a key 
transition in the development of the chuanqi drama, owing both to the play’s formal innovations 
that exceed the traditional chuanqi form, such as its rejection of the conventional “grand 
reunion” finale and re-envisioning of the role-type system, and also to its synthesis of 
historiographical judgements with the world of theatrical performance. 
 Focusing on the play’s uses of meta-theater, I show how The Peach Blossom Fan models 
the work of historiography by guiding its readers to cultivate the “cold, clear eyes” of a historical 
witness. Kong Shangren’s methods as a playwright-historian are at their best in The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s engagement with Ruan Dacheng (1587-1646): a blacklisted late Ming politician 
who was also a well-received playwright in his own time. Ruan’s life and work have been largely 
neglected in previous scholarship, despite his significance as a 17th century dramatist. The Peach 
Blossom Fan uniquely places Ruan Dacheng on stage as a dramatic character at the same time as 
it turns Ruan’s own chuanqi drama, The Swallow Letter, into an unsuccessful play-within-a-play. 
In so doing, The Peach Blossom Fan invites reflection on the writer alongside his work, 
synecdochically turning The Swallow Letter into the music of the collapsing Ming Dynasty and 
pronouncing Ruan’s fate as the villainous playwright who wrote it. Kong thereby creates a new 
dramatic motif of the “playwright on stage” — a method of meta-theatrical literary criticism that 
is picked up by later playwrights, such as the mid-Qing writer Jiang Shiquan.  
 In The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong Shangren also creates a new vision for the worldly 
stage within and around his play; one in which the problems of social and theatrical performance 
are tied up in the formal world of the printed chuanqi drama. I analyze the textual dimensions of 
the play’s meta-theatrical innovations by focusing on Kong’s engagement with the late Ming 
Linchuan drama school, from The Peach Blossom Fan’s performative re-casting of the familiar 
female self-portrait motif, to the play’s meta-theatrical reflections on Kong’s own position as its 
early Qing playwright. The Peach Blossom Fan is framed through a series of paratexts, including 
an account of how the play itself came into being. The self-reflexivity of The Peach Blossom Fan 
as a literary text thereby extends its meta-theatrical frames to Kong Shangren’s world as its 
playwright, using notions of theatrical performance to examine the work of reading, writing, and 
ritual. Taken together, I contend, these layers of The Peach Blossom Fan theatricalize the literary 
genre of the chuanqi, drawing attention to the representational limits of historical narratives and 
capturing the ways in which writing is yet another form of performance.  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 In the second full scene of The Peach Blossom Fan (Taohua shan 桃花扇), a historical 
drama completed in 1699 by the Chinese playwright Kong Shangren 孔尚任 (1648-1718), 
readers encounter something rather strange: an excerpt from another play. We find ourselves in 
the red light district of Nanjing during the final years of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), where 
The Peach Blossom Fan’s female protagonist, Li Xiangjun 李⾹香君, lives and works as a 
courtesan. Also present is Li Xiangjun’s singing teacher, Su Kunsheng 蘇崑⽣生, who is poised to 
instruct her in one of the most famous arias in the Chinese theatrical tradition. This aria comes 
from The Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting 牡丹亭, 1598), an extremely popular late Ming romantic 
drama. Unfortunately, Li Xiangjun struggles to match her performance to the standards of her 
singing teacher. As she sings the line, “Such a lovely morning, such a beautiful scene, but how 
now, heavens… 良辰美景奈何天,” Su Kunsheng abruptly interjects: “Wrong, wrong, all wrong! 
The word ‘beautiful’ gets one beat, ‘how’ also gets one beat; don’t let them run together as the 
melody descends. Do it again! 錯了錯了，美字⼀一板，奈字⼀一板，不可連下去。︒另來另來！” 
After several more interruptions, Li Xiangjun finally makes it to the end of the aria, meriting 
lukewarm praise from her teacher: “Very good, you have completed another scene 好好！又完
⼀一折了.”   1
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, ed. 1
Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 2004): 1: 56-57. Hereafter cited as KSRQJ. Unless otherwise noted, all 
translations are my own.
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 This singing lesson, which grafts arias straight from The Peony Pavilion into The Peach 
Blossom Fan, is a fascinating moment of meta-theater. It has attracted attention from scholars 
including Tina Lu, Xu Peng, and Stephen Owen, who have respectively read this episode through 
the lens of Su Kunsheng’s emphasis on the craft of singing over romantic passion; as a moment 
rich in the gendered metaphors of late Ming singing culture; and as an example of how 
performance complicates the reader’s ability to determine what is really “genuine” in The Peach 
Blossom Fan.  Indeed, Li Xiangjun singing lesson highlights the real challenges of producing a 2
romantic illusion through performance and song, even in the context of a theatrical medium 
premised on the possibility of such casting illusions.  Yet this episode also reads as a compressed 3
meta-theatrical critique on the play from which Li Xiangjun’s aria derives. Not only is this 
singing lesson modeled on a scene from The Peony Pavilion itself, but it also deflates the 
romantic designs for which The Peony Pavilion is most famous, turning the earlier drama’s 
representation of a budding romance into a frustrating technical exercise.   4
 Tina Lu, Persons, Roles, and Minds: Identity in Peony Pavilion and Peach Blossom Fan (Stanford: Stanford 2
University Press, 2001): 219-222; Peng Xu, “Courtesan vs. Literatus: Gendered Soundscapes and Aesthetics in Late-
Ming Singing Culture,” T’oung Pao 100 no. 4-5 (2014): 455-459, DOI: 10.1163/15685322-10045P04; Stephen 
Owen, “‘I Don’t Want to Act as Emperor Anymore’: Finding the Genuine in Peach Blossom Fan,” in Wilt. L. Idema, 
Wai-yee Li, and Ellen Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence in Early Qing Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006): 496-497.
 “The literatus’s fascination with the actor’s ability to cast illusions,” writes Sophie Volpp, “was accompanied by 3
the fear that such a capacity might allow the actor to evade the hereditary restrictions on his status and infiltrate the 
ranks of the literatus.” Sophie Volpp, Worldly Stage: Theatricality in Seventeenth-Century China (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2011): 6. For another view of illusion and 
disillusion that engages prose literature in addition to drama, see Wai-yee Li, Enchantment and Disenchantment: 
Love and Illusion in Chinese Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993). “Enchantment,” Wai-yee 
Li explains, “is the process of being drawn into another world that promises sensual and spiritual fulfillment. It is the 
illusion of power, of the capacity to transcend the human condition. Disenchantment is the awareness of 
enchantment as mere enchantment, a condition of limited duration subject to inevitable demolition” (Li, 
Enchantment and Disenchantment, 3). 
 The model for this scene is The Peony Pavilion’s Scene 7, “The Boudoir Lesson” (Gui shu 閨塾), in which the 4
female protagonist Du Liniang receives instruction from her tutor, Chen Zuiliang, on the first poem from the Book of 
Songs (Shijing). For a reading of this scene, see Sophie Volpp’s “Pedagogy and Pedants in Tang Xianzu’s Mudan 
ting,” Chapter 3 of Worldly Stage, 89-128.
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 Meta-theatrical moments like this one, in which the play draws attention to itself as a 
work of theater, are hardly in short supply in The Peach Blossom Fan. The play is framed by a 
meta-theatrical prologue and punctuated by a meta-theatrical interlude, which encourage readers 
to cultivate the “cold, clear eyes” (冷眼) of a discerning spectator of the drama’s narrative.  Over 5
the course of The Peach Blossom Fan, readers also witness the ongoing production work for a 
play-within-a-play: a late Ming romantic comedy titled The Swallow Letter (Yanzi jian 燕⼦子箋, 
1642). This work is couched in yet another layer of meta-theatricality, for The Swallow Letter’s 
playwright, Ruan Dacheng 阮⼤大鋮 (1587-1646), appears on stage as a dramatic character. For 
now, it will suffice to say that Ruan Dacheng — a blacklisted late Ming politician who is most 
familiar for colluding with the eunuch clique of Wei Zhongxian 魏忠賢 during the 1620s — was 
also an important playwright of the Linchuan 臨川 drama school. This means that Ruan Dacheng 
wrote in the ornate (and some would claim, excessively literary and un-performable) style of 
Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (1550-1616): the playwright of The Peony Pavilion, from which arias have 
been transplanted into The Peach Blossom Fan.  
 I begin with this meta-theatrical loop to highlight the incredible sophistication of The 
Peach Blossom Fan as a literary text that is also intensely self-conscious about drawing attention 
to itself as a work of theater. Broadly speaking, this study examines the uses of meta-theater in 
The Peach Blossom Fan, and how meta-theater intersects with other dimensions of The Peach 
Blossom Fan as a work of historical drama. In what follows, I argue that The Peach Blossom Fan 
is especially striking for its peculiar approach to cultivating the literary dimensions of its intricate 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 172.5
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meta-theater: staging plays within plays, of course, but also by placing another recent playwright, 
Ruan Dacheng, on stage as a dramatic character; by citing arias verbatim from Ming dramas like 
The Peony Pavilion; and by breaking with conventional elements of the chuanqi 傳奇 dramatic 
genre, such as the standard “grand reunion” (da tuanyuan ⼤大團圓) finale. In so doing, The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s playwright Kong Shangren crafts a unique approach to meta-theater that not only 
relies on the spatial imagination of the stage to conceive of the play as a work of performance-in-
action, but that also transcends common 17th century literary practices of allusion and citation. I 
argue that this unique form of literary meta-theater — a meta-theater of literary criticism — uses 
the generic conventions of the chuanqi drama to critically assess the late Ming dramatic tradition 
out of which Kong’s own play also arises. In The Peach Blossom Fan, this late Ming dramatic 
tradition is exemplified by the work of Linchuan school playwrights Tang Xianzu and Ruan 
Dacheng, whose own plays and legacies The Peach Blossom Fan calls into question. 
 By framing his assessment of the late Ming’s Linchuan plays and playwrights as a meta-
theatrical literary critique, moreover, Kong Shangren reflects on the relationship between drama 
and socio-political history. This brings us to the second key facet of meta-theater in The Peach 
Blossom Fan: its meta-theater of historical judgement and political criticism. The Peach Blossom 
Fan is well known as a historical drama, and inventively juxtaposes the tumultuous historical 
transitions of 17th century China to the same period’s vibrant culture of theater and performance. 
Whereas most scholarship on The Peach Blossom Fan focuses either on the play’s historical or 
theatrical dimensions, my work shows how this drama uses theatrical ideas — concepts of 
performance, role-playing, and mistaken identities — to produce a critical reflection on China’s 
turbulent 17th century. This approach, I argue, not only invites readers to examine the 
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complexity of China’s 17th century history through the lens of a drama, but also presses readers 
to carefully consider how historical shifts change the context — and thus the significance — of 
established theatrical and dramatic paradigms.  
 A conceptual anchor for this project is the figure of the playwright; and, in particular, the 
figure of the playwright placed on stage as a dramatic character. I argue that at the heart of The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s many forms of meta-theater is the stage character of Ruan Dacheng: a late 
Ming politician and popular Linchuan playwright whose own drama, The Swallow Letter, 
becomes a curiously disastrous play-within-a-play in The Peach Blossom Fan. By placing Ruan 
Dacheng on stage as a dramatic character, Kong Shangren invites reflection on Ruan Dacheng 
the playwright alongside Ruan’s own play. Staging both at once locates the writer and his work 
in the same space of the audience’s theatrical imagination. Ruan and his plays thus become the 
perfect fulcrum for exploring core issues in The Peach Blossom Fan: relationships among 
politics, history, and art; relationships between a writer and his work; questions about identity, 
authenticity, and the values of historical writing; and the power of readers to make judgements 
about all of the above. To place another playwright on stage as a dramatic character is the 
ultimate meta-theater, and I argue that focusing on Ruan allows us to see firsthand how The 
Peach Blossom Fan draws its connections among history, politics and performance. 
II. History, Representation, and Social Performance 
 The Peach Blossom Fan tells the story of one of the bloodiest dynastic transitions in 
Chinese history. This transition would witness the fall of the long-standing Ming Dynasty 明代
(1368-1644), and its succession by the Qing Dynasty 清代 (1644-1912); a transition that was 
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only fully secured after several decades of unrest that lasted well into the 1680s in many regions 
of the empire. The several decades after the Ming Dynasty fell, from 1644 until the 1680s, were 
rife with uncertainty; and indeed, for the first several decades of Peach Blossom Fan playwright 
Kong Shangren’s life, it was hardly a foregone conclusion that the Qing would be successful in 
consolidating power over the former Ming territory.  After Beijing fell to a group of rebels led by 6
Li Zicheng 李⾃自成 in 1644 and the Ming Chongzhen 崇禎 Emperor famously committed suicide 
on Coal Hill 煤山, there were no less than seven different candidates vying to carry on the 
mantle of the Ming Dynasty as its Emperor, each of whom tried to re-establish the Ming in a 
different region of the Chinese empire.  7
 One of these regional governments, the Nanjing-based Southern Ming 南明 regime, is the 
setting for The Peach Blossom Fan. The play chronicles the history of the rise and fall of the 
Southern Ming between 1643 and 1645, describing over the course of the dramatic narrative how 
and why this regime ultimately failed. The play, moreover, is built around a range of mid-17th 
century accounts in poetry, prose, anecdotal writings, and of course, representative late Ming 
dramas. A preface to The Peach Blossom Fan states the play’s objectives best: “The singing and 
dancing on stage highlight events from outside [the play], and thus raise awareness about the 
 Scholarship on the Ming-Qing transition is too prolific to list in full. Some general references I have found useful 6
and that demonstrate a range of approaches to the transition include: Jonathan D. Spence and John E. Wills, Jr. 
eds. From Ming to Ch'ing: Conquest, Region, and Continuity in Seventeenth-Century China (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1979); Kenneth M. Swope, The Military Collapse of China's Ming Dynasty, 1618-1644 (New 
York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2014); Lynn A. Struve, ed. The Qing Formation in World-Historical Time 
(Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2004); Lawrence 
D. Kessler, Kangxi and the Consolidation of Qing Rule, 1661-1684 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976). 
For a useful collection of translated primary sources with introductions, see Lynn A. Struve, trans., Voices from the 
Ming-Qing Cataclysm: China in Tigers’ Jaws (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
 For the authoritative account of this period of Chinese history, see Lynn A. Struve, The Southern Ming, 1644-1662 7
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984). Additionally, Lynn A. Struve’s excellent source guide, The Ming-Qing 
Conflict, 1619-1683: A Historiography and Source Guide (Ann Arbor: Published by the Association for Asian 
Studies, 1998).
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following questions: Who destroyed a dynastic undertaking of three hundred years? Which 
events led to its demise? In what year was it eliminated? On what ground was it all laid to rest? 
場上歌舞，局外指點，知三百年之基業，隳於何⼈人︖？敗於何事︖？消於何年︖？歇於何地︖？”  8
Kong Shangren, being a meticulous scholar, also included a bibliography that lists the many 
sources he used while composing the play, down to specific poems from specific anthologies — 
a highly unusual device in the history of Chinese dramatic writing.   9
 Literature written in the wake of the Ming-Qing transition is frequently analyzed as a 
barometer for contemporary writers’ sense of rupture and socio-political crisis. As David Der-
Wei Wang and Shang Wei have argued, literature of this transition period is exemplary for its 
attention to the “perception, memory, interpretation, and imagining of history.” Not only is such 
literature instructive for “retrieving the voices in which the past spoke about itself but [it] also 
offers a frame of discourse and reference for our understanding of the social changes and crises 
as they were experienced.”  The Peach Blossom Fan is no exception; for, while Kong Shangren 10
did not live through the events of the transition himself, his play poignantly captures the liminal 
circumstances of the traumatic late Ming to early Qing moment, which “forced the domains of 
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin 桃花扇⼩小引” (Short preface to The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15.8
 “Taohua shan kaoju 桃花扇考據” (Bibliography to The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9
31-39. Another writer from Kong Shangren’s native Shandong Province, Ding Yaokang 丁耀亢 (1599-1669), did 
include a bibliography for his sequel to the Ming novel Jin Ping Mei ⾦金瓶梅, aptly titled Xu Jin Ping Mei 續⾦金瓶梅 
(Sequel to Jin Ping Mei). See Wilt L. Idema, “Drama After the Conquest: An Introduction,” in Wilt L. Idema, Wai-
yee Li, and Ellen Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence in Early Qing Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006): 384. Ding Yaokang’s other work also 
includes some interesting prefatory texts. Ding’s zaju 雜劇 drama Huaren you 化⼈人游 (Ramblings with Magicians) 
is prefaced by a list of characters that not only includes the figure’s historical period but also indicates his role type 
and costume. See Wilt. L. Idema’s “Crossing the Sea in a Leaking Boat: Three Plays by Ding Yaokang,” in Trauma 
and Transcendence, 412.
 David Der-wei Wang and Shang Wei, “Introduction,” Dynastic Crisis and Innovation: From the Late Ming to the 10
Late Qing and Beyond (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 
2005): 7-8.
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history and literature into a complex and riveting symbiosis.”  Kong’s work takes its place 11
amidst a much broader collection of literary responses to the turbulence of the 17th century, 
which range from firsthand memoirs to poetry, prose, and other dramas. Many literary works 
from this period are so inflected with dimensions of personal experience that scholars have noted 
an “autobiographical turn” in early Qing literature.  Periods of change like the Ming-Qing 12
transition were also fertile ground for re-imagining literary works of the past, as Martin Huang 
argues in the introduction to his edited volume on literary sequels.  The Peach Blossom Fan is 13
more explicitly concerned with inspiring critical reflection on the late Ming’s socio-political and 
dramatic history than with continuing it. However, Kong’s engagement with the Linchuan school 
of plays and playwrights can also be understood to broadly participate in this practice of re-
visiting and re-assessing earlier work in the midst of socio-political transformation. 
 Kong Shangren’s contributions as a playwright-historian have attracted attention from 
Ming-Qing historians like Lynn Struve, who notes that The Peach Blossom Fan is deeply faithful 
to the “facts” of the history it tells.  The prologue to the play likewise proclaims that The Peach 14
Blossom Fan is based on “real events, real people, and is founded on real evidence 實事實⼈人，
 Wai-yee Li, “Introduction,” in Wilt L. Idema, Wai-yee Li, and Ellen Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence in 11
Early Qing Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 
2006): 1.
 See, for example, essays in Idema, Li, and Widmer’s edited volume Trauma and Transcendence; Lynn A. Struve, 12
“Chimerical Early Modernity: The Case of ‘Conquest Generation’ Memoirs,” in The Qing Formation in World 
Historical Time, 335-380; Wang Ay-ling 王璦玲, Wan Ming Qing chu xiqu zhi shenmei gousi yu qi yishu chengxian 
晚明清初戲曲之審美構思與其藝術呈現 (Taibei shi: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiusuo, 2005).
 Martin W. Huang, “Introduction” and Chapter 1, “Boundaries and Interpretations: Some Preliminary Thoughts on 13
Xushu” in Huang, ed. Snakes’ Legs: Sequels, Continuations, Rewritings, and Chinese Fiction (Honolulu: University 
of Hawaii Press, 2004): 1-18, 19-45.
 Lynn A. Struve, “History and The Peach Blossom Fan,” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR) 2, 14
no. 1 (Jan. 1980): 55-72. http://www.jstor.org/stable/495479 (accessed February 21, 2012).
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有憑有據.”  As Wai-yee Li has observed, however, The Peach Blossom Fan is also unique in 15
the history of Chinese drama for “treating history as a problem.” Events of the Ming-Qing 
transition and the narratives constructed about them are each represented in the play’s framing 
devices, liminal characters, and use of two different temporal sequences; thus, Li argues, The 
Peach Blossom Fan proposes an “analogy between dramatic representation and historical 
interpretation.”  Li expands this argument in a later monograph, in which she contextualizes The 16
Peach Blossom Fan's historical and dramatic representation in the terms of second-generation 
memory — “the mergence of Kong’s perspectives with the remembrances of the generation who 
lived through the dynastic transition.”  This is, in fact, a process that readers of the play 17
witnesses firsthand. Kong Shangren explains in one of the play’s paratextual essays, “Complete 
History of The Peach Blossom Fan” (Taohua shan benmo 桃花扇本末), how several of his elder 
male family members who lived through the dynastic transition contributed to the drama’s core 
of historical anecdotes.  Moreover, in the bibliography to the play, Kong Shangren cites the 18
work of numerous late Ming writers who expressed deep nostalgia for the world of the fallen 
Ming, including well-known works like Yu Huai's 余懷 (1616-1696) Miscellaneous Records of 
Plank Bridge (Banqiao zaji 板橋雜記). Material from these accounts is woven into the play 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 44. 15
 Wai-yee Li, “The Representation of History in The Peach Blossom Fan,” Journal of the American Oriental 16
Society 115, No. 3 (Jul.-Sep., 1995). http://www.jstor.org/stable/606219 (accessed September 4, 2014): 421, 433.
 Wai-yee Li, Women and National Trauma in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 17
University Asia Center, 2014): 529.
 I borrow the notion of the “patatext” — an ancillary textual out-layer that frames and informs the main narrative 18
— from French literary scholar and narratologist Gérard Genette. See his Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation. 
Translated by Jane E. Lewin with a forward by Richard Macksey (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
For the “Taohua shan benmo 桃花扇本末” (Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan), see Kong Shangren, 
KSRQJ, 1: 19-21.
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proper, thereby channeling their late Ming authors as historical storytellers through the practice 
of literary absorption and citation. 
 At the same time as The Peach Blossom Fan performs the work of historical storytelling, 
the play complicates its status as history by constantly drawing attention to its status as a play. 
Another branch of scholarship on The Peach Blossom Fan has focused on its engagement with 
the late Ming world through the lens of its theatrical concerns. Jing Shen has explored how 
theatrical frames of The Peach Blossom Fan, including its use of plays within plays, throw the 
possibility of definitive historical representations into doubt; what is real and illusory in this 
drama cannot be neatly distinguished.  Stephen Owen has shown how paradigms of theatrical 19
role-playing in The Peach Blossom Fan preclude the possibility of locating authentic roles 
beyond the play’s theatrical frames;  while Tina Lu has asked related questions about how the 20
play treats problems of personal identity — what makes someone human, and what defines the 
unique position of one particular human being in the broader human community.  Both Owen 21
and Lu are concerned with the relationship between The Peach Blossom Fan and The Peony 
Pavilion, and their work speaks to the paired importance of both plays in mapping out the 
 Shen writes: “This historical play, which is so carefully choreographed, in the end yields an unhistorical 19
interpretation of historical events because of its many intertextual resonances.” Jing Shen, Playwrights and Literary 
Games in Seventeenth-Century China: Plays by Tang Xianzu, Mei Dingzuo, Wu Bing, Li Yu, and Kong Shangren 
(Landham, MD: Lexington Books, 2010): 244.
 Stephen Owen, “‘I Don’t Want to Act as Emperor Anymore’: Finding the Genuine in Peach Blossom Fan,” in 20
Idema, Li, and Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence: 488-509.
 Tina Lu, Persons, Roles, Minds. See the prologue (1-15) for a concise articulation of these arguments.21
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topography of the chuanqi drama in 17th century China.  It is important to point out, however, 22
that within The Peach Blossom Fan, The Peony Pavilion is not offered an “equal" status to the 
drama into which it has been re-framed. The Peony Pavilion becomes part of the world of 
representation evoked in The Peach Blossom Fan; it is, in other words, contained within the 
frames of Kong Shangren's play through the processes of literary citation and meta-theater. 
*          *          * 
 The problem of determining proper social roles was especially complex in the wake of 
the turbulent Ming-Qing transition, which represented a sea change in the social and cultural 
zeitgeist of the Ming subjects who lived through it.  Several scholars have explored the gender 23
dynamics of this transition. Zuyan Zhou, for example, has analyzed the play through the lens of 
“political androgyny,” arguing that characters’ political attitudes and affiliations map to gendered 
power dynamics.  Wai-yee Li has shown how male writers wielded both the female voice and 24
depictions of female characters to process their reactions to the trauma of the transition. In 
particular, Li explains that the chivalrous figure of the female knight-errant was frequently used 
 The field of Ming-Qing drama is greatly indebted to scholarship on The Peony Pavilion, which has mapped out a 22
range of approaches to studying plays written in the dense and complex chuanqi genre. Notable scholarship on the 
play includes: Hua Wei 華瑋, ed., Tang Xianzu yu Mudan ting 湯顯祖與牡丹亭, 2 Volumes (Taibei: Zhongyang 
yanjiuyuan Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiusuo, 2005); Catherine Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage: Four Centuries in the 
Career of a Chinese Drama (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 2002); Tian Yuan Tan 
and Paolo Santangelo, eds., Passion, Romance, and Qing: The World of Emotions and States of Mind in Peony 
Pavilion. 3 Volumes (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2015); Xu Fuming 徐扶明, Mudan ting yanjiu ziliao kaoshi 牡丹亭研
究資料考釋 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo faxing, 1987).
 This included Kong Shangren’s father, Kong Zhenfan 孔貞璠, who was known for his moral integrity and refusal 23
to serve the new Qing rulers. Kong Shangren’s grandfather, Kong Wenne 孔聞訥, was also known for removing 
himself from political life (⾜足不入城市). See Xu Zhengui 徐振貴, “Qian yan 前⾔言” in KSRQJ 1: 4.
 For instance, characters who spill blood, like Li Xiangjun and Shi Kefa, radiate a yang energy; whereas characters 24
who act according to the wishes of others, like Ruan Dacheng’s service to Ma Shiying and the Hongguang Emperor, 
are dominated by yin. See Chapter 6 of Zuyan Zhou, Androgyny in Late Ming and Early Qing Literature (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai’i Press, 2003): 127-154.
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to criticize male scholar-officials who became turncoats, or “twice-serving officials” (erchen 貳
臣), by offering their service to the new Qing regime rather than uphold the standards of Ming 
loyalist resistance.  The Peach Blossom Fan’s female lead, Li Xiangjun, is prime among her 25
examples. 
 The establishment of the new Qing dynasty not only entailed that there would be a new 
political order, complete with a new imperial family and a new Emperor, but also meant that the 
sign systems of the Ming would no longer retain their currency. The Qing regime was ruled by 
Manchus: members of a different ethnic group from the Han Chinese rulers of the Ming, who 
had different customs, a different language, and even wore different styles of hair and clothing 
from their Han counterparts  — all points that highlight how the social world around Han men 26
like Kong Shangren and his family changed in tandem with the change in political leadership.  27
Guojun Wang has analyzed how this early Qing sartorial shift played out in dramas of the period, 
including how issues of costume are negotiated theatrically in The Peach Blossom Fan. Stage 
items such as official gowns and tablets were part and parcel of the “political language of the 
Ming regime,” Wang explains, and participated in the construction of Ming-specific meanings. In 
the stage space evoked by the play, these objects are relegated to the historical past through a 
“theatricalization of Ming state attire,” illustrating the disjuncture between the late Ming world 
 Li, Women and National Trauma, especially Chapter 3, “Heroic Transformations” (201-294).25
 For instance, see: Mark C. Elliot, The Manchu Way: The Eight Banners and Ethnic Identity in Late Imperial 26
China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001); Pamela Kyle Crossley, A Translucent Mirror: History and 
Identity in Qing Imperial Ideology (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999).
 Many Han Chinese men would refuse to serve the new Qing rulers, and in so doing risked persecution as Ming 27
loyalists. Bai Qianshen gives a wonderful case study of one such man, the calligrapher Fu Shan, who turned his 
calligraphy into an artistic-political response to the trauma of the Ming-Qing transition. Bai Qianshen, Fu Shan’s 
World: The Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 2003).
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portrayed in The Peach Blossom Fan and the early Qing context in which it was composed.  28
The shift to a Qing sartorial regime is even a point of explicit discussion at the end of the play. 
As a Qing runner, Xu Qingjun 徐青君, observes, “the founding figures of dynasties are now 
trailing dogs tails [i.e. the plaited queue]; old men who escape from the change in dynasties 
withdraw their heads into their turtle shells 開國元勳留狗尾，換朝逸⽼老縮龜頭.”  Wearing a 29
Manchu-style braided queue was a visible sign of submission to the Qing. Excluding the 
possibility of loyalist suicide, the next best alternative for a man who did not wish to serve the 
Qing was to remove himself from political circles entirely by becoming a hermit. 
 Both Wang’s work and my own are indebted to the insights of Sophie Volpp, whose has 
argued that 17th century Chinese conceptions of theatricality hinge on a close relationship 
between social and theatrical roles; or, put another way, between the world onstage and the 
“worldly stage.” Volpp develops her arguments about theatricality around the issue of 
spectatorship, focusing on how viewing theater could cultivate a refined social spectator 
undeterred by hard-and-fast distinctions between illusion and reality.  For Volpp, The Peach 30
Blossom Fan manifests a particularly mature reflection on ties between social and theatrical 
spectatorship. It was not enough for Kong Shangren to simply use his play’s theatrical frames to 
suggest that the phenomenal world is an illusion; rather, she suggests, The Peach Blossom Fan 
 Guojun Wang, “Sartorial Spectacle: Clothing, Identity, and the State in Early Qing Drama” (PhD diss., Yale 28
University, 2015): 31-32.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 309.29
 Anti-theatricalists, Volpp explains, conceived of social roles as analogous to theatrical roles; thus, “acting became 30
a metaphor for social imposture, and the theater a figure for the disjunction of illusion and reality” (56). In this mode 
of thinking, theater could train viewers to see through illusions. Others 17th century writers, who ascribed to a 
model that Volpp terms “refined social spectatorship,” encouraged the viewer’s participation in the illusions of 
theater. For these writers, “only the vulgar seek to distinguish between illusion and reality” (9); thus, through theater, 
the viewer could come to understand the illusory nature of all forms. See Volpp, Worldly Stage, “Introduction,” esp. 
7-16 and Chapter 1, 27-58.
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“shows us that the ideological constructs through which we perceive the events of the 
phenomenal world are themselves structured by illusion.”  Certainly, Kong’s work draws the 31
reader’s attention to how narratives about the past are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
told; but, the historiographical impulses of the play also suggest that even an illusion produced in 
and through the theater has valuable lessons to impart to those who witness it. Further, if the 
world portrayed in The Peach Blossom Fan is indeed an illusion, it is made doubly complex by 
the play’s own print and literary constructs — in particular, its packaging through paratextual 
prefaces, essays, and guides — which complicate the reliability of the drama’s own narratives 
about itself. Volpp suggests that the “disjunction between prefaces and play” reveals a 
“codification of the values of the late-Ming in the play itself.”  While it is certainly true that The 32
Peach Blossom Fan engages with late Ming sensibilities through its citation and reworking of 
late Ming dramas — particularly plays composed by Linchuan school playwrights — the play is 
also a distinctly early Qing work, in which readers witness a key transition in the development of 
the chuanqi genre beyond the trends and values of the late Ming. The disjuncture between the 
play proper and its paratexts hints at a bigger point of incongruity that characterized the context 
in which Kong wrote the play, for The Peach Blossom Fan came into being at a time when the 
theater itself was in decline. Not only, then, does analyzing The Peach Blossom Fan through the 
lens of meta-theater point to a way of witnessing the past through the critical distance of the 
theatrical spectator, but it also points to Kong’s own early Qing imperative of moving the world 
of theater onto the page of the printed play. 
 Volpp, Worldly Stage, 247.31
 Volpp, Worldly Stage, 246.32
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III. The Playwright and His Play 
 Just as The Peach Blossom Fan contemplates the causes and consequences of its 
historical subject matter, the play also reflects on the literary history of the genre in which it is 
written. The Peach Blossom Fan is a chuanqi drama: a dense and complex southern genre of 
drama that reached its height during the early-mid 17th century. The play’s narrative takes place 
over 44 scenes; or, in another count, 40 scenes plus a prologue, supplemental scene, interlude, 
and epilogue.  These scenes take shape according to the musical architecture of a song cycle, or 33
set of tunes, and the job of the playwright is to write new lyrics for the tunes he selects. Chuanqi 
are distinguished from other dramatic genres like the shorter northern form of zaju 雜劇, which 
are normally composed of only four main scenes and a shorter scene (a “wedge”).  Unlike in 34
zaju drama, which only permits one singing role per scene, any character may sing in a chuanqi 
scene; although the northern style of one singer per scene is sometimes adopted — including in 
The Peach Blossom Fan — to emphasize the perspective of a specific character. Beginning in the 
mid-Ming, chuanqi dramas were increasingly written for the musical registers of the kun opera 
(kunqu 崑曲), an elegant and elite performance style that was routinely differentiated from the 
less literary “flowery operas” (huabu 花部).  Still, it is important to note that the musical setting 35
 For an introduction to the history and characteristics of the chuanqi form, see Guo Yingde 郭英德, Ming Qing 33
chuanqi shi 明清传奇史 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2012), esp. 1-23.
 For an introduction to zaju drama, see the introduction to Stephen H. West and Wilt L. Idema, eds. and trans., 34
Monks, Bandits, Lovers, and Immortals: Eleven Early Chinese Plays (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 
2010): ix-xxxvi. For an analysis of the literary history and formation of a printed canon of early art song and song-
drama (especially early zaju plays), see Patricia Sieber, Theaters of Desire: Authors, Readers, and the Reproduction 
of Early Chinese Song-Drama, 1300-2000 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
 Liang Chenyu’s 梁辰⿂魚 (1519?-1591?) chuanqi drama The Girl Washing Silk (Huansha ji 浣紗記) is known for 35
being the drama that established kunqu as the dominant dramatic style of the late Ming period. Kunqu is an elite 
form, and its musical patterns are
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of The Peach Blossom Fan poses difficulties in performance. According to the early 20th century 
Chinese drama scholar Wu Mei 吳梅 (1884-1939), the play's lyrics are excellent, but its music is 
somewhat lacking.  36
 Kong Shangren completed The Peach Blossom Fan — one of only two complete dramas 
that Kong ever wrote  — at a time not only shaped by the Ming-Qing dynastic transition, but 37
also when the late Ming’s long-form chuanqi dramas were undergoing their own series of 
transitions. Catherine Swatek, following Lu Eting 陸萼庭, observes an “actors takeover” during 
the mid-Qing, along with a change in performance practices that privileged programs of scene 
selections over the staging of complete dramas.  At the same time, the long-form chuanqi itself 38
became less dominant as a popular literary genre. Writers of the early Qing were beginning to 
experiment with new genres outside the chuanqi format, including revitalizing the shorter 
dramatic genre of zaju, and work on the prose literati novel.  Along with Hong Sheng's 洪昇 39
(1645-1704) The Palace of Lasting Life (Changsheng dian 長⽣生殿), Kong Shangren’s The Peach 
 Wu Mei 吳梅, “Quxue tonglun 曲學通論,” in Wu Mei xiqu lunwen ji 吳梅戲曲論⽂文集, ed. Wang Weimin 王偉民 36
(Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe : Xinhua shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1983): 303. For a useful discussion 
of issues of musical performance in kunqu and the challenges of transitioning between literary drama and live 
performance, see Lindy Li Mark, “From Page to Stage: Exploring Some Mysteries of Kunqu Music and its Melodic 
Characteristics” CHINOPERL: Journal of Chinese Oral and Performing Literature 32, no. 1 (July 2013): 1-29. 
DOI: 10.1179/0193777413Z.0000000007.
 Kong Shangren's other complete chuanqi drama, Little Thunderclap (Xiao hulei ⼩小忽雷) stems from his personal 37
relationship with an unusual antique instrument of the same name. See Judith T. Zeitlin, “The Cultural Biography of 
a Musical Instrument: Little Hulei as Sounding Object, Antique, Prop, and Relic” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 
69, no. 2 (Dec. 2009): 395-441. DOI: 10.1353/jas.0.0026.
 Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, 149-157.38
 For a survey of trends in early Qing zaju plays, see Du Guiping 杜桂萍, Qingchu zaju yanjiu 清初雜劇研究 39
(Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2005). Wilt Idema’s section introduction in Trauma and Transcendence, titled 
“Drama After the Conquest: An Introduction,” gives a useful overview of early Qing playwriting trends, including in 
the genre of zaju (see 375-385). In my own unpublished paper, “The Writer’s Role-Type: Autobiographical Personae 
and the Playwright-Protagonists of Early-Mid Qing Drama,” I have also discussed how two unusual early-mid Qing 
“autobiographical playwrights” Liao Yan 廖燕 (1644-1705) and Xu Xi 徐燨 (1732-1807) used playwriting to 
valorize their otherwise un-exemplary lives. Both were particularly experimental in the zaju genre.
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Blossom Fan is often considered the last of the great chuanqi dramas — a condition Kong's work 
textually embodies in its assimilation of and reference to an impressive cross-section of late 
Ming chuanqi plays. 
 The chuanqi drama had reached its mid-17th century peak on the heels of Linchuan 
school forefather Tang Xianzu’s notorious dramatic successes; which, in addition to The Peony 
Pavilion, include three other “dream” plays jointly known as the “Four Dreams of Linchuan” (臨
川四夢).  The impact of Tang’s dramas — both during the late Ming, and on the field of Ming-40
Qing drama studies — can hardly be overstated; but suffice it to say, these works changed the 
landscape of 17th century dramatic writing. In the case of The Peony Pavilion, the world of 
Tang’s drama even leeched into the lives of the drama’s female readers, who did everything from 
writing commentaries on the play to ostensibly modeling their lives (and deaths) after the play’s 
female protagonist, Du Liniang 杜麗娘.  Further, many late Ming playwrights were inspired to 41
adapt, expand, and allude to plays by Tang Xianzu. Playwright Fan Wenruo 範⽂文若 (1588-1636), 
for instance, writes in a preface to his Intoxicating Dream of Flowers (Menghua han 夢花酣, 
1632) that while his work may “subtly resemble The Peony Pavilion,” he aspired that his own 
 Tang Xianzu hailed from the town of Linchuan, in Jiangxi Province. In addition to The Peony Pavilion, his four 40
“dream” plays include Dream of Handan (Handan ji 邯鄲記), Dream under the Southern Bough (Nanke ji 南柯記), 
and The Purple Hairpin (Zichai ji 紫釵記).
 For scholarship on The Peony Pavilion and its female readers, see Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: 41
Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), esp. Chapter 2; Ellen 
Widmer, “Xiaoqing’s Literary Legacy and the Place of the Women Writer in Late Imperial China,” Late Imperial 
China 13, no. 1 (June 1992): 111-155. DOI: http://doi.org/10.1353/late.1992.0008; and Judith T. Zeitlin, “The Story 
of the Three Wives’ Commentary on The Peony Pavilion,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 54, no. 1 (June 1994): 
127-179. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2719390 (accessed August 11, 2014).
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work would surpass it.  Other late Ming playwrights such as Wu Bing 吳炳 (1595-1648) also 42
drew liberally on motifs from within and around The Peony Pavilion. Wu not only adapts 
Linchuan motifs like the female self-portrait (such as in The Lady in the Painting, Huazhong ren 
畫中⼈人), but also draws on imagery of the peony for a scholar-beauty (caizi jiaren 才⼦子佳⼈人) 
romance that centers on a poetry contest (see his Green Peony, Lü Mudan 綠牡丹).  Wu Bing 43
even adapts the story of one of The Peony Pavilion’s tragic female readers into a drama of her 
own (A Remedy for Jealousy, Liaodu geng 療妒羹).  These playwrights are generally classified 44
as followers of the Linchuan drama school; and, while many Linchuan dramatists were active 
during the late Ming, early-mid Qing playwrights such as Jiang Shiquan 蔣⼠士銓 (1725- 1785) 
and Xu Xi 徐燨 (1732-1807) continued to draw inspiration from Tang Xianzu’s plays.  45
 The Peach Blossom Fan, I argue, reflects on the late Ming conditions of literary and 
theatrical culture exemplified by Linchuan plays and playwrights in the same breath as it 
assesses the history of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition. Kong’s approach to Tang Xianzu and 
the Linchuan school is ambiguous at best; but specifically with regard to Linchuan playwright 
Ruan Dacheng, The Peach Blossom Fan supplies a trenchant meta-theatrical critique. The 
 Fan Wenruo 範⽂文若, preface to Menghua han 夢花酣, cited in Judith T. Zeitlin, The Phantom Heroine: Ghosts 42
and Gender in Seventeenth Century Chinese Literature (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007): 137.
 Wu Bing 吳炳, Lü Mudan 綠牡丹 (Green Peony), ed. Luo Sining 羅斯寧 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe: 43
Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo faxing, 1985). 
 Judith Zeitlin has discussed some of Wu Bing’s work in The Phantom Heroine, Chapter 4 (131-180). I have also 44
benefited from reading Yanbing Tan’s unpublished paper, “The Burden of Selfish Desires: Jealousy and Qing in Wu 
Bing’s The Remedy for Jealousy,” presented at the Stanford-Berkeley Graduate Student Conference in Premodern 
Chinese Humanities, April 22nd, 2017.
 It is important to point out, however, that the notion of “drama schools” is an anachronistic way of categorizing 45
the plays and playwrights of the Ming-Qing periods. For one perspective on the problem of “drama schools,” see 
Zhu Wanshu 朱萬曙, “Mingdai xiqu wu liupai lun 明代戲曲無流派論,” in Ming Qing xiqu lungao 明清戲曲論稿 
(Hefei Shi: Anhui daxue chubanshe, 2007): 195-209. 
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relationship between Kong’s early Qing work and the Ming Linchuan playwrights is best 
described as one of displacement rather than disjunction. Certainly, Kong’s early Qing world was 
not the late Ming world represented in and by The Peony Pavilion and the later dramas based 
upon it. But here too Kong applies a lens of meta-theater to make the Linchuan drama part of his 
larger project; for Kong also draws heavily on the history and motifs of the Linchuan drama in 
The Peach Blossom Fan, revealing his debt to the paradigms of the Linchuan dramatic lineage. 
By re-framing arias, plays, and playwrights of the Linchuan drama through the devices of what I 
have called a meta-theater of literary criticism, The Peach Blossom Fan takes the practice of 
literary citation to a new level by meta-theatrically placing representative figures and works from 
this dramatic lineage into the space of The Peach Blossom Fan’s dramatic plot. 
*          *          * 
 Most readings of The Peach Blossom Fan are dominated by its romantic narrative: a love 
story between the late Ming student Hou Fangyu 侯⽅方域 and the Nanjing courtesan Li Xiangjun 
(whom we met above as the the courtesan who sings an aria from The Peony Pavilion). Their 
romance provides a structuring mechanism for the rest of the narrative, and is notable for 
foregrounding the interpersonal stakes of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition. As the prologue to 
The Peach Blossom Fan puts it, the play “borrows feelings of romantic entanglement to portray 
the impact of dynastic rise and fall 借離合之情，寫興亡之感.”  Soon after Hou Fangyu and Li 46
Xiangjun meet and are wed in the pleasure quarters, they are separated. Hou Fangyu travels to 
the front, where he serves as a military strategist for the armed forces of the Southern Ming. Li 
Xiangjun remains in Nanjing, where she is eventually drafted into the Southern Ming 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 44. 46
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Hongguang 弘光 Emperor’s harem of female performers. Before this, however, she resists 
remarriage to a Southern Ming official by bashing her head against the ground in protest, 
splattering her fan with blood in the process. The artist Yang Wencong 楊⽂文聰 turns the blood 
stains on the fan into peach blossoms to produce the “peach blossom fan” of the play’s title; 
which, in a variation on a pattern set forth by The Peony Pavilion, leads Li Xiangjun to recognize 
the fan as her “portrait” (寫照). Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu are temporarily reunited at the end 
of the play during a Daoist ritual commemorating the fallen Ming Dynasty (which has, over the 
course of the play, finally collapsed); but they are just as quickly separated again, and exit the 
stage in opposite directions to pursue their independent self-cultivation as Daoist converts. 
 Developed through this romance, The Peach Blossom Fan at first seems to set itself up as 
a typical Linchuan style drama. The play makes liberal use of Linchuan dramatic motifs, such as 
the female (self-)portrait, and straightforwardly reveals its debts to characters from past 
Linchuan dramas, like The Peony Pavilion’s female protagonist Du Liniang. The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s female lead Li Xiangjun does her utmost to reproduce Linchuan drama motifs: she sings 
Du Liniang’s arias from The Peony Pavilion, she tries to become a typical heroine by marrying a 
talented scholar, and even finds herself a portrait to fulfill this standard motif from the Linchuan 
drama playbook. Yet these efforts all come up short — Li Xiangjun’s marriage to Hou Fangyu, 
for instance, comes far too early in the play, and does not follow the proper rituals, which makes 
it invalid. Li Xiangjun tries to play the perfect heroine, but as a courtesan she faces obstacles like 
the threat of re-marriage. She does not even paint her own portrait — a dramatic motif that by 
the early Qing had become so a common as to verge on cliche. Nor does The Peach Blossom Fan 
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offer Li Xiangjun the satisfaction of a romantic happy ending; rather, she ends the drama as a 
Daoist convert and her peach blossom fan is ripped to pieces. When she encounters Hou Fangyu 
at the finale, she claims not even to recognize him: “I turn my head, and perceive that all is an 
illusion. Who is this person facing me? 回頭皆幻景，對⾯面是何⼈人?”  47
 The question of problematic identities and illusions — in particular, the tenuous links 
between theatrical roles and social roles — is explored from the very beginning of the play. In 
the prologue to The Peach Blossom Fan, readers encounter a character named the Old Master of 
Ceremonies (Lao zanli ⽼老讚禮). The Old Master of Ceremonies is played by the fumo 副末 role-
type, who according to dramatic convention is given the task of introducing the play to follow. 
He recounts:  
Yesterday, in the Garden of Peace and Serenity, I watched a new play, called The Peach 
Blossom Fan, which told of recent events in the city of Nanjing during the final years of 
the Ming Dynasty. Borrowing the sentiments of romance to portray the impact of dynastic 
rise and fall, [this play concerned] real events, real people, and was founded on real 
evidence…As an even greater pleasure, I myself, despite being past my prime, was pulled 
up onstage to perform…This stirred me up so much that I laughed, I cried, I showed my 
fury and I cursed, all in turn. In that performance hall, filled to the brim with guests, how 




是戲中之⼈人！   48
It was standard practice to begin a chuanqi drama with a short opening sequence (jiamen 家⾨門), 
in which a supporting male actor played by the fumo role-type, as noted above, would summarize 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 299.47
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 44-45.48
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the contents of the play to follow.  Yet the prologue to The Peach Blossom Fan is unusually 49
self-reflexive. It not only introduces the play to follow as a work that has already been 
performed, but also draws the reader’s attention to the participatory process of theatrical 
spectatorship. It is never quite clear where the boundary between the stage performance and the 
world offstage actually lies. Is this Old Master of Ceremonies an actor or an audience member? 
Is the play that the Old Master saw the same Peach Blossom Fan that we are about to read? 
 The meta-theatrical framework of The Peach Blossom Fan is not limited to its prologue.  
The Old Master of Ceremonies returns once again to address the audience at the mid-point of the 
play, when a voice from offstage asks him what he thought of the play’s first half. “The 
performance made me feel both elated and deeply sad,” the Old Master of Ceremonies responds. 
“I would laugh out loud for no reason at all, and then without realizing it, I would burst into 
tears. It was as if the play were written with the brushstrokes of the Grand Historian Sima Qian, 
and as if the great court jester Dongfang Shuo had ascended the stage to perform them.  But I 50
worry that, things being as they are, some of the episodes are [deliberately] ambiguous, and that 
to a small degree, human emotions may obscure others 演的快意，演的傷⼼心，無端笑哈哈，
不覺淚紛紛。︒司⾺馬遷作史筆，東⽅方朔上場⼈人。︒只怕世事含糊八九件，⼈人情遮蓋兩三分.”  51
 This is known in drama scholarship as the “fumo’s opening” (fumo kaichang 副末開場). Chinese dramatic genres 49
group characters according to a system of role-types, which are delineated by features such as age, gender, and 
positive or negative personality traits. Catherine Swatek has compiled a thorough outline of role-types used in the 
genre of chuanqi drama and in kunqu, or kun opera, the most ubiquitous style used for performing chuanqi dramas. 
See Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, 257-260. The example characters Swatek gives for each role-type all come 
from The Peony Pavilion.
 Sima Qian 司⾺馬遷 is a Han Dynasty historian and author of the Records of the Grand Historian (Shiji 史記), who 50
claims to have completed the work in a fit of righteous rage. Dongfang Shuo 東⽅方朔 is a Han Dynasty court jester 
known for his ability to use performance as a mode of remonstration.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 171.51
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At once audience member and performer, the Old Master of Ceremonies embodies The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s fertile contradictions. As an actor, “pulled up onstage to perform,” he models the 
sentiments and reactions of an audience member; but at the same time, he has been moved by the 
play’s performance as its audience member. The Old Master of Ceremonies dialogues with yet 
another liminal performing figure in his offstage interlocutor. This disembodied voice 
participates in the onstage dialogue while remaining physically offstage — literally “within” (nei 
內) the backstage area — ambiguously located beyond the “ghost gate” (guimen 鬼⾨門) that 
divides the onstage and offstage spaces. 
 The play constructs its meta-theatrical critical distance by drawing on two different 
temporal frames. Both the prologue and the mid-play interlude are set in 1684, long after the 
bulk of the drama proper is supposed to have taken place (during the mid-1640s). In 1684, the 
Old Master of Ceremonies recounts, harvests have been bountiful, good omens abound, and 
people everywhere are at peace — all signs that the world is as it should be. This temporal 
setting is significant, for it is the same year that the historical Qing Dynasty Emperor Kangxi 康
熙 made a visit to Qufu 曲⾩阜, the hometown of The Peach Blossom Fan’s playwright, Kong 
Shangren.  
 Kong Shangren is unusual for a Chinese playwright. As a 64th generational descendant of 
China’s most revered philosopher Confucius (Kong Fuzi 孔夫⼦子), Kong Shangren was a 
member of one of the most well-documented and prestigious lineages in Chinese history. He 
spent most of his early life in the northern provincial hub of Qufu, Confucius’s ancestral home in 
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Shandong province and the main regional base of the Confucian Kong lineage.  Having been 52
educated in the local lineage school, Kong Shangren became an important scholar of Kong 
family history, and undertook essential projects such as updating the family genealogy and 
editing the local gazetteer.  Kong also made an intensive study of Confucian ritual and music, 53
becoming a sought-after local expert. After spending several years, beginning in 1678, living and 
writing in relative isolation on Stone Gate Mountain ⽯石⾨門山 (located about 25 kilometers 
northeast of Qufu), Kong Shangren was recalled to Qufu in 1682 to conduct the funeral rituals 
for Madam Zhang 張氏, the wife of clan leader Kong Yuqi 孔毓圻.  Kong Shangren remained 54
in Qufu for the next two years, during which he supervised the ritual students (lisheng 禮⽣生) and 
performers (yuewu sheng 樂舞⽣生) at Qufu’s large Confucian temple (Kong miao 孔廟). As part 
of his responsibilities, Kong Shangren also oversaw the production of ritual implements and 
musical instruments for the temple’s frequent ceremonies.  55
 There is another branch of the Kong family located in the southern city of Quzhou 衢州 (Zhejiang province) — 52
the result of a split after Jin Dynasty forces overran territory belonging to the Northern Song during the mid-12th 
century, leading some Kong clan members to flee south. While the members of the southern Kong clan have since 
possessed an inferior status to the clan’s members in the north, the southern clan continued to receive special 
privileges from the imperial government even into the Ming and Qing periods, such as financial assistance for fixing 
temples. See Li Pengcheng 李鹏程 and Wang Houxiang 王厚⾹香, Tianxia diyi jia: Kongzi jiazu de lishi bianqian 天
下第⼀一家：孔⼦子家族的历史变迁 (Beijing: Jingji ribao chubanshe, 2004): esp. 128-130.
 These works include the Kongzi shijiapu 孔⼦子世家譜 (Kong Family Genealogy) and Queli xinzhi 闕⾥里新誌 (New 53
Record of Queli). Excerpts from both are included in Kong Shangren’s complete works. See Kong Shangren 孔尚
任, Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, ed. Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 
2004): 4: 2019-2089 and 2091-2333.
 The head of the Kong lineage goes by the special hereditary title of Yansheng Gong 衍聖公 (“Propagator of the 54
Ways of the Sage,” i.e. Confucius). 
 For details on Kong Shangren life, see Yuan Shishuo 袁世硕, Kong Shangren nianpu 孔尚任年譜 (Jinan: Qilu 55
shushe, 1987) and Xu Zhengui’s editor’s preface (“Qian Yan”) to Kong Shangren quanji, 1: 1-28. In English, see 
Richard E. Strassberg, The World of K'ung Shang-jen: A Man of Letters in Early Ch'ing China (New York: 
Columbia Univ. Press, 1983).
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 As part of his southern inspection tour, the Qing Dynasty’s Kangxi Emperor visited Qufu 
in 1684 to participate in one of these rituals honoring Confucius.  As Guojun Wang has rightly 56
indicated, the year 1684 “marked a turning point in the Ming-Qing transition,” when Qing forces 
had finally subdued the rebellion of the Three Feudatories (1673-1681) and defeated opposition 
troops still loyal to the Ming led by descendants of Zheng Chenggong 鄭成功 (also known as 
Koxinga) on the island of Taiwan in 1683.  The Kangxi Emperor’s visit to Qufu during this still 57
tense historical moment made a visible display of the Qing’s successful consolidation of political 
power. Further, it concretized the ethnically Manchu Kangxi Emperor’s leadership role as 
Emperor of all of his subjects through his active (albeit “inconvenient”) participation in the 
Confucian ritual foundations of Han Chinese society.  Following Kangxi’s ritual performance, 58
Kong Shangren was one of two local men selected to lecture the Emperor on classical Confucian 
texts, for which Kong opted to speak on The Great Learning (Daxue ⼤大學). This was in itself a 
great honor; but the Kangxi Emperor was so impressed with Kong Shangren that he specially 
appointed Kong as a lecturer in the Imperial College in Beijing. (According to Kong’s own 
 Kong Shangren produced an account of this event in his Chushan yishu ji 出山異數記, which is included in Kong 56
Shangren quanji, 4: 2335-2350. During the Kangxi Emperor’s visit — the first time a Manchu Emperor had 
personally come to Qufu to participate in Confucian ritual activities — the Kangxi Emperor performed the ritual of 
the “three kneelings and nine bows” (三跪九叩). Also see Yuan Shishuo, Kong Shangren nian pu, 36-44 for details 
on the Kangxi Emperor’s visit.
 In addition to concisely summarizing existing scholarship on the significance of Kangxi’s ritual performance in 57
Qufu, Wang’s article gives an excellent reading of Kangxi’s visit to Qufu through the lens of “discursive practices 
about clothing.” Wang observes that the Kangxi emperor’s ritual performance “integrated Manchu clothing into 
Confucian rituals,” but also contends that written accounts of this visit, particularly by Kong Shangren, reveal a 
delicate negotiation between Han-style costumes and Manchu-style costumes. Guojun Wang, “The Inconvenient 
Imperial Visit: Writing Clothing and Ethnicity in 1684 Qufu,” Late Imperial China 37, no. 2 (Dec. 2016). DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1353/late.2016.0013: 137, 139.
 Ping-ti Ho has read this moment as evidence of the Qing Emperor’s Sinicization — see Ho’s “In Defense of 58
Sinicization: A Rebuttal of Evelyn Rawski’s “Reenvisioning the Qing,” The Journal of Asian Studies 57, no.1 (Feb.. 
1998): 123-155. https://www.jstor.org/stable/2659026 (accessed March 26, 2019). But, as Guojun Wang points out, 
the divergent Manchu and Han costumes involved in this ritual complicate such a clear-cut analysis of the event 
(Wang, “The Inconvenient Imperial Visit,” 138).
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account, the Emperor had praised him for being “far superior to the imperial lecturers 經筵講官
不及也.” ) 59
 It is no coincidence, then, that the meta-theatrical frame of The Peach Blossom Fan is set 
in a year that held great significance for playwright Kong Shangren. For the temporal setting of 
the dramatic text to so provocatively intersect with the personal history of its playwright points 
to further possibilities for reading the play as a multi-layered self-reflexive work. Scholars have 
routinely identified the Old Master of Ceremonies of The Peach Blossom Fan’s prologue with 
Kong Shangren. Taking aside their shared links to ritual, the play’s commentary makes several 
references that connect the Old Master of Ceremonies to the Kong clan, if not directly to Kong 
Shangren himself.  In the most obvious case, the commentator implies that the Old Master of 60
Ceremonies is an avatar for the Mountain Recluse [of Cloud Pavilion] (Yunting shanren 雲亭山
⼈人), Kong Shangren's pen-name: “The Old Master of Ceremonies marks the beginning and 
ending points of this chuanqi play. Who is this Old Master of Ceremonies? This is what the 
Mountain Recluse calls himself ⽼老讚禮者，⼀一部傳奇之起結也。︒讚禮為誰︖？山⼈人⾃自謂也.”  61
Attending to the perspectives of The Peach Blossom Fan’s commentary reveals yet another layer 
 Kong Shangren, Chushan yishu ji, 2338; also see Yuan Shishuo, Kong Shangren nianpu, 40.59
 For instance, the commentator remarks during the prologue: “The Old Master of Ceremonies is from the clan of 60
Yunting shanren’s [Kong Shangren’s] uncle. He once served as an official in Nanjing, so he saw these events [a 
reference specifically to a series of 12 auspicious signs] with his own eyes. [Yunting] Shanren listened to the Old 
Master discussing them, and this work is the result” (⽼老贊禮者，雲亭山⼈人之伯氏，曾仕南京，⽬目擊時事。︒山⼈人
耹其緒論，故有此作). A few lines later, the commentary makes a connection between two classic texts that were 
ostensibly written (or compiled) by Kong Shangren’s ancestor, Confucius: “Speaking of the origins of this work, this 
chuanqi play is truly written to be read like the Spring and Autumn Annals and the Mao edition of the Book of 
Songs” (說出著作淵源，⼀一部傳奇真作《春秋》，《⽑毛詩》讀矣). For both citations, see the recent commentary 
edition: Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Yunting shanren pingdian Taohua shan 雲亭山⼈人評點桃花扇 (Shanghai: Shanghai 
guji chubanshe, 2012): 1. Hereafter cited as Yunting shanren pingdian.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 123.61
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of the play’s meta-theatricality. The commentary is included in the first woodblock-printed 
edition of The Peach Blossom Fan (1708), and is, as noted above, composed under Kong 
Shangren’s pen-name, Mountain Recluse of Cloud Pavilion (Yunting shanren). Over the course 
of the play, readers thus appear to watch Kong Shangren engage in dialogue with himself; a 
meta-theatrical fracturing of the playwright figure at the level of the dramatic text.  The 62
implications of this observation go even further, for in the final appended scene to The Peach 
Blossom Fan, “A Haunting Tune” (Yu yun 餘韻, labeled as “Scene 40, Continued” 續四⼗〸十齣), is 
set on the 17th day of the 9th month of 1648: the very date on which Kong Shangren was born. 
The chronological ruptures of this play discourage a linear, autobiographical reading, but the 
play’s temporal frames nevertheless hint at playwright Kong’s background and life experiences.  63
To examine the issue of The Peach Blossom Fan’s meta-theater as a meta-textual issue points us 
squarely in the direction of the playwright. 
 On Ming drama commentaries, see Zhu Wanshu 朱萬曙, Mingdai xiqu pingdian yanjiu 明代戲曲評點研究 62
(Hefei Shi: Anhui jiaoyu chubanshe: Jing xiao Xinhua shudian, 2002). The Peach Blossom Fan mainly uses what 
Zhu describes as “scene commentaries” (出批) and marginal/headnote commentaries (眉批) (see esp. 39-42).
 Outside of his work as a ritual expert, Kong Shangren frequently viewed performances in a variety of regional 63
styles while growing up in Qufu. These experiences, Xu Zhengui argues, surely influenced Kong’s playwriting 
choices in The Peach Blossom Fan. While the northern pihuang ⽪皮黄 musical style and Anhui-style theater 徽戲 
gained a particularly strong hold in the Kong Mansion during the course of the Qing, it was also not unusual for 
performers to be asked to sing works in the kun opera style. There were even two troupes of resident actors who 
lived on the premises of Kong family land: one group comprised of adults, another of children. The date of these 
troupes’ establishment is unclear, but documents from the Kong Family Archives reveal that the troupes existed at 
least as early as the Shunzhi 順治 reign period, when Kong Shangren was growing up. Xu Zhengui 徐振贵, “Kong 
Shangren heyi yao yong xiju xingshi xiazuo Taohua shan 孔尚任何以要⽤用戏剧形式写作《桃花扇》,” Dongnan 
daxue xuebao, Zhexue shehui kexue ban 2, no. 4 (Nov. 2000): 76-81. Accessed via China Academic Journals (May 
2, 2016), see esp. 77. I discussed the Kong family’s theater troupe and other details of Kong Shangren’s life and 
work in a personal conversation with Xu Zhengui in Qufu on April 26th, 2016.
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IV.  Meta-theater and the Theatrical Playwright 
 Techniques of meta-theater will be familiar to anyone who has read the dramas of 
William Shakespeare, who lived and worked in 16th century England several generations before 
Kong Shangren completed The Peach Blossom Fan.  (Consider, for example, how the staging of 64
“Pyramus and Thisbe” in A Midsummer Night’s Dream is used as a farcical, play-within-a-play; 
or the frequent monologues in which Shakespeare’s characters directly address the audience.) 
Devices of meta-theater and theatrical self-reflexivity are likewise not uncommon in Chinese 
dramas. Even in one of the earliest known Chinese dramatic texts, the southern-style drama Top 
Graduate Zhang Xie (Zhang Xie zhuangyuan 張協狀元),  stage characters comment on the 65
large feet of an actor playing a female character — a sure sign, as in most forms of Chinese 
performance, that this female character is played by a male actor.  Later in the same scene, a 66
comic character gets down on his hands and knees to perform the role of a table. As other 
characters pile plates of food onto his back, the comic-turned-table complains that he too is 
hungry, but the other characters cannot be bothered with his protests.   67
 More often, William Shakespeare is compared with Tang Xianzu (both died in 1616). Their worlds and plays are 64
comparatively explored in Tian Yuan Tan, Paul Edmondson, and Shih-pe Wang’s recent edited volume titled 1616: 
Shakespeare and Tang Xianzu’s China (London: Bloomsbury Arden Shakespeare, 2016). In terms of meta-theatrical 
similarities, we can consider Shakespeare’s comic use of “Pyramus and Thisbe” as a play-within-a-play in A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream, or the frequent monologues when Shakespeare’s characters directly address the 
audience. See, for instance, James Shapiro, A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare, 1599 (New York, 
HarperCollins Publishers, 2005): 39.
 Zhang Xie zhuangyun 張協狀元 is actually a nanxi 南戲, a southern-style precursor to the chuanqi drama. Zhang 65
Xie is one of three extant nanxi plays found in the Yongle Encyclopedia  (Yongle dadian 永樂⼤大典) compiled 
between 1403-1407 under the direction of the early Ming Yongle Emperor (1403-1424). For more on this play, see 
Regina Llamas, “Comic Roles and Performance in the Play Zhang Xie Zhuangyuan with a Complete 
Translation” (PhD dissertation, Harvard University, January 1998).
 See Scene 16, Zhang Xie zhuangyuan, Llamas trans., 250-251. Also see the comment “Oh, it’s a fake 66
female” (Zhang Xie zhuangyuan, Llamas, trans., 336).
 Zhang Xie zhuangyuan, Llamas trans., 252-253.67
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 This ability to transform from one thing to another, as Ling Hon Lam notes of this scene, 
is characteristic of a condition of Chinese theater he calls the “dreamscape.” The dreamscape, 
Lam explains, “presupposes the distinction between identities but collapses any solid foundation 
of reality.”  Thus, the viewer of theater in the realm of the dreamscape may be “awoken” to the 68
understanding that what he views is nothing but an illusion. This is the condition faced by Li 
Xiangjun at the end of The Peach Blossom Fan: once the drama has run its course, she has been 
enlightened to The Peach Blossom Fan’s “internal” world of representation. But Lam describes 
another condition of Chinese theater, which he terms “theatricality.” Building on Volpp’s work, 
Lam characterizes theatricality as an issue of spectatorship and media interface — “an early 
modern mode of spatiality in which emotion is not interior to oneself but performed by others.” 
Theatricality is defined by a sense of “self-displacement,” in which the spectator “pauses in front 
of the dream, trying to sympathetically identify with it.” Theatricality “signals a peculiar spatial 
problematic: the spectator/subject is not quite in a position where she can feel, or she feels only 
by moving away from where she is standing.”  The Peach Blossom Fan does not offer a secure, 69
stable anchor of internal “reality” — as we have seen, even the process of historical storytelling 
is shown to be a process of representation — and so the world within this play appears to align 
more closely with Lam’s concept of the “dreamscape” than to his definition of “theatricality.” 
But if we take into consideration the printed, generic, and paratextual framing of the play — the 
play's own media interface — the position of the reader in relation to this text exemplifies 
something closer to the condition that Lam classifies as early modern “theatricality.” 
 Ling Hon Lam, The Spatiality of Emotion in Early Modern China: From Dreamscapes to Theatricality (New 68
York: Columbia University Press, 2018): 114-117.
 Lam, The Spatiality of Emotion, 6-7. For Lam, theatricality is tied to the consumption of drama in the form of 69
printed texts.
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 I draw on these insights in the chapters that follow to argue that in The Peach Blossom 
Fan, Kong Shangren has created a new vision of a theatrical worldly stage within and around his 
own play; one in which the problems of social and theatrical performance are tied up in the 
formal world of the printed chuanqi drama. The Peach Blossom Fan is unique for constantly 
drawing readers’ attention to the framing devices that structure the production of drama and 
theater, from the backstage work for putting on a stage play to sites where the formal 
conventions of the chuanqi genre start to go terribly awry. Under the brush of playwright Kong 
Shangren, the chuanqi drama itself becomes a self-reflexive form capable of performing the 
work of literary exegesis and socio-political commentary. Through its literary meta-theater, The 
Peach Blossom Fan models the process of literary criticism as a complement to its work of 
socio-political judgement. 
 In the following chapters, I begin by detailing how, through its range of meta-theatrical 
judgements, The Peach Blossom Fan evaluates the legacy of the late Ming Linchuan drama 
school’s plays and playwrights within the context of Kong Shangren’s own time in the early 
Qing. The first two chapters discuss issues of theatrical performance (presentational role-playing 
on stage) and social performance (embodying relationships and identities) by focusing on one 
particular Linchuan writer: the late Ming politician and playwright Ruan Dacheng. As I argue in 
Chapter 1, Ruan is the perfect fulcrum through which to closely examine The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s use of meta-theater. The Peach Blossom Fan, I suggest, is a turning point in historical 
writing about the late Ming that contributes to later evaluations of Ruan as a perfect historical 
villain. By comparing Kong’s stage version of Ruan to late Ming sources on Ruan’s playwriting 
and personality, I show that the historical Ruan was corrupt but not universally maligned. The 
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Peach Blossom Fan’s villainous rendition of Ruan results from Kong’s use of chuanqi drama to 
perform the judgements of a historian, a point I make through a close reading of Ruan’s stage 
character and discussion of the play’s framing materials: several prefaces, a bibliography, reading 
guides, and commentaries. Through Ruan's provocative stage avatar — a playwright who 
appears on stage as a dramatic character — we may examine how The Peach Blossom Fan uses 
theatrical devices to explore the paradoxes of the history it portrays. The Peach Blossom Fan, I 
contend, encourages its readers to assess Ruan’s legacy with a cool and judicious gaze by 
considering both axes on which he operates: as politician, and also as a playwright. The Peach 
Blossom Fan offers readers the opportunity to “weigh the evidence” on Ruan for themselves by 
stepping back to become discerning spectators of the play’s historical and theatrical illusions.  
 Kong’s depiction of Ruan Dacheng as a stage character in turn sets the stage for readers 
to assess the problematic musical practices of Ruan’s most (in)famous drama, The Swallow 
Letter (1642). The editing and production processes for a performance of Ruan’s drama at the 
Southern Ming court trace a vital subplot The Peach Blossom Fan. The Swallow Letter is meant 
“to serve as the music of the resurgent [Hongguang] era 為中興⼀一代之樂”  — a description 70
that pegs the play to the fate of the crumbling Southern Ming regime, and cements Ruan 
Dacheng’s fate as the villainous playwright who wrote it. I demonstrate in Chapter 2 how The 
Peach Blossom Fan uses issues of theatrical and social performance to critique this production 
work for The Swallow Letter — a play that distracts Southern Ming officials from their life-and-
death political duties. I argue that Kong uses theatrical conventions and the conventions of the 
chuanqi form to undermine Ruan’s legacy as a playwright. Kong thus synecdochically casts The 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 192.70
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Swallow Letter as the music of the collapsing Southern Ming: a “bad last play” to complement 
Ruan as a “bad last playwright.” 
 The Interlude, or Chapter 3, draws the reader temporarily away from The Peach Blossom 
Fan for a comparative look at how turning a dramatist into a stage character became a new 
technique for evaluating a playwright’s legacy. I analyze Jiang Shiquan’s 1744 chuanqi drama 
Dreams of Linchuan (Linchuan meng 臨川夢), which places The Peony Pavilion’s playwright 
Tang Xianzu into a shared narrative space with his readers. Tang’s stage character in Dreams of 
Linchuan interacts with dramatic characters from each of his own four plays, as well as a “real” 
reader of The Peony Pavilion, Yu Ergu 俞⼆二姑. Curiously, Yu Ergu does not develop the 
resonance with The Peony Pavilion’s tragic heroine Du Liniang that we might expect of a female 
reader of Tang’s work. Instead, Yu Ergu is drawn straight to the The Peony Pavilion’s playwright, 
Tang Xianzu himself. Yet this reading of Tang — a playwright who speaks righteously through 
his dramas — is only possible because Jiang Shiquan (who is also recognized as a Linchuan 
school dramatist) emphasizes Tang’s upright socio-political roles as a filial son and loyal official. 
This makes Jiang’s depiction of the “playwright on stage” categorically different from the 
depiction of Ruan Dacheng in The Peach Blossom Fan, because Jiang sought to galvanize Tang 
Xianzu’s reputation as an exemplary man. 
 Chapter 4 returns to The Peach Blossom Fan to address the drama’s broader assessment 
of the Linchuan drama school, focusing on the evolution of the motif of female self-portraiture 
over the course of the 17th century. I begin by juxtaposing Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter 
to Li Xiangjun’s blood-splattered peach blossom fan, and consider how these two politically 
symbolic objects are counterbalanced over the course of the play. I relate issues of visual 
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portraiture to the previous chapters’ conceptions of social and theatrical performance, showing 
how attempts to capture likeness in painting and in performance both operate in the domain of 
the simulacrum. To further complicate matters, both Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter and Li 
Xiangjun’s portrait-fan are grounded in the conventions of the Linchuan drama school; thus, 
together, the two reveal how Kong Shangren grapples with the Linchuan school’s contradictory 
legacy. Nevertheless, by drawing on Linchuan motifs himself in The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong 
Shangren implicitly casts himself as an ambiguous Linchuan disciple. 
 In the chapters outlined above we see how performance in The Peach Blossom Fan — in 
its social and theatrical forms — explicitly emphasizes its status as performance. Recognizing a 
performance as such emphasizes its role in producing critical judgement, thus guiding readers to 
step back from the narrative plot to assess the subject matter at hand as spectators. The Peach 
Blossom Fan also draws the reader’s attention to how the play operates as a literary drama: a 
work interlaced and inflected with chuanqi dramas of the past (like The Peony Pavilion and The 
Swallow Letter) against which The Peach Blossom Fan, being a drama itself, implicitly 
establishes itself as a comparative counterpart and critique. Through meta-theater, Kong’s drama 
not only performs the functions of historical storytelling, but also becomes a literary and 
theatrical critique in kind on the late Ming world to which it alludes. To assess another play, The 
Peach Blossom Fan suggests, requires another play; one must be a playwright to judge another 
playwright. 
 These dimensions of self-reflexivity achieve their particular significance through the 
play’s social and historical frames: the world of its playwright Kong Shangren, and the socio-
political world of the early Qing, in which Kong wrote and lived. In The Peach Blossom Fan, 
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Kong looks back at the late Ming’s Linchuan dramas and dramatists from the historical distance 
of the early Qing world, and in so doing reconsiders the viability of popular Linchuan dramatic 
motifs amidst and after the trauma of the mid-17th century Ming-Qing dynastic transition. At the 
same time, Kong historicizes the production work of his own play through a series of paratexts, 
which include, among others, a short account of how The Peach Blossom Fan came into being. 
These framing devices recount that The Peach Blossom Fan circulated as both a stage play and 
as a text during the early years of the Qing Dynasty, and describe the roles played by Kong 
Shangren and others over the course of its reception history. 
 Chapters 5 and 6 turns to issues of the chuanqi form and the self-reflexivity of The Peach 
Blossom Fan as a literary text to consider how the play confounds readers’ assumptions about 
how a typical chuanqi drama should appear. The Peach Blossom Fan is famous for its troubling 
and unconventional ending, in which the hero Hou Fangyu and heroine Li Xiangjun do not end 
up happily married at the end of the play. This conclusion runs contrary to what audiences would 
normally expect from a work of chuanqi drama, whose most predictable generic hallmark is the 
“grand reunion” (da tuanyuan) that finally allows the play’s social and dramatic tensions to be 
reconciled. Here and elsewhere, readers watch as the chuanqi genre itself appears to unravel. Not 
only does The Peach Blossom Fan start to engage in a calculated dismantling of the Linchuan 
romance, but Kong’s play also creates a self-reflexive literary environment that is also explored 
theatrically. Chapter 5 examines the alternative narratives that are contained within The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s paratexts, which add a layer theatrical meta-textuality to the play’s internal 
representations of meta-theater. I explore the stories that the play tells about itself in these 
paratexts, focusing in particular on an apparent revision of The Peach Blossom Fan by Kong 
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Shangren’s friend Gu Cai 顧彩; which, we are told, was premised on altering the ending of the 
play to allow the two protagonists to reunite. In so doing, I also examine the relationship between 
the play’s history as a literary drama and Kong’s views on stage performance, showing how the 
fracturing of The Peach Blossom Fan occurs at the level of its own textual packaging and 
discourses. This, I suggest, is where the “theatricality” (in Lam’s sense of the term) of The Peach 
Blossom Fan lies, because the play’s paratexts form a distancing interface between the 
“historical” world inhabited by playwright Kong Shangren and the “theatrical” world represented 
within his play. 
 Finally, in Chapter 6, I show how The Peach Blossom Fan tries to pull itself back 
together through a third type of performance: a representation of ritual. The notion of ritual 
performance (bringing a condition into being through a repeatable program of actions), is 
premised on truth claims that the play’s theatrical and social modes of performance would seem 
to obfuscate. I examine this issue through the lens of the theatrical body: in short, what happens 
when a body is stripped of its social and theatrical markers. I argue that in the most significant 
existential moments of social unraveling in the play — including a series of suicides by three of 
the Southern Ming’s leading generals, which I analyze in detail — are explored meta-
theatricality to emphasize the limits of the chuanqi drama’s capacity for representation. The 
meta-theatrical thus becomes metaphysical, as The Peach Blossom Fan points to the limits of its 
own capacity to represent its subject matter.  
 Taken together, these layers and contexts of The Peach Blossom Fan produce the effect of  
theatricalizing the literary genre of the chuanqi itself. The play’s internal uses of meta-theater — 
among them staging The Swallow Letter as a play within a play, and staging Ruan Dacheng as a 
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playwright within a play — draw attention to the constructed quality of histories, identities, and 
instability of the stories that are built around both. The play’s outward-facing “literary” meta-
theatrical frames, in turn, capture the ways in which writing is yet another form of performance. 
These two meta-theatrical frames are, I contend, closely related, and there are uncanny links 
between Kong’s portrayal of Ruan Dacheng as a playwright onstage, and Kong’s own portrayal 
of himself as a playwright “offstage.” The Peach Blossom Fan’s intense self-consciousness about 
being a work of literary theater places the play, its playwright Kong Shangren, and its readers in 




Meta-Theater and the Making of Ruan Dacheng,  
The Peach Blossom Fan’s Playwright-Villain 
I. Casting the “Painted Face” 
 At the opening of “The Disrupted Ceremonies” (Hong ding 鬨丁), the third full scene of 
Kong Shangren’s 孔尚任 (1648-1718) seminal historical drama, The Peach Blossom Fan 
(Taohua shan 桃花扇, 1699), two attendants prepare the Nanjing Imperial Academy for the 
spring sacrifices to Confucius. Once the stage is set, two officiators enter to assume their 
ceremonial roles, followed by a posse of young students who have also come to participate in the 
ritual event. Last on stage is the fujing 副淨 role-type, who enters alone, wearing a full beard and 
formal robes, to take his place in the front line of attendees. Only when the ceremony concludes 
does one of the young students notice the fujing, and reacts to his presence with a start: “You are 
Bearded Ruan; what are you doing here at the sacrifice? This is an insult to the Sage [Confucius] 
and a disgrace to cultured men of letters. (Shouting) Quickly, away with you! 你是阮鬍⼦子，如
何也來與祭︖？唐突先師，玷辱斯⽂文。︒(喝介) 快快出去！  It is in this way that readers of The 71
Peach Blossom Fan are introduced to the stage character of Ruan Dacheng 阮⼤大鋮 (1587-1646): 
a man known colloquially as “Bearded Ruan” (阮鬍⼦子), whose name has since become 
synonymous with cronyism, treachery, and the flagrant abuse of power for his political activities 
in the late Ming. 
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, ed. 71
Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 2004): 1: 61.
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 As twenty-first century readers of The Peach Blossom Fan, we are no doubt familiar with 
Ruan Dacheng’s poor reputation and inglorious decline. Ruan had entered officialdom at a 
tumultuous period in Chinese history, for the late Ming political world was rife with factional 
struggles. In 1620, soon after Ruan had achieved the jinshi 進⼠士 degree (1616), a new Emperor 
assumed the throne; but, the young and inept Zhu Youxiao 朱由校 (Tianqi Emperor 明天啟, 
reigned 1620-1627) had little interest in state affairs, and had delegated most practical aspects of 
running the government to his personal associates. Chief among these was the court eunuch Wei 
Zhongxian 魏忠賢 (1568-1627), who had progressively tightened his hold on imperial power 
through close personal ties with the impressionable Tianqi emperor. The conservative Confucian 
Donglin Party 東林黨 opposed Wei’s influence and power, and decried his corrupting influence 
over the Tianqi Emperor while advocating for a return to the moral foundations of Confucian 
government.  
 According to the Qing historians who wrote about this conflict in the Ming History 
(Mingshi 明史) several decades later, Ruan Dacheng formed connections with members of Wei’s 
eunuch faction out of a desire to develop his power and prestige. This association positioned him 
unfavorably in the eyes of the Donglin Party, who deemed him untrustworthy — “frivolous and 
hot-tempered” (輕躁), in the words of Ruan’s official biography in the Ming History, which 
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classifies Ruan among dynasty’s “treacherous officials” (jianchen 奸臣).  Ruan also, we are 72
told, helped to remove Donglin Party members from government service during the brutal anti-
Donglin campaigns of the late Tianqi era.  Ruan himself was later dismissed from office in the 73
fallout from the 1628 Treason Case (ni’an 逆案) for collaborating with Wei Zhongxian, who was 
in turn removed from Ming court upon the Tianqi Emperor’s death in 1627.  Ruan, stripped of 74
his official post, returned home to the countryside around Anqing 安慶 (in Anhui Province). In a 
few years, he moved to Nanjing, where he struggled to reinstate himself in the southern capital’s 
socio-political circles. With the help of Ma Shiying ⾺馬⼠士英 (1591-1646), Ruan did manage to 
attain a new post as the Minister of War (bingbu shangshu 兵部尚書) in the Nanjing-based 
Southern Ming regime (1644-1645). However, the short-lived Southern Ming was also governed 
by a young and incompetent ruler: the so-called “Blushing-from-Shame Emperor” (赧皇帝), Zhu 
Yousong 朱由崧 (1607-1646), who ruled under the reign title Hongguang 弘光 from mid-1644 
 Ruan Dacheng’s Mingshi biography is composed as a joint biography with Ma Shiying ⾺馬⼠士英 (1591-1646), an 72
official and military commander who was also Ruan’s close associate. Their classification as treacherous officials, of 
course, indicates a particular bias on the part of the Mingshi compilers that we must take into account when 
evaluating this source. Ma Shiying and Ruan Dacheng are routinely mentioned as a pair in histories of the late Ming 
and Southern Ming regimes, often to represent the many vices of these periods: the irresponsible wielding of power, 
lavish excesses in consumption, and the formation of personality cliques for political gain, and so on. For the 
original text: Zhang Tingyu 張廷⽟玉, ed., Ming shi 明史, juan 308, Liezhuan 196, “Jian chen 奸臣”: 3296-3301. 
Accessed via the Zhongguo jiben guji ku (Beijing: Beijing Ai ru sheng shuzihua jishu yanjiu zhongxin, 2009). It is 
important to note that this is not a contemporary late Ming source, for the Mingshi was finally completed during the 
Qianlong period (1739), nearly a hundred years after Ruan’s death. For the English translation of Ruan’s Mingshi 
biography and a discussion of Ruan as a political and historical figure, see: Robert B. Crawford, “The Biography of 
Juan Ta-ch’eng [Ruan Dacheng],” Chinese Culture 6, Issue 2 (1964-1965): 28-105.
 For background, see: John W. Dardess Blood and History in China: The Donglin Faction and its Repression, 73
1620-1627. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2002; Ying Zhang, Confucian Image Politics: Masculine 
Morality in Seventeenth-Century China (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2017).
 As the historian Robert Crawford explains, there were no safe allegiances for young officials who were out to 74
build a network: “As the position and prestige of [Ruan Dacheng and other] newcomers mounted, they were 
eventually faced with the necessity of choosing one side or the other. Any choice was fraught with danger and some, 
like Ruan, tried for a time to follow a middle course. Such a partisan atmosphere, however, would permit nothing 
short of a positive commitment. Ruan ultimately chose the side of the most obvious power.” Crawford, “The 
Biography of Juan Ta-ch’eng,” 35-36.
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to mid-1645.  As the Prince of Fu 福王, Zhu Yousong had been one of many rival princes who 75
claimed to be the rightful successor to the ill-fated Chongzhen 崇禎 Emperor, Zhu Youjian 朱由
檢 (reigned 1627-1644). Ma Shiying had supported Zhu Yousong’s bid for rulership, which gave 
Ma some leverage over the young emperor’s decisions and helped to facilitate Ruan Dacheng’s 
official appointment. Yet Ruan’s return to politics was brief, and he met his end soon after the 
Southern Ming capital fell to forces of the new Qing administration. Ruan defected to the Qing 
soon after Nanjing fell, and died while traveling with the Qing armies across Xianxia Ridge into 
Fujian.   76
 With this in mind, let us return to the phrasing of one couplet from Ruan’s opening aria in 
The Peach Blossom Fan. Picking up the tune initiated by those who entered before him, he sings: 
“I have washed clean this face full of shame; blending in with the others, I take my place at the 
edges of this ceremonial gathering 淨洗含羞⾯面，混入⼏几筵邊.”  Even before providing the 77
 The epithet “blushing-from-shame Emperor,” (nan huangdi 赧皇帝) is how the Hongguang Emperor (formerly 75
the Prince of Fu) is introduced in early Qing writer Ji Liuqi’s 計六奇 unofficial history of the late Ming, the Mingji 
nanlüe 明季南略 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1984): 1.
 Outside Ruan’s biography in the Mingshi, records and assessments of his life get murkier and more complicated. I 76
am indebted to the work of Alison Hardie and Hu Jinwang, who have addressed these materials. Especially useful is 
Hardie’s unpublished paper, “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng,” which includes a summary and assessment of Ruan’s 
major biographical sources, and Hu Jinwang’s 胡⾦金望 monograph Rensheng xiju yu xiju rensheng: Ruan Dacheng 
yanjiu ⼈人⽣生喜劇與戲劇⼈人⽣生：阮⼤大鋮研究 (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2004), which includes a 
discussion of Ruan’s life and times in Chapters 1-2.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 61. The existing English translation of the play by Chen Shih-hsians 77
and Harold Acton does not call attention to the theatrical language of the original (which doubly indicates Ruan’s 
“loss of face” and facial makeup), instead giving: “I have brazened myself to join this solemn gathering” (The Peach 
Blossom Fan, translated by Chen Shih-hsiang and Harold Acton with Cyril Birch; with a new introduction by Judith 
T. Zeitlin (New York: New York Review Books, 2015): 26). It is worth pointing out that Ruan’s casting as the fujing 
places him as a secondary role to the “primary” jing, who plays Ma Shiying. Dylan Suher’s review of the re-issued 
translation overstates Ruan's role as the play’s “chief villain,” but does point out that Ruan is a fascinating dramatic 
character: “No cartoonish villain or brutish thug, he too is a man of letters — an accomplished playwright and a 
patron of the arts. Ruan's faults are all too familiar to the modern age. He is the politician who plays the political 
game for the sake of the game, who manages to twist every noble public sentiment into a justification for his self-
aggrandizement.” “Dylan Suher reviews Kong Shangren’s The Peach Blossom Fan,” Asymptote. https://
www.asymptotejournal.com/criticism/kung-shang-jen-the-peach-blossom-fan/ (accessed December 17, 2017).
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customary self-introduction dictated by the conventions of chuanqi drama, Ruan indicates the 
cumbersome historical baggage that he carries on stage with him.  Ruan’s aria is sung to the 78
tune “Spring in the Four Gardens” (Si yuan chun 四園春) — a tune that occurs nowhere else in 
The Peach Blossom Fan; or, even, in Ruan’s own drama The Swallow Letter. Ruan’s opening 
lines, sung to a distinctive tune, capture a unique moment in the play: the entrance of a 
playwright-in-a-play, during a moment of ritual performance. 
 This entrance is as puzzling as it is provocative. If Ruan Dacheng is the absolute villain 
that most readers of The Peach Blossom Fan assume him to be, why would he be permitted to 
push back immediately against the stains on his reputation, as if he literally wishes to make a 
clean start? The great dramatic irony is that as the fujing role-type, Ruan would have entered 
wearing a large artificial beard, and in a bold pattern of facial paint (so much for a clean face). 
Both are hallmarks of the fujing costume, but are especially appropriate for Ruan Dacheng. The 
historical Ruan grew a considerable beard, which gave rise to the casual nickname used above, 
“Bearded Ruan” (阮鬍⼦子).  With this spectacular appearance, Ruan’s attempt to blend in with 79
the other ceremony attendees is obviously futile, because these features of his theatrical costume 
make him stick out like a sore thumb amidst a sea of un-painted faces. More interesting, 
however, is that Ruan is allowed to express his desire to blend in with the crowd in the first 
 Even outside of the theater, faces were a surface upon which meanings about a person could be inscribed. Susan 78
Mann notes: “Faces were observable parts of the clothed body that could be judged for virtue and/or beauty, by 
fortunetellers, matchmakers, and prognosticators of other sorts.” In the political arena, she continues, “founding 
emperors displayed auspicious facial features that attracted the Mandate of Heaven.” See footnote 1 in Susan Mann, 
Gender and Sexuality in Modern Chinese History (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011): 84.
 Judith Zeitlin also points this out in her introduction to the re-issued translation of The Peach Blossom Fan. See 79
Chen and Acton, trans. The Peach Blossom Fan, x.
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place. For a man so maligned for his politics, Ruan’s stage character is given a surprisingly large 
degree of expressive agency. How could this be? 
 In the rest of this chapter and in the following chapter, I answer this question by 
examining Ruan’s depiction in The Peach Blossom Fan in detail, joining close readings of scenes 
from the play into a wider network of late Ming and early Qing sources. The present chapter 
examines how Kong crafts a narrative about Ruan Dacheng for the stage, drawing on the tools of 
chuanqi drama as both a written genre and as performance in action to evaluate Ruan’s literary 
legacy and historical reputation. Kong Shangren, I show, was a responsible and meticulous 
historian, and understood that the late Ming world was a complex place. Using the genre of 
chuanqi drama as both his narrative mode and as a heuristic methodology, Kong gives a 
historian’s assessment of the late Ming by making Ruan Dacheng a key character study. Second, 
Kong also understood that Ruan was an exceptional playwright. I argue that Kong respected 
Ruan’s legacy as a writer enough to take him seriously. By allowing Ruan’s character to speak 
his piece, Kong, as a playwright, could actually better illustrate in practice where he thought 
Ruan, his foil and rival playwright, went wrong.  
 I extend these arguments in the following chapter to include a discussion of Ruan’s own 
works, especially his extant chuanqi plays. Paying particular attention to the issues of textuality 
and staging that surround Ruan’s own drama, The Swallow Letter, within The Peach Blossom 
Fan, I demonstrate in Chapter 2 how Kong depicts The Swallow Letter as the music of a falling 
dynasty, and juxtaposes Ruan’s socially destructive play to the socially constructive intentions of 
The Peach Blossom Fan. My focus throughout concerns Ruan as a playwright, and how Kong 
uses the formal conventions of drama to evaluate Ruan as a dramatist. When I draw on historical 
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sources, it is to highlight how such characterizations of Ruan differ from or otherwise inform the 
way that Ruan is depicted as a figure in The Peach Blossom Fan; for these sources, too, make 
intentional choices about how to depict Ruan as a character within their own generic contexts 
and frames of argument. Ruan Dacheng as a historical figure, in other words, is no less a 
fabrication than Ruan Dacheng as a stage character. The difference is the attention that The 
Peach Blossom Fan gives to Ruan Dacheng’s literary abilities, and the play’s suggestion that 
Ruan’s own excellent writings were also a double-edged sword that manifested many of the late 
Ming’s problems. 
   
II. Ruan Dacheng on Stage (I): Thespian, Villain, and Linchuan Writer 
 The historical Ruan Dacheng was a well-received and respected writer in his own time. 
His plays were acclaimed by contemporary drama critics for their excellent prosody as well as 
their performability — a tall order for any late Ming chuanqi dramatist, at a time when theorists 
of the genre were steeped in debates about its literariness versus performability.  Ruan, however, 80
had managed to achieve an enviable sweet spot by producing textually rigorous plays that were 
also well-suited to the stage. In a preface to Ruan’s first play Spring Lantern Riddles (Chundeng 
mi 春燈謎, 1633), for example, the late Ming drama critic Wang Siren 王思任 (1575-1646) 
praised Ruan for his literary mastery of the chuanqi form — after, it is important to note, Ruan’s 
dismissal from politics following the Treason Case (around 1629). Wang Siren practically even 
establishes Ruan Dacheng as an heir to the legacy of Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (1550-1616), arguably 
 This debate is routinely summarized by noting the differences between Shen Jing 沈璟 (1553-1610), a proponent 80
of simpler and more performable dramas, and Tang Xianzu, who is known for championing poetically elaborate but 
difficult-to-perform literary dramas. Jing Shen gives a succinct description of this debate in Chapter 2 of her book 
Playwrights and Literary Games, 13-26.
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the most influential Ming playwright and forefather of the Linchuan drama school: “The Daoist 
[Tang Xianzu]  has been gone for over twenty years. But a certain Woodcutter of the Hundred 81
Masters Mountain  has appeared in Anhui, who was precocious, sprouted an early beard, and 82
achieved early success. His innermost being is like a grotto of brocade, and his knowledge is 
penetrating and thorough. [In his writings] he selects from the profound and the simple, and 
maintains singular mastery of the great books. 道⼈人去廿余年，⽽而皖有百⼦子山樵出，早慧早髯
復早貴。︒肺肝錦洞，靈識犀通，奧簡遍采，⼤大書獨括.”  Ruan Dacheng also received 83
accolades for his work as a poet, and was recognized for writing in the style of the Gong’an 
literary school (Gong’an pai 公安派) that privileged sentimental expression. Yuan Zhongdao 袁
中道 (1570-1626), a Gong’an stalwart who was awarded a jinshi degree in the same year as 
Ruan, commended Ruan’s poetry as “unusual without being disorderly, fresh without being 
paltry 奇⽽而不囂，新⽽而不纖.”  Similar praise is echoed in Casual Talks on the Music Quarters 84
(Qulan xianhua 曲欄閒話), which offers: “[Ruan] Yuanhai’s lyrics are quick and clever beyond 
compare 圓海詞筆，靈妙無比.”   85
 Earlier in Wang Siren’s preface, Tang Xianzu is called by his epithet, “Pure and Remote Daoist Devotee of 81
Linchuan” (臨川清遠道⼈人).
 “Woodcutter of the Hundred Masters Mountain” (百⼦子山樵) is Ruan Dacheng’s hao 號.82
 Wang Siren, “Preface to Spring Lantern Riddles 春燈謎序,” in Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong 阮⼤大鋮戲曲四種, ed. 83
Xu Lingyun 徐凌雲 and Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望 (Hefei: Huangshan shushe, 1993): 169.
 Cited in Alison Hardie, “Conflicting Discourse and the Discourse of Conflict: Eremitism and the Pastoral in the 84
Poetry of Ruan Dacheng (c. 1587-1646),” in: Daria Berg, ed. Reading China: Fiction, history and the Dynamics of 
Discourse: Essays in Honour of Professor Glen Dudbridge (Boston: Brill, 2007): 116. The original citation comes 
from Yuan Zhongdao’s Kexue zhai ji 珂雪齋集, juan 10, entry “Preface for Ruan Jizhi’s Poems 阮集之詩序.”
 Yuanhai 圓海 is another of Ruan’s hao. Cited in Hu and Li, Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 9.85
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 Yet Ruan’s literary capabilities did not overshadow his appreciation for the way a text 
could come alive through performance. In his writer’s preface to Spring Lantern Riddles, Ruan 
himself, like Wang Siren, compares his work to that of the great Tang Xianzu. Ruan claims to be 
Tang’s subordinate when it comes comes to writing lyrics, but contends that his own playwriting 
is better suited to the demands of performance: “I do not dare compare my ci-style poetry to that 
of Yuming [Tang Xianzu], for in this domain my talents are second to his. But, Yuming cannot 
write words for popular songs, and I have some meager ability in this regard. Although the 
rhythm of my songs may not be harmonious, I have taken care to smooth out the tones that 
pierce the throat and syllables that stick to the teeth. Thus, in setting my own lyrics to music, I 
have made my songs easy to sing and perform. 余詞不敢較⽟玉茗，⽽而差勝之⼆二。︒⽟玉茗不能度
曲，予薄能之。︒雖按拍不甚勻匀合，然凡棘喉殢齒之⾳音，早於填時推敲⼩小當，故易歌演
也.”  Conceited as this self-assessment might seem, Ruan’s criticisms of Tang Xianzu actually 86
ring quite true, for Tang’s plays were known for the singing challenges they posed for performers 
(as we saw in the case of The Peach Blossom Fan’s female lead, Li Xiangjun, cited in the 
introduction). Playwrights who later adapted Tang’s work to better suit the practice of 
performance, such as Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 (1550-1620), noted that while Tang had capably 
 Ruan Dacheng, “Self-preface to Spring Lantern Riddles 春燈謎⾃自序,” Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 6. Critics 86
since the late Ming have continued to view Ruan’s work in connection to the Gong’an school and the playwriting of 
Tang Xianzu. A notable example is the early twentieth century drama scholar Wu Mei 吳梅, who asserts that Ruan 
“had strongly inherited Yuming’s spirit” (固深得⽟玉茗之神也). Wu Mei 吳梅, Guqu zhutan/Zhongguo xiqu gailun 
顧曲麈談/中國戲曲概論 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2010): 143. In Wang Guowei’s 1907 essay, “Sanshi 
zixu” (An account of myself at the age of thirty), Wang notes a connection between the writing of ci-style lyrics and 
dramas; but, he also differentiates the two genres on the basis of lyricism and narrative: “In recent years…because of 
my success in composing ci-lyrics, I turned my ambitions towards drama…But as for the relation of ci-lyrics to 
drama, one is lyrical, and the other narrative. Their natures are different, and they present varying kinds of 
difficulties…” Cited in He Yuming’s “Wang Guowei and the Beginnings of Modern Chinese Drama Studies,” Late 
Imperial China 28 no. 2 (Dec 2007): 132.
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mixed low and high language registers, he often failed to appropriately match his phrasing of 
words and music. Zang accuses Tang of “showing off” by employing a “wildly excessive style of 
writing;” and, on top of this, Tang “composed according to a music whose rhythms are 
defunct.”  Writing several decades after Zang charges Tang Xianzu’s work with being opaque 87
and antiquated, Ruan’s assessment of his own playwriting comes across as far more measured. 
Critiques of Tang Xianzu, even among those who admired him, were part and parcel to the late 
Ming’s discourse on playwriting.   
 Ruan sets high expectations for his work so blatantly claiming its commensurability to 
the work of Tang Xianzu; yet Ruan’s self-assessment is also echoed by the late Ming essayist 
Zhang Dai 張岱 (1597-1684?). Zhang, who was also a theatrical connoisseur, praised Ruan’s 
plays for their comprehensive excellence, noting Ruan’s fastidious attention to stagecraft and the 
precision with which Ruan instructed his private acting troupe in the details of performance: 
When it comes to plot details, reasoning, and presentation, Ruan Yuanhai’s [Dacheng’s] 
household actors are nothing like other impulsive troupes. Each time they perform a short 
skit, Master Ruan produces the whole thing himself. Each plot stroke is perfectly outlined, 
and he makes painstaking effort to write the whole thing out; a considerable difference 
from the crude scripts used by other troupes. And so whenever Ruan’s troupe performs, 
each script is superb, each role is outstanding, each scene is marvelous, each sentence is 
remarkable, and each word is first-rate.  
 As Catherine Swatek explains in Peony Pavilion Onstage, the appropriate pairing of “word tone” and “musical 87
phrase” in a play’s lyrics and arias was important for singing to be enjoyable, especially in the Kunshan musical 
style in which most late Ming chuanqi plays were performed. Swatek cites Zang Maoxun’s preface (dated 1618) to 
Tang Xianzu’s “Four Dreams” plays, which asserts that Tang’s work did not obtain this distinction: “Now Linchuan 
[Tang Xianzu] has never been in Wumen [Suzhou] in his life, and he has not made a study of prosodic rules. He 
embellishes the reputations of the wise men of former times and shows off in a wildly excessive style of writing. He 
has confined himself to the narrow horizons of his native country, and has composed according to a music whose 
rhythms are defunct. Would this not make him a laughingstock of the Yuan playwrights?” Swatek reiterates that 
Zang frequently criticizes Tang Xianzu’s prosody in his commentary on Tang’s plays. For this discussion and the 





Unfortunately, Zhang Dai continues, Ruan was too keen to use his dramas as an outlet for his 
political frustrations, which pigeon-holed Ruan’s work into interpretations that saw Ruan’s plays 
primarily through the lens of his troubling political background: 
Ruan Yuanhai [Dacheng] has abundant literary talent, but regrettably, his heart is not at 
peace. He wrote his plays in large part to scold the world, and also, to some extent, to 
justify himself. His plays contain a great deal of content that vilifies the Donglin Party, 
and also include arguments in favor of the Wei faction that will be disdained by upright 
gentlemen. Consequently, his chuanqi plays have not met broadly with favor. But, if we 
only consider his contributions to drama, it is clear that Ruan writes with incisively and 




Ruan’s recognized creativity as a writer achieved him some contemporary acclaim; for indeed, 
Ruan’s Spring Lantern Riddles and The Swallow Letter were both popular among performers. 
Yet Ruan’s attempt to distinguish his work from tried and true formulas of chuanqi playwriting 
also led readers like Zhang Dai to view Ruan’s work as a product of his personal life struggles. 
Zhang reads Ruan’s plays as he might have read Ruan’s poetry: as loosely autobiographical 
treatises that manifest Ruan’s frustrated ambitions and declare the social injustices done to him.  
 Kong Shangren, therefore, was not the first writer to use Ruan’s playwriting to evaluate 
his historical legacy. In fact, The Peach Blossom Fan actually has more in common with late 
Ming evaluations of Ruan Dacheng than the historical writing produced about Ruan during the 
 Zhang Dai 張岱, “Ruan Yuanhai’s Plays 阮圓海戲,” in Taoan meng yi; Xihu meng xun 陶庵夢憶 ; 西湖夢尋, ed. 88
Luan Baoqun 欒保群 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chuban she, 2012): 129-130.
 Zhang Dai, “Ruan Yuanhai’s Plays 阮圓海戲,” 130. 89
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eighteenth century and later, precisely because the drama engages Ruan’s writing and political 
life as two sides of the same troubling personality. Due to the timing and conditions of Ruan’s 
playwriting, it is not surprising that his contemporaries would have interpreted his plays as 
political apology. Ruan produced all four of his chuanqi dramas between 1633 and 1642, after 
his dismissal from public office during the Treason Case. Ruan finished his first play, Spring 
Lantern Riddles, in 1633 while living at home in eastern Anhui. Ruan continued to write after 
moving to Nanjing a few years later. While working long hours at the remote Ancestors Temple 
祖堂寺 on Oxhead Mountain ⽜牛⾸首山 (on the southern outskirts of Nanjing), Ruan completed his 
final play, The Swallow Letter, in 1642.  In Occasional Chats North of the Pond (Chibei outan90
池北偶談), the mid-17th century writer Wang Shizhen 王⼠士禎 (1634-1711) records that Ruan 
worked diligently on his plays all through the night by lamplight: “Ruan fled from others by 
coming to the [Ancestors Temple on Oxhead] Mountain. Each night he drank with friends, all the 
way until the third watch. When his guests had grown tired, they departed; but Ruan remained 
awake working on his plays under the light of a lantern, and it was usual for him to work through 
the night without sleep, all the way until dawn 阮避⼈人於此山，每⼣夕與狎客飲，以三⿎鼓為節。︒
 Chinese scholars Hu Jinwang and Xu Lingyun posit that Ruan’s four plays were composed between 1633-1642, 90
based on evidence from the works’ prefaces and colophons (Hu and Li, Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 2). Spring 
Lantern Riddles (Chundeng mi) can be convincingly dated to 1633, and The Swallow Letter (Yanzi jian) is dated to 
1642. Ruan’s other two plays lack clear dating evidence. Hu Jinwang suggests that The Sakyamuni Pearls (Mouni 
he, also known as Mouni zhu) was composed between 1633 and 1638, and that Double Examination Success 
(Shuangjin bang) would have been written between The Sakyamuni Pearls and The Swallow Letter.  For details, see 
Hu Jinwang, Rensheng xiju yu xiju rensheng, 164. All four of Ruan’s plays are available as reproduced late Ming 
editions, some of which include illustrations and commentary, in the Guben xiqu congkan erji 古本戲曲叢刊⼆二集. 
Volume 32 includes The Swallow Letter (with illustrations and commentary) and first half of Spring Lantern Riddles 
(with illustrations); Volume 33 includes the second half of Spring Lantern Riddles and Double Examination Success 
(with commentary); and Volume 34 includes The Sakyamuni Pearls (no illustrations or commentary).
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客倦罷去，阮挑燈作傳奇，達旦不寢以為常.”  Wang’s evocative description calls to mind 91
the quintessential image of a hard-working — and well-meaning — scholar. In the case of Ruan 
Dacheng, this anecdote also hints that Ruan wrote as an act of penitence.  
 This was, at least, how late Ming readers like Zhang Dai viewed Ruan’s work. For them, 
Ruan’s playwriting was symptomatic of his politics — a perspective to which Kong alludes in 
writing Ruan’s character in The Peach Blossom Fan. Kong’s stage depiction of Ruan Dacheng 
addresses the full impact of Ruan’s playwriting activities, and uses the self-reflexive device of 
staging a “play within a play” to juxtapose his own work to Ruan’s. As I discuss in Chapter 2, the 
production work for Ruan’s play The Swallow Letter traces a notable subplot over the course of 
The Peach Blossom Fan, in which we observe Ruan’s play move from the editing and printing 
phase (scene 4) into the casting and production phase (scene 25). Ruan’s stage character even 
tries to usurp the playwright’s brush by taking internal casting choices into his own hands.  Far 92
from trying to hide Ruan’s playwriting from view, Kong explicitly and painstakingly brings 
Ruan’s literary work and reputation as a writer into full view. Despite the obvious tensions that 
arise from characterizing Ruan Dacheng as a writer — readers are reminded of Ruan’s literary 
brilliance at the same time they are asked to imagine Ruan as a stage villain— the Ruan Dacheng 
one encounters in The Peach Blossom Fan is just as much a talented playwright as he is a 
contemptible politician. In fact, it is the danger that Ruan Dacheng poses to social and dramatic 
 Wang Shizhen 王世貞, “Ruan Huaining 阮懷寧,” in juan 11 of Chibei outan 池北偶談, ed. Jin Siren 靳斯仁 91
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju: Xinhua shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1982): 268. 
 The brush, as Tom Kelly has observed of the “Infernal Judgement” (Mingpan 冥判) scene in The Peony Pavilion, 92
can serve as a “metaphor for both judicial power and the literary imagination.” Thomas Kelly, “Putting on a Play in 
an Underworld Courtroom: The ‘Mingpan’ (Infernal Judgement) Scene in Tang Xianzu’s Mudan ting (Peony 
Pavilion),” CHINOPERL: Journal of Chinese Oral and Performing Literature 32, no. 2 (Dec. 2013): 145.
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harmony as a capable playwright that informs Kong’s portrayal of Ruan as a complicated stage 
villain.  
 Before Ruan’s character first comes on stage in The Peach Blossom Fan, he is introduced 
by name in the first full scene, “Listening to a Tale from among the Weeds” (Ting bei 聽稗), 
during a conversation among three members of the Restoration Society (Fushe 復社): the play’s 
young romantic lead, Hou Fangyu 侯⽅方域 (1618-1655), and two of the group's older members: 
Wu Yingji 吳應箕 (1594-1645) — Ruan’s interlocutor at the Nanjing Imperial Academy — and 
Chen Zhenhui 陳貞慧 (1604-1656). Looking for a pleasurable way to spend the afternoon, Wu 
Yingji recommends that they visit the famous Nanjing storyteller, Liu Jingting 柳敬亭 
(1587-1670).  Wu’s suggestion is quickly rebuffed by Hou Fangyu, who contends that Liu’s 93
association with Ruan Dacheng makes Liu unworthy of their patronage, exclaiming, “There is no 
way I would listen to such a person’s stories! 這樣⼈人說書，不聽也罷了！” Wu explains that in 
fact, Liu Jingting has recently left Ruan’s employment. Having having learned of Ruan’s terrible 
“sins” (罪) from the “Public Manifesto for Guarding Against Chaos in Nanjing” (Liudu fangluan 
gongjie 留都防亂公揭) (hereafter shortened as the “Nanjing Manifesto”), a group of Ruan’s 
household performers, with Liu Jingting among them, walked out on Ruan in the middle of a 
performance:  
Brothers, how can you still be so unaware? Bearded Ruan has managed to escape the net 
of the law, and is unwilling to retreat into seclusion. He is still cultivating performers and 
 Each of these four men is based on a late Ming historical figure. Sophie Volpp gives a detailed account of Liu 93
Jingting’s background in Chapter 6 of Worldly Stage, 214-248. 
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making friends among the court gentry, right here in Nanjing! In the interest of protecting 
the capital against disorder, I wrote a notice to publicly expose his crimes. When his 
troupe members finally learned that Ruan had been a member of the Cui-Wei clique, they 
did not even wait until the end of the tune they were performing, but flung off their 
costumes and completely dispersed. This Pockmarked Liu [i.e. Liu Jingting] was also 
among them, so how could we not consider him worth venerating? 
（⼩小⽣生）兄還不知，阮鬍⼦子漏網餘⽣生，不肯退藏︔；還在這裡蓄養聲伎，結納朝紳。︒
⼩小弟做了⼀一篇留都防亂的揭帖，公討其罪。︒那班⾨門客才曉得他是崔魏逆黨，不待曲
終，拂衣散盡。︒這柳麻⼦子也在其內，豈不可敬！   94
Hou Fangyu responds with surprise, agreeing that indeed, such a resolved anti-Ruan display 
makes Liu a person with “high principles” (有豪傑). This is all the proof Hou needs to convince 
him that listening to Liu Jingting’s stories will be worth his time. 
 The ease with which Hou Fangyu acquiesces to Wu Yingji’s reasoning might lead readers 
to overlook how scrupulously Kong Shangren has scripted this moment. Read exclusively in the 
context the Restoration Society’s rivalry with Ruan Dacheng, it is not surprising that Wu Yingji’s 
praise for Liu Jingting’s moral fiber is woven into a caustic indictment of Ruan. The Restoration 
Society had inherited the Donglin Party’s personal vendetta against Ruan and did not want to see 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 48.94
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him return to power in official circles.  While the evidence that underlies this antagonism is 95
suggestively spotty, it is clear that the Restoration Society saw in Ruan Dacheng someone to 
blame for the injustices done to their friends and family members a generation earlier.  The 96
Manifesto itself had originally been intended as a memorial to the Chongzhen Emperor, but its 
delivery stalled, leading its authors to circulate the document as a public proclamation.  One 97
story goes that Ruan was so embarrassed by the Manifesto that he hunted down every copy in 
Nanjing in an attempt to remove the work from public circulation.  If this anecdote is true, we 98
 The background of this vendetta, however, is far less clear-cut than later Qing historians would suggest. The work 95
of Alison Hardie has revealed that contemporary late Ming sources describe the tensions between Ruan and the 
Donglin party ambiguously. At first, Ruan was actually associated with the Donglin Party, as his wife’s grandfather 
had been a member. Ruan progressed up the official hierarchies from his an entry-level post as a messenger (xingren 
⾏行⼈人) into positions of greater responsibility in Ministries of Revenue and Civil Offices. The trouble began when 
Ruan found himself at odds with Donglin Party heavyweights in 1624, when he was a candidate for promotion to the 
position of Chief Supervising Secretary of the Ministry of Civil Offices (吏科都給事中). For reasons that are not 
entirely clear, Donglin Party members backed Ruan’s rival for the post, Wei Dazhong 魏⼤大中 (1575-1625). Ruan 
was eventually the one promoted, but soon resigned due to the extreme pressure the rivalry had produced. This 
conflict led Ruan’s Mingshi biographers to posit that Ruan was upset by the situation, and thus made an alliance 
with the faction of Wei Zhongxian. Still, there is evidence to suggest that Ruan was not as close to Wei Zhongxian as 
historians since have claimed. Wei was removed from the late Ming court in 1627, at the death of the Tianqi 
emperor. But Ruan was promoted to Vice Minister of the Court of Imperial Entertainment (光祿少卿) in 1628, after 
Wei had been expelled. Ruan was only demoted in 1629 or 1630 in the fallout from the Treason Case. He paid a fine 
to avoid punishment, and returned as a commoner with his family to his home region in Anqing, Anhui Province. 
This is where Ruan lived — and began writing plays — until 1635, when bandit activity in the Anqing countryside 
convinced him to move with his family to the safer urban center of Nanjing. I am greatly indebted to Alison Hardie's 
unpublished paper, “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng,” and Hu Jinwang’s monograph Rensheng xiju yu xiju rensheng 
for these details on Ruan’s early political career. 
 I agree with Hardie’s position that Ruan’s conflict with the Restoration Society stemmed from the frustrations of 96
the group’s unhappy partisans, who wanted someone to blame for the deaths of their family members and friends. 
(See Hardie, “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng.”) I would also add that Ruan, as an outsider and recent arrival, was the 
perfect scapegoat for the group’s antagonism, because Ruan had been indicted in the Treason Case, and was visible 
enough in Nanjing to be a recognizable name.
 Frederic Wakeman, Jr. notes that the manifesto appeared in 1639 as an “open letter” to the Emperor, signed by 97
more than 140 members of the Jiangnan literati (see Wakeman’s The Great Enterprise: The Manchu Reconstruction 
of Imperial Order in Seventeenth Century China (Berkeley: University of California Press): 140-141). Alison Hardie 
adds to this by explaining that in fact, the manifesto was circulated by examination candidates who were in Nanjing 
at the time to take the exams; not, actually, by degree holders who currently held positions of power. Apparently, the 
censor who was supposed to submit the manifesto on the candidates’ behalf backed out, leading the exam candidates 
to circulate the work themselves. No one in positions of power took much notice of the proclamation. Hardie posits 
that dredging up Ruan’s behavior during the Tianqi reign would probably lead to unwanted collateral damage, and 
might bring to light indecencies by men who did hold positions of power, and who had no interest in being publicly 
vetted themselves. See Hardie, “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng.”
 Wakeman, The Great Enterprise, 141.98
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might wonder if the members of Ruan’s household were not in fact more likely to be familiar 
with the contents of the Manifesto than other inhabitants of Nanjing.  
 Within the narrative context of The Peach Blossom Fan, the timing of this account is 
curiously incongruous. The first scene of the play takes place during the third month of 1643, a 
full five years after the “Nanjing Manifesto” was drafted in 1638; but, Wu Yingji suggests that 
the manifesto had recently been in circulation, and that this document is what inspires Ruan’s 
performers to walk out on him. It is not impossible that Ruan’s performers would have seen a 
stray copy of the document and were familiar with its contents (that is, assuming they could read 
it).  More likely, however, is that they would have heard about the Manifesto from the public 99
rumor mills or from an overheard conversation, be it among Ruan’s guests or at a time when they 
were loaned out to perform in other households.  The content of the Manifesto might actually 100
have benefited from gossipy circulation, because the work’s indictments of Ruan are caustic but 
vague. What the Manifesto lacks in specificity it makes up in moralistic rhetoric, which would 
surely have played very well in public storytelling. Take the following passage, for instance:  
As an advisor to the Wei clique, [Ruan] Dacheng caused the collapse and ruin of the 
virtuous classes. At this, the righteous men were united in sorrow, and the faithful officials 
shared in their resentment. All of this need not be narrated further. And so, ever since the 
Treason Case was set down, [Ruan] has become all the more unrestrained and fiendish, 
adding to his henchman and lackeys. Moreover, each time he meets someone, he 
arrogantly asserts: “I will reverse the verdict against me, and with this I will be reinstated 
 In her reading of Liu Jingting in Worldly Stage, Sophie Volpp has shown that the historical Liu was serviceably 99
literate, and his ability to write distinguished him from other storytellers. One of Liu’s biographers, Huang Zongxi, 
observed that Liu’s writing was full of baizi ⽩白字 (characters written with an incorrect homophone). See Volpp, 
Worldly Stage, 225. Volpp also cites Anne McLaren, who notes that because storytellers learned their craft orally, 
they would be less likely to be able to write than an actor. See Anne E. McLaren’s Chinese Popular Culture and 
Ming Chantefables (Boston: Brill, 1998): 46.
 Scene 4 in The Peach Blossom Fan, “Scouting out the performance” (偵戲) references just such an occasion 100
(Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67); but this would of course have been after Liu Jingting and others 
had walked out on Ruan. The performers Ruan loans out would not have left his employment upon hearing the 
verdict of the Manifesto. 
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to an official post.” ⼤大鋮之獻策魏璫，傾殘善類，此義⼠士同悲，忠臣共憤，所不必更
述矣。︒乃⾃自逆案既定之後，愈肆兇惡，增設⽖爪牙，⽽而又每驕語⼈人曰：『吾將翻案
矣，吾將起⽤用矣。︒』   101
Echoing the parallel that Zhang Dai draws between Ruan’s writing and political ambitions, the 
Manifesto even contends that Ruan composed his chuanqi dramas in order to settle accounts with 
social circles in Nanjing, thereby turning Ruan’s dramas into part of Ruan’s deceitful plot to 
regain the power that came with a government position. The Manifesto’s writers were not writing 
for the stage, but they did turn Ruan Dacheng into a spectacular source of public entertainment.  
 Elsewhere, the Manifesto accuses Ruan of bribery, intimidation, selfish opportunism and 
callous profiting from others’ misfortunes. This conduct is not admirable, to say the least, but it is 
also not particularly unusual for a late Ming official. By the time that Ruan and his family had 
settled in Nanjing in 1635, it seems that Ruan was actually received quite politely by the locals. 
Ruan had managed to pass three years in Nanjing prior to the circulation of the Manifesto (from 
1635 to 1638) without incident, and had even been visited by some noteworthy members of the 
literati, including Zhang Dai, during the same year that the Manifesto was composed.  Ruan’s  102
professed desire to return to public life, as articulated in the above passage from the Nanjing 
Manifesto, was precisely what the Manifesto’s writers wanted to prevent.  By documenting 103
Ruan’s apparent desire to reverse the verdict that has convicted him of treason, the Manifesto 
 “Public Manifesto for Guarding Against Chaos in Nanjing 留都防亂公揭” (hereafter “Nanjing Manifesto), in 101
Xie Guozhen 謝國楨. Ming Qing zhi ji dangshe yundong kao 明淸之際黨社運動考 (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu 
yinshu guan, 1967): 181-183.
 This poetic exchange between Zhang and Ruan from Ruan’s Yonghuai tang shiji 詠懷堂詩集 is analyzed by 102
Hardie in “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng.” She rightly suggests that the Zhejiang literati had minimal intrest in the 
regional rivalries of the Donglin Party and the Restoration Society, whose members were mainly from Jiangsu.
 Indeed, this might be the “disturbance” the Manifesto refers to as it draws to a close: “Ruan’s contrary behavior is 103
entirely due to his ambition to cause a disturbance” (阮逆之⾏行事，具作亂之志). “Nanjing Manifesto,” in Xie 
Guozhen, Ming Qing zhi ji dangshe yundong kao, 183.
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conversely works to set it in stone.  The Manifesto’s proclamations hammer home the idea that 104
opposing Ruan is tantamount to expressing loyalty to the Ming dynasty. Whatever dangers Ruan 
might have posed to the “virtuous” Nanjing scholar-officials, he is crafted here as a stock villain, 
in a document full of hyperbole that leaves many of the details to the imagination.  
 Returning now to the first scene of The Peach Blossom Fan, Wu Yingji’s exchange with 
Hou Fangyu makes clear that it is the circulating indictments of the Manifesto that have led Ruan 
Dacheng’s performers to walk out on him. Wu’s stage character identifies two problems with 
Ruan’s deportment in Nanjing: first, despite his earlier treasonous activities, Ruan has the gall to 
be social (“Bearded Ruan has managed to escape the net of the law, and is unwilling to retreat 
into seclusion.”); and second, Wu claims that Ruan is exploiting his theatrical dexterity to make 
friends (“He is still cultivating performers and making friends among the court gentry, right here 
in Nanjing!”). Yet thanks to the Nanjing Manifesto, Ruan’s troupe of actors has disintegrated 
(“When his troupe members finally learned that Ruan had been a member of the Cui-Wei clique, 
they did not even wait until the end of the tune they were performing, but flung off their 
costumes and completely dispersed.”). Ruan’s actors, we are to understand, are Ruan’s leverage 
for entering into Nanjing’s social circles and for improving his public reputation. This is why 
Ruan so carefully orchestrates the social interactions that precede his troupe’s performance (off-
stage) of his chuanqi play The Swallow Letter for a group of Restoration Society literati several 
 Hardie, in “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng,” points out that Ruan was a notorious “motor-mouth,” so it is not 104
inconceivable that Ruan actually might have made similar assertions. 
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scenes later.  “Hurry upstairs and get out the best of the costumes 速速上樓，發出那⼀一副上105
好⾏行頭,” Ruan Dacheng informs the messenger who will serve as his eyes and ears at the 
offstage performance in Scene 4. “Tell the actors to comb their hair and wash their faces, and 
leave quickly with the chest of costumes and props. You should also follow along with my 
calling card. All of this must be managed very carefully 吩咐班裡⼈人梳頭洗臉，隨箱快⾛走。︒你
也拿帖跟去，俱要仔細著.”  In Scene 1, “Listening to a Tale from among the Weeds,” Wu 106
Yingji does not specify which tune, or even which play, Ruan’s performers suspend part way 
through; or, for that matter, for whom Ruan’s troupe had been performing. Anecdotes in sources 
outside the play do describe an actors’ boycott of The Swallow Letter, so we might suppose that 
Ruan’s troupe had been performing this play (or, if not, certainly another of Ruan's works).  107
The details remain ambiguous; but as we shall see, Kong Shangren builds another more specific 
literary reference point into the fabric of this scene.  
 When the three Restoration Society members arrive at Liu Jingting’s residence, Liu tells 
them a story (shuoshu 說書) about how the righteous musicians in the ancient state of Lu walked 
out on its corrupt elite, who had flouted the conventions of proper ritual behavior. The effect the 
 The group is comprised of Fang Mizhi ⽅方密之 (Fang  Yizhi ⽅方以智) and Mao Pijiang 冒辟疆 (Mao Xiang 冒襄), 105
in addition to Chen Zhenhui. Ruan is thrilled that Chen, an “impressive nobleman with a brilliant reputation” (聲名
赫赫，了不得的公⼦子), has asked after Ruan’s private troupe of performers. Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, 
KSRQJ, 1: 67.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67. This is a curious comment, because one would assume that Ruan 106
would tell his actors to paint their faces in preparation for performance, not wash them. This is reminiscent of his 
own entrance, in which he also claims to enter with a “clean face.”
 These anecdotes, however, do not hold up to careful historical scrutiny. As Kang Baocheng has discussed, The 107
Swallow Letter was not even written at the time some anecdotes claim that it was boycotted by performers. Kang 
Baocheng 康保成, “Yanzi jian chuanqi bei bayan yu bei shangyan: Jian shuo wenxue de ce bu zhun yuanli《燕⼦子
笺》传奇被罢演与被上演：兼说⽂文学的“测不准”原理.” Xueshu yanjiu, no. 8 (2009): 125-134.
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story creates is uncanny, because its narrative provides a near-perfect parallel to Liu’s previously 
mentioned rebuffing of Ruan Dacheng by walking out midway through a performance. The 
introduction Liu provides for his storytelling, moreover, is intentionally set up to supply this 
resonance. Liu begins his tale by announcing: “When those musicians were suddenly enlightened 
[to the misdeeds of their masters], they were ashamed and regretted being involved [in such 
flagrant indecencies]. And so, one by one they scrambled away to the east and west, leaving the 
cacophonous stages of their powerful and influential patrons ice-cold in an instant. 那些樂官恍
然⼤大悟，愧悔交集，⼀一個個東奔西⾛走，把那權臣勢家鬧烘烘的戲場，頃刻冰冷.”  The 108
commentary to The Peach Blossom Fan brings home the final punch by explicitly connecting 
Liu’s historical tale right back to Ruan Dacheng: “After the Nanjing Manifesto was released, Liu 
[Jingting] and Su [Kunsheng] dispersed from the stage, and Ruan’s halls were left ice-cold. Isn’t 
this a hilarious situation! [The performers’] departure for the State of Qi is very apt for these 
current times. 放亂揭出，柳蘇散場，阮衙冰冷，情境可笑！適齊⼀一章，恰合時事.”  Both 109
the commentator and stage characters establish this scathing allegorical indictment of Ruan from 
the beginning of the play, even before Ruan’s stage character has a chance to open his mouth. 
 The issues at stake here surpass political antagonisms. This opening scene of The Peach 
Blossom Fan suggests that Ruan had committed grave ritual improprieties that reverberate far 
deeper into the Confucian ethical social fabric than political crimes like bribery and opportunism. 
These improprieties, as observed by Ruan Dacheng’s musicians, find their clearest expression in 
Ruan’s musical choices. It is telling that in the following scene, the musician Su Kunsheng 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 49.108
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 4.109
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contends that working as a music teacher in the pleasure quarters is far better than working for 
the adopted son of a eunuch.  Later on, Su Kunsheng and Liu Jingting identify Ruan’s boat 110
floating on the Qinhuai river during a midnight viewing of holiday lanterns, but this is only after 
they first fall captive to the enchanting flute music coming from the boat.  Su Kunsheng must 111
then emphasize that “I play my songs quite differently from that 我道吹歌那樣不同.”  Music 112
becomes a way of defining the personal qualities of characters in the play. The readers is thus 
meant to understand that Ruan’s musical expressions encourage dissolution and differentiation 
rather than harmony.   
 It is also worth pointing out how Wu Yingji describes the actors’ protests against Ruan 
Dacheng as they leave his employment: the performers “flung off their costumes and completely 
dispersed” (拂衣散盡). First, of course, these actors snub Ruan by refusing to entertain him; or 
perhaps, even entertain with him, for Ruan was a hands-on director known to sometimes take the 
stage himself. Second, and more importantly, by throwing off their costumes, Ruan’s actors 
 In Scene 2, “Passing on the Song” 傳歌. Su Kunsheng says that he has gone straight from Ruan’s employment 110
into the pleasure quarters. Teaching a pretty woman to sing, he states, is much better than working for the adopted 
son of a eunuch (在下固始蘇崑⽣生是也，⾃自出阮衙，便投妓院，做這美⼈人的教習，不強似做那義⼦子的幫閒麼). 
Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 56. The commentary here commends Su, observing that he has “a good 
understanding” (好⾒見解). Yunting shanren pingdian, 7.
 The commentary notes that the two men recognize Ruan’s boat because they have first-hand knowledge of his 111
demeanor: “Liu and Su have knowledge [of Ruan] from living in his household, and so are able to identify Bearded 
Ruan; they would have thoroughly made fun of him when serving as his retainers” (柳，蘇⼆二⼈人寓⽿耳⽬目⽽而識阮鬍，
盖作⾨門客時窮其⾊色笑矣). Yunting shanren pingdian, 25.
 Scene 8, “Disturbing the [Gathering at the Riverside] Pavilion 鬧榭,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 112
1: 95.
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disavow their association with Ruan as their troupe manager and master.  Quite literally, they 113
shed the clothes that connect them to him. This is the same impulse that leads The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s female lead, Li Xiangjun, to reject the bridal trousseau financed by Ruan to 
facilitate her union with Hou Fangyu several scenes later. For Li Xiangjun, the trousseau 
becomes nothing more than a box of costumes and props, which she casts off along with the 
clothing and jewelry he has provided.  Hou Fangyu comments on her actions, observing that 114
“These baskets and chests were originally things from Ruan’s household. Xiangjun does not need 
them, and it will do no good to leave them here; return them to where they came from 些箱籠，
原是阮家之物，⾹香君不⽤用，留之無益，還求取去罷.”  Xiangjun repeats this rejection of 115
Ruan Dacheng several more times throughout the play: she refuses re-marriage to Ruan’s 
Southern Ming colleague, Tian Xiong ⽥田雄 (who, like Ruan, is also played by the fujing role 
type), and also refuses to play the role of the clown, or chou 丑, in Ruan’s court production of 
The Swallow Letter. In each case, Xiangjun vehemently declines to play the roles for which Ruan 
 Ruan’s ties to actors were not unusual for late Ming literati with interests in the theater. Literati playwrights Shen 113
Jing (1553-1610) and Feng Menglong (1574-1646), for example, both had close affiliations with professional actors. 
See Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, 10. Associating with professional actors seems to have been a way to 
legitimize one’s musical sensibilities, as even playwrights with little musical training could confirm that they had 
consulted reliable sources who were used to performing. Kong Shangren makes a similar claim in one of his 
prefaces to The Peach Blossom Fan, in which he states that he worked closely with the actor Wang Shouxi 王壽熙, 
an actor from the Wu region who helped him to set the play’s arias to music. See “Taohua shan benmo 桃花扇本末” 
(Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan) in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.
 The “wedding” bypasses the usual rituals that lead up to a marriage, which emphasizes the metaphor of play-114
acting in their marital union. For more on this topic, see Chapter 4. Also see Chapter 4 (“The Prostitute’s Fan”) of 
Tina Lu, Persons, Roles, and Minds: Identity in Peony Pavilion and Peach Blossom Fan (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2001) for a discussion of the economics of Li Xiangjun’s marriage to Hou Fangyu (esp. 186-189).
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 89.115
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has cast her, preferring instead to identify with The Peony Pavilion’s Du Liniang, with whom the 
narrative in The Peach Blossom Fan first identifies her.  116
 In each of these moments, Kong reminds his readers that clothing is a visible testament to 
the role a body occupies, whether that be a socialized body written into history, or a body 
performing a character on stage. Throughout the play, changing costume signifies a change in 
roles, positions, and affiliations. Consider, very briefly, how the Southern Ming general Shi Kefa 
史可法 dies toward the end of the play (a topic addressed in detail in Chapter 6). Not being able 
to serve his state by adequately fulfilling his role as an effective general and loyal official, Shi 
commits suicide twice over: first, he sheds his costume, and second, he drowns himself in the 
river. Shi Kefa thus dies as an unmarked man, branded neither by the costume nor the social role 
that have defined him prior to this moment.  Like Li Xiangjun, Shi Kefa has disavowed the role 117
signified by his costume, which projects a set of loyalties and affiliations. In Shi Kefa’s case, he 
rejects a costume that connects him to the world of the falling Ming Dynasty; in Li Xiangjun’s 
case, she rejects a costume that would affiliate her with Ruan Dacheng. These moments link The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s reflections on role-playing to the historical and political changes the play 
depicts, while also emphasizing the tensions that underlie the drama’s own contributions to 
reproducing and judging this history.   
 Returning to the conversation among the members of the Restoration Society with which 
this section started, it is now possible to better assess how and why Kong Shangren has woven 
 I return to this topic in Chapter 4.116
 As I discuss in greater detail in Chapter 6, Shi Kefa’s death has obvious resonance with the death of the Chu poet 117
and Qu Yuan. In Scene 40, there is another of example of significant costume changes in which the two protagonists 
Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun change out of the clothes that mark them as hero and heroine, and change into Daoist 
robes. In so doing, they shed their character’s names, identities, and connection to each other as a romantic match.
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these densely-layered references together, and how they inform our reading of the stage character 
of Ruan Dacheng. Wu Yingji’s reference to the Nanjing Manifesto comes several years too late 
to be taken at face value in the temporal frame of this scene; but more importantly, this reference 
connects the play’s historical setting to Liu Jingting’s story about the righteous musicians from 
the state of Lu. The first full scene of The Peach Blossom Fan, as mentioned earlier, is set in 
1643 — after Ruan Dacheng had finished The Swallow Letter in 1642. This temporal slight of 
hand allows Kong to apply the Nanjing Manifesto’s accusations about Ruan’s corrupting 
influence specifically to The Swallow Letter, and then opens up the opportunity for Kong to cast 
The Swallow Letter as a template of the late Ming’s corrupting music by connecting the play to 
the allegories of Liu Jingting’s tale. Thus, using the story of how the musicians from the state of 
Lu renounced their corrupt masters, Kong focuses the reader’s attention toward Ruan’s plays, 
suggesting that they might shed light on Ruan’s poor ethics. From here, Kong is able to position 
the Ruan Dacheng of The Peach Blossom Fan as one theatrical partisan among a cast of actors, 
musicians, and performers. This approach enables Kong to evaluate Ruan as a playwright and as 
a performer; which, I show next, offers an important depth of insight into Ruan as a historical 
figure as well. 
III. Ruan Dacheng on Stage (II): The Playwright and His Performances 
 The stark difference between Ruan’s positive reception as a playwright and poor 
reputation as a politician clearly fascinated Kong Shangren. Indeed, Ruan embodied a troubling 
paradox of Confucianist aesthetics, for his behavior (weiren 為⼈人) did not match his writing 
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(wenzhang ⽂文章).  How could Ruan be both a treacherous official (jianchen 奸臣) and a 118
talented writer (caizi 才⼦子)?  If readers should equate the quality of one’s writing to one’s 119
qualities as a human being, what was Ruan Dacheng’s legacy? This, I contend, is a central 
question that Kong Shangren wrestles with over the course of The Peach Blossom Fan. In fact, 
hardly a scene goes by in which Ruan Dacheng, or Ruan Dacheng’s plays, are not mentioned and 
critiqued. Ruan is a constant topic of conversation among the play’s characters: he an object of 
scorn, the butt of jokes, the subject of allegory, and an ever-present specter who ignites debate 
and consternation among the play’s other characters. Yet what is especially important is that 
Kong structures these criticisms in large part through the vocabulary and methodology of the 
theater. In The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong casts Ruan as an actor and a playwright, situated as 
one among many actors, musicians, and performers in a play that is exceptionally self-conscious 
about being a work of theater. Kong does not just identify Ruan with the theater as he evaluates 
Ruan’s work in politics; rather, Kong also uses the devices of the theater to undermine Ruan’s 
 Interestingly, Ruan’s biography in the Mingshi also briefly addresses this issue, noting that “[Ruan] Dacheng was 118
cunning, clever, devious, and treacherous, and possessed literary talent and elegance” (⼤大鋮機敏猾賊，有才藻) 
(translation from Crawford, 36.) The problem was neither Ruan’s deviousness nor his literary skills per se, but that 
the two things did not align. For the Mingshi historians, Ruan’s literary talents could not compensate for Ruan's 
apparent eagerness to take revenge on the rivals who had thwarted his political ambitions. The narrative in The 
Peach Blossom Fan, however, is more complicated, and addresses Ruan’s inconsistencies to produce a narrative that 
takes Ruan’s dual legacies as a playwright and politician into account.
 Even the Chinese literary scholar Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望, who has been one of the few recent academics inclined to 119
study Ruan’s literary works, takes a defensive stance to his scholarship. His monograph contains a preface by Chen 
Meilin 陳美林 that directly addresses whether or not Ruan is a figure worthy of serious research (the conclusion is 
affirmative). See Chen’s preface to Hu Jinwang’s monograph, Rensheng xiju yu xiqu rensheng, 1-8. In the preface to 
the definitive modern edition of Ruan’s collected works, Hu Jinwang and co-editor Xu Lingyun similarly express 
anxiety about Ruan’s place in history. They explain that as a minister of the Southern Ming, Ruan “tightly controlled 
court politics alongside Ma Shiying, operated a narrow and exclusive partisan platform, took bribes and abused the 
law, and was uncontrollably unscrupulous in his actions (Hu and Xu, Introduction to Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 
1). The editors laud Ruan’s literary accomplishments, musical knowledge, and dedication to stagecraft, but their 
moral judgements of Ruan are uniformly poor. 
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contributions to the very literary form in which Ruan had demonstrated the greatest virtuosity: 
that is, in playwriting.  
 Kong Shangren clearly understood that the way a figure is portrayed on stage could 
create a lasting image that marked him as either a hero or a villain. The power of dramatic 
representation is the subject of a conversation mid-way through the play, in Scene 24 (“The 
Banquet Reprobation” Ma yan 罵筵). As the Southern Ming court prepares for a performance of 
Ruan’s play The Swallow Letter, its Prime Minister Ma Shiying ⾺馬⼠士英 sits down to a meal with 
Ruan Dacheng and Yang Wencong 楊⽂文聰. Ma expresses his distaste for pandering and flattery, 
ridiculing those “troupes of small-minded men” (⼀一班⼩小⼈人) who waste their money on elaborate 
feasting arrangements to ingratiate themselves with powerful men. Such men, he says, “put on a 
shameful performance, and gain nothing by it. They only succeed in turning themselves into 
eternal laughingstocks ⼗〸十分醜態，⼀一無所取，徒傳笑柄).”  The trouble is, this is exactly 120
what Ruan Dacheng is about to do. Ruan suggests that he and Ma speak frankly with each other, 
foregoing the formalities that would normally be brought to bear in polite company. Ruan 
revealingly calls this “leaving off a few strokes of facial paint”: “Today, your humble companion 
has swept up some snow to boil for tea. We can hold a pure conversation, and I will hang on your 
teachings, which reveal your lofty thoughts and refined magnanimity. We will also leave off a 
few strokes of facial paint 晚⽣生今⽇日埽雪烹茶，清談攀教，顯得⽼老師相⾼高懷雅量，晚⽣生輩也
免了幾筆粉抹.”  121
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 195.120
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 195.121
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 Ruan’s attempt to invoke social informality backfires on several levels, not least because 
he has pointed out that they are all actors, playing out a scene in a play. His suggestion to “leave 
off a few strokes of paint” is ironically juxtaposed to his proposed “pure conversation” (qingtan 
清談), because this is the domain of virtuous gentleman; not, in other words, conversation that 
would occur seriously in their play-acting. Like Ruan, who is played by the fujing role-type, Ma 
Shiying would also have worn a conspicuous pattern of white facial paint, for he is played by the 
painted face jing 淨 role-type. This crucial detail would have been obvious in performance, but 
would also be apparent to any performance-savvy reader. Ruan has positioned himself as just the 
kind of “small-minded man” Ma dislikes; that is, one who seeks advancement through flattery. 
Ma weighs Ruan's comments and responds:  
Ma: Facial paint, indeed! When a man appears on stage with a painted white face, these are 
the strokes that depict him most formidably. Once a man’s face is smeared with white, he 
will never be able to wipe it off. Even if his sons are filial and his grandsons merciful, they 
won’t be willing to recognize him as their ancestor. 
Yang: It is true that such depictions are formidable, but they are also fair. These are 
intended to warn those ‘small-minded men’ who do not fear the consequences of their 
actions. But, these depictions have no bearing on men like us.  
Ma: In my own view, [those depicted as stage villains] have all suffered from the conceits 
of flattery.   
Yang: Why do you think so?  
Ma: Just look at the case of my precursor, the Master of Fenyi, Yan Song. Wasn’t he a great 
man of letters in his time? These days, however, he is portrayed with a painted face in the 
drama The Singing Phoenix (Mingfeng ji); as a result, everyone views him with extreme 
distaste. Isn’t this because he was ruined by the flattery of Zhao Wenhua?  
Ruan: (saluting Ma with a bow) Absolutely, absolutely! I know that you, sir, take no 
delight in flattery. It is just that I, your humble companion, submit sincerely to your every 
whim.  







 This moment, which is one of the play’s strongest uses of meta-theatrical critique, 
exhibits first-hand the power of theatrical characterization. As Ma Shiying has observed, once a 
man has been cast as a dramatic villain — up to and including characters that, like himself, are 
drawn from history — he will never be able to remove the marks on his reputation. Ma latches 
on to the image of white facial paint, which was most often used to paint the faces of cunning, 
deceptive characters; in short, dramatic villains. Here, this irony extends to both Ruan Dacheng 
and to Ma himself, who would both be speaking with painted white faces. To add another layer 
of references to this moment, Ma compares himself to Yan Song 嚴嵩 (1480-1567), a notoriously 
corrupt prime minister from another conflict-ridden period of Ming history during the mid-16th 
century — a connection that is made all the more obvious because Ma refers to Yan Song as his 
“predecessor” (qianbei 前輩).  Continuing with this allegory, Ruan Dacheng is accorded the 123
fate of the pandering Zhao Wenhua 趙⽂文華, who sought to install himself into Yan Song’s favor 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 195.122
 Ma Jin, a late Ming kunqu actor who specialized in the jing role-type, was famous for his portrayal of Yan Song.  123
It is said that Ma, who was a member of Nanjing’s Xinghua troupe, once lost to an actor named Li in a competition 
for the audience’s attention in a rival performance in the Nanjing public square. Li, from the rival Hualin troupe, 
specialized in the same role of Yan Song, and the audience had found Li’s performance more engaging. Having lost 
the competition, Ma Jin took off his costume and fled. Three years later, Ma Jin called a re-match. Ma had spent the 
intervening time serving secretly as a doorman in the current prime minister’s house to study the prime minister’s 
style of speaking and behavior. This helped Ma Jin to create a convincing character and win the re-match. Liana 
Chen, “Ma Jin (fl. 1573 to 1627),” in The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Stage Actors and Acting, ed. Simon Williams. 
Cambridge University Press, 2015. http://ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/login?qurl=https%3A%2F%2Fsearch.credo 
reference.com%2Fcontent%2Fentry%2Fcupstage%2Fma_jin_fl_1573_to_1627%2F0%3 FinstitutionId%3D1878 
(accessed March 26, 2018).
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just as Ruan is attempting to do with Ma Shiying.  While Yang Wencong ironically asserts that 124
the historical parallels of this scene “have no bearing on men like us,” his comments only serve 
to emphasize the opposite point. The meta-theater of this moment shows how stage portrayals 
can amount to an incriminating historical judgement. What is more, Ma and Ruan are subjected 
to an ingenious theatrical punishment: they must face up to their casting as painted-face roles and 
call attention to the historical judgement that awaits them. 
 The issues of social and theatrical performance raised in this scene highlight other 
instances in The Peach Blossom Fan in which Ruan graces the stage as an expert performer.  125
When the stage characters learn that the late Ming Chongzhen Emperor has died, Ruan engages 
in an over-the-top display of mourning. The moment is so exaggerated that Ma Shiying lightly 
chides: “Old Yuan, there’s no need for such an excessive display of grief; pick yourself up and 
give a nice bow instead 圓⽼老，不必過哀，起來作揖罷.”  Ruan quickly recovers from his 126
sorrowful display to tour a garden of peonies with Ma as his companion. When Ruan is finally 
promoted to the position of Southern Ming Minister of War, he laps up the attention of a curious 
public as he walks about the streets of the capital: “Tell my attendants that there is no need for 
them to clear the streets; do all you can to make sure the common people come to watch me 吩咐
 Ruan Dacheng’s great-grandfather, Ruan E, was a member of Yan Song’s faction during the mid-Ming. As Cyril 124
Birch has observed, Yan Song was “one of the most universally reviled monsters from real life in all of Ming fiction 
and drama.” Birch cites an anecdote about Yan’s tenure as the Secretary of the Ministry of War, in which Yan hid the 
Ming troops’s defeat in a conflict against tribes at the frontier by ordering an entire Chinese village to be massacred, 
and their ears submitted to the court as evidence of a Ming victory. See Cyril Birch, ed., Scenes for Mandarins: The 
Elite Theater of the Ming. New York: Columbia University Press, 1995: 220-221.
 It will come as no great surprise that Ruan Dacheng’s final official appointment in Beijing prior to his dismissal 125
was as Vice Minister of the Court of Imperial Entertainment (guanglu shaoqing 光祿少卿). As Alison Hardie has 
pointed out (“Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng”), the timing of Ruan’s promotion to this post in 1628 suggests that he 
was not as close to Wei Zhongxian as historians later declared. Wei was removed from court when the Tianqi 
Emperor died in 1627; but Ruan lasted at least a year or two in this position before being indicted in the Treason 
Case in 1629 or 1630.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 250.126
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左右，不必打道，儘著百姓來瞧.”  Prior to this, Ruan frets about how he should dress when 127
he makes his long-awaited return to public office, despite having lost his official position years 
earlier. The Prince of Fu, who will soon become the Hongguang Emperor, is about to arrive in 
Nanjing, and Ruan is stuck between the demands of his ego and the demands of ritual decorum, 
which dictates that he should dress according to his rank and position: 
Ruan (inquires): Excuse me, esteemed sir, but how should I be costumed?  
Ma: For the ceremony of greeting the Emperor’s carriage, it is not appropriate to wear the 
ordinary clothing one might use for making personal visits; everyone must dress in formal 
robes and hats.  
Ruan: But I was formerly abolished from public office, so how could I wear a formal robe 
and hat?  
Ma: That’s right. (Thinks.) There’s not much I can do, so you’ll have to deal with serving 
temporarily as a petition bearer. It’s just that this would be a rather low position for you.  
Ruan: But of course; if a man wants to establish a foundation for his great achievements, 
what wouldn’t he be willing to do? How could one talk of the precise details at this time! 
Ma (laughs): Wonderful, wonderful, this indeed is ‘pliable old blob.’ 




講剛⽅方麼! (淨笑介)妙，妙，才是個軟圓⽼老。︒(副淨換差吏服⾊色介)  128
 Clearly, this is a character consumed with his self-image. Later in this same scene, Ruan 
implies that he is only willing to condescend to dressing as such a lowly official role because he 
is certain of his future success: “Don’t make fun of me! Someday in the future, my portrait will 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 227. Ruan even enters dressed in a python robe, a costume reserved 127
for very high-ranking officials that emphasizes how much his powerful role as Minister of War diverges from his 
low moral values. For a discussion of how the python robe was tied to anxieties about overstepping one’s status in 
the late Ming novel Jin Ping Mei, see Sophie Volpp, “The Gift of a Python Robe: The Circulation of Objects in Jin 
Ping Mei.” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 65, vol. 1 (June 2005): 133-158. http://www.jstor.org/stable/
25066765 (accessed Nov. 11, 2011).
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 135-136. Ma’s last line about a “pliable old blob” is a pun based on 128
Ruan’s name. Ruan 軟 (“soft” or “flexible”) is a often used as a cheeky pun in The Peach Blossom Fan for Ruan’s 
surname (阮).
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hang in the Lingyan Hall [alongside the portraits of other esteemed ministers], and will in fact be 
quite vigorous and impressive 不要取笑，⽇日後畫在凌煙閣上，倒有些神氣的.”  “Others 129
may scold and sneer,” Ruan sings, “but I am unashamed ⼈人笑罵，我不羞.”  Ruan is well-130
aware of the value of putting on a good show, whether that be on the theatrical stage or on the 
“worldly stage.” For Ruan, these performances are also a strategy for self-promotion, even an 
attempt at self-advertisement, whereby he attempts to work his way back into the public eye. It 
would seem, further, that Ruan’s character is aware of his status as a performer. Referring to his 
facial paint in one of his early entrances, Ruan proclaims: “This black and white looks like 
something out of a game of chess; this man will play his part as an actor in a play ⿊黑⽩白看成棋裏
事，鬚眉扮作戲中⼈人.”  Ruan identifies his performative behavior for exactly what it is. 131
 If Ruan is aware of his status as a performer, it is also interesting to observe that there are  
moments in The Peach Blossom Fan when Ruan’s self-promotion verges on self-defense. 
Recalling Ruan’s earliest stage entrance with which this chapter began, Ruan sings out his hope 
of making a clean start from the moment he steps on stage: “I have washed clean this face full of 
shame; blending in with the others, I take my place at the edges of this ceremonial gathering 淨
洗含羞⾯面，混入⼏几筵邊.”  Ruan even first introduces himself by covering up his face (副淨掩132
⾯面介), engaging in a movement that only brings greater attention to how much Ruan’s painted 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 136.129
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 136.130
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 116.131
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 61.132
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face makes him stand out from the other characters on stage.  The more Ruan repeats his 133
intention to blend in, the more the reader understands that Ruan cannot help but stand out. Ruan 
proposes that “Nanjing is a vast city, and can accommodate miscellaneous persons 幸這京城寬
廣，容的雜⼈人.” Perhaps in Nanjing, then, Ruan muses, he might be accepted into good society: 
“I would spare nothing to get those powerful court gentry to agree to visit me, and would double 
over to welcome them to my home. If I happened to encounter an upright gentleman who would 
take pity on me and let me take him into my company, I would trade my misfortune and amend 
past demons 有當事朝紳，肯來納交的，不惜物⼒力，加倍趨迎。︒倘遇正⼈人君⼦子，憐⽽而收
之，也還不失為改過之鬼. This comment, too, is couched in a reference to theater, as Ruan 
observes that his new garden is “perfect for teaching song and dance” (精教歌舞).  Echoing 134
Zhang Dai's earlier comments, Ruan’s stage character proposes that his plays and performing 
troupe could be his ticket into Nanjing’s social circles; yet his facial paint is an enduring visible 
testament to Ruan’s inability to blend in anywhere. His reputation is literally written all over his 
face, for while his facial paint might be temporarily covered up, it cannot be expunged. 
 Faced with the understanding that he is being judged by the play’s present and future 
audiences, Ruan tries to construct a more pleasing image for himself in other ways. Ruan calls 
attention to positive aspects of his literary pedigree, proudly listing his scholarly virtues and 
proclaiming the reach of his public reputation: 
I am a brilliant wordsmith and a famous examination success. As Chief Minister of 
Imperial Entertainments, I recited poetry [like Yan Yanzhi 顏延之], and enjoyed drinking 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 61.133
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 66-67.134
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wine just as much as the infantryman [and my kinsman, Ruan Ji 阮籍].  With a valiant 135
heart in my prime, I devoted every last bit of myself to success, attending entirely to what 
was most essential [for the good of the state]. I had an excellent reputation as a writer of 
highbrow lyrics,  so for a while my name was known everywhere. Yet to my great 136
resentment, my private ambitions were too great, and I was too prone to supercilious 
desires. By chance I fell into line with the Wei faction, and joined the ranks of his 
followers [“sons and grandsons”]. At that time, Wei’s authority spread like a raging flame, 
and I took advantage of his influence to voraciously yield power myself. Now that his 
power has waned, there is nothing left but cold ashes, and here I remain like a rapacious 
owl in a withered forest.  Everyone spits and curses at me, attacking me from every 137
direction. [But,] when I think carefully to myself, [I remember that] I am Ruan Dacheng: a 
man who has read through tens of thousands of volumes. How could I fail to differentiate 
between loyalty and flattery, virtue and treachery? At that time, I had neither lost my mind 
to delusions, nor did I suffer from feverish ramblings.  How could I have been so 138
mistaken as to join the Wei clique? (He stamps his foot in anger.) Just mentioning this old 





 Ruan uses two allusions here to compare himself to past poets. The first poet is the Six Dynasties poet, Yan 135
Yanzhi 顏延之 (384-456) who was known as a peer of Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (385-433). Ruan uses him as a referent 
because they two held similar posts: Yan was the Grand Master of the Palace with Golden Seal and Purple Ribbon 
⾦金紫光祿⼤大夫 (Hucker Title 1159: an honorific title conferred on officials of high distinction; from the Song on, 
which can also be used as a polite reference to the Minster of Personnel), while Ruan was the Chief Minister of 
Imperial Entertainments 光祿卿. (Hucker 3348 notes that the Court of Imperial Entertainments 光祿寺 was in 
charge of catering to the imperial household, court officials, and imperial banquets. It had four subordinate offices, 
or shu, that specialized in various foodstuffs, and was headed by a Chief Minister, qing, rank 3b during the Ming-
Qing periods. In the Ming, this position was loosely supervised under the Ministry of Rites.) The second poet is the 
earlier Three Kingdoms poet Ruan Ji 阮籍, from whom Ruan’s family claimed descent. Ruan Ji loved wine, and was 
known for using wine as a distraction from his dissatisfaction with the state of the world. Ruan Ji is referred to here 
by his title, Infantry Commandant 步兵校尉 (Hucker 4794; this title denotes an unofficial or semiofficial title for a 
military officer). Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 71.
 “Baixue ⽩白雪” is a reference to “Yangchun baixue 陽春⽩白雪,” an ancient elegant musical form. Kong Shangren, 136
Taohua shan 桃花扇, edited by Wang Jisi 王季思, Su Huanzhong 苏寰中, and Yang Deping 杨德平 (Beijing; 
Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1959; 1994 printing): 35, note 5.
  The owl (xiaoniao 鴞⿃鳥) is often used to describe vicious persons — it is said that these birds consume their 137
own mothers. See Kong Shangren, Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 35. 
 The phrase hanxie 汗邪 used here is a medical term. If someone had a fever but was unable to sweat it out, he 138
would become confused and disoriented, spouting out all kinds of nonsensical comments. The reference is to the 




 Chuanqi drama is not particularly concerned with the interior psychology of its 
characters, so Ruan’s comments should not be read as full-blown soul-searching. But it is 
important to emphasize that Kong Shangren highlights the diversity of his characters’ voices; 
their “heteroglossic” qualities, to use a term coined by Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. 
Within these many voices, there are also many ambiguities, and meanings between the lines left 
for readers to decode. Ruan claims to be a victim of circumstance — an excellent writer who 
became so wrapped up in his ambitions that he could not overcome to the temptations of 
associating with the powerful Wei Zhongxian. Ruan even expresses regret for his actions, 
admitting that “unfortunately, my private ambitions were too great, and I was too prone to 
supercilious desires 可恨身家念重，勢利情多.” Ruan’s questions in the monologue above are 
rhetorical questions; he has failed to “differentiate between loyalty and flattery, virtue and 
treachery” because, as the commentary suggests, he valued power over ethics: “Although 
nefarious and upright might seem to be similar for a short time, their ostensibly minor 
distinctions eventually turn into enormous differences. This is a truly frightful man! 邪正關頭，
毫釐千⾥里。︒怕⼈人！怕⼈人！   140
 Ruan’s monologue oscillates between remorse and opportunism: “(Speaking softly) If 
Heaven allowed my luck to return, that would be the day for dead ashes to burn again. For I am 
Bearded Ruan! I would give no thought to my good name, but would do what I could to turn the 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 66.139
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 11.140
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tide in my favor. But let us speak no more of these matters. (悄語介) 若是天道好還，死灰有復
燃之⽇日。︒我阮鬍⼦子呵！也顧不得名節，索性要倒⾏行逆施了。︒這都不在話下.”  These 141
comments would position Ruan as a power-hungry sycophant who is desperate for revenge 
against his enemies — an image that resonates with Ruan’s depiction in the Ming History and 
other Qing histories. Yet in The Peach Blossom Fan, this is also a character who has just poured 
out his heart and soul (literally, lungs and liver) in shame as much as out of a desire for 
revenge.  This is also a man whom the commentary describes as singing in a “pitiful tone” (聲142
調可憐), and a man who has displayed a pitiful willingness to live as a common man (⽢甘入雜⼈人
之隊，可憐！).  The point here is not that Kong Shangren is trying to expunge Ruan’s past 143
behavior, but that Kong goes through the effort of contextualizing it. Certainly, Ruan is pitiful, 
even deplorable, but he is also pitiable. He is a product of his environment as much as he is a 
slave to his ambitions, which makes his downfall distressingly human.  144
 If The Peach Blossom Fan could be read psychologically, one might see Ruan’s 
preoccupation with his painted face, and the stains it manifests against his reputation, as a kind of 
parapractic slip. But, because the play’s use of theatrical markings is primarily presentational, 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67.141
 The commentary notes at two different points in Ruan’s monologue that his lines “expose the small-minded 142
man’s shame and regret” (寫出⼩小⼈人愧悔肺肝) and “show the small-minded man’s desire for revenge” (講出⼩小⼈人報
復肺肝). Yunting shanren pingdian, 11.
 All citations are from Yunting shanren pingdian, 11.143
 In a recent essay in the New Yorker, Stephen Greenblatt considers how Shakespeare chose to depict Shylock, the 144
understood villain, in The Merchant of Venice. Greenblatt argues that Shylock is an intentionally relatable villain, 
who is at least humanized even though he is not redeemed. Stephen Greenblatt, “Shakespeare’s Cure for 
Xenophobia: What ‘The Merchant of Venice’ Taught Me About Ethnic Hatred and the Literary Imagination,” in The 
New Yorker (July 10th and 17th, 2017). https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/10/shakespeares-cure-for-
xenophobia (accessed April 8, 2019). Ruan’s character is shaped by different circumstances, but the reader of The 
Peach Blossom Fan is likewise asked to consider how the environment of the late Ming has contributed to Ruan’s 
fall from grace, despite his literary talents (skills that might otherwise redeem him). 
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Ruan’s comments and gestures do more to draw the reader’s attention to the markings on his face 
and the reputation to which they relate. These theatrical markings — the costumes and facial 
paint each actor wears on stage — are further understood to correspond to the personality of the 
characters they depict. Ruan’s role-type, the fujing, is one of the most ambiguous categories in 
the dramatic classification system, which groups characters by features such as age, gender, and 
positive or negative personality traits. Generally speaking, fujing characters are male and come 
in a range of ages; but in terms of personality, they fall along a broad spectrum ranging from 
villains to clowns. Yet Kong has also transcended the normal use of these role categories, as he 
explains in the paratextual “Reading Guide to The Peach Blossom Fan” (Taohua shan fanli 桃花
扇凡例): “Role-types are used to distinguish gentlemen from small-minded men; and sometimes, 
when there are not enough main roles to go around, I make use of supporting roles like the chou 
and the jing [the broader role-type category to which the fujing belongs]. A character’s clean face 
or painted face would be assumed to correspond to his beauty or ugliness [i.e. virtues or vices], 
but [readers] should recognize that real distinctions lie outside of these surface appearances 腳⾊色
所以分別君⼦子⼩小⼈人，亦有時正⾊色不⾜足，借⽤用醜淨者。︒潔⾯面花⾯面，若⼈人之妍媸然，當賞識於
牝牡驪⿈黃之外⽿耳.  We should not, in other words, be looking just to a character’s outward 145
appearance to determine whether a character is good or bad. Kong Shangren instead supplies his 
own system for classifying characters, which I discuss below. 
 Item 14 of “Taohua shan fanli 桃花扇凡例” (Principles for Reading The Peach Blossom Fan),” Kong Shangren, 145
KSRQJ, 1: 27.
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IV. Ruan Dacheng on Stage (III): Historical Chuanqi and History-as-Theater 
 In Scene 4, “Scouting out the performance” (Zhen xi 偵戲), the scholar-official and 
painter Yang Wencong pitches an idea to Ruan Dacheng. Ruan, who by this point in the play has 
already sustained several bouts of physical and verbal abuse from the Restoration Society, is 
eager for any idea that will remedy the antagonism he is facing. Yang informs Ruan that the 
young and promising Restoration Society student Hou Fangyu, who happens to be Ruan’s “exam 
nephew” (nianzhi 年姪) — in other words, the son of a man who is Ruan’s same-year (tongnian 
同年) graduate of the metropolitan examinations — has expressed an interest in the Nanjing 
courtesan Li Xiangjun. Why not, Yang suggests, finance their union? This would place Hou in 
Ruan’s debt, and Ruan could then call on Hou to repay the favor by “mollifying” (jiequan 解勸) 
Wu Yingji, Chen Zhenhui, and their Restoration Society peers by having Hou serve as Ruan’s 
intermediary. Such a strategy, Yang explains, would help to de-escalate the Restoration Society’s 
anti-Ruan fervor; for, when the “two generals release their troops, the soldiers will remove their 
armor 兩將罷兵，千軍解甲矣.”  Ruan quickly agrees to the plan, hoping that this “beautiful 146
woman plan” (meiren ji 美⼈人計) will succeed where each of his earlier attempts at social re-
integration have failed: “(Yang) To whom should the weak willows [i.e. down and out men like 
Ruan] of hopeless households (baimen ⽩白⾨門) attach themselves to climb up the social ladder, 
(Ruan [continuing]), when plans for literary banquets and musical performances are all used up? 
(Yang) There is only the “beautiful-woman plan” left to try, (Ruan) so I must rely on you to 
 The first half of this citation specifically points to Wu Yingji (Ciwei) and Chen Zhenhui (Dingsheng) as the heads 146
of the student (xiucai 秀才) and gentlemen (gongzi 公⼦子) factions (吳次尾是秀才領袖，陳定⽣生是公⼦子班頭，兩
將罷兵，千軍解甲矣). Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 70.
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purchase the makeup to paint the lady’s eyebrows (末)⽩白⾨門弱柳許誰攀，(副淨)⽂文酒笙歌俱等
閒。︒ (末)惟有美⼈人稱妙計， (副淨)憑君買黛畫春山.”  The commentary, however, retorts 147
that places too great a hope on this last-ditch effort: “Many of the small men of today and in the 
past would concoct plans 古今⼩小⼈人，多會算計,” but for Ruan to hope that Hou Fangyu will 
“understand and take care of things” (料理) for him is nothing but the expression of one who has 
“lost his morals” (喪⼼心語).  Delusional or not, Ruan is at least persistent, and arranges to carry 148
out the plan with Yang’s help as his frontman. 
 At first, Yang and Ruan’s strategy seems to work. Hou Fangyu deflowers Li Xiangjun, 
and only after a (ritually incomplete) wedding does Xiangjun think to ask where her bridal 
trousseau has come from. Yang explains: “These trousseau items and the wedding banquet cost 
about two hundred or more in gold. All of it came from the hand of Huaining.” Hou Fangyu asks, 
“Which Huaining is that?” to which Yang replies: “The one who once served as a Minister of 
Entertainments, Ruan Yuanhai. (Hou) It’s that Ruan Dacheng from Anhui? (Yang) That’s right. 
(Hou) Why would he have done all of this? (Yang) It was just because he wanted to be received 
[favorably] by you (末) 這些妝奩酒席，約費⼆二百餘⾦金，皆出懷寧之⼿手。︒(⽣生) 那個懷寧︖？
(末) 曾做過光祿的阮圓海。︒(⽣生) 是那皖⼈人阮⼤大鋮麼︖？(末) 正是。︒(⽣生) 他為何這樣周旋︖？
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 70. Another reading for Yang’s first line in this citation could take ⽩白147
⾨門 literally as “white gate,” making this a reference for Nanjing (“white gate” named one of Nanjing’s old city gates 
when the city was known as Jiankang 建康 — see Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 73 note 19). Willows 
in classical literature can refer to the willowy waists of courtesans, so this line could also be translated: “Who could 
be allowed to climb up the gates that contain the lithe willows?” Another layer of meaning here links Yang Wencong 
to Li Xiangjun through the metaphors of painting; for, Yang, a painter, is the one whom Ruan designates to purchase 
pigments to “paint the lady’s eyebrows.” Either way, the effect of this poem is to implicitly compare Li Xiangjun to 
all of the other “dynasty topping” beautiful women of the past. It also positions Yang and Ruan’s plan as a strategy, 
informed as it is by military metaphors. 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 13.148
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(末) 不過欲納交⾜足下之意.”  Unfortunately for Ruan, his plan to make a good impression on 149
Hou backfires to produce exactly the opposite result. Once Ruan is revealed as the financier of 
the wedding banquet and of Li Xiangjun’s bridal trousseau, the plan falls to pieces.    150
 What is intriguing about this exchange between Yang Wencong and Hou Fangyu is how 
precisely they pin down many of Ruan Dacheng’s names and affiliations in the space of several 
lines. Ruan is identified by his hometown (Huaining); his former official position (Minister of 
Entertainments); his pen-name, or hao 號 (Ruan Yuanhai); his given name (Ruan Dacheng); and 
his regional affiliation (a “man from Wan” 皖⼈人 — i.e. a man from Anhui). It would appear that 
Hou Fangyu might not know exactly whom Ruan is; or, at least, needs some help in placing him. 
But this passage is equally notable because it establishes a very small catalog of Ruan’s epithets 
for the reader. By making it painstakingly clear whom he means when he is talking about Ruan 
Dacheng, Kong Shangren belies the possibility that Ruan could remain hidden behind any of his 
pseudonyms (as he has tried to camouflage his attempt at social restitution through the work of 
his go-between, Yang Wencong).  
 The significance of Kong’s decision to de-mask Ruan Dacheng in a bout of rapid naming 
reverberates far beyond this particular scene of the play. At a philosophical level, it fulfills a 
Confucianist impulse to “rectify names” (zhengming 正名), whereby the correct identification of 
persons and things is a stepping-stone toward social order. Yet on a purely practical level, this 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 88.149
 Yang had a personal connection to Ruan via his familial connection to Ma Shiying — Yang was married to Ma’s 150
sister. Yang Wencong’s character in The Peach Blossom Fan is himself very ambiguous. Yang mediates between 
Ruan and the Restoration Society, sometimes so strongly that he comes across as Ruan’s personal lobbyist. This is, 
at least, the position advanced in the play’s commentary, which offers in Scene 7 (after Yang has revealed that Ruan 
is the benefactor behind Hou and Li’s wedding): “In switching to call Ruan Dacheng ‘Old Yuan,’ [Yang Wencong] 
has already made up his mind to take sides 改稱圓⽼老，已有左袒之意” (Yunting shanren pingdian, 21).
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moment also enables Kong to fill his readers in on some details of Ruan’s background that they 
might have missed. Kong advertises in his prefaces to the play that he has composed The Peach 
Blossom Fan with the rigor of historical scholarship.  As a playwright-historian, Kong 151
rigorously documents his methodology, even preempting criticisms that he might have fabricated 
the play’s history. Kong explains that he “extensively collected remnant anecdotes [from the end 
of the Ming], and fit them to a metered pattern, using the greatest care and effort to produce each 
sentence and each word 博採遺聞，入之聲律，⼀一句⼀一字，決⼼心嘔成.  Kong claims a degree 152
of precision in his work that lends the details of the play particular significance. 
 Yet, writing during the early Qing for an early Qing audience, Kong Shangren could not 
assume that all of his readers would be comprehensively familiar with Ruan’s life history and 
political record. Kong started writing The Peach Blossom Fan in 1678, while living on Stone 
Gate Mountain ⽯石⾨門山 outside his hometown of Qufu in Shandong. He did not finish the play 
until 1699, when he was living in the capital of Beijing after several years on official business in 
the Jiangnan region between 1686-1689. Ruan, we know, had spent the latter half of his life 
living in Jiangnan. After being dismissed from the court in Beijing around 1629, he returned 
home to the countryside around Anqing 安慶 (Anhui Province). Within a few years, he moved 
with his family (who are conspicuously left out of The Peach Blossom Fan) to Nanjing in 1635, 
 As cited in the introduction, one of these prefaces explains that the play answers a series of questions about how 151
and why the Ming collapsed: “The singing and dancing on stage highlight events from outside [the play]; thus, the 
play raises awareness about the following questions: Which people destroyed a dynastic undertaking of three 
hundred years? On which occasions did its leadership fail? In which year was it eliminated? On what ground was it 
all laid to rest? 場上歌舞，局外指點，知三百年之基業，隳於何⼈人︖？敗於何事︖？消於何年︖？歇於何地︖？”  
“Taohua shan xiaoyin 桃花扇⼩小引” (Short Preface to The Peach Blossom Fan) in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15.
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1:15.152
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where he lived until the Southern Ming fell in 1646. After fleeing the city, Ruan died en route to 
Fujian in the company of Qing forces.  
 Kong and Ruan were not contemporaries, nor were they linked by their home regions. 
While they did have a few common social connections in the Jiangnan area, such as the writer 
Mao Xiang 冒襄 (zi Pijiang 辟疆, 1634-1711), Kong and Ruan were men of different times and 
places. Over three decades, moreover, had passed between Ruan’s death (1646) and Kong’s 
initial work on The Peach Blossom Fan (1678). Over five decades had passed between Ruan’s 
death and the year in which Kong finally completed the play (1699). Kong, then, would have 
been hard-pressed to assume that each of his readers would have been familiar with the details of 
Ruan Dacheng’s life, let alone have known Ruan personally. Kong could thus presumably take 
some artistic liberties with his depiction of Ruan’s stage character in The Peach Blossom Fan.  
 Kong could also not assume that his readers would have read extensively about Ruan 
Dacheng. When Kong was writing The Peach Blossom Fan during the 1680s and 1690s, there 
was not yet a standard narrative of late Ming history. The official Ming History would not be 
completed until 1739, nearly a hundred years after Ruan’s death and four decades after Kong 
completed The Peach Blossom Fan. Kong, then, had to locate his own sources to learn about 
what happened during the late Ming, including and beyond the role Ruan Dacheng had played in 
the proceedings. Kong’s sources, as he lists them in his bibliography to the play, come primarily 
from the collected personal writings of late Ming literati, many of whom where Ming loyalists or 
at least sympathetic to Ruan’s political opponents in the Donglin Party. Some of these men, like 
Mao Xiang, had also lived in close proximity to Ruan Dacheng during his time in Nanjing.  
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 Even to learn about the goings-on at the late Ming court, Kong likewise relied primarily 
on anecdotal evidence. Of the sources he lists, the one that focuses most closely on the intrigues 
of the late Ming court is the anonymous Woodcutter’s History (Qiaoshi tongsu yanyi 樵史通俗
演義), which reads more like a melodrama on late Ming events than a work of historical 
scholarship.  These sources, in other words, are primary sources with all their pros and cons: 153
they were produced when Ruan was still alive, but are also informed by partisan views that do 
not treat Ruan dispassionately. Ruan is consistently referred to as “treasonous Ruan” (奸阮) 
throughout the Woodcutter’s History, for instance, which heralds the use of similar epithets for 
Ruan Dacheng in historical works written later in the Qing.  We might assume that The Peach 154
Blossom Fan channels the biases of its sources; and this is true, to some degree — one source 
chronicles an alleged incident of bribery by Ruan; another focuses on the story of how Ruan 
died.  But also included as the very last entry of the bibliography are two of Ruan’s own plays: 155
Spring Lantern Riddles, and The Swallow Letter. Surely, Kong’s source base was shaped by 
many factors: availability, selection bias, and even self-censorship among early Qing writers. But 
it is notable that Kong credits Ruan’s own work in informing his understanding of the late Ming 
 For these sources, see Kong's bibliography to The Peach Blossom Fan, “Taohua shan kaoju 桃花扇考據,” in 153
KSRQJ, 31-39. Also see Lu Yingyang 陸應暘, Qiaoshi tongsu yanyi 樵史通俗演義 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 1990).
 Outside of the obvious reference point of Ruan’s “treacherous officials” biography in the Mingshi, variations on 154
“treasonous Ruan” (奸阮) are commonplace in loyalist-leaning private Qing histories. 
 These are Dong Han’s 董含 Chunxiang zhuibi 蒓鄉贅筆 and Lu Qi’s 陸圻 (Lu Lijing 陸麗京) Mingbao lu 冥報155
錄. Dong Han (zi Dong Langshi 董閬⽯石) is the grandson of the late Ming painter Dong Qichang 董其昌.
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world. By writing Ruan into The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong, in a sense, becomes one of Ruan’s 
earliest biographers.  156
 For Kong Shangren, historical biography served much the same function in a chuanqi 
play as it might in a local gazetteer or a dynastic history: to pass judgement, in the manner of 
historical praise and blame, on the behavior of figures from the past. What is uniquely powerful 
about the chuanqi is the range of literary forms it includes:  
Although chuanqi plays are deemed a minor art form, they would be incomplete without 
shi- and fu-style poetry, ci-lyrics and qu-tunes, parallel prose, and anecdotes (xiaoshuo). In 
both depicting characters and describing a setting, chuanqi even possess the same 
evocative power as painting. In fact, a play’s expressive intentions are rooted in the 
Shijing (Book of Poetry), its righteousness in meaning follows the Chunqiu (Spring and 
Autumn Annals), and in matters of writing style, it accords with the Zuozhuan (Zuo 
Commentary [on the Chunqiu]), Guoyu (Airs of the States), and Shiji (Records of the 
Grand Historian). By drawing these forms together, chuanqi can warn the world to change 
its vulgar ways, praise the way of the Sages, and assist in promoting the sovereign’s 
beneficial influence. These days, this is even more the case.  
傳奇雖⼩小道，凡詩賦，詞曲，四六，⼩小說家，無體不備。︒至於纂寫須眉，點染景物，
乃兼畫苑矣。︒其旨趣實本於三百篇，⽽而義則春秋，⽤用筆⾏行⽂文，又左，國，太史公也。︒
於以警世易俗，贊聖道⽽而輔王化，最近且切。︒   157
 Other early Qing biographies of Ruan include a fairly positive account in the 1686 Huaining County Gazetteer, a 156
critical biography by Qian Chengzhi (1612-1693), and a mixed third biography by Zhang Dai. For a brief analysis of 
these sources, see Alison Hardie, “Reconsidering Ruan Dacheng” and “Self-representation in the Dramas of Ruan 
Dacheng,” in Marjorie Dryburgh and Sarah Dauncey, eds. Writing Lives in China, 1600-2010: Histories of the 
Elusive Self (NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), esp. 62-67.
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 15.157
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Far from being an unsophisticated art form, Kong argues, chuanqi incorporate the best of all 
literary forms, and even aspires to the evocative power of painting.  Drawing on poetry, a play 158
sustains expressive authenticity; drawing on historical materials, a play communicates a narrative 
about the past; and drawing on commentary, a play leaves space to analyze its storyline and cast 
of characters. In this composite literary form, the events depicted on stage can achieve their 
fullest expression, and thus most closely approach the complex “truths” of historical experience 
the play aspires to represent. Chuanqi plays, in other words, wield the full weight of literature to 
inspire moral behavior and promote social stability through sound government. As Kong makes 
clear even before the play starts, The Peach Blossom Fan does more than document the history 
of the Southern Ming. The play draws on this history to craft a remonstrative message, warning 
its readers against repeating the detrimental behavior that led to the Southern Ming’s demise. 
 From the very earliest texts, Chinese dramatic literature was conceived as just such a 
didactic medium.  The stage, and the characters represented upon it, could propagate models of 159
 Scholarship on the play lacks a consensus about why Kong chose to craft this history, in particular, in the form of 158
a chuanqi drama. In an article addressing this topic, Xu Zhengui has proposed that Kong Shangren had three main 
influences in shaping the play’s form: 1) his upbringing in the Kong family and the local performances of plays; 2) 
the didactic potential of drama to “warn men’s hearts” (惩创⼈人⼼心); and 3) the inspiration of Ding Yaokang’s earlier 
play, West Lake Fan (Xihu shan 西湖扇). See Xu Zhengui 徐振贵, “Kong Shangren heyi yao yong xiju xingshi 
xiazuo Taohua shan 孔尚任何以要⽤用戏剧形式写作《桃花扇》,” Dongnan daxue xuebao, Zhexue shehui kexue 
ban 2, no. 4 (Nov. 2000): 76-81. Accessed via China Academic Journals (May 2, 2016). Certainly, viewing history 
as a play sets up the historical narrative as an object of analysis, and encourages the audience to apply moral lessons 
to the present-day world. But particularly in the case of The Peach Blossom Fan, to recount late Ming history in the 
very form for which the late Ming is best known — the chuanqi drama — requires attention not only to the form of 
the play, but the literary field in which the play was composed.
 Drama remained a forum for social transformation into the 20th century. Well-known actors from the late Qing 159
and early Republican periods, such as Tan Xinpei and Tian Jiyun, were social reformers who not only created plays 
that could reflect on and criticize current events, but also tried to institute reforms within the theater, such as banning 
the practice of training boy actors as male courtesans. See Dongshin Chang, “Tan Xinpei (b. Hubei Province, China, 
1847; d. 1917” and Liana Chen, “Tian Jiyun (aka Linrui Tian or Ruilin Tian) (b. Dingxing, Hebei, China, 4 February 
1864; d. 23 May 1925),” both in The Cambridge In The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Stage Actors and Acting, ed. 
Simon Williams. Cambridge University Press, 2015. Accessed as an e-book via the Credo Academic Core (March 
26, 2018).
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exemplary human conduct; or else, channel social criticism.  Using a chuanqi drama to write 160
about the fall of the Ming, Kong Shangren draws on the genre history of the chuanqi play itself 
to inspire his reading of the late Ming world. The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong explains, serves the 
same heuristic purpose that music has served throughout time. “How could one not believe that 
the music of today is just like the music of ancient times? 今之樂，猶古之樂，豈不信哉︖？” 
The play “not only compels its audience to weep sorrowfully, but can also warn men’s hearts 
[against repeating the errors of the past], and in so doing, save the end of an age from ruin 不獨
令觀者感慨涕零，亦可懲創⼈人⼼心，為末世之⼀一救矣.  This strategy proves especially 161
effective for depicting Ruan Dacheng. Not only did writing history as a chuanqi give Kong the 
opportunity to write the fall of the Southern Ming in precisely the genre that most defined the 
Ming’s literary output, but this approach also facilitated Kong’s assessment of Ruan Dacheng, a 
playwright whose life and work embodied the late Ming’s contradictions.  
 The Peach Blossom Fan's judgements of Ruan’s character are outlined from the start. In 
the conventional plot-summary poem at the conclusion of the play’s prologue, “Preliminary 
Sounds” (Xian sheng 先聲), the fumo 副末, playing the Old Master of Ceremonies ⽼老贊禮, 
describes Ruan as a cunning figure with dangerous power: “The traitors Ma and Ruan move in 
and out [of good society], hiding in ambush with long double-edged swords; the quick-witted 
Liu and Su move back and forth [from character to character] to draw together the dense threads 
 This is an observation that goes back to the foundational early 20th century scholarship on dramatic literature. 160
For example: Wang Guowei 王國維, Song Yuan xiqu shi 宋元戲曲史 (Beijing: Dongfang chubanshe: Xinhua 
shudian jing xiao, 1996); Wu Mei 吳梅, Guqu zhutan/Zhongguo xiqu gailun 顧曲麈談/中國戲曲概論 (Shanghai: 
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2010). This is also evident from many early dramatic texts themselves. See, for example, 
Regina Llamas, “Revenge, and the Ungrateful Scholar in Early Chinese Southern Drama,” Asia Major, Third Series 
20, no. 2 (2007): 75-101. http://www.jstor.org/stable/41649935 (accessed April 27, 2017).
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 15.161
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[of the play’s dramatic narrative]. Master Hou breaks off a branch of romantic karma; and Daoist 
Zhang returns to sum up this case of [dynastic] rise and fall 奸⾺馬阮中外伏長劍，巧柳蘇往來牽
密線︔； 侯公⼦子斷除花⽉月緣，張道⼠士歸結興亡案.”  The prologue depicts Ruan as a traitor in 162
such a way that forecasts his inevitably demise.  More importantly, including Ruan in this 163
generic set piece lets Kong signal to his readers that they must pay attention to Ruan’s stage 
character as the play develops, watching him carefully to see how his actions will unfold. Kong 
leaves his readers to wonder how exactly Ruan will meet his end, but the prologue makes clear 
that Ruan’s behavior will eventually spell out his downfall. 
 This poem also relies on parallelism to juxtapose Ma and Ruan to the storyteller Liu 
Jingting and musician Su Kunsheng. Liu and Su are each classified as “unifying roles” (hese 合
⾊色) in the play’s outline of characters. Accordingly, they move “back and forth” to draw the play 
together as a centripetal force.  Juxtaposed to this pair are Ma and Ruan, who manifest the 164
opposite force: they move “in and out” and embody centrifugal motion. By emphasizing these 
characters’ movements in such spatial terms, the poetic synopsis hints that the actions of stage 
characters are important to how the play is put together. Since this is a play, the reader is meant 
to understand that Ruan’s actions, or his performance, are what get Ruan into trouble — a point 
that is made all the more clear because Ma Shiying and Ruan Dacheng are contrasted in this 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 45.162
 A slightly different rendering of the first phrase of this poem could actually produce this reading more directly, if 163
Ma and Ruan are taken as the objects of the verb “fu 伏” rather than its subjects: “The traitors Ma and Ruan move in 
and out, falling to the long swords [of the virtuous scholars, or even of historical judgement].” This reading would 
then alter the next line, turning Liu and Su into the objects of qian 牽: “the quick-witted Liu and Su are drawn back 
and forth by the dense threads of the plot.”
 “Taohua shan gangling  桃花扇綱領” (Guiding Principles of Characters in The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong 164
Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 40-42.
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poem to two performers, Liu Jingting and Su Kunsheng. Further juxtaposition between the first 
and third lines of the poem might also suggest that Ma and Ruan could be foils for the dramatic 
lead, Hou Fangyu, whose romantic hopes are thwarted by the collapsing political world around 
him. From the start, then, Ruan is doubly unlucky: he is doomed to perform his failed political 
aspirations while participating in the play’s culture of performance. 
 While Kong was not himself a member of the Donglin Party or the Restoration Society, 
The Peach Blossom Fan draws on a source base that includes a high percentage of writers 
sympathetic to Ruan’s opponents in both groups.  Like the Donglin platform, the play urges 165
that a struggling society must return to the fundamental Confucian ideals of ethical government 
to once again function correctly. These include proper music, proper ritual, and proper 
relationships among people — all aspects of proper conduct that Ruan’s stage character flouts. 
Kong classifies Ruan Dacheng a character with “perverse tendencies” (liqi 戾氣) in The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s paratextual “Guiding Principles of Characters in The Peach Blossom 
Fan” (Taohua shan gangling 桃花扇綱領). This makes an ominous pronouncement about 
Ruan’s moral caliber, for his “perverse tendencies,” or going against the grain, might indicate 
anything from being peevish and recalcitrant to being violent, vicious, and evil.  Yet, the 166
situation becomes murkier in view of the explanatory note on classifications of characters in the 
 Kong is quick to head off any suggestion that his work is informed by a partisan agenda, noting that he wrote the 165
play while living in the mountains, not while holding a public office. “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” Kong Shangren, 
KSRQJ, 1: 15.
 The “qi” category is divided into “odd” (ji 奇) and “even” (ou 偶) sides. Ruan, who is unsurprisingly paired with 166
Ma Shiying in this classification, falls on the “even” side. C. H. Wang suggests that se ⾊色 should be understood as 
“diverse positive modes” and qi 氣 as “various negative moods”. See his C. H. Wang, “The Double-Plot of T’ao-
Hua Shan.” Journal of the American Oriental Society 110, no. 1 (Jan.-Mar. 1990). https://www.jstor.org/stable/
603906 (accessed June 8, 2018), 10. 
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qi category that follows: “Characters in the qi 氣 category are responsible for the rise and fall [of 
socio-political institutions]. The gentlemen do so in their friendships; the small-minded men do 
so in their factions. I have divided these figures into odd and even sections, and yet the two sides 
differ only by a hair’s breadth 氣者，興亡之數也。︒君⼦子為朋，⼩小⼈人為黨，以奇偶計之，⽽而
兩部之毫髮無差.”  Also classified as qi 氣 characters are, of course, Ma Shiying, Ruan’s 167
partner-in-crime, but also Shi Kefa, Huang Degong ⿈黃德功, and Zuo Liangyu 左良⽟玉, all of 
whom are treated favorably, even as heroes, at the conclusion of the play (see Chapter 6).   168
 This is a puzzling and tantalizing detail. It is made even more perplexing by the fact that 
Ruan Dacheng, who is paired with Ma Shiying in the “even” (ou 偶) grouping of characters, 
finds a provocative parallel in the Southern Ming’s Hongguang Emperor, who is also designated 
as a “perverse” (liqi) character within in the “odd” (ji 奇) grouping.  As Lynn Struve has 169
suggested, Kong's classifications of characters correspond to historical forces at work during the 
mid-seventeenth century. The inept Hongguang Emperor, who is implicitly contrasted with the 
Ming’s last legitimate emperor Chongzhen, is the quintessential model of a “bad last emperor”; 
whereas Ma and Ruan could together represent a model of his “bad last prime minister.”  170
 “Taohua shan gangling,” Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 42.167
 One point of similarity between Zuo Liangyu and Ruan Dacheng is that Zuo is also aware of the historical 168
burdens of having a bad reputation. When Liu Jingting arrives at Zuo’s camp in Wuchang to give Zuo the letter 
drafted by Hou Fangyu that stops Zuo from moving his troupes without imperial approval, Zuo sings that he worries 
for his future reputation. Zuo is concerned about his inability to satisfy his duties in the national interest (acting in 
his role as a general) and the needs of his troops, who are desperately hungry: “How can I escape a poor reputation, 
how can I flee from a bad name? No one speaks well of a powerful general with authority over three units of troops 
who is unable to carry out his duties” (這惡名怎逃，這惡名怎逃。︒說不起三軍權柄帥難操). Taohua shan, in 
Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 112.
 “Taohua shan gangling,” Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 41-42.169
 Struve, “History and the Peach Blossom Fan,” 61-62.170
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Certainly, this can explain why Kong’s juxtaposition of Ma and Ruan with Hongguang as 
“perverse” characters makes sense. But it is also important that these are all qi 氣 characters, 
whose decisions as elite male administrators ushered in the Ming’s collapse (no female roles are 
classified as “qi 氣”). It is obvious that Kong saw Ruan Dacheng as instrumental to the downfall 
of the Ming; and, if nothing else, his comparison to an emperor — even a short-lived, dissolute, 
and potentially illegitimate emperor — speaks to the powerful influence Ruan had on the events 
and imagination of his time. Less clear, however, is how, exactly, readers are supposed to pass 
judgement on Ruan.  If ill-fated friendships might be just as deleterious as forming factions, 171
how are we to assess the quality of these relationships? 
 Once again, Kong relies on the meta-theatrical self-reflexivity of the play to examine this 
question; and, it is worth noting, the pendulum of historical judgement does not always swing in 
favor of the Donglin and Restoration Society literati. As the early 20th century intellectual Liang 
Qichao 梁啟超 (1873-1929) notes in his much later commentary, neither partisan group receives 
The Peach Blossom Fan’s unconditional endorsement.  Returning once again to the third scene 172
of the play, “The Disrupted Ceremonies,” Kong turns the Nanjing Imperial Academy into a de 
 My position contrasts with that of C.H. Wang, who suggests that by Kong’s time, “there was a definite consensus 171
among literati and illiterate alike concerning how one should pass judgement on these persons” — among whom he 
includes the “Four Distinguished Young Lords” (Si Gongzi), the artists Liu Jingting and Su Kunsheng, scholars like 
Qian Qianyi and his concubine Liu Rushi, and loyalist dissenters including Huang Zongxi, Gu Yanwu, and Wang 
Fuzhi. Wang sees Kong as constrained by a “standard interpretation of history,” but it is not clear how Wang has 
determined where this history comes from (see Wang, “Double Plot,” 11-12). There was not yet an official Ming 
history when Kong was writing his play — and hence, to my mind, not yet a “standard interpretation of history” — 
and assessment of these figures, from what I can ascertain, were still mixed. Most importantly, Kong’s own prefaces 
point to the complicated dynamics of the late Ming, and indicate that there was no absolute dividing line between 
the “heroes” and “villains” of the late Ming. Kong’s play, I contend, was in fact an essential source for readers of the 
early Qing and beyond to make their judgements on the figures of late Ming history.
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Liang Qichao pizhuben Taohua shan 梁啟超批注本桃花扇, ed. Cheng Ning 城寧 172
(Nanjing Shi: Fenghuang chubanshe, 2011).
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facto court room. Ruan’s stage character is judged by the academy’s students, led by Wu Yingji, 
as the Master of Ceremonies observes the scene: 
Ruan: I am a distinguished jinshi, descended from a notable family. What sin have I 
committed that I should not be allowed to attend the sacrifice? 
Wu: Your offenses are notorious both at the court and outside it. You wear the mask of a 
righteous man, but you have lost a righteous man’s heart. How dare you set foot in this 
temple? Did my prior public impeachment not say enough about the root of your crimes? 
Ruan: That was precisely why I attended these ceremonies, to confess the remorse that is 
in my heart.  
Wu: Let me tell you plainly who and what you are. (Sings to the tune of Qianqiu sui) 
Godson of Wei, godson of Ke, you cannot escape this name, for it follows you 
everywhere.  You share a temperament with Cui [Chengxiu] and Tian [Ergeng]; indeed 173
the same as Cui and Tian; you are as if fervent brothers,  vying to be first to taste the 174
filth and suck the boils [of powerful men].  You shoot secret arrows into the ranks of the 175
Donglin, and spin your lengthy plots in the Western Depot’s torture chambers. How can 
you possibly cover up the bystanders’ eyes? 
 More literally, the character for “son” (兒字) is hard for Ruan avoid wherever he goes.173
 “Ke’s household” (客家) refers to Madame Ke, or Ke-shi 客氏, the Tianqi Emperor’s wet nurse, who was allied 174
with the eunuch Wei Zhongxian. Cui and Tian (崔⽥田) refers to Chen Chengxiu 崔呈秀 and Tian Ergeng ⽥田爾耕, 
where were also members of the Wei Zhongxian faction. The Western Depot (西廠) refers to the seat of the imperial 
secret police. Its counterpart was the Eastern Depot (東廠), a notorious eunuch-controlled torture chamber during 
the late Ming. (Referencing the Western Depot avoids the un-poetic repetition of “east” at the beginning of both 
lines in this pairing.) On the cooperation of the Eastern and Western Depots as imperial secret service agencies, see 
Charles O. Hucker, “Governmental Organization of the Ming Dynasty.” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. 21 
(Dec., 1958): 1-66, esp. 25, 60. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2718619 (accessed January 22, 2017).
 The phrase “competing to taste filth” (糞爭嘗) is a reference to the Warring states period story of King Goujian 175
of Yue, who ate bile in order to gain the trust of King Fuchai of Wu, when Goujian was Fuchai’s prisoner of war. 
The historical anecdote implies that this strategy signifies Goujian’s perseverance, but here seems to refer to Ruan’s 
insincerity and desire to curry favor at all costs. Or, perhaps, this reference connects to Goujian’s later attempts later 
to bring Fuchai into submission by making him eat filth too. The second phase, “together sucking carbuncles” (癰同
吮), is a reference to Deng Tong, one of the wealthiest men in the Former Han. Deng once sucked the pus out of a 
boil that emerged on Emperor Han Wendi’s body, in order to prove his loyalty to the Emperor and ingratiate himself. 
The implication is that Ruan, like Deng, would go to any lengths to curry favor with powerful men. 
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(Singing in Unison):  We laugh at your demise, for you are nothing but a dissolving 176
iceberg, or an iron pillar clattering to the ground.  177
(副淨) 我乃堂堂進⼠士，表表名家，有何罪過，不容與祭。︒(⼩小⽣生) 你的罪過，朝野俱
知，蒙⾯面喪⼼心，還敢入廟。︒難道前⽇日防亂揭帖，不曾說著你病根麼！(副淨) 我正為
暴⽩白⼼心跡，故來與祭。︒(⼩小⽣生) 你的⼼心跡，待我替你說來：  [千秋歲] 魏家乾，又是
客家乾，⼀一處處兒字難免。︒同氣崔⽥田，同氣崔⽥田，熱兄弟糞爭嘗，癰同吮。︒東林裏
丟⾶飛箭，西廠裏牽長線，怎掩旁⼈人眼。︒(合)笑冰山消化，鐵柱翻掀。︒  178
 As Wu Yingji enumerates Ruan’s offenses — joining the Wei Zhongxian cabal; engaging 
in disgusting acts of flattery; launching attacks against the Donglin Party; and orchestrating the 
vindictive torture plots of the imperial secret police — he reminds Ruan that his reputation is at 
stake. Wu takes casting Ruan as a villain into his own hands, speaking on Ruan’s behalf (待我替
你說來) to tell him exactly what he thinks of Ruan’s “tracks of heartfelt sentiment” (xinji ⼼心
跡).  By appealing to the gaze of bystanders, Wu has further indicated the staged context of this 179
scene. Not only are Ruan and his actions judged by the ceremony’s attendees, but he is also 
being scrutinized by the play’s many possible audiences: viewers of a live performance, as well 
as the play’s present and future readers. This idea heralds a line later in the play that points to the 
 The wai and mo have already exited, so I am assuming that this must be the xiaosheng plus the four za. The za 176
play a group of other scholars, named for the four Fushe friends Wu Yingji has planned to meet here (Yang Weidou 
楊維⽃斗, Liu Bozong 劉伯宗, Shen Kuntong 沈崑銅, and Shen Meisheng 沈眉⽣生.). The fumo has not exited, but it 
is unclear whether or not he participates here.
 The iceberg (冰山) refers to a story about the Tang dynasty figures Yang Guozhong 楊國忠 and Zhang Tuan 張177
彖. Zhang refused to curry favor with Yang Guozhong, stating that while others may see Yang as Taishan 泰山, to 
Zhang, Yang is like an iceberg (冰山), soon to melt. See Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 65, note 9.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 61-62. At the end of the students’ song, the commentary cries out: 178
“Delightful! 痛快!” (Yunting shanren pingdian, 10).
 Like Li Xiangjun in the scene prior to this one, Ruan is literally cast into his role by someone else. In Xiangjun’s 179
case, Yang Wencong names her, and thereby casts her into her role-type and as her dramatic character.
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“cold clear eyes” (冷眼⼈人) of those who witness this performance of history.  Judged in this 180
moment of historical meta-theater, Ruan's cultural capital as a jinshi degree holder and wealthy 
class background cannot save him from the deeper ethical accusations Wu levies against him. 
 Yet Ruan does not give up. He tries once again to defend himself by citing historical and 
literary precedents for his behavior: “Brothers, you so flagrantly revile me without trying to 
understand the depths of my difficulties. You do not realize that I started off as a disciple of Zhao 
Zhongyi.  When the Wei party suddenly exploded onto the scene and rose to power, I had 181
retired to the country to mourn the death of my parents and was not yet established [at court]. 
How could I have harmed anyone? On what grounds do you accuse me? 諸兄不諒苦衷，橫加
辱罵，那知俺阮圓海原是趙忠毅先⽣生的⾨門⼈人。︒魏黨暴橫之時，我丁艱未起，何曾傷害⼀一
⼈人，這些話都從何處說起.”  Ruan goes on to pull out an arsenal of literary and historical 182
anecdotes meant to serve as self-defense. He appeals to the symbol of snowfall in midsummer, a 
sign that a miscarriage of justice has occurred.  He then asserts that in fact, his association with 183
 “In those years, the real was a play; today, the play seems real. As for those who have seen these things twice, 180
heaven preserves these spectators with cold, clear eyes 當年真是戲，今⽇日戲如真︔； 兩度旁觀者，天留冷眼
⼈人” (Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 172).
 Zhao Zhongyi 趙忠毅 (1550-1627) (Zhao Nanxing) was an ally to the Donglin Party. Zhao, a Ming official who 181
served as Secretary of the Ministry of Appointments (吏部尚書), was banished from court by Wei Zhongxian, and 
forced to serve in a military garrison at Daizhou 代州 (in today’s Shanxi province). Zhao soon died of illness, and 
was later grouped with Zou Yuanbiao 鄒元標 (1551-1624) and Gu Xiancheng 顧憲成 (1550-1612) as the “Three 
Gentleman of the Donglin” (東林三君). Zhongyi is his posthumous name.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.182
 “The injustice exposed by the midsummer snow is no match for the injustice of being trapped under a lightless 183
pall. Each of these charges against me is baselessly expounded in the winds of gossip and under cover of 
shadows” (⾶飛霜冤，不比⿊黑盆冤，⼀一件件風影敷衍) (Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62) The most 
relevant reference concerns the Warring States philosopher Zou Yan 鄒衍. Wrongfully accused of an offense, Zou is 
imprisoned in the state of Yan. The heavens send a midsummer snowfall to convince the king of his innocence. This 
reference could also link Ruan’s character to the slandered heroine of the early zaju play 竇娥冤 Dou’e yuan (The 
Injustice to Dou E), in which a midsummer snowstorm signals another case of justice denied.
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Wei Zhongxian had been to protect members of the Donglin Party, and has allowed his name to 
be sullied as a veritable self-sacrifice.  He even states that he is following historical precedent 184
by forming an undesirable alliance in order to save his peers.  Ruan, in sum, paints himself as a 185
martyr to the Donglin cause: “My improper behavior of days past was only because I was acting 
on behalf of the Donglin gentlemen; how can you now turn around and reproach me [as if my 
self-sacrifice meant nothing]? 我前⽇日屈節，也只為著東林諸君⼦子，怎麼倒責起我來.”  It is 186
hard not to conclude that Kong deemed Ruan’s experience worthy of careful consideration. Kong 
compels his readers to weigh Ruan’s testimony for themselves as Ruan submits to his onstage 
examination. Certainly, Kong does not exonerate Ruan from his unsavory behavior, but he does 
offer the audience a chance to view Ruan’s situation in all of its complexity. 
 The fact that this scene ends with a troubling physical assault of Ruan emphasizes the 
precariousness of the history represented in the play. Even the Old Master of Ceremonies — who 
has until this point observed the scene from a distance — joins in the spectacle of Ruan’s violent 
beating with a chilling cry: “He has violated [the norms of propriety]! Let me, as this Old Master 
of Ceremonies, beat this denizen of the traitor’s clique. (Wu Yingji) Slap his mouth, pull out his 
 “When I first came to know Wei Zhongxian — yes, at the beginning when I came to know Wei Zhongxian — it 184
was to rescue Zhou [Chaorui] and Wei [Dazhong], and to save their lives and reputations, I was willing to endure 
censure” (初識忠賢，初識忠賢，救周魏，把好身名，⽢甘⼼心貶) (Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62). 
Zhou Chaorui 周朝瑞 and Wei Dazhong 魏⼤大中 were both killed for speaking out against Wei Zhongxian and 
Madame Ke.
 “In the previous generation, Kang Duishan once entered into Liu Jin’s gates in order to save Li Kongtong” (前輩185
康對山，為救李空同，曾入劉瑾之⾨門) (Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62). The references here are 
to Kang Hai 康海 (Kang Duishan 康對山) and Li Mengyang 李夢陽 (Li Kongtong 李空同, figures from the mid-
Ming. Li Mengyang opposed Liu Jin 劉瑾, who was the powerful eunuch of that time, and for his opposition Li was 
thrown into prison. Li wrote Kang Hai a letter, asking for help. Kang went to Liu Jin to plea for leniency, and Liu 
Jin’s scheme was exposed. However, Kang Hai was implicated in the process, and Li Mengyang never spoke up for 
him, or came to his aid. See Kong Shangren, Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 30 note 50.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.186
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whiskers! (The crowd of students, in messy confusion, pulls at the beard and points [at Ruan] as 
they scold him (副末亦喊介) 反了反了！讓我⽼老贊禮，打這個奸黨。︒(打介) (⼩小⽣生) 掌他的
嘴，撏他的⽑毛。︒(眾亂採鬚，指罵介).”  This moment, the commentary suggests, is historical 187
justice delayed: “The Old Master of Ceremonies’ brandishing of his fists is something that never 
happened, but it is used here to sound a cry of popular indignation 贊禮揮拳，烏有之事，籍此
以鳴公憤.”  Even Ruan’s stage character admits that this was “a superb assault, a wonderful 188
beating indeed! 好打好打！”  At this painful meta-theatrical climax, Ruan’s stage character is 189
dealt the final terrible blow of condoning his attackers’ work.  
 As the scene winds down, a pall of ambiguity settles back over the stage. The Old Master 
of Ceremonies comments: “I, the Old Master of Ceremonies, beat you only now for knowing 
what’s what (副末) 我這⽼老贊禮，才打你個知和⽽而和的.”  The marginal commentary points 190
out that the phrase used here by the Old Master of Ceremonies, “to know what’s what” (知和⽽而
和) is Qufu regional dialect (鄹魯鄉談); thus, it is “especially interesting” that the Old Master of 
Ceremonies is the character to employ the expression (出之贊禮⼜⼝口，更趣).  This comment all 191
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.187
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 10.188
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.189
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62. This line is difficult to decipher, as other scholars have also 190
previously observed. Xu Zhengui and the editors of the KSRQJ edition suggest the following reading: “I, the Master 
of Ceremonies, have assaulted you even though I knew very well that it was the wrong thing to do” (KSRQJ, 65, 
note 14). Another possibility could be: “I beat you for knowing exactly what you were doing.” The existing English 
translation reads: “I can thrash you as vigorously as any man” (Chen and Acton trans., The Peach Blossom Fan, 29). 
According to Wang Jise’s annotations, this is a line that comes from the Lunyu, but its meaning here is unclear 
(Kong Shangren, Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 30, note 58).
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 10.191
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but identifies the Old Master of Ceremonies with Kong Shangren, pointing to Kong’s 
complicated investment in this violent enterprise. 
 Ruan is finally left to retreat, fleeing from his tormentors as he bemoans his considerable 
physical pain: “My weak frame cannot withstand this maelstrom of punches and slaps. For no 
reason at all my arms are broken and my back stomped through. I have no wish to linger on, and 
flee away to hide 難當雞肋拳揎，拳揎。︒無端臂折腰攧，腰攧。︒忙躲去，莫流連.”  But it 192
is difficult to agree with Wu Yingji’s assertions that their actions have “brought light to the 
Nanjing Imperial Academy 為南監⽣生光”; for, no matter how great the degree of Ruan’s guilt, 
torture somehow does not seem to be the right answer.  Wu even deems the group's beating 193
“refreshing” (好不爽快); which, as Tina Lu has also observed, seems far too casual and callous a 
comment to describe the incident that has just taken place.   194
 The entire scene, then, is troubling, for it exposes the savage, vindictive, and inhumane 
acts of which even the “righteous” men of histories are capable. Ruan is guilty of wrongdoing, 
but Kong makes the Restoration Society’s brutishness the subject of his critical adjudication, too. 
The commentary remarks: “The exceedingly flustered condition of the young scholars, as written 
here, is a disaster of partisanship that should be carefully studied by the reader bent over his desk 
寫出秀才張皇滿溢之狀，為黨祸伏案.”  In a later scene, the commentary offers an even 195
more striking assessment of the group’s inflated self-righteousness: “In those years, the 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.192
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 63.193
 Lu, Persons, Roles, and Minds, 153.194
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 10.195
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Restoration Society advertised its virtues too excessively. This is why [its virtues were] returned 
with bitter resentment 復社當年過於標榜，故為怨毒所歸.”    Even Hou Fangyu, prior to Li 196
Xiangjun’s vehement rejection of the trousseau Ruan has supplied, offers a similar remark: “I can 
see that Yuanhai’s situation is urgent, and I also feel some pity for him. Even though he was a 
true member of the Wei clique in passing, he has come to regret it. Once cannot cut him too short 
a shrift, and once can understand the origin of his faults 俺看圓海情辭迫切，亦覺可憐。︒就便
真是魏黨，悔過來歸，亦不可絕之太甚，況罪有可原乎.”  Kong thus compels his readers 197
to confront the truly difficult questions of history, which might just as plausibly contain talented 
villains as sadistically violent heroes.  
 What makes The Peach Blossom Fan’s staging of Ruan and his world so compelling is 
that the play’s evaluation of Ruan is pursued in tandem with an evaluation of Ruan’s dramas. The 
play approaches historical judgement as a matter of performance, echoing stories of the drummer 
Mi Heng 禰衡 who spoke out against the misdeeds of the Three Kingdoms strongman Cao Cao 
曹操 through a stage performance.  As a drama itself, The Peach Blossom Fan highlights the 198
diversity of its characters’ voices; their “heteroglossic” qualities, to use a term coined by Russian 
literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. Within these many voices, there are also many ambiguities, and 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 23.196
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 89.197
 This story is referenced in the first scene of the play, “Listening to a Tale from Among the Weeds” (Ting bei). 198
Right after the group beats Ruan, they chant: “We will hasten to sound our war drums, attack so that you must flee 
far away, banish you to the wastelands and disallow you to share with us a county or province, cast you to the 
jackals and tigers, just like a useless dog or swine” (急將吾黨鳴⿎鼓傳，攻之必遠︔；屏荒服不與同州縣，投豺虎
只當閒豬⽝犬). Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62. Using this imagery brings the story of the drummer 
Mi Heng’s repudiation of the Three Kingdoms hegemon Cao Cao, which the Ming dramatist Xu Wei turned into a 
zaju play, The Mad Drummer Plays the Yuyang Triple Rolls (狂⿎鼓史漁陽三弄).
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meanings between the lines left for readers to decode. Hence, Ruan tries to plead his innocence 
by calling on his stage dramas: “Who has not seen my play Spring Lantern Riddles? [It reveals 
that I have been] ten times misunderstood, yet no one will argue in my favor. Instead, each of 
you rises to censure me 春燈謎誰不⾒見，⼗〸十錯認無⼈人辯，個個將咱譴.”  Ruan claims that his 199
writing should speak for itself: his plays, his talent, should exonerate him from his past political 
misjudgments. But this is precisely the problem to which The Peach Blossom Fan is drawing our 
attention: 17th century readers could not agree on how to evaluate Ruan Dacheng. Some saw him 
as a literary genius, but others saw him as a political fraud.  What is at stake here is a problem 200
of interpretation: who should we believe as the ultimate authority on Ruan Dacheng’s plays and 
the motivations behind them? The playwright himself? Or his readers? 
 The Peach Blossom Fan makes it difficult, if not impossible, to answer this question; 
after all, Ruan Dacheng’s depiction as a stage character is only a representation — a product, 
ultimately, of the mind of The Peach Blossom Fan’s playwright, Kong Shangren. The play, we 
should note, revolves on the principle of juxtaposition, making its judgements with the 
understanding that no quality is absolute; the chuanqi, Kong asserts, follows the principle of 
“one yin and one yang” (實⼀一陰⼀一陽之為道矣).  Yin and yang are mutually constitutive forces 201
of the universe, which cannot exist without the other. There is always yin in yang, and vice versa; 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62.199
 As the commentary here suggests, Ruan’s citation of his own work only obfuscates the situation further: “Ten 200
Cases of Mistaken Identity [another name for Spring Lantern Riddles] is a work based in [Ruan’s] regrets for his past 
misdeeds. Who would have known that he would muddle through like this? Even if one had all the iron from the six 
prefectures, one could not re-cast it into something new” (⼗〸十錯認，乃悔過之書。︒誰知將錯就錯，雖有六州鐵，
不能更鑄矣！). Yunting shanren pingdian, 10.
 “Taohua shan gangling,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 42. It is worth noting that the phrase “the way of one yin 201
and one yang” (⼀一陰⼀一陽之為道) is also a sexual innuendo; so it need not be taken entirely seriously. 
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and it is the circulation of these opposite but interdependent forces that spurs the movements and 
changes of history.  Comparison, then, is the operative force of the dramatist as well as the 202
historian. Indeed, stage characters are frequently engaged in pairs, such as in Scene 12, which 
juxtaposes Ma Shiying and Shi Kefa: “At this point, Master Shi [Kefa] and Ma Shiying make 
their first entrances. One is loyal, the other is a traitor: yin and yang are judged as a pair. Please 
attend closely to this 至此始出史公及⾺馬⼠士英，⼀一忠⼀一奸，陰陽將判，清君細參.”  203
 It was the responsibility of a Chinese historian to pronounce judgements on his material, 
and Kong took his responsibility to assess Ruan’s world, behavior, and writing seriously. Kong 
did not seek to rescue Ruan from his historical opprobrium; indeed, The Peach Blossom Fan is 
often recognized for cementing Ruan’s villainous image in stone.  But before we jump to any 204
conclusions, let us consider one last moment from the scene following Ruan’s beating. As Ruan 
reflects on this incident, he comes to a startling realization: “…They pulled out my poetry-
chanting-beard, hammered and broke my writing-wrist. They left me with no recourse to 
expunge my deep resentments, shouting at me to close up my doors, and leaving me pale with 
 It is worth noting, however, that the phrase “the way of one yin and one yang” (⼀一陰⼀一陽之為道) is also a sexual 202
innuendo. Thus, there is a playful and even irreverent aspect to these statements that deserves further examination. 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 34. The two are introduced as a pair even down to their titles: Huai’an Transport 203
Commissioner Shi Kefa 淮安漕撫史可法⽼老爺 and Governor General of Fengyang Ma Shiying 鳳陽督撫⾺馬⼠士英⽼老
爺. Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 116.
 At the end of “The Disrupted Ceremonies,” the crowd of students sings: “We have divided the evil from the just, 204
distinguished between the traitors and the virtuous; the Treason Case against Wei’s partisans is as firm as an iron 
rod. [To the Epilogue Tune] “In those days when [Ruan] was in power, the flames of his wrath sent smoke spirals 
high into the sky; but today, he runs away pitifully [like a rat]. His Confucian robes have all been beat into disarray; 
but when he returns home, he should burn his writing brush and ink stone” ((眾)分邪正，辨奸賢，黨⼈人逆案鐵同
堅。︒【尾聲】當年勢焰掀天轉，今⽇日奔逃亦可憐。︒儒冠打扁，歸家應⾃自焚筆硯。︒). Taohua shan, in Kong 
Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 62-63. The final line here is most illuminating, because it connects Ruan’s writing with his 
moral problems. This is my starting point in Chapter 2. 
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shame ...撏落吟鬚，捶折書腕。︒無計雪深怨，叫俺閉⼾戶空羞赧.”  The way that Ruan’s 205
character has phrased these reflections — pulling out his “poetry-chanting-beard” (yinxu 吟鬚), 
breaking his writing-wrist” (shuwan 書腕) — draws our attention to the fact that his assailants 
were out to destroy his capacity for self-expression; in other words, Ruan’s ability to speak and 
write for himself. Indeed, after Ruan has been forced offstage, his assailants sing: “His 
Confucian cap [a sign of Ruan’s official status] has been beat into disarray; and when he returns 
home, he should burn his writing brush and ink stone 儒冠打扁，歸家應⾃自焚筆硯.”  “To 206
‘burn one’s writing brush and ink stone,’” remarks the commentator, “is the worst penalty for a 
scholar (jinshi) or a famous man of letters 焚筆硯”句，為進⼠士名⼠士頂針.”  By leaving Ruan 207
unable to communicate, his antagonists have attacked his very status as a scholar and a writer. He 
could not make a convincing case for himself; any parity between Ruan Dacheng and Kong 
Shangren as playwrights is preemptively denied from the moment of Ruan’s first stage entrance. 
The commentary calls this behavior “shameful” (kexiu 可羞), but in a sense, The Peach Blossom 
Fan simply takes a less violent approach to doing exactly the same thing.  The many layers of 208
The Peach Blossom Fan have linked Ruan’s social and theatrical behavior to his playwriting, and 
declare him unfit to write his own legacy. 
 The obvious, or apparent, conclusion to draw from this would be that The Peach Blossom 
Fan is a morality play. Certainly, this play is concerned with moral commentary; but The Peach 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67.205
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 63.206
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 10.207
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 11.208
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Blossom Fan not an absolutist or a moralizing play. We may recall Yang Wencong’s observation 
that stage characterizations “may be formidable, but they are also fair. They are intended to warn 
those ‘small-minded men’ who do not fear the consequences of their actions 雖然利害，卻也公
道，原以儆戒無忌憚之⼩小⼈人，非為我輩⽽而設.  Redeeming or condemning Ruan Dacheng is 209
not the point in turning him into a stage character; rather, this meta-theatrical approach is used to 
assess Ruan with a cool and judicious gaze by considering both axes on which he operates: as 
politician, and also as a playwright. The Peach Blossom Fan offers readers the opportunity to 
“weigh the evidence” on Ruan for themselves. This play intentionally reflects on itself as a 
performance, and thereby asks its readers step back from the narrative plot to critically assess the 
subject matter at hand, complete with its uncomfortable openness and many ambiguities. 
 It should be clear by now that the stage character of Ruan Dacheng is essential to Kong 
Shangren’s work as a dramatist and as a historian in The Peach Blossom Fan. Contrary to most 
prior readings of the play, I have not assumed that Ruan’s only purpose is to serve as a villainous 
pin-up. Nor have I sought to become Ruan’s apologist, for it is clear that his ambitions for 
personal success outweighed his scruples about the loyalties he held and the administrations he 
served. Instead, this chapter has explored how Kong Shangren’s intentions as a historian shaped 
the image of Ruan Dacheng that readers encounter in The Peach Blossom Fan, and how Ruan’s 
stage character fits into Kong’s broader assessment of late Ming factional feuds. Without seeking 
to rehabilitate Ruan’s reputation as a political figure, Kong turns to the theater to supply a 
comprehensive evaluation of Ruan’s behavior. The play showcases Ruan’s talents alongside his 
vices, contextualizing Ruan’s fall from glory by showing that his experiences did not take place 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 195.209
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in a vacuum. The Ruan Dacheng of The Peach Blossom Fan is acknowledged for his politics, but 
he is judged on his performance and his plays. 
 Ruan’s work as a playwright, and how Kong evaluates this work in The Peach Blossom 
Fan, is the subject of the next chapter. As a playwright, staging another playwright, Kong 
realized that he had concerns in common with Ruan: in particular, how his work would be 
interpreted by future readers, and how this might reflect on the enduring legacy of his reputation 
as a writer. To address these issues, Kong focuses on Ruan’s The Swallow Letter as a measure of 
Ruan’s behavior. This play, then, becomes the fulcrum of Kong’s concerns with Ruan’s stage 
character. For all of his expressive ability and writerly self-awareness, The Peach Blossom Fan's 
Ruan Dacheng still wears the villain’s mask; and his play, The Swallow Letter, assumes the 
complementary role of music fit for a failing dynasty. The Peach Blossom Fan claims that for 
society to work properly, it must have proper music, proper ritual, and proper relationships 
among people. Ruan’s plays did not lack value, but for an early Qing writer like Kong Shangren, 
they did espouse the wrong values. Yet even as Kong criticizes Ruan Dacheng and the theatrical 
errors he represented, The Peach Blossom Fan also speaks for the constructive possibilities of 
dramatic literature; for, in The Peach Blossom Fan Kong has systematically evaluated the late 
Ming by re-writing its chaos into an orderly, and rigorously structured play. 
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CHAPTER 2   
Discordant Sounds: The Swallow Letter as Script, Performance, and Synecdoche 
I. A Curious Performance at the Southern Ming Court 
 Scene 25 (“Selecting the Cast,” Xuanyou 選優) of The Peach Blossom Fan is a pastiche 
of performers and performances. From the beginning, the stage is set — quite literally, as a stage. 
A horizontal headboard, which was a prominent feature of early Chinese stages,  indicates that 210
the scene takes place in the “Hall of Fragrant Winds,” which one character identifies as a 
“location for performing music” (奏樂之所).  The headboard is framed on each side by a line 211
from a couplet calligraphed by the late Ming scholar and calligrapher Wang Duo 王鐸
(1592-1652).  The scene references several late Ming popular plays, going so far as to stage an 212
aria from one of them. The scene’s stage characters, with the exception of a few “miscellaneous” 
servant roles (za 雜), are even all partisans of the theater: it features two musicians, three 
singing-girls, an actor-director, and an amateur performer. Yet this is a scene set in the imperial 
 Liao Ben 廖奔, Zhongguo gudai juchang shi 中國古代劇場史 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe: Xinhua 210
shudian jingxiao, 1997). Drama illustrations sometimes used a similar stage frame, including a horizontal valence 
and a pair of vertical couplets lining each side of the stage. Li-ling Hsiao, The Eternal Present of the Past: 
Illustration, Theatre, and Reading in the Wanli Period, 1573-1619 (Leiden: Brill, 2007): 106.
 According to the dialogue that follows, the “Hall of Fragrant Winds” (Xunfeng dian 薰風殿) takes its name from 211
one line of a qin tune. The Bian yue jie 辯樂解 chapter of the Kongzi jiapu 孔⼦子家譜 explains that the legendary 
emperor Yu Shun 虞舜 (one of the Five Legendary Emperors 五帝) once wrote a tune called “Song of the Southern 
Winds”(南風歌), which contained the line: “Ah, the fragrance of the southern winds! They can release my people 
from their worries and cares!” (南風之熏兮, 可以解吾民之愠兮). See Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren 孔
尚任, Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, ed. Xu Zhengui 徐振貴, Vol. I (Ji’nan: Qilu 
shushe, 2004): 204, note 3. Here the performers interpret the reference quite differently, turning the name of the hall 
into a series of jokes on male homosexuality. “Southern winds” is a common reference to male-to-male sex.
 The couplet reads: “The ten thousand things cannot be compared to a cup held in one’s hand; how few times does 212
the moon appear above one’s head in the span of a century?” (萬事無如杯在⼿手，百年幾⾒見⽉月當頭) (Taohua shan, 
in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 200). Later in the scene, the Hongguang Emperor cites this couplet to describe his 
grave concern that the performances he has ordered will not be ready in enough time for the Lantern Festival.
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court, in which we view its characters performing not only for, but also with, the emperor. This is 
obviously a problem; enough of a problem, too, for the commentator to remark at the conclusion 
of the scene that it embodies the very sentiments of dynastic rise and fall that are at the core of 
the play.  The Peach Blossom Fan constantly draws parallels between politics and 213
performance, but it is here that the relationship between the two themes comes to a head. It is 
hardly a coincidence, then, that this scene is also when Ruan Dacheng’s drama The Swallow 
Letter (Yanzi jian 燕⼦子箋) is offered up for an onstage performance.  
 We know that The Peach Blossom Fan has left generations of readers with a critical 
impression of The Swallow Letter and its playwright. The Swallow Letter, we are told, is “to 
serve as the music of the resurgent [Hongguang] era 為中興⼀一代之樂;”  a description that 214
pegs the play to the fate of a crumbling dynasty, and cements Ruan Dacheng’s fate as the 
villainous playwright who wrote it.  Yet Ruan, as indicated in the previous chapter, was a well-215
received playwright in his own time, whose The Swallow Letter was popular among late Ming 
audiences. It was even a favorite of Dong Xiaowan 董⼩小宛 (1623-1651): a poet and concubine 
   “Isn’t it true that [this scene] manifests the sentiments of dynastic rise and fall? 豈非興亡之感乎?” See Kong 213
Shangren 孔尚任, Yunting shanren pingdian Taohua shan 雲亭山⼈人評點桃花扇 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 2012): 76.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 192.214
 I deal with the issue of Ruan’s literary and historical legacy in Chapter 1, in which I argue that while The Peach 215
Blossom Fan does not valorize Ruan or his writings, the play also does not portray him as the unquestionable villain 
that most readers of the play assume him to be. I contend that Ruan, played by the fujing 副淨 role-type (a role-type 
that connects him to the sycophant Zhao Wenhua in Mingfeng ji 鳴鳳記, another chuanqi drama referenced in The 
Peach Blossom Fan) is a complicated character who deserves more rigorous analysis by literary and drama scholars.
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of the late Ming literatus Mao Xiang, himself a key member of the Restoration Society (Fushe 復
社) and occasional associate of The Peach Blossom Fan's playwright, Kong Shangren.  216
 This is a tantalizing discordance, made even more tantalizing because The Peach 
Blossom Fan explicitly portrays Ruan Dacheng in the midst of his work as a playwright. Readers 
follow a subplot that traces the production work for The Swallow Letter, observing as the play 
moves from printing to performance. In Scene 4, “Scouting out the Performance” (Zhen xi 偵戲), 
Ruan proofreads a copy of all four of his chuanqi plays before they head off to the press; and 
afterward, receives updates on an offstage performance of The Swallow Letter for an audience of 
Restoration Society members. This audience gives the play high marks for its artistry, but goes 
on to disparage the playwright’s poor choices in political allies. In Scene 24, “The Banquet 
Reprobation” (Ma yan 罵筵), Ruan boasts at the Hongguang Emperor’s pleasure in receiving a 
copy of his dramas, and notes that the Emperor wants The Swallow Letter to be performed at 
once. Yet there is trouble, for several of the most noted Nanjing musicians have already declined 
to participate in a performance of this play (Scene 17). At this first sign of trouble, the Emperor 
works himself into a nervous wreck, telling Ruan: “Your play The Swallow Letter, is to serve as 
the music of this resurgent age, and it is my primary concern to adorn the peace and security of 
my reign [with well-matched entertainments]. Today is the 9th day of the first month [of 1645], 
and the roles have not yet been selected. If this performance is delayed past the Lantern Festival, 
 The Restoration Society, a political and literary organization based in Nanjing and Suzhou, had a tense 216
relationship with Ruan Dacheng, for it inherited the late Ming Donglin Party’s vendetta against Ruan as a political 
antagonist. See Chapter 1 for details. On Dong Xiaowan and The Swallow Letter, see Hu Yuanling 胡元翎, “Ming 
mo Qing chu xiaoshuo xiqu ticai leixing de xiangxie hujie” 明末清初⼩小說戲曲題材類型的相諧互借, Ming Qing 
wenxue yu wenxian, Vol. 3 (Haerbin Shi: Heilongjiang daxue chubanshe, 2015): 341-388. Mao Xiang himself took 
an ambiguous attitude toward Ruan’s play. See Jing Shen, Playwrights and Literary Games in Seventeenth-Century 
China: Plays by Tang Xianzu, Mei Dingzuo, Wu Bing, Li Yu, and Kong Shangren (Landham, MD.: Lexington Books, 
2010): 228.
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I don’t know how I will be able to take it! 只因你所獻《燕⼦子箋》，乃中興⼀一代之樂，點綴太
平，第⼀一要事︔；今⽇日正⽉月初九，腳⾊色尚未選定，萬⼀一誤了燈節，豈不可惱.”  217
 Finally, in Scene 25, Ruan assembles a cast and receives the green light to rehearse. The 
Emperor instructs Ruan to select “one tune” (yi qu ⼀一曲) from The Swallow Letter to teach to the 
performers as he observes their rehearsal. At this moment, readers encounter the following stage 
directions: “The wai, jing, xiaodan, and chou perform a tune from The Swallow Letter at will, as 
the fujing strikes poses and gives directions 外、︑淨、︑⼩小旦、︑丑隨意演《燕⼦子箋》⼀一曲，副淨
作態指點介.”  Why would Kong Shangren, a fastidious writer, who made it very clear in the 218
play’s reading guide (“Taohua shan fanli” 桃花扇凡例) that he would accept no alterations to the 
play by actors, have treated this onstage moment of performance in such a seemingly casual 
way? With all of the criticisms directed at The Swallow Letter throughout The Peach Blossom 
Fan, how could Kong even consider allowing Ruan’s stage character to rehearse an excerpt from 
The Swallow Letter in front of the Hongguang Emperor seemingly at will (suiyi 隨意)? Further, 
these instructions are puzzlingly vague. Why peak readers’ curiosity in this way, when so many 
of The Peach Blossom Fan’s other intertextual dramatic references are meticulous and precise? 
 Beginning with this peculiar moment, this chapter analyzes the fraught relationship 
between The Peach Blossom Fan and The Swallow Letter: Ruan Dacheng’s most (in)famous 
chuanqi drama. The chapter builds on my previous discussion of Ruan Dacheng as a complicated 
stage character and historical villain (Chapter 1) by taking up the issue of his playwriting. For all 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 201-202.217
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 193.218
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of the rhetorical weight that The Swallow Letter carries in The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong’s work 
actually tells us very little about The Swallow Letter itself. While the play-script for The Swallow 
Letter appears twice as a prop in The Peach Blossom Fan’s Scenes 4 and 25, the content of the 
play is never openly addressed. The stage directions do not tell us what is actually performed in 
Scene 25; nor does The Peach Blossom Fan ever appear to cite directly from The Swallow Letter. 
This presents a stark contrast to The Peach Blossom Fan’s citations from other late Ming dramas 
— most notably, the several arias that are lifted straight out of Tang Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion 
(Mudan ting 牡丹亭), which are sung by The Peach Blossom Fan’s female protagonist, Li 
Xiangjun, in Scenes 2 and 25 (see Chapter 4). 
 I examine this discrepancy first by showing how Kong Shangren juxtaposes The Peach 
Blossom Fan to The Swallow Letter as dramatic texts. Kong, I show, synecdochically casts The 
Swallow Letter as the music of the collapsing Southern Ming regime (1644-45), which allows 
him to position The Peach Blossom Fan as the musical salve that will bring the chaos of the late 
17th-century world to order. However, I also argue that The Peach Blossom Fan draws on Ruan’s 
own playwriting practice to sustain its critiques of The Swallow Letter. In so doing, Kong’s work 
reveals (perhaps unintentionally) how much he and Ruan relied on the same patterns of chuanqi 
dramatic writing and a vocabulary of staging and performance that transcended any particular 
text. Kong, it would seem, even went so far as to draw the title of his play from a preface by the 
late Ming drama critic Wang Siren (1574-1646) another of Ruan’s dramas. Wang explains in his 
preface to Spring Lantern Riddles (Shi cuoren Chundeng mi ⼗〸十錯認春燈謎, dated to 1633) that 
after Ruan was blacklisted for his political alliance with the late Ming eunuch Wei Zhongxian, 
Ruan “released his aspirations [for holding political office] and returned home to the countryside, 
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rolling his eyes at the world to demonstrate his pride. It was only through contrast with a peach 
blossom fan that he attended to the world of music [and theater] to fight back [against those who 
sought to degrade his reputation] 遂放意歸⽥田，⽩白眼寄傲，只於桃花扇形之下，顧曲辯
撾.”  By situating Ruan Dacheng’s dramas within the textual and theatrical architecture of The 219
Peach Blossom Fan, Kong’s play meta-theatrically re-assesses the very premise that Ruan could 
counteract criticisms through drama. I make the case, then, that for The Peach Blossom Fan to 
work against Ruan and The Swallow Letter, it first had to work with them. 
  
II. Situating The Peach Blossom Fan vs. The Swallow Letter 
 In a preface to the 1708 printed edition of The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong Shangren’s 
friend and musical collaborator Gu Cai 顧彩 begins with what readers new to the play might 
understandably mistake for a non sequitur: 
I have often wondered at Baizi shanqiao’s [Ruan Dacheng’s] four chuanqi plays.  His 220
characters frequently change their names, not wanting to show other people their true 
features. His play Spring Lantern Riddles in particular devotes its attention to one 
mistaken identity after another, going on and on for over ten such mistakes. This is 
because the writer’s heart is filled with guilt, and these feelings invariably inform his 
writing. One can tell that this man knew full well that he had committed many errors 
during his life, yet he only wanted to make superficial cosmetic changes that would 
demonstrate his remorse.  221
 “Preface 序” by Wang Siren 王思任, appendix to Chundeng mi 蠢燈謎 in: Ruan Dacheng 阮⼤大鋮, Ruan 219
Dacheng xiqu sizhong 阮⼤大鋮戲曲四種, Xu Lingyun 徐凌雲 and Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望 eds. (Hefei: Huangshan 
shushe, 1993): 169.
 Baizi shanqiao 百⼦子山樵 (Baizi Mountain Woodcutter) was Ruan Dacheng’s alias (biehao 別號).220
 The phrase used here, “to adjust one’s head and change one’s face” (改頭易⾯面, also sometimes written 改頭換221
⾯面) carries a pejorative tone. Gu Cai is saying that Ruan wanted to make superficial changes to his public persona 





 With this start, Gu Cai’s preface accomplishes a feat of rhetorical distraction. Gu 
juxtaposes Kong’s play, which he claims is an innocuous work not intended as political criticism 
of the recently-established Qing dynasty or loyalist nostalgia for the Ming dynasty, from Ruan 
Dacheng’s scandalous dramas, whose plots of mistaken identity are merely a cover for their 
playwright’s unethical deceit. Ruan’s characters, Gu claims, “do not want to show other people 
their true features 不欲以真⾯面⽬目⽰示⼈人;” a criticism that Gu certainly meant to extend to Ruan 
himself. This is not a superficial take-down about the challenge of following Ruan’s convoluted 
plots (even though such a critique would not be out of place). Rather, Gu Cai is making a more 
fundamental criticism of Ruan’s ethics as a writer. This is a playwright, Gu implies, who cannot 
be trusted; nor can his literary skills embellish Ruan’s unconvincing apologies for prior bad 
behavior. Quite the opposite: “In those days,” Gu writes, “the Anhui townie [Ruan Dacheng ] 223
considered himself to be so skilled that he could take over the literary world with his dramas, and 
strove to convince today’s men to reinstate his place in social circles by exercising his literary 
tricks. But Ruan’s works could not hide his flaws, and even go so far as to lay bear his very soul! 
當⽇日皖城⾃自命以填詞擅天下，詎意今⼈人即以其技，還奪其席，⽽而且不能匿其瑕，⽽而且幾欲
 “Preface 序” by Gu Cai 顧彩 (writing under the pen name Liangxi menghe jushi 梁溪夢鶴居⼠士). See Taohua 222
shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9.
 The term “Wan cheng” 皖城 refers to Ruan Dacheng, who was from Huaining in Anhui 安徽懷寧 (wan 皖 is an 223
abbreviation for the Anhui region).
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褫其魄哉！”  The many names and faces of Ruan’s characters are symptomatic of the 224
playwright’s ethical depravity; even his writings must be “un-costumed” (lit. “stripped.” chi 褫).  
 Even so, to see through these layers of masks and illusions requires that the reader 
scrutinize Ruan’s plays and the motives of their playwright up close. This, Gu opines, was the 
true error of the Restoration Society scholars, who only exacerbated the effects of Ruan’s 
corruption by alienating him: 
Yet the gentleman of the Fushe ‘pure stream’  were too hasty in completely cutting 225
[Ruan] out of their social networks, thus blocking his opportunity to redeem his good 
name and leaving him free to revel in his debasement. In spite of themselves, these Fushe 
men brought about supreme political calamity.  While this disaster did not begin with 226
Hou Fangyu [The Peach Blossom Fan’s male lead], Hou could nevertheless do nothing to 
prevent succumbing to the weight of its responsibility. Alas!  227
然⽽而清流諸君⼦子，持之過急，絕之過嚴，使之流芳路塞，遺臭⼼心⽢甘。︒城⾨門所殃，洊
至荊棘銅駝⽽而不顧。︒禍雖不始於夷⾨門，夷⾨門亦有不得謝其責者。︒嗚呼！  228
The Peach Blossom Fan is a play filled with complicated villains and imperfect heroes, whom 
Kong pegs with equal blame for the ultimate collapse of the Ming (Ch. 1). Even the play’s male 
 Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9.224
 A reference to the late Ming members of the Fushe literary society who opposed Ruan. The phrase “qingliu 清225
流” refers both to the members of this society and to their moral and ethical behavior. 
 The two idioms used here “城⾨門所殃” and “荊棘銅駝” each refer to a story about natural or political 226
catastrophe. In the first, “the calamity of the city walls 城⾨門所殃,” the story goes that during the Song, the city walls 
caught on fire, and people took water from a lake in order to fight the flames; but, this drained the lake and the lake 
went dry, which brought calamity and death to the fish. The idea is that innocent bystanders are often caught up in 
trouble that does not initially concern them. In the second, “copper camels amidst the thistles and thorns 荊棘銅駝,” 
the story goes a Jin dynasty scholar-official and military figure named Suo Jing 索靖 had great foresight, and could 
tell that there was about to be a great political catastrophe. He pointed at the copper camels that adorned the 
Luoyang imperial palace and said, ‘I am afraid that I will soon see you rest amidst the brambles’ (the idea being that 
political power would soon fall).
 The phrase “Yi gate” (夷⾨門) is a reference to Hou Fangyu. During the warring states period, the famous historical 227
figure Hou Ying 侯嬴 was tasked with protecting the Yi gate in Dalian (the capital of Wei 魏). Hou Fangyu shares a 
surname with Hou Ying, and the term “Yi gate” was respectful way of referring to Hou Fangyu. See Taohua shan, in 
Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 11, note 8.
 Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9.228
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protagonist and sheng ⽣生 role-type, Hou Fangyu, is critiqued for not doing enough to curb 
Ruan’s influence when he had the chance. A key lesson from this history, Kong and Gu suggest, 
is that late Ming officials misidentified their sanctimoniousness as honorable behavior. 
 The brilliance of Gu Cai’s preface is to highlight an apparently secondary feature of The 
Peach Blossom Fan — its engagement with Ruan and his works — and turn it into a problem 
worthy of the reader’s keen attention. Readers of late Ming drama, we should recall, were primed 
to search through literary texts for “clues” that could unlock a work’s hidden meanings, and Gu 
Cai’s preface hands over an obvious key. Commentators, like the late Ming literary critic Jin 
Shengtan ⾦金聖歎 (1608-1661), outlined many “methods” (fa 法) for how to read and write good 
literature, emphasizing that a well-conceived piece of writing should be build on patterns that 
were interwoven throughout the text.  Kong, too, made notes on his writing “methods” in his 229
commentary to the play, which was composed under his pen name “Yunting shanren” 雲亭山
⼈人.  Kong further introduces the play with a “reading guide” (fanli) that aims to steer its 230
readers toward an appropriate understanding of the play’s underlying principles. Kong even 
asserts in another preface, “A Brief History of The Peach Blossom Fan” (“Taohua shan benmo" 
桃花扇本末) that the play took over twenty years and three full drafts to complete — all signs 
that point to Kong’s extraordinary attempt to exercise authorial control and guide readers to read 
 Jin Shengtan produced full commentaries on the vernacular novel Shuihu zhuan ⽔水滸傳 (The Water Margin) and 229
the drama Xixiangji 西廂記 (Story of the Western Wing), two of his “Six Works of Genius” (liu caizi shu 六才⼦子
書). For more on Jin’s activities, see David L. Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction and Fiction Commentary: 
Reading and Writing Between the Lines (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), especially Part I. 
 For example, during the exchange between Ruan and his messenger-servant in Scene 4, the commentary says that 230
"This tune uses the method of ‘dragging the bow to produce fullness’ 此曲乃拽弓令滿法” (Yunting shanren 
pingdian, 12).
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his work correctly.  If Kong had not approved of Gu Cai’s preface, he would surely have not 231
allowed it to be printed and circulated with the play and its collection of paratexts. 
 When Gu Cai finally addresses The Peach Blossom Fan and its playwright nearly 
halfway through his preface, Gu is careful to stress the play’s compatibility with the early Qing 
political environment. Gu depicts Kong as a writer eager to take advantage of the early Qing’s 
peace and prosperity, who produced The Peach Blossom Fan in a “sudden flash of insight and 
inspiration 忽然興會所至，撰出《桃花扇》⼀一書.”  Kong's play is so inspired, Gu contends, 232
that it can speak to audiences of any demographic: “On the one hand, it does not contradict the 
rights and wrongs of fair [political-historical] criticism; and on the other hand, it can also provide 
boys and girls with peals of hearty laughter. How wonderful it is! How unusual! 上不悖于清議
之是非，下可以供兒女之笑噱。︒吁！異乎哉！”  Yet much of Gu Cai’s preface is curiously 233
concerned with “clarifying” Kong’s intentions for writing the play; despite the fact that Kong 
makes perfectly clear in his own prefatory compositions that The Peach Blossom Fan is a work 
of historical scholarship, which seeks to understand how and why the Ming dynasty fell. Gu 
claims that while the play’s content is drawn from real historical events and incorporates real 
historical figures, it should nevertheless not be viewed as the work of a “poet-historian” (然不必
 “Taohua shan benmo 桃花扇本末” (Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan),” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 231
1: 19.
 Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9. Gu’s description of Kong Shangren “arriving 232
at a sudden flash of inspiration” severely contradicts the way that Kong portrays his writing process in the “Taohua 
shan benmo.” According to Kong’s description, it took him over twenty years and three different full drafts of the 
play before settling on the final version. “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.
 Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9.233
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⽬目為詞史也).  He contradicts The Peach Blossom Fan’s claims of historical authenticity, 234
suggesting that the “facts” of the play are not always transparent. Kong similarly admits in his 
prefatory “Brief History of The Peach Blossom Fan” that some narrative details of the drama are 
not corroborated by other written sources — most notably, the story of Li Xiangjun’s blood-
splattered peach blossom fan that gives the play its title (see Chapter 4). Nevertheless, Kong 
Shangren professes trust in his elder relative, Kong Fangxun 孔⽅方訓, who has shared these 
details with him.  But Gu likely understood that the oral transmission of these details might 235
strike other readers as circumspect; thus, he suggests that for him, the play is like “empty sky 
with floating clouds” (太虛浮雲), or a “pavilion in the sky” (空中樓閣)  — in other words, he 236
reads it as a work of fiction. 
 Gu Cai, it seems, is attempting to shield Kong Shangren from his potentially incendiary 
material; or, perhaps, from criticisms that Kong fabricated key aspects of the narrative. The 
Peach Blossom Fan deals with sensitive history; and, while the current scholarly consensus is 
that the play’s circulation had nothing to do with Kong’s dismissal from government office in 
early 1700, it is also evident that Kong and Gu did their utmost to ensure that the Qing rulers did 
not interpret the play as a nostalgic “poetic history” that implicitly espoused Ming loyalism.  237
 Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 10. Wai-Yee Li explains that the title of “poet–234
historian” (shishi) “implies a personal experience of significant (usually traumatic) historical events, the attempt to 
give a full and accurate account of those events and experiences, the critical acumen to proceed from surface to 
meaning, and the ability to evoke a world (usually a lost world) with the sweep of totality.” See Li’s chapter, “Early 
Qing to 1723” in Vol. 2 of The Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, ed. by Kang-i Sun Chang (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010): 174.
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.235
  Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 10.236
 Judith T. Zeitlin, “New Introduction” to K’ung Shang-jen, The Peach Blossom Fan, trans. Chen Shih-hsiang and 237
Harold Acton with Cyril Birch (New York: New York Review Books, 2015): ix. Rolston observes that this popular 
myth reveals how vulnerable a playwright might be to censorship, especially as dramatic works were understood to 
be framed more “publicly” than narrative prose (xiaoshuo). Rolston, Fiction Commentary, 86 note 3.
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By disparaging Ruan’s plays, Gu could shift attention to the work of a seemingly more 
dangerous playwright, perhaps even discouraging readers from going back to Ruan’s plays to 
assess for themselves whether or not these works really deserved such a negative reputation. 
Indeed, what early Qing literatus — men who were already living in a highly charged literary 
and political environment, even before the infamous literary inquisitions of the Qianlong reign 
(1736-99) — would want to set himself up to be framed as a treacherous official (like Ruan 
Dacheng) or a loyalist in search of a nostalgic literary outlet (like the many writers who became 
hermits to avoid serving the Qing administration)? Gu’s move could shift the reader’s focus 
away from The Peach Blossom Fan’s inconsistencies while highlighting its self-professed meta-
theatrical setting. The prologue, indeed, as noted in the introduction, takes place in the eighth 
month of 1684, when the forces of Emperor Kangxi had defeated both the southern Three 
Feudatories (1681) and Ming loyalist regime on Taiwan (1683).  Setting The Peach Blossom 238
Fan against The Swallow Letter not only allowed Kong and his network of peers to promote The 
Peach Blossom Fan itself as the ideologically superior drama, but also situated the play as a 
respectable work that would herald the advent of a stable and prosperous Kangxi reign.  
III. The Swallow Letter as Printed Text and Offstage Performance 
 Both Ruan Dacheng and Kong Shangren were writers who operated as part of a print 
market that prized novelty. This condition of writing was well-understood by the urbane drama 
and lifestyle theorist Li Yu 李漁 (1610-1680), who famously declared in his essay collection 
Leisure Notes (Xianqing ouji 閒情偶寄) that chuanqi plays should only circulate stories that 
 Prologue scene, “Preliminary Sounds” (Xian sheng 先聲), Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 44-45.238
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audiences would find new and exciting.  In one of his prefaces to The Peach Blossom Fan, 239
Kong Shangren reiterates this idea, explaining that “chuanqi drama transmits what is striking (qi) 
about its subject matter. If something not striking, then it will not be transmitted 傳奇者，傳其
事之奇焉者也，事不奇則不傳.”  Both Li Yu and Kong Shangren connect the value of their 240
writing to its prospects for transmission; valuable writing, in other words, was communicative 
work that could move an audience. Writing that was not read did not make for good writing. 
 As a genre that already evoked a performative frame, chuanqi drama offered the perfect 
forum for propagating ideas to a captive audience. By the late Ming and early Qing, chuanqi 
were more frequently read than performed — hence the popular formulation of chuanqi as 
“desktop dramas” (antou ju 案頭劇) — but this does not mean that playwrights completely 
discounted the rhetoric of stage performance in chuanqi.  According to Kong, The Peach 241
Blossom Fan was indeed performed, and its first performances were a success.  Nevertheless, 242
Kong held ambiguous views about the how the demands of performance would impact his 
writerly text. Kong announces in the play’s reading guide that not one scene or word of the play 
 “古⼈人呼劇本為「傳奇」者，因其事甚奇特，未經⼈人⾒見⽽而傳之，是以得名，可⾒見非奇不傳.” In Li Yu 李漁, 239
Xianqing ouji 閒情偶寄, ed. Wang Yongkuan 王永寬 and Wang Meige 王梅格 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji 
chubanshe, 2013): 41.
 “Taohua shan xiaoshi 桃花扇⼩小識” (Comments on The Peach Blossom Fan), Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, 240
KSRQJ, 1: 17.
 In the “Taohua shan xiaoyin” for example, Kong specifically references the events of the play as action 241
happening “on stage” 場上 (Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15). 
 For claims of performance history, see “Taohua shan benmo,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19-21. 242
On the issue of these stories about the play’s performance history, see Chapter 5. 
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is superfluous; hence, nothing should be cut from the play to accommodate performance.  It is 243
a comment that speaks to a real challenge for late Ming and early Qing playwrights at a time 
when performance trends would soon shift to favor charismatic actors over the playwrights who 
existed only “behind” the text. Even a century prior to Kong, the influential dramatist Tang 
Xianzu had cautioned against the problems of adapting a literary drama for the stage, stating that 
“even if you add or take away one or two words [from my play Mudan ting] in order to suit 
common singing practices, it would produce a meaning very different from the intentions of the 
original work 雖是增減⼀一⼆二字以便俗唱，卻以我原作的意趣⼤大不同了.”  244
 Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter has met with a rather different fate. While it was a 
popular performance piece during the late Ming, its reception has since suffered due to the poor 
reputation of its playwright.  Even so, the play elicited praise from Ruan’s contemporaries in 245
the late Ming for its literary excellence and performability. This was a notable achievement for 
playwrights working with the unwieldy chuanqi form, which inspired animated arguments 
 “Taohua shan fanli 桃花扇凡例” (Principles for Reading The Peach Blossom Fan), Taohua shan, in Kong 243
Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26. This was a prescient comment, which foreshadows later trends. As drama historians such 
as Lu Eting have explored, the mid-late 18th century saw a shift from performing full scripts of plays to “scene 
highlights” (zhezi xi). Adapting a play for the stage was very different from reading it in print, and the new stage 
version would highlight the skills of a particular performer and his disciples. On these issues, see Dongshin Chang, 
“‘Borrowing the Fan: An Example of Actable Plays (Zhezixi) for the Kunqu Statge,” in Asian Theatre Journal, Vol. 
34, no. 2 (Oct. 2017): 259-283.
 Originally from 與宜伶羅章⼆二 in juan 3 of Tang Xianzu’s chidu ⽟玉茗堂尺牘, cited in Chen Kaixin (Liana 244
Chen), Cong antou dao qushu : "Mudan ting" Ming Qing wenren zhi quanshi gaibian yu wutai yishu zhi dijin 
(Taibei Shi: Taida chuban zhongxin, 2013): 1.
 One of its comic scenes, however, remains in the repertoire of the Suzhou and Jiangsu Province kunqu troupes. 245
Cf. Alison Hardie, “Self-representation in the Dramas of Ruan Dacheng” in Marjorie Dryburgh, Sarah Dauncey, eds. 
Writing Lives in China, 1600-2010: Histories of the Elusive Self (NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013): 71. The scene is 
called “The traitor flees” (奸遁) (Scene 28), and depicts the final exposure of Xianyu Ji 鮮于吉, the The Swallow 
Letter’s comic-cum-villain, for his deceits. The scene narrates the fate of Xianyu Ji, played by the fujing — the same 
role-type that plays Ruan Dacheng in The Peach Blossom Fan — who tries to escape through “doggie door” from 
the locked room where he has been confined to compose some letters on behalf of the Secretary of Rites. This scene 
is included in the collected works of regional theater, Zhui bai qiu 綴⽩白裘. See Huang Wanyi ⿈黃婉儀, ed. Huibian 
jiaozhu Zhui bai qiu 彙編校註綴⽩白裘. 5 vols. Taibei Shi: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 2017. The scene from The 
Swallow Letter can be found in Volume 1: 142-146.
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among late Ming drama theorists about the relative importance of the genre's literariness vs. 
sing-ability. Late Ming essayist Zhang Dai makes a point of describing Ruan’s unusual eye for 
stagecraft, noting that the vivid spectacles of Ruan’s plays, including The Swallow Letter’s 
“flying swallows, dancing elephants, Persian tributary dance, note-paper props, and costume 
attire, are all portrayed to the utmost satisfaction, such that the excellence of Ruan’s plays is even 
more apparent《燕⼦子箋》之⾶飛燕、︑之舞象、︑之波斯進寶，紙札裝束，無不盡情刻畫，故其
出⾊色也愈甚.”  It is possible that Ruan Dacheng himself even took to the stage on occasion. An 246
illustration to the first scene of his Spring Lantern Riddles portrays a figure whom some scholars 
have identified as the playwright, Ruan, dressed as the fumo 副末 role, ascending the stage to 
introduce the play.  Unlike late Ming playwrights who wrote mainly for readers of chuanqi 247
drama as printed texts, Ruan was an all-around partisan of the theater. His parallel skills in 
performance and playwriting are perhaps rivaled only by Li Yu, who later wrote a parody to The 
Swallow Letter under the title The Kite’s Mistake (Fengzheng wu 風箏誤, 1652). 
 Li Yu’s decision to parody Ruan’s work points to an important issue: once his plays were 
out of his hands, Ruan could no longer control how they were received, either in performance, or 
in print. In fact, The Peach Blossom Fan perceptively attends to this point in Scene 4, in which 
Ruan's stage character confronts both textual and staged receptions of his play The Swallow 
 “Ruan Yuanhai xi” 阮圓海戲, in Zhang Dai 張岱, Taoan meng yi; Xihu meng xun 陶庵夢憶 ; 西湖夢尋, ed. by 246
Luan Baoqun 欒保群 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chuban she, 2012): 129-130.
 Both Hardie (“Self-representation,” 72-73), and Hsiao (The Eternal Present of the Past, 88) interpret the image 247
this way. Ruan’s household dedicated a large hall for theatrical performances, which was draped with curtains and lit 
by candles. In this atmosphere, which recalls the theater-viewing environment of Shakespeare’s early modern 
England, Ruan and his company could hold performances day and night. Also see Zhang Yuezhong 張⽉月中, ed. 
Zhongguo gudai xiqu cidian 中國古代戲曲辭典 (Harbin: Heilongjiang renmin chubanshe, 1993): 281-282.
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Letter. Ruan’s literary peer, Yang Wencong, sets the scene by depicting the panoply of 
performance accoutrements that are scattered across Ruan’s Stone Nest ⽯石巢 garden: 
([Yang] Raises his head and reads): “Hall of Chanting What I Harbor in my Heart, 
calligraphed by Wang Duo of Mengjin. ” (Praises [the calligraphy]) Powerfully written. 248
(Looks down) Here, a red carpet is spread across the ground; this is where [Ruan and his 
visitors] view performances of plays. (Sings) Within this picturesque rustic abode, [Ruan, 
dressed in his] lofty black-corned headscarf, instructs [his troupe in playing] the silver 
zither (zheng) and red clappers (ban). (Speaks) Over there is a deep grove of white 
flowers, (Sings) Why is it so desolate and bleak, with the doors closed? I would hazard a 




Yang’s monologue depicts many markers that define Ruan’s garden as a performance space: the 
red carpet, where performances would take place; musical instruments that would accompany the 
singers; even the black headscarf that completes Ruan’s “costume” as the director. None of these 
objects, incidentally, appear in the play’s props list (“Taohua shan qiemo” 桃花扇砌末).  But 250
this is hardly a surprise. The kunqu performance style in vogue during the late Ming made little 
use of stage props or physical scenery. Instead, set-pieces were routinely described through sung 
or spoken passages like Yang Wencong’s. It is all the more important, then, that what does appear 
on the scene’s props list is a “Swallow Letter songbook” (燕⼦子箋曲本).  This is the only time a 251
 Wang Duo 王鐸 was a scholar and calligrapher of the Hongguang period, referenced in passing in the 248
introduction as the figure responsible for calligraphing the couplets in the“Hall of Fragrant Winds” in Scene 25.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67-68.249
 It is not clear why this paratext is not included in modern typeset editions of the play. It is present in woodblock 250
editions of the play. My references are to the imprint of the early Qing Jie’an tang 介安堂 edition (early Qing) held 
in the Rare Books division of the library at Peking University.
 This paratext lists a “燕⼦子箋曲本”  (Script of The Swallow Letter) in this scene. “Taohua shan qiemo 桃花扇砌251
末” (List of Stage Items in The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, Taohua shan, Jie’an tang woodblock print 
edition, juan 4, 65a.
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text is specifically named in the props list. There is a “songbook” (quben 曲本), mentioned for 
both Scene 2 and Scene 25, but neither indicates which play the book represents. (Of course, we 
can assume based on narrative context of each scene that the text mentioned in Scene 2 is The 
Peony Pavilion, and that the one in Scene 25 is The Swallow Letter.) 
 The material particularity of this detail is important, because it allows Kong to draw 
attention to and concretize Ruan's activities as a writer. It also discreetly emphasizes Kong’s 
decision to include two of Ruan’s four chuanqi plays, The Swallow Letter and his 1633 drama 
Spring Lantern Riddles, in the bibliography to The Peach Blossom Fan.  Accordingly, Yang 252
imagines Ruan hard at work on a physical script, re-writing and excising pieces of the play’s 
manuscript. Later in this scene, Yang even sits down with Ruan to read a copy of the play:  
Yang: On such a sunny spring day as this, why have you kept your door closed?  
Ruan: It’s just because my four chuanqi plays are being printed as we speak. I’m afraid 
that some of the characters will be incorrect, so I am proofreading them. 
Yang: Indeed, I have heard that your play The Swallow Letter has already been acquired 
by the actors of the Pear Garden. Actually, I have come today precisely to get a taste of 
your play.  
Ruan: As luck would have it, no one from my troupe is present today.  
Yang: Where did they go?  
Ruan: A few gentlemen borrowed them to go on an outing in the mountains.  
 While Kong makes reference to many other dramas over the course of The Peach Blossom Fan, Ruan’s plays are 252
the only dramatic texts that Kong included in this bibliography. The Restoration Society had inherited its ideological 
mantle (and some of its membership) from the Donglin Party. Ruan’s plays are unsurprisingly listed last among 
Kong’s sources, but it is still essential that they are presented in the bibliography as source material. Kong makes 
reference to several other dramatic texts in the course of the play, including the famous Mudan ting 牡丹亭 (The 
Peony Pavilion) and historical play Mingfeng ji 鳴鳳記 (The Crying Phoenix). While these text are not included in 
the bibliography (“Taohua shan kaoju 桃花扇考據,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 31-39), elements 
of The Peach Blossom Fan, such as song structure, show clear signs that Kong intentionally borrowed from them.
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Yang: In that case, why don’t you give me a handwritten copy of the play? It would be 






 Yang’s reaction to the play is mixed. His artist’s eye is drawn equally to the physical and 
lyrical qualities of the script, singing that this “new work, composed so finely between black-silk 
grid lines, is written in exquisite language 新詞細寫烏絲闌，都是⾦金淘沙揀。︒簪花美女⼼心情
慢，又逗出煙慵雲懶.” Since Yang has viewed a manuscript copy (chaoben 鈔本) of the play, it 
stands to reason that the handwriting, along with the lyrics, were Ruan’s own. Yet Yang worries 
that the play is too long, and that audiences will grow bored: “Seeing how this swallow carries 
such an enduring note of spring longing, one only worries that by the time the poplar’s flowers 
turn white, one’s temples will already be sprouting spots of white as well 這燕⼦子啣春未殘，怕
的楊花⽩白，⼈人鬢斑.” Admittedly, this is not an unfair criticism. Ruan’s dramas are known for 
their long-winded plots, and writers who have since commented on the play have similarly found 
fault in their convoluted narratives and heavy use of coincidence (as a case in point: in The 
Swallow Letter, a love-poem written by one of the play’s female leads picked up by a swallow 
and delivered to exactly the right recipient, the male lead). Even so, it is not clear to readers of 
 This line literally ends: “It will be just like drinking with a copy of the Han History.” The reference is to the 253
Northern Song poet Su Shunqin 蘇舜欽, who would drink a large dipper of wine each night as he read. While 
reading the Han History, Su became so engrossed that he drank many large cups of wine in succession. Afterward, 
his father-in-law Du Yan 杜衍 heard him remark that a work so compelling as the Han History required more than 
just one dipper of wine to accompany one’s reading. Yang is suggesting that Ruan’s The Swallow Letter will be just 
as compelling as the Han History, and thus reading the play will require many cups of wine to finish out. For the Su 
Shunqin reference, see Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 23 note 27.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 68.254
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The Peach Blossom Fan exactly which scenes from The Swallow Letter Yang has just read. The 
stage directions only divulge that “the mo and fujing drink together as they read” (末，副淨同
飲，看書介).  255
 It is worth recalling that Scene 4 of The Peach Blossom Fan, set in the third month of 
1643, takes place anywhere from several months to a year after Ruan had completed his 
manuscript of The Swallow Letter in 1642. Already, The Swallow Letter had been absorbed into 
the “pear garden” repertoire; an indication of just how fast new plays could be staged. Yet when 
we encounter the play in this scene, it is still a work in progress: Ruan is still “editing his new 
lyrics, cutting parts from his old draft,” and proofreading them for fear that “some of the 
characters will be incorrect.” When Yang reads a selection from the manuscript, and soon 
afterward, when the play’s offstage audience views a performance of the play, we cannot assume 
that what they have read and seen is identical to the version of The Swallow Letter that has come 
down to us in print. By showing Ruan in the process of editing his plays, this scene destabilizes 
the idea of The Swallow Letter from its existence as a single entity, or even as an internally 
consistent work. Instead, there are several “The Swallow Letter’s” represented in this scene: the 
manuscript copy (read by Yang), the versions witnessed in performance (by the “pear garden,” 
and by Ruan’s troupe offstage), and the version that will result from Ruan’s proofreading edits. 
 As a playwright staging another playwright, Kong probably anticipated that Ruan would 
want to control the promotion and packaging of his own texts. Kong might even have felt some 
professional resonance with Ruan; for as mentioned above, Kong was similarly concerned about 
how his work would be received, and make it very clear that he did not want anyone tampering 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 68.255
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with the text of his play once it had been printed. As a fellow writer, Kong also perceived the 
implicit risks of publication: once a text began to circulate, it might be re-printed, hand-copied, 
or shared piecemeal among networks of readers with whom the writer had no personal 
relationship. Any of these scenarios could result in mis-printing and mis-copying; or, perhaps 
more to the point for Kong and Ruan, biased and selective (mis)interpretation. This is precisely 
what happens to The Swallow Letter as the The Peach Blossom Fan proceeds: Ruan’s play is 
destabilized and refracted into several different manifestations; and, at least according to the 
protestations of Ruan’s stage character, his play is not correctly interpreted by those watching it. 
 After Yang and Ruan peruse the manuscript copy of The Swallow Letter, it is performed 
off-stage by Ruan’s personal troupe of actors for an audience of Nanjing’s Fushe literati: Chen 
Zhenhui, Fang Yizhi, and Mao Xiang. At first, Ruan’s messenger (played by the chou) relays that 
all is going well. After three scenes, the group “listened, nodding their heads, enjoying [the 
performance] as they tapped along to the rhythm, so enraptured that they even paused their 
drinking 點頭聽，擊節賞，停杯看.” Ruan is ecstatic, thrilled that these men are appreciating 
his work. He digs for further praise, which his messenger happily supplies: “They said, [the 
playwright is] truly a gifted genius, whose writing is far from ordinary…So colorful a work 
[must come from the hand of] an immortal official, banished from Heaven to the human world. 
[It is like we have been] taught by a true leader among poets 他說真才⼦子，筆不凡。︒。︒。︒論⽂文
采，天仙吏，謫⼈人間。︒好教執⽜牛⽿耳，主騷壇.” “Such acclaim,” Ruan responds, “is just too 
excessive; it makes me feel terribly choked up! I wonder what they will think as they continue 
watching 太過譽了，叫我難當，越往後看，還不知怎麼樣哩.” Ruan concludes with the 
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hopeful exclamation, “Who would have thought that this group of noblemen would truly 
understand me after all! 不料這班公⼦子，倒是知⼰己.”  256
 For all his excitement, Ruan’s reading of this moment betrays a tacit problem. This is 
because understood at the level of theatrical conventions, Ruan (as the fujing 副淨) and his 
messenger (as the chou 丑) have just completed a routine comic skit. Bantering between these 
role-types was standard performance fare, which broke up a long chuanqi drama in much the 
same way that a kyōgen interlude offered comic respite during a long performance of Japan’s 
noh drama. Ruan’s wish for the men in the audiences to be his “true friends” (zhiji 知⼰己), 
therefore, would likely stimulate a sardonic chuckle from knowing readers. It is as if Kong is 
winking at his audience, baiting them for Ruan's impending rejection. Three scenes into The 
Swallow Letter, moreover, very little has actually happened. Following the usual chuanqi 
protocol, the first scene gives an overview to the play, followed by two scenes that introduce the 
play’s male and female leads, Huo Duliang 霍都梁 and Li Feiyun 麗⾶飛雲. Functional scenes like 
these are commonplace in chuanqi drama, and serve primarily to lay the groundwork for the rest 
of the story. Yet Ruan’s suggestion that the three audience members have “truly understood” him 
after only three scenes merits further investigation. Why would he be so sure of their approval so 
early on?  
 Like the opening scene of The Peach Blossom Fan, the first scene in The Swallow Letter 
stages only one character: this is the fumo, who provides a standard transition into world of the 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 68-69.256
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play through the convention later termed “fumo opening” (fumo kaichang 副末開場). As The 
Swallow Letter’s fumo role-type comes on stage, he sings the following verse: 
[To the tune of Xijiang yue] Released from the fetters of the quest for fame in my old age, 
I appraise work of literature in my leisure time. Springtime comes, autumn passes by, and 
still the wine vessels smell sweet, as I drink myself into a stupor on Mochou Lake.  The 257
swallow’s two-piece tail-feathers resemble a pair of scissors; the oriole’s song pilfers from 
the sounding reed. Channeling sentiments of the morning breeze and waning moon, I 
compose a new tune, yet the story follows the pattern of Zhang Xu’s successes in his time. 
[西江⽉月]（副末）⽼老卸名韁拘管，閒充詞苑平章。︒ 春來秋去酒樽⾹香，爛醉莫愁湖
上。︒燕尾雙叉如翦，鶯歌全副偷簧。︒曉風殘⽉月按新腔，依舊是張緒當年情況。︒  258
If, as noted above, we might conceive of the fumo role staged in the opening illustration from 
Spring Lantern Riddles as Ruan Dacheng himself, we might also, for the time being, make a 
similar supposition here.  (As we will recall, the fumo who sets the stage in The Peach Blossom 259
Fan, the Old Master of Ceremonies (Lao zanli ⽼老贊禮), is likewise often interpreted as the alter-
ego of Kong Shangren.) Read in this way, the opening scene of The Swallow Letter takes on 
greater significance.  
 As previously discussed in Chapter 1, Ruan wrote his chuanqi plays after his original 
dismissal from office in 1629, when he had ample leisure time for reading and writing literature. 
When he completed The Swallow Letter in 1642, Ruan was 55 years old and living in Nanjing, 
 Mochou Lake (“No worries lake”) is located outside the western gates of Nanjing (Jinling). It is said that during 257
the Six dynasties, a woman named “Mochou” lived here, and thus the lake was named for her. During the Qing, the 
lake became the foremost “famous place” in Jinling (⾦金陵第⼀一名勝). The area around the lake also contains several 
additional landmarks, including a Huayan convent (華嚴庵), Shengqi Tower (勝棋樓), Pavilion of Ceng Gong (曾
公閣), and a mausoleum for martyrs of the Guangdong armies (粵軍烈⼠士墓).
 “Opening Scene” (家⾨門) in Ruan Dacheng, Yanzi jian 燕⼦子箋 (The Swallow Letter), ed. Liu Yihe 劉⼀一⽲禾 and 258
Zhang Anquan 張安全 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1986): 1.
 This convention is present in other performance traditions as well. William Shakespeare, for example, would 259
sometimes write himself into a play to make a direct appeals to the audience. James Shapiro, A Year in the Life of 
William Shakespeare, 1599 (New York, HarperCollins Publishers, 2005): 39. 
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the city-site of Mochou lake. In Ruan’s The Swallow Letter, the fumo explains, the opening set 
piece channels the writing patterns of Zhang Xu (422-489?): a political figure from the Former 
Song dynasty (also known as the Liu Song 劉宋, 420-479), who was regarded for being capable 
and honest. If, as the fumo declares, he is no longer bound by the quest for fame, could this be 
Ruan, speaking through his dramatic characters in an attempt to distance himself from his former 
political troubles, marking out a clean start by likening his work to Zhang Xu’s? It is a tempting 
interpretation, particularly because generations of readers have routinely linked Ruan’s political 
life to his writing. It is possible that the same notion could have occurred to the three men in The 
Swallow Letter’s offstage audience (it at least seems to have occurred to Kong Shangren). 
Recalling Gu Cai’s suggestion that associating more closely with the Restoration Society could 
have helped Ruan Dacheng to improve himself, this early praise for The Swallow Letter implies 
that the play’s offstage audience has welcomed Ruan’s high-minded professions and apparent 
gestures toward apology. 
 However, the next time Ruan's messenger reports back to Yang and Ruan, the audience’s 
reception of The Swallow Letter has taken a major turn for the worse. The play is now half-way 
over, and the audience has begun to voice their displeasure. As Ruan’s messenger reports: “They 
said, why would such a man cast himself into the hands of Cui and Wei, thereby ruining himself?
…They said that you call [Wei] your father, and name yourself his adopted son; you should be 
utterly ashamed, for this is merely relying on power held by others [to benefit yourself], just like 
a dog 他說為何投崔魏，⾃自摧殘。︒。︒。︒他說⽼老爺呼親⽗父，稱乾⼦子，忝羞顏，也不過仗⼈人
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勢，狗⼀一般.”  These are familiar criticisms, which recall Ruan’s troublesome past in a way 260
that the commentator concurs is “right on target” (末句中的矣).  But what has gone wrong?  261
 Scene 21 of The Swallow Letter, “Everyone flees” (Hu ben 扈奔), is situated at the play’s 
half-way mark; and, as its title indicates, things are not going well. The Swallow Letter is set 
during the Tang dynasty’s An Lushan 安祿山 rebellion (755-763), which becomes an important 
narrative stimulant by forcing the play’s characters to separate from one another (only, of course, 
so that they can be reunited at the end). In the previous scene, An Lushan’s troops have dealt a 
crushing defeat to those of the Tang commander, Gushu Han 哥舒翰, staging a famous historical 
battle in which An Lushan breaks through the Tong Pass, clearing his way toward the Tang 
capital of Chang’an.  On the heels of Geshu Han’s defeat, the Secretary of the Ministry of 262
Rites, Li Andao 麗安道 (played by the wai 外 role-type), hurries onstage and instructs his wife 
(the laodan ⽼老旦) and his daughter (the dan 旦, Li Feiyun) that they must leave Chang’an before 
An Lushan’s troops arrive and it is too late to escape. As an official, however, Li Andao himself 
is obliged to follow the emperor, who has already fled west, and pledges to reunite with his 
family when order is finally restored. He tells his wife to “quickly get out [plain] robes for me to 
change into, and bind up my official seal on my arm 快取衣來換，把印信縛在臂上,” then 
proceeds to change his new costume (作更衣介). As he departs, Li Andao sings: “I have cast off 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 69. Wei refers to Wei Zhongxian, the eunuch who exploited his 260
connections to the Tianqi emperor; Cui is Cui Chengxiu 崔呈秀, who pledged his loyalty to Wei. 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 13.261
 This historical setting seems eerily prescient of the impending fall of the Ming dynasty. One wonders if Ruan 262
might have anticipated the trouble that would soon befall the late Ming administration; or if readers of The Swallow 
Letter would have interpreted this setting as an admission of Ruan’s collusion in precipitating the Ming’s collapse.
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my official robes, and changed into light travel clothes. Tying my purple officials’ ribbon-belt 
close to my body, I cannot say for sure when I will again have the means to look after my family 
朝冠脫卻，且把輕裝換，將紫綬身中密綰，說不盡的家常憑伊⾃自管看.”  As the play’s 263
representative of the Ministry of Rites, Li Andao stands for the institutions of the Tang imperial 
state. By changing out of his official robes and leaving Chang’an, Li Andao signals the 
impending collapse of Chang’an’s government.  264
 The Swallow Letter is hardly unique in setting its narrative against the backdrop of social 
upheaval, precisely because this kind of setting facilitates the ideal story arc from separation to 
reunion.  Yet for the audience of Fushe literati to be watching The Swallow Letter, a play that 265
stages the dismantling of a flourishing dynasty, alarmingly aligns with the world of The Peach 
Blossom Fan, which likewise depicts the downfall of the Ming. What is curious, however, is that 
Ruan’s messenger brings no further reports on the progress of the play. It seems that the off-stage 
audience has only viewed the first half of The Swallow Letter. There is no indication that they 
watch the second half of the play, in which the characters of The Swallow Letter, as in nearly all 
chuanqi plays, reassemble into their proper relationships as socio-political order is reinstated.  266
It is unlikely that the Restoration Society audiences members would have acquired a more 
favorable impression of Ruan had this performance of The Swallow Letter followed its full 
course. But stopping the performance of The Swallow Letter halfway through fulfills stories 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 105.263
 For more on the issue of dynastic endings, dramatic endings, and costume changes, see Chapter 6. 264
 Tina Lu, “Reunions and Dynastic Fall,” in Accidental Incest, Filial Cannibalism, and Other Peculiar Encounters 265
in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, distributed by Harvard 
University Press, 2008): 64-100. 
 The Peach Blossom Fan is a notable exception — a topic I address in Chapters 5 and 6.266
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about an actors’ boycott of the play that circulated during the late Ming.  It also literally 267
manifests the destabilizing effects of The Swallow Letter on the settings in which it is performed: 
the play is so precarious that it cannot even realize its own complete performance. 
 During this episode in The Peach Blossom Fan’s Scene 4, the commentary is sparse, but 
instructive. Most notably, it calls the reader’s intention to how the playwright has constructed the 
scene: “The playwright’s decision not to include the abuse-hurling at Jiming temple as [the 
Restoration Society literati] listen to the play, and to instead depict [Ruan’s] pleasure and anger 
as he gleans news of the performance from his Stone Nest Garden, is a stroke of literary genius 
不譜雞鳴埭聽曲謾罵之狀，⽽而譜⽯石巢園偵戲喜怒之情，⽂文筆⾼高絕.”  Not only does this 268
strategy side-step the obstacle of representing a full performance of The Swallow Letter on stage, 
but it also focuses all attention directly onto Ruan Dacheng. We are watching, in a sense, what 
should be taking place offstage: Ruan’s backstage life as the playwright. The Peach Blossom Fan 
is asking its readers to take the role of outside observers: to move beyond the theatrical illusion 
and consider the bigger picture in which this performance is situated. In moving back from the 
world of the play to act as observers, moreover, the reader may conflate the details of the drama 
that unfolds in front of them. Earlier in the scene, Ruan’s stage character points to his intimate 
connection to his drama, gleefully expressing that the Restoration Society audience members 
seem to have accepted him simply by virtue of viewing his work — “I didn’t realize that they 
 Kang Baocheng 康保成 analyzes the the historical incongruities of this anecdote, convincingly suggesting that it 267
conflates two different episodes. See his “Yanzi jian chuanqi bei bayan yu bei shangyan: jian shuo wenxue de ce bu 
zhun yuanli《燕⼦子笺》传奇被罢演与被上演：兼说⽂文学的“测不准”原理”, Xueshu yanjiu, no. 8 (2009): 125-134. 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 12.268
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hold me in some regard; how amusing, how very amusing! 哈哈！竟不知他們⽬目中還有下官，
有趣有趣！”  It is as if Ruan and his play have become interchangeable.  269
 There is a caveat, of course: equivalence between Ruan and The Swallow Letter only 
works within the representational world of The Peach Blossom Fan, and it would be a mistake to 
suggest that Ruan really intended his works to be seen as unequivocal autobiography. Or, if Ruan 
did intend for his works to reflect something about his social life or inner morals, he certainly 
would not have wanted them to be read as self-indictment. The problem is that Ruan and his 
audience cannot agree on the same interpretation of his work. Accordingly, Ruan pours out his 
frustrations in an angry rant:  
Well I’ll be; I can’t believe it! They have actually started to hurl more abuses at me! I just 
can’t stand it! [To the tune of Feng ru song, sings] What bearing does [my political past] 
have to do with judging a work of romantic comedy [like The Swallow Letter]? My play 
was intended to help you pursue your leisure, but I have toiled in vain on this composition 
in pursuit of your praise. You failed to understand my motives, and instead digressed to 




As the commentary concludes, Ruan “wants to pardon himself in the face of such malicious 
mockery, but these are useless words 惡謔毒頑，⾃自寬⾃自解，沒奈何語.”  Ruan’s character, 271
who is portrayed here and throughout The Peach Blossom Fan in fervent pursuit of an improved 
reputation, simply cannot find the receptive audience he is looking for. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 67.269
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 69.270
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 13.271
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 In his own writing, Ruan Dacheng professed similar aspirations, hoping to find receptive 
readers. His prefaces reveal his search for an appreciative listener — a well-worn trope of the 
poetic corpus, but one that notably coincides with the sentiments espoused by his stage character. 
Not unlike the assertions of his stage character in The Peach Blossom Fan, Ruan emphasizes in 
his own preface to The Swallow Letter that it is a work intended to entertain, “bringing pleasure 
to officials versed in the arts of the zheng and clappers 銀箏檀板卿以為娛.” He also proclaims 
that the play’s use of familiar musical patterns will inspire even the “women and children of the 
streets to listen and feel moved 曲按五聲，俾巷婦衢童聞⽽而知感.”  Ruan conceived of his 272
play as a work that could communicate a universal message through its music. By using the 
expressive power of song, the play could evoke sympathetic resonance in anyone.  
 In prefaces to his other works, Ruan also promotes the ingenuity of his writing. He 
asserts in his preface to Spring Lantern Riddles that his writings are original compositions that 
do not adapt earlier source material for their narrative baseline: “None of the events and ideas 
[behind my work] are derived from the makeshift stories of common writers. Common writings 
are also hearsay or conjectures, but I’d rather take my own conjectures as the basis of my 
 The full citation is: “Song Yu pointed to Mount Wu to make ‘clouds and rain,’ producing deep feelings of love 272
out of thin air (lit. relying on emptiness); Qu Ping (i.e. Qu Yuan, whose ming was Ping) took fragrant flowers for 
friends, feeling that he might as well draw near these objects to express his feelings. Accordingly, I have drawn out 
my writing brush and written a vibrant (and stimulating literary) play, such that officials versed in the arts of the 
zheng and clappers can find pleasure in it. Its tunes accord with the [familiar] five tones (of a pentatonic scale: gong, 
shang, jue, zhi, yu; i.e. it is based on existing musical patterns), which also allows the women and children of the 
streets to listen and feel moved” (宋⽟玉指巫山為雲⾬雨，馮虛⽽而⼤大有鍾情︔；屈平借⾹香草為朋友，即物⽽而何妨託
興。︒於是毫抽五⾊色，覺銀箏檀板卿以為娛︔；曲按五聲，俾巷婦衢童聞⽽而知感). Ruan Dacheng, “Original 
Preface to The Swallow Letter 燕⼦子箋原敘,” in Yanzi jian, 217-218. Song Yu wrote a famous fu poem that described 
an erotic encounter between the King of Chu and a goddess on Mount Wu (hence the sexual euphemism “clouds and 
rain”) and Qu Yuan is the attributed author of the Songs of the South, or Chuci, whose Li Sao is often read as an 
expression of indirect political criticism and complaint about being a misunderstood talent.
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writings. 其事臆，無取於稗官野說，盖稗官亦臆也，則吾寧以吾臆為愈.”  This is a 273
difficult claim to swallow, considering that Ruan’s work aligns so closely with the themes and 
literary sensibilities of Tang Xianzu’s Linchuan school (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4).  Yet 274
Ruan is keen to assert not only his creative independence, but his transparency: “Men of letters 
pass their short lives between Heaven and Earth; and men of talent reveal their true spirits 
through their lyric songs 天地者⽂文⼈人之逆旅，歌詞者才⼠士之性靈.”   275
 Ruan connects his literary output to emotional transparency in other places as well. His 
preface to his poetry collection, “Poems from the Hall of Chanting from my Heart” (Yonghuai 
tang shiji 詠懷堂詩集), begins with an obvious allusion to the famous “Great Preface” from the 
Shijing 詩經 — the earliest treatise to connect writing poetry to pure emotional expression.  276
None of this is new; writers had used these theorizations of writing for centuries. In Ruan’s case, 
however, applying them was at best naive and foolhardy, because they could be so easily 
 Ruan Dacheng, “Preface to Spring Lantern Riddles ⾃自序,” in Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 5.273
 The early 20th-century Chinese drama scholar Wu Mei 吳梅 has suggested that The Swallow Letter in fact relied 274
on an earlier pinghua 平話 (“plain tale”) text as a “blueprint” (藍本) for its storyline, citing the precedent of other 
Ming dramas like Pipa ji 琵琶記 (The Lute) that recast earlier sources. Wu notes that this pinghua, also titled The 
Swallow Letter, is comprised of 18 “completely different” (迥異) narrative units; and, while this work does not 
reveal publication details, Wu tentatively dates it to the early Ming. Wu Mei’s colophon (ba 跋) is appended to 
Ruan, Yanzi jian, 219-220. In their introduction to Ruan’s plays, Hu and Li agree that The Swallow Letter might be 
based on a text called “The Swallow Letter, a plain tale (pinghua)” (Hu and Li, Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhaong 
introduction, 7); otherwise, they take no issue with Ruan’s claims that his material is his own.
 Ruan, “Original Preface to The Swallow Letter,” Yanzi jian, 217.275
 Ruan Dacheng, “Self-Preface to the Poems from the Hall of Chanting from my Heart” Yonghuaitang shiji zixu 詠276
懷堂詩集⾃自敘, reprinted in Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望, Rensheng xiju yu xiju rensheng: Ruan Dacheng yanjiu ⼈人⽣生喜劇
與戲劇⼈人⽣生：阮⼤大鋮研究 (Comedy of life and a life of comedy: a study of Ruan Dacheng) (Beijing: Zhongguo 
shehui kexue chubanshe, 2004): 262-263.
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weaponized against him. For a writer whose moral qualities were already a source of suspicion, 
his writing would need to make very clear that his heart and mind were spotless.  277
 Accordingly, Ruan goes so far as to offer his plays as “evidence”: “With extraordinary 
talents equal to Sima [Xiangru], I have created a musical masterpiece so vigorous that it could 
stop clouds in their tracks. Truly, this is a work that can set the reader’s mind at ease (ding xing), 
[allowing him to] assess old matters with current evidence 以司⾺馬之奇才，譜遏雲逸響，洵⾜足
以緣情定性，考古證今也.”  But evidence for what? Of Ruan’s desire to make a clean start, 278
as his stage character in The Peach Blossom Fan asserts upon first entering the stage (Ch. 1)? Of 
his authorial originality, as he claims in his preface to Spring Lantern Riddles? Of his duplicity 
and guilt, as Gu Cai’s preface to The Peach Blossom Fan suggests? Or as evidence of Ruan’s 
political malpractice, as The Swallow Letter’s offstage Restoration Society audience would have 
it? Both the playwright and his readers could agree that Ruan’s plays, as products of his unique 
imagination, exposed something about the inner workings of their playwright’s heart and mind. 
But they could not agree on the specific moral qualities that Ruan’s writing made manifest.  
 For Kong Shangren, Gu Cai, and the Fushe audience for The Swallow Letter within The 
Peach Blossom Fan, Ruan’s writings were but one of many manifestations of the playwright's 
duplicitousness: at attempt to mask poor morals with distracting costumes and fancy lyrics. But 
Ruan himself conversely avows his place as a champion of lyrical traditions, even a writer who 
could rectify the problems of earlier lyrical writing: “Where would we turn for elegant songs 
without the writings of Shi, Gao, Tang, and Shen; or for famous works without the standards set 
 Cf. Hardie, “Self-Representation in the Dramas of Ruan Dacheng.”277
 Ruan, “Original Preface to The Swallow Letter,” Yanzi jian, 217.278
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by writers like Guan, Zheng, Ma, and Bai? The intention of my own work arises from aspiring to 
their lyrical patterns while rejecting their licentiousness; and in this way, I have come up with the 
play The Swallow Letter 施，⾼高，湯，沈之餘，詎無雅唱︔；關，鄭，⾺馬，⽩白之外，間有名
篇。︒求其辭屏淫哇，義符此興者，則惟《燕⼦子箋》⼀一書.”  Read against Ruan’s depiction 279
as a stage character in The Peach Blossom Fan, his own statement here could not produce a 
greater contrast. In The Peach Blossom Fan, The Swallow Letter is pictured as a wanton play, a 
work cannot be separated from Ruan’s poor political reputation. But Ruan himself claims that 
The Swallow Letter transcends depravity (yin 淫), and is a play “filled with resounding, 
harmonious sounds as lithe as silk from Wu; while its flowing sentiments are as beautiful and 
bewitching as tortoise shell pipes 鏗鏘協律於吳綾，冶豔流情於玳管.” The sticking point, yet 
again, is that it requires an understanding and attentive listener (guqu zhi Zhou Lang 顧曲之周
郎); but in The Peach Blossom Fan, the intentions of Ruan’s music have been offset by the white 
noise of political frictions.  280
 When the Restoration Society audience off-stage equates Ruan’s play to Ruan’s politics, 
it collapses the two together in a way that prevents The Swallow Letter from standing for itself. 
 Ruan, “Original Preface to The Swallow Letter,” Yanzi jian, 217. Shi is probably Shi Hui 施惠 (the late Yuan-279
early Ming dramatist who wrote 幽閨記. Gao is Gao Ming ⾼高明  (late Yuan-early Ming dramatist of Pipa ji); Tang 
is Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (late Ming dramatist who wrote Mudan ting); Shen is Shen Jing 沈璟 (late Ming dramatist 
and theorist); Guan (Guan Hanqing 關漢卿), Zheng (Zheng Dehui 鄭德輝), Ma (Ma Zhiyuan ⾺馬致遠), and Bai (Bai 
Pu ⽩白樸) are canonical Yuan dramatists to a sizable portion of extant plays from that period are attributed.
 Ruan, “Original Preface to The Swallow Letter,” Yanzi jian, 217. Nearly all of this vocabulary in this passage 280
uses the idea of resonant music (sound, vibration, etc.) to describe the high quality and beauty of the writing and its 
effect on the audience. 遏雲 = stop clouds from moving, which describes the sound of pleasant and moving music; 
逸響 = bold and untrammeled music; 鏗鏘 = rhythmic and sonorous, 協律 = harmonious and well-pitched/written 
music; 吳綾 is a famous product of the Wu area, known for being light and thin; 冶豔 = bewitching/beautiful; 玳管 
as a musical instrument. This is significant, for as the later sections of this chapter demonstrate, musical harmony is 
closely linked to social harmony.
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The play cannot achieve interpretive distance from Ruan either in print or in performance, and is 
deprived of the capacity for independent expression purely as a text. This recalls Ruan’s beating 
in the previous scene (Scene 3), in which another group of Restoration Society students conduct 
a violent physical attack against Ruan's stage character in the Nanjing Imperial Academy during 
the spring sacrifices to Confucius (see Chapter 1). Neither Ruan’s stage character nor his play, 
suffice it to say, can independently represent themselves in the world of Kong's play. Ruan is 
reduced to a role-playing actor, and his The Swallow Letter is present only as a textual lacuna. 
Both signify, but robbed of their ability to communicate directly in speech, in song, or in writing, 
neither Ruan’s text or his character can quite speak for themselves.  
IV. Performing the Music of “Flowers in the Courtyard” 
 As generations of readers have understood, The Peach Blossom Fan is fiercely critical of 
The Swallow Letter. It is, as scholar Jing Shen puts it, “a poisonous work to be condemned” and 
therefore “deprived of lyrical voice” in Kong’s play.  But this does not mean The Swallow 281
Letter lacks significance in The Peach Blossom Fan; for, as indicated above, The Swallow 
Letter’s music is welded to the collapsing regime of the Hongguang Emperor. Indeed, the 
commentary points the reader to pay particular attention to the issue of music in relation to 
Ruan’s play. When Ruan’s character boasts that The Swallow Letter will be the representative 
music of the Southern Ming, the commentator prods: “Music, he says; music! 樂云，樂云.”  282
The Swallow Letter signifies the music of deception: it distracts the Southern Ming leadership 
 Shen, Playwrights and Literary Games, 238.281
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 69. Nearly a third of the items in the “Taohua shan fanli” (5 of 16) are about music; 282
yet another indication that Kong saw musical interpretation as essential to the reader’s understanding of the play. 
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from serious political priorities. Nor is The Peach Blossom Fan alone in projecting this image of 
the play. A trio of early Qing poems that are roughly contemporaneous with The Peach Blossom 
Fan, titled “Song on Jiangnan, in three verses” (江南曲三⾸首), depict The Swallow Letter’s 
lighthearted follies entertaining the Southern Ming court as the world outside the palace falls to 
the Qing invasion:  283
I. I. 
Liu Liangzuo and Huang Degong have come to defend Huaiyang, 劉黄花⾺馬夾淮邦
like a hawk Gao Jie comes straight to the Yangzi river. 髙鷂翻山直到江
For a time, its moats become bulwarks for defense, 天塹⼀一時増設險
as the four garrison commanders arrange their banner-men in rows. 侯藩四鎮列旌幢
II. II. 
The dowager has at last returned amidst slander and humiliation, 國母纔從⼟土呰迴 
to issue new decrees one after one from inside the palace walls. 貫⿂魚長信詔新開 
Mochou Lake strives to rival West Lake’s charms, 莫愁爭抵西湖好
as selected virtuous women ascend to the imperial censor’s office. 選淑欽陞御史來
III. III. 
Music from the six courtyards has already scalded the heavens, 六院笙歌⼰己沸天
the imperial family’s dancers grow more fervent still. 内家舞隊更翩躚
One cannot bear to sing the old tunes of a crumbling dynasty [like “Flowers 
in the Courtyard”],
庭花舊曲不堪唱
 [most of all those of] the Sima’s newly-composed play The Swallow Letter.  司⾺馬新編燕⼦子箋
 This is the third of a set of three poems entitled “Song on Jiangnan, in three verses ” (江南曲三⾸首), contained in 283
Shen Jiyou 沈季友’s (1652-1698) early Qing compilation of Jiaxing poetry, “A knot of Jiaxing plums” (Zuili shiji 檇
李詩繫). Siku quanshu zongmu, Ji bu 集部 8, Zongmu lei 總集類, Zui li shi xi 檇李詩繫, juan 23, entry titled 
“Jiangnan sanshou” 江南曲三⾸首: 316b. Accessed via the Zhongguo jiben guji ku (Beijing: Beijing Ai ru sheng 
shuzihua jishu yanjiu zhongxin, 2009). 
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 Here, Ruan’s The Swallow Letter is compared to “flowers in the courtyard,” an infamous 
tune collected by the Music Bureau of the State of Wu that was composed by the last emperor of 
the southern Chen dynasty (the tune’s full name is “jade trees and flowers in the rear courtyard” 
⽟玉樹後庭花). As a typical “bad last emperor,” Chen Shubao 陳叔寶 (553-604) preferred the 
company and entertainments of his consorts to managing the affairs of the state. His neglect of 
serious political affairs led the short-lived Chen Dynasty (557-589) to fall, and “flowers in the 
courtyard” became a convenient shorthand for the straining sounds of a decaying regime. This 
idea carries into The Peach Blossom Fan as well. In one example, the play’s female lead Li 
Xiangjun laments that she has been summoned to the Southern Ming court to perform for its 
indolent constituents, and rebukes them for “adding several more clusters to the flowers in the 
rear courtyard” (後庭花又添幾種).  284
 Strangely, Ruan has already supplied this reference to his work in his own writing. He 
offers in The Swallow Letter’s preface that “listening to my play will make some sing and others 
cry 聽之將或歌⽽而或泣” for the play is “comparable to a work of southern poetry, and as sad as 
the tune ‘Flowers in the Courtyard’ 此殆如南部詞流，發悲歌於《⽟玉樹》.”  Ruan’s frame of 285
reference for this allusion is surely different from how “Flowers in the Courtyard” is used in the 
third verse from the “Song on Jiangnan.” Certainly, The Swallow Letter was meant to move its 
audiences, perhaps even inspiring them to reflect on the transience of the Ming dynasty by way 
of the play’s Tang dynasty allegory. Earlier in his preface, Ruan references the poetry of Qu Yuan 
  The complete aria reads: 堂堂列公，半邊南朝，望你崢嶸。︒出身希貴寵，創業選聲容，後庭花又添幾種。︒284
把俺胡撮弄，對寒風雪海冰山，苦陪觴詠. Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 196.
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 218.285
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屈原, whose Songs of the South (Chuci 楚辭), and especially the Li sao 離騷, were commonly 
read as indirect political criticism, and expressions of frustration at being wrongly accused of 
misdeeds. Ruan also compares his play to the work of the late Tang poet Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠, 
specifically citing Wen’s collection “Golden Herbs” (⾦金荃), which is no longer extant; as well as 
Song Yu’s famous “Gaotang fu” ⾼高唐賦, which famously describes a romantic tryst between 
King Xiang of Chu and a goddess on Mount Wu. All of these are, Ruan claims, moving and 
affecting works, whose spirit he has channeled in writing The Swallow Letter. For lack of a better 
explanation, it seems that Ruan sought to establish the poignancy of his play without entirely 
thinking through potential repercussions of his allusions. 
 Be that as it may, it is the affective qualities of Ruan’s play that turn it into a problem in 
The Peach Blossom Fan. If the sadness communicated by The Swallow Letter is Ruan’s own, 
Kong’s play represents it as a toxic sadness. Ruan, of course, was no emperor, but he might 
instead be dubbed a “bad last playwright.” Not all music is an ethical pollutant, of course, but the 
wrong music accompanies the wrong kind of behavior. Gu Cai associates “bad performance” 
with hedonistic pleasure-seeking, “immersing oneself in decadent pleasures” (溺于宴安) rather 
than working to benefit state and society.  In contrast, Gu praises the musicians and storytellers 286
who were loyal martyrs to the late Ming cause, juxtaposing them to his unflattering depictions of 
 “When the Ming dynasty was crumbling, great men who wished to preserve the state lacked the necessary power, 286
while small-minded men who immersed themselves in decadent pleasures were able to turn the state on its head” (當
其時，偉⼈人欲扶世祚，⽽而權不在⼰己︔；宵⼈人能覆鼎餗，⽽而溺于宴安). Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong 
Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9.
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impotent scholar-officials.  What is at stake is the problem of disingenuous performance: 287
performances that, like Ruan’s, are ostensibly motivated by deception.  
 The Peach Blossom Fan is, in fact, filled with moments of performance. In the very first 
scene, as we have seen in Chapter 1, the storyteller Liu Jingting performs a drum song that 
establishes the connection between music and propriety. The piece, we will recall, narrates how 
righteous musicians from the State of Lu walked out on their corrupt patrons — a fitting allegory 
for the role that music plays in The Peach Blossom Fan, both in judging Ruan and The Swallow 
Letter and in casting the play’s musicians and performers as positive figures. Several characters 
in The Peach Blossom Fan even assume their roles and relationships through the vehicle of 
performance. It is the poet and painter Yang Wencong, for example, who names Li Xiangjun in 
Scene 2 and turns her into a “true” dan. Li Xiangjun goes on to confirm her role by performing 
several arias from The Peony Pavilion as she is instructed by Su Kunsheng, her music teacher (as 
we have seen in the introduction). Performance, moreover, becomes a way for The Peach 
Blossom Fan to engage with late Ming dramas and motifs, which is discussed in Chapter 4. 
 Kong envisions performance as a mode of self-reflexive historical inquiry; an idea that he 
also makes explicit in one of his prefaces to the play, which emphasizes that “the singing and 
dancing on stage highlight events from outside…” (場上歌舞，局外指點).  This is a concept 288
 “Scholars in office and in reclusion could do nothing but wring their hands helplessly when faced with the 287
current strife; while even musicians and storytellers spilled their hot blood [on behalf of the state’s cause]” (當其
時，偉⼈人欲扶世祚，⽽而權不在⼰己︔；宵⼈人能覆鼎餗，⽽而溺于宴安︔；扼腕時艱者，徒屬之席帽青鞋之⼠士，時露
熱⾎血者，或反在優伶⼜⼝口技之中). Gu Cai, “Preface,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 9. The ximao 席
帽  — a type of hat worn by scholars during the Tang that Gu uses here to categorize ineffectual late Ming scholar-
officials — is constructed with four flaps that hang down from the body of the hat and can be used to shield the 
wearer’s face from the sun. It seems possible that Gu might have used the image of this form of headgear to produce 
an image of scholars who likewise shield themselves from their responsibilities.
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15.288
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of performance that directs the attention of readers not into the spectacle of the play, but toward 
the many historical and literary contexts that shape it. The play’s meta-theatrical framing, in its 
prefaces and throughout the text, suggests that The Peach Blossom Fan itself is the stabilizing 
music of a new and peaceful era, which is able to compress and contain the late Ming world 
within its own literary and theatrical frames. Kong’s play turns the Ming into the past, and in so 
doing purports to tame its chaotic history through the powerful hand of a new drama and its 
dramatist. 
V. The Swallow Letter ’s Failed Performance 
 If The Peach Blossom Fan links musical performance to ethical behavior, and sets up 
Ruan and his plays as a cautionary tale, it is no wonder that The Peach Blossom Fan does not 
cite lyrics from The Swallow Letter, or re-print pieces of text from The Swallow Letter for its 
performance in Scene 25. But this still does not clear up a logical impasse: what actually happens 
on stage when Ruan Dacheng directs the four actors to perform for the Hongguang Emperor? On 
the surface, the text and content of The Swallow Letter are not intelligible parts of the scene. 
They exist without communicating directly to readers or viewers, highlighting the “materiality of 
the illegible” by appearing as a stage prop and in the stage directions.  So then: if The Swallow 289
Letter is made illegible as a text, is anything actually performed here? 
 Consider for a moment a usual element of staging that is not present when The Swallow 
Letter is ostensibly performed. Aside from the stage-frame of the scene itself, there is no stage 
 Ling Hon Lam writes of “cinematic il-literacy,” which he uses to describe the representation of texts in opera 289
film that cannot actually be read. See Lam’s “Reading off the Screen: Toward Cinematic Il-literacy in Late 1950s 
Chinese Opera Film,” The Opera Quarterly 26 no. 2-3 (Spring-Summer 2010): 291-310. The Swallow Letter is not 
the only text that is referenced as a physical presence in The Peach Blossom Fan but not recited or printed. Scene 2 
refers to a set of poems on Li Xiangjun’s wall, which are read and unintelligibly intoned by Yang Wencong.
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space — a red carpet, in particular, which would normally denote the site of performance, just as 
it does when Yang Wencong provides a verbal tour of Ruan Dacheng’s Stone Nest Garden in 
Scene 4. Nor, to my knowledge, are there any illustrations for this scene that concretize its 
performance setting and help the reader to imagine what such a performance might look like.  290
As a scene that stages a performance, it seems to be a natural candidate for illustration. For the 
sake of comparison, we could look to The Swallow Letter’s Scene 41, “Joint Banquets” (合宴). 
This scene does features several performances, and includes an illustration depicting both the 
stage space and one of the scenes performances in action. 
  Looking closer, there are further discrepancies. Earlier in the dialogue for this scene, we 
learn that all roles for the The Swallow Letter performance have been cast except for the clown 
and the two leads (sheng, dan, and chou). Ruan calls on three singing girls to fill these parts: Li 
Xiangjun (dan), Kou Baimen 寇⽩白⾨門 (xiaodan) and Zheng Tuoniang 鄭妥娘 (chou), along with 
two musicians, Shen Gongxian 沈公憲 (wai), and Zhang Yanzhu 張燕筑 (jing), to accompany 
them. The role-types for The Swallow Letter's performance should of course overlap with those 
of The Peach Blossom Fan — the dan should play the dan and the chou should play the chou — 
but there is a problem: Li Xiangjun has not studied The Swallow Letter, so she cannot sing it.  291
Ruan opts to retaliate theatrically, “punishing” Li Xiangjun by assigning her the role of clown, or 
chou. Zheng Tuoniang — the real chou, who has been cast as the dan in The Swallow Letter — is 
quite pleased with herself, remarking that she will play “the best leading lady (zhengdan) in all 
 Cf. Hsiao, The Eternal Present of the Past. Not all drama illustrations were intended to “help out” the textual 290
narrative, but some did depict performances in progress.
 The others are all familiar with “the newest chuanqi plays,” including The Peony Pavilion, The Swallow Letter, 291
and The Story of the Western Tower (Xilou ji 西樓記), a late Ming drama by Yuan Yuling 袁于令 that narrates the 
story of Yu Yuan 于鵑 and a singing-girl named Mu Suhui ⽊木素徽.
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the world 還是我⽼老妥做了天下第⼀一個正旦.”  This arrangement leaves Kou Baimen (the 292
xiaodan) to play The Swallow Letter’s male lead, the sheng role-type. 
 Such an obvious misalignment of role-types relies on the reader’s knowledge of theatrical 
humor to produce the maximum comic effect. As the Hongguang Emperor soon realizes, Li 
Xiangjun should be re-cast as the dan for the performance of The Swallow Letter; this is 
obviously the role-type that best suits her, as Xiangjun’s character is already being played by the 
dan in the world of The Peach Blossom Fan. But this is humor not explicitly tied to the content 
of either play. It is a theatrical device, operating at the level of performance. According to the 
stage directions, Li Xiangjun does not even perform here (after all, she has claimed ignorance of 
the play). Ruan thus instructs only four roles to perform the tune from The Swallow Letter: the 
wai (Shen Gongxian), jing (Zhang Yanzhu), xiaodan (Kou Baimen), and chou (Zheng Tuoniang). 
 What is more difficult to ascertain is which scene or tune from The Swallow Letter 
provides this moment’s reference point. All four of the roles who participate in the rehearsal — 
or, if we were to include Ruan as the fujing as part of the performance, all five — are also roles 
that are present in The Swallow Letter; yet, no scene in The Swallow Letter stages all four (or 
five) of them at once. It is not possible, then, to take the role types in the stage directions at face 
value; they contain a glaring internal contradiction. However, using the surrounding dialogue as 
a guide indicates that we are really looking for a scene from The Swallow Letter that includes 
one aria sung by the sheng and dan role-types in unison or one divided between them.  This 293
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 202. 292
 The aria should be sung by Huo Duliang and Li Feiyun — The Peach Blossom Fan's Zheng Tuoniang 293
specifically refers to her casting as the leading lady, or zhengdan. The Swallow Letter’s Li Feiyun is called the 
zhengdan in Scene 37 Qian guan 遷官 (The Official Promotion), but this does not strike me as a likely candidate for 
staging in The Peach Blossom Fan. 
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assumes that the wai and jing, who in The Peach Blossom Fan are cast as musicians, maintain 
their status as musicians.  The Hongguang Emperor’s response to the performance offers little 294
help with the details; he merely commends the rehearsal as “interesting” (youqu 有趣) and the 
actors’ singing “fluid” (shukou 熟⼜⼝口).  “With all of these adept singers,” he says with relief, “I 295
no longer have cause to be concerned about the performance 有趣，有趣！都是熟⼜⼝口，不愁扮
演了.”  296
 Even less clear is whether or not Ruan’s stage character is part of the performance; or, to 
rephrase this point, which performance Ruan is part of — the tune and world of The Swallow 
Letter (as the playwright), and/or the world of the Hongguang court in The Peach Blossom Fan 
(as an actor, role-type, and stage character). The stage directions “zuotai zhidian 作態指點” 
could be read to indicate Ruan’s position as the director (“striking poses to give directions”); or, 
they might also be read to suggest that Ruan too is acting as a comic role within the rehearsal 
(“striking exaggerated poses and gesturing”). Either way, the negative connotation of the phrase 
“zuotai 作態” (“posturing”) indicates Ruan’s over-dramatized movements. Nor would it be the 
 Presumably, the rehearsal would have been conducted as “pure singing” (qingchang 清唱), with the two 294
musicians keeping time by beating rhythm on a hard surface (the stage, a prop) or a body part (legs and knees). 
There are instruments included in play’s list of “Stage Items” (“Taohua shan qiemo”) for this scene, but they are 
connected to the “shifan” orchestral tune that follows, in which the Hongguang Emperor participates.
 It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess how late Ming and early Qing plays actually originally sounded in their 295
original performance forms. According to Catherine Swatek’s conversations with Shen Huazhong about gongpu (the 
annotated libretti of operatic arias), musical scores needed to be revised in every generation to reflect the changing 
tonality of the language as well as new interpretations of the text. Swatek cites an example relayed by Shen: a Qing 
gongpu notation for the phrase xian tingyuan (“untrodden court”) from The Peony Pavilion’s scene 10 provides what 
was, in Shen’s opinion, inappropriately ornate musical annotation for a young woman as “sheltered” as Du Liniang. 
This, according to Shen, is why it is not possible to know what arias sounded like in an original performance of The 
Peony Pavilion; or for that matter, of any other late Ming or early Qing performance tune. Catherine Swatek, Peony 
Pavilion Onstage: Four Centuries in the Career of a Chinese Drama (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, 
University of Michigan, 2002): 300, note 60.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 203.296
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first time Ruan’s stage character is saddled with descriptions of unflattering behavior. When 
Yang Wencong cajoles Hou Fangyu to accept Ruan’s offer to finance a bridal trousseau for Hou’s 
marriage to Li Xiangjun, Yang tries to stir Hou’s sympathies by describing Ruan’s over-the-top 
desperation: “Every day [Ruan] faces the sky and cries out in anguish, ‘My peers treat me 
brutally,  as if I am too appalling to even look at; who but Master Hou of Henan can save me! 每
⽇日向天⼤大哭，說道：『同類相殘，傷⼼心慘⽬目，非河南侯君，不能救我。︒』”   297
 To further complicate the question of what is really going on when Ruan and the four 
other roles perform for the Hongguang Emperor, The Swallow Letter in fact features three 
leading characters. The sheng plays the student Huo Duliang, who travels to the capital in 
Chang’an to sit for the examinations and eventually becomes the top-ranked candidate 
(zhuangyuan). In past visits to Chang’an, he has developed a relationship with the prostitute Hua 
Xingyun 華⾏行雲 (the xiaodan), for whom he paints a “spring-visage” painting (春容畫) that 
depicts the two of them together. However, when this painting is sent to a shop to be mounted, it 
is reclaimed by the wrong person. The painting then travels to the home of the main female lead 
(dan, or zhengdan): Li Feiyun, the daughter of the secretary of the Ministry of Rites. Huo 
Duliang marries both women by the end of the play, and their romantic triangle forms the core of 
The Swallow Letter’s plot.  
 Yet surprisingly few scenes yield an arrangement in which Huo sings a duet with either 
woman. Huo Duliang and Hua Xingyun are separated after the first third of the play, and Huo 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 89. Ruan's behavior, the commentary opines, is a deception: “[Yang] 297
Longyou has submitted to Bearded Ruan’s lies, which will cause his reputation to suffer; how dreadful” (龍友受阮
鬍之誑，幾敗身名，可畏也). Yunting shanren pingdian, 21. Like the toxic effects of Ruan’s play, Ruan’s behavior 
can also infect those around him. 
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Duliang and Li Feiyun do not meet on stage until the final third. Huo Duliang sings with one or 
both of the women in six scenes, as well as during the play’s final scene, when all characters on 
stage sing two arias in unison.  One could make a case that any one of these scenes contains the 298
tune referenced in The Peach Blossom Fan; it is not possible pin one down for sure.  To my 299
mind, however, the most likely option is The Swallow Letter’s final scene, Scene 42, “The 
imperially-mandated reunion” (Gao yuan 誥圓). As the scene title suggests, the play draws 
happily to a close, and its last arias attribute the smooth conclusion of the plot to the 
interventions of a timely imperial decree.   300
 Admittedly, Scene 42 of The Swallow Letter does not include a duet sung by the sheng 
and dan alone; but it does stage a finale that resolves the inter-personal and political relationships 
 Huo Duliang and Li Feiyun sing a duet in Scenes 32, 35, 37, and 39; while Huo Duliang and Hua Xingyun sing 298
together in Scenes 6 and 16. In the final scene (Scene 42) all stage characters — Li Feiyun (dan), Hua Xingyun 
(xiaodan), Huo Duliang (sheng), Li Andao (wai), Li Furen (laodan), Mother Meng (chou), and Jia Nanzhong (mo) 
— conclude the play by singing an aria in unison to the tune Qing jiang yin 清江引.
 Briefly, here are the options: In Scene 6, Hua Xingyun and Huo Duliang sing a duet as Huo paints the “spring 299
painting”  portrait of himself and Hua Xingyun and inscribes the work with a poem. This scene also includes a fujing 
role-type, who plays Huo Duliang’s peer and examination cheat, Xianyu Ji 鮮于吉. Three of the requisite role-types 
are present, and there is a clear connection to the dramatic motifs adopted in The Peach Blossom Fan: the 
(self-)portrait, the scholar-courtesan romance, and dedication of a poem as a love-token. In Scene 16 of The Swallow 
Letter, Huo Duliang and Hua Xingyun split two tunes at the beginning of the scene, one of which mentions the scent 
of peach blossoms (浪暖桃花風起…). This scene, too, includes the fujing Xianyu Ji as well as the chou, Mother 
Meng, a matchmaker and medical practitioner. In Scene 32, The Swallow Letter’s two main leads, Huo Duliang and 
Li Feiyun, are married. They share several arias as a pair, and also participate in several tunes sung in unison. There 
is no fujing in this scene, however, which to my mind makes it a less likely candidate for The Peach Blossom Fan’s 
reference point. Likewise, there is no fujing in The Swallow Letter’s Scene 35, in which Li Feiyun and Huo Duliang 
sing together briefly after their true names and identities are finally revealed to one another. Scene 37 of The 
Swallow Letter does not include an independent duet by Huo Duliang and LI Feiyun, but the scene is very vocal-
heavy, and makes reference numerous times to military instruments. Perhaps this makes it a fitting prelude to the 
shifan orchestral tune, featuring the Hongguang Emperor on drums, that will follow the The Swallow Letter 
performance in The Peach Blossom Fan’s Scene 25? Both Hua Xingyun and Li Feiyun sing with Huo Duliang 
during a handful of arias in Scene 39 of The Swallow Letter, during which each woman tries to convince him that 
she is his rightful and primary wife. As this scene involves an array of other characters and is set in what seems to be 
a hall for receiving visitors, the busier setting might be well-suited to the rehearsal scene at the Hongguang court. 
Finally, The Swallow Letter’s final scene, Scene 42, contains an aria sung by all stage characters in unison, which 
concludes the play by reflecting on how fortunate they are that the world has finally returned to order. 
 The complete aria reads: “紫泥判斷了⽂文鴛帳，兩下裏休爭攘。︒花冠⼀一樣⾼高，霞帔隨身量。︒兩段雲，好打作300
⼀一段想” (Ruan, Yanzi jian, 214).
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among its characters. Why is this important? At the end of The Swallow Letter, all characters find 
their proper relationships with one another; a condition that is, to repeat, facilitated by the power 
of the emperor’s decree. This decree gives Huo Duliang both military and civil honors, which in 
turn makes it possible for Hua Xingyun and Li Feiyun to each receive the honor of holding a 
separate conjugal title.  Staging such an orderly “grand reunion” first requires a stable socio-301
political world, crowned by the unquestionable authority of a legitimate Emperor. In The Peach 
Blossom Fan’s Scene 25, one does find an emperor, but this is the ludicrous Hongguang 
Emperor, who presides over his travesty of a court and proudly selects play-acting over the 
serious duties of the state. Not to mention that by merely appearing on stage — rather than as the 
all-powerful presence frequently referenced off-stage but never actually seen — the Hongguang 
Emperor manifests an incomplete and unconvincing imperial authority at best.  
 The juxtaposition between these two scenes could not be more stark, and provides the 
perfect setup to cast Ruan's play in an unflattering light. What better way to delegitimize Ruan’s 
play than by jumbling the clean-and-tidy socio-political world order that its ending requires?  If 302
The Peach Blossom Fan signifies anything about The Swallow Letter, it is that the structural, 
musical, and social foundations of the play are flawed; or worse, no longer apply to the post-
Ming social world. Even if this particular scene from The Swallow Letter is not the intentional 
reference of The Peach Blossom Fan's Scene 25, it is clear that Kong’s play intentionally upends 
the metaphysical foundations that permit The Swallow Letter to run its course. 
 For an interesting reading of this ending that ties it back to Ruan’s own life and the case of Ni Yuanlu, see Ying 301
Zhang’s chapter in the forthcoming anthology How To Read Chinese Drama: A Guided Anthology, edited by Patricia 
Sieber and Regina Llamas.
 As I discuss in Chapter 5, the ending of The Peach Blossom Fan diverges from the typical chuanqi structure, 302
precisely because there is not a stable socio-political authority — an imperial masthead, or even a consistent code of 
ethical relationships (wulun 五倫) — that can hold the world together.
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 What is ironic is that concept of music as a barometer of socio-political order is present in 
The Swallow Letter as well. The Swallow Letter even uses some astonishingly similar theatrical 
devices to get this point across. In Scene 5, the rebelling general An Lushan (played by the jing), 
views a performance by “barbarian women” (hunü 胡女), which is interspersed with An Luhan's 
own hearty vocals as the lead singing role. Later, in Scene 29, An Lushan’s assassination by the 
eunuch Li Zhu’er 李豬兒 is proceeded by an ad-hoc production by two disgruntled patrolmen 
from An Lushan’s camp, played by the fujing and the chou. The chou sings what is probably a 
raunchy rendition of a southern tune called “Rouge Lotus” (Fenhong lian 粉紅蓮).  Next, the 303
fujing instructs the chou to “play the wooden block, and wait for me to clown around” (你打
板，待我出醜).  As the chou strikes the beat, the fujing gets up, starts to “make gestures” (作304
⼿手勢介), and sings a tune from the Ming chuanqi play The Golden Seal (Jin yin ji ⾦金印記).   305
 Like Ruan Dacheng’s character in The Peach Blossom Fan’s Scene 25, this fujing from 
The Swallow Letter is both a “director” and a “performer.” Both are guided by stage directions to 
“make gestures” by waving their hands around (作⼿手勢介 in The Swallow Letter; 作態指點介 in 
The Peach Blossom Fan). Even the entire dialogue between Ruan Dacheng and the Hongguang 
 The tune name is probably used for the obvious sexual innuendo of its title (‘red spots on a pure white flower,’ 303
calling to mind a deflowered virgin). On this tune and it singing style: Yang Xiuming 楊秀明, “On the All-Keys-
and-Modes Tune ‘Rouge Lotus’” 諸宮調·粉紅蓮, Zhongguo yinyue, issue 3 (1984): 55. Accessed 3/13/18 via China 
Academic Journals online database.
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 141. The chou replies: “You must be [a modern day] Su Qin 想必是蘇秦” (a Warring States 304
political strategist, see the following note), suggesting that the fujing wants to hide his affairs from public view. 
 A Ming play by Su Fuzhi 蘇復之, which narrates the story of the Warring States political strategist Su Qin 蘇秦 305
Before Su Qin assumed office, he was looked down on and ridiculed by his contemporaries. Only when he returned 
to his hometown carrying a golden seal around his waist did others accept him, going so far as to surround him with 
flattery. The play comments on the hypocrisy of hierarchical social relationships.
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Emperor that leads up to the The Swallow Letter performance could easily be interpreted as 
something straight out of slapstick stock comedy. “We have a heavy load on Our mind,” says the 
Emperor, “which you must certainly realize 朕有⼀一樁⼼心事，料你也應曉得.” “Are you fearful,” 
asks Ruan, “that the roaming bandits will mount an offensive against us here in the south? 想怕
流賊南犯︖？” “No, it’s not that 非也,” the Emperor responds. “Then you must be worrying about 
the weakness of your military and the scarcity of their grain provisions 想愁兵弱糧少.” “No, 
that’s not it either 也不是...” “Then it must be that the rebellious officials Zhou Biao and Lei 
Yinzuo have concocted a nefarious plot and wish to replace you as the Emperor with the Prince 
of Lu 想因叛臣周鑣、︑雷縯祚，倡造邪謀，欲迎⽴立潞王⽿耳.” “You’re getting further and 
further away from the point! 益發說錯了,” cries the Hongguang Emperor at last. The Emperor’s 
grave concern, it turns out, is that arrangements for a dramatic performance of The Swallow 
Letter planned for the upcoming Lantern Festival have not yet been finalized. If things are 
delayed any further, laments the Emperor, “I don’t know how I will be able to take it! 萬⼀一誤了
燈節，豈不可惱.”  Clearly, this is a travesty of a court, in which the Emperor would rather 306
watch a play than deal with the life-and-death problems of food shortages, military strategy, and 
the viability of his own regime that ought to make more urgent claims on his attention. Their 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 201-202.306
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exchange calls to mind a yuanben 院本 (comic sketches not normally printed with the main play-
text) albeit a yuanben gone horribly wrong, for this absurd reality has become policy.  307
 Still, even The Swallow Letter reflects a true playwright’s sensitivity to the connections 
between music and social harmony. The second-to-last scene (Scene 41) stages two celebratory 
banquets for successful examinees and officials who have received state honors. There are 
careful directions that indicate where all of the banquet attendees should sit, reminding us that 
Ruan was not unfamiliar with the social mores for such occasions. Jia Nanzhong 賈南仲, a 
military commander and guest of honor at one of these banquets, points out that an imperially-
commissioned seating chart (欽定宴圖) determines each of their places; and how, he asks, 
“could we dare to do as we pleased and overstep our proper places? 豈敢任意僭越︖？”  What 308
follows is a series of spectacular dances; the last of which is a Persian tributary dance, which 
ostensibly features a live elephant.  While all of this would have made for an extravagant (not 309
to mention highly impractical) performance event, the scene makes a broader point: socio-
political order and musical order go together. The Swallow Letter’s scholar-officials have been 
properly recognized and rewarded; thus, this same order will reflect back in the form of musical 
performance. 
 One extant example of a yuanben sketch is translated by Wilt L. Idema and Stephen H. West. Appendix I, A Pair 307
of Battling Quacks, in Wang Shifu, The Story of the Western Wing, ed., trans., and with an introduction by Idema and 
West (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995): 291-298. The importance of formal juxtaposition is also 
present in other forms of literature in late imperial China. In short stories (huaben), for instance, the narrative core is 
usually introduced by a short prologue story. In four-act zaju plays, there is a “seat-setting piece” (yazuo wen 押座
⽂文) that prepares the audience for performance by focusing their attention through something that is not the main 
story. On early theater forms in the Song and Yuan, see Wang Guowei 王國維, Song Yuan xiqu shi 宋元戲曲史 
(Beijing: Dongfang chubanshe: Xinhua shudian jing xiao, 1996). 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 201.308
 According to the stage directions, a masked “short Persian barbarian” enters carrying a tray, followed by a slave 309
riding an elephant (眾吹打，假⾯面矮波斯胡捧盤上介。︒象奴騎象上介). Ruan, Yanzi jian, 204.
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 This is the point that matters in the end: what happens on stage serves the bigger purpose 
of illustrating the socio-political world order that surrounds the performance. Turning The 
Swallow Letter into an incoherent pageant — one that might have nothing to do with the 
narrative substance of The Swallow Letter itself — ridicules, even undermines, the clean and tidy 
yet superficial world order that Ruan’s play requires to function. The issue at stake in Scene 25 
of The Peach Blossom Fan is the improper performance of government, which is bound up 
tightly with the scene’s expressions in music. Having the The Swallow Letter script appear on 
stage is enough to signify a cluster of important issues: among them corruption, political decline, 
and the misalignment of bodies and role-types. But these are not associations that derive 
implicitly from within The Swallow Letter itself, which concludes harmoniously, as a chuanqi 
drama should. Rather, The Peach Blossom Fan uses performance to produce these associations 
with The Swallow Letter and its playwright, thus connecting the stage-court of the Hongguang 
Emperor into a long tradition that links social and political harmony to music. For as irreverently 
as The Peach Blossom Fan treats its synecdochical representation of The Swallow Letter, the 
result is quite serious. No matter what is staged at this unusual moment of The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s Scene 25, what audiences will experience is the music of “flowers in the courtyard.”  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INTERLUDE / CHAPTER 3 
From Staging the Drama to Staging the Dramatist: Tang Xianzu in Dreams of Linchuan 
I. Introduction 
 In Scene 16 of Jiang Shiquan’s 1744 chuanqi play Dreams of Linchuan (Linchuan meng 
臨川夢), the primary female protagonist, Yu Ergu 俞⼆二姑, enters the stage as a ghost (guihun 鬼
魂).  She is a pretty ghost, no less: stage directions indicate that she wears light makeup (dan 310
zhuang 淡妝), hinting that she is ready to be looked at. Despite her spectral transition, it seems 
that very little about her has changed. From her earliest stage entrance, Yu has been unsettled, 
even haunted — perhaps this is why she is still played by the xiaodan role type (as in earlier 
scenes) rather than the “phantom heroine” role (hundan 魂旦). In Yu Ergu’s first aria, she sings 
about her penetrating anxiety (chou 愁) as she holds the text of a play in her arms: “I cannot find 
where these anxious feelings come from, even though I have tried many times to seek their 
source. I am uncertain of true and false; yet these feelings must have a cause. Over and over 
again, I ponder these thoughts in the  recesses of my mind 幾度尋愁尋不⾒見，疑真認假，從因
⽣生現，空際思量遍.”  Yu Ergu still inhabits a liminal space upon her ghostly return. She sings 311
of the “wind blowing through the treetops, sustained and unceasing; its teasing makes a girl 
 The text does not specifically identify her as a “phantom heroine” (hundan 魂旦) — she is played by the xiaodan 310
role type, as in earlier scenes — nor does she appear to be wearing the hunpa 魂帕 cloth that would obscure her face 
and call attention to her spectral transformation. The hunpa (a piece of cloth wrapped around a performer’s face and 
head) was used to signify a stage ghost. For more on the phantom heroine, see Judith T. Zeitlin, The Phantom 
Heroine: Ghosts and Gender in Seventeenth Century Chinese Literature (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
2007), Chapter 4. 
 Jiang Shiquan 蔣⼠士銓, Linchuan meng 臨川夢, edited by Shao Haiqing 邵海清 (Shanghai guji chuban she: 311
Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxing suo faxing, 1989): 42.
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afraid. To my side there is a bright moon, but I wonder where my shadow has gone 樹杪風來，
撐持不迭。︒把⼈人逗的虛怯。︒遍身明⽉月，奴的影兒何處也.”  At once propped up and 312
propelled forward by the chilly wind, the ghost of Yu Ergu has entered on a mission, searching 
for the man whose play first enchanted her, then consumed her, and now has finally killed her. 
That man is Tang Xianzu, and the culprit text is his drama, The Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting 牡
丹亭). 
 What is remarkable and unusual about Yu Ergu’s engagement with The Peony Pavilion 
— a play that has inspired a tidal wave of imitations, appreciations, responses, commentaries, 
new plays, poems, material goods, and stage productions ever since its original completion date 
in 1598 — is her hyper-critical reading of the text. Of Liu Mengmei 柳夢梅, the play’s dashing 
male lead, Yu Ergu states that he “is just a licentious man who covets a good reputation; and, 
while [Liu’s character] is strongly written, [the playwright Tang Xianzu] applies this strength to 
criticize him 不過⼀一個貪名好⾊色之⼈人，雖極⼒力寫他，卻是極⼒力罵他呢！Liu is little more than 
a “bare stick blowing in the autumn wind” (秋風⼀一棍); a predatory and unattached man who 
would take advantage of any romantic prospect that came his way.  Yu Ergu is also critical of 313
Du Bao 杜寶, a government office-holder and father of the female protagonist Du Liniang. Yu 
Ergu calls Du Bao an “idiot” (chuncai 蠢才) for being blind to the truth of his daughter’s 
miraculous resurrection.  Even when it comes to Du Liniang herself, Yu Ergu sees little to 314
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 154. According to common lore, Chinese ghosts do not have shadows. 312
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 104.313
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 44.314
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admire: “How ridiculous, that Du Liniang!,” she opines. “She lacked in knowledge and 
experience, wanting both a husband and a scholar.  The destiny of her dreams was very nearly 315
shattered by a peach rod 可笑那杜麗娘呵！識⾒見淺，要夫婿宮花雙頭，險些兒被桃條打散夢
中緣.”  Yu Ergu engages with Tang's play as a skeptic wary of play’s characters and storyline; 316
surely, she is no common Peony Pavilion reader.  
 Yu Ergu’s reading of the play puts her at odds with her gendered role as a specifically 
female reader. The Peony Pavilion was popular reading material for late Ming and early Qing 
women, and has famously left a litany of dead women in its wake. Some of these female readers, 
like the young late Ming concubine Feng Xiaoqing 馮⼩小青 (1595-1612), identified so closely 
with Du Liniang that they modeled their lives — and deaths — after her. Xiaoqing suffered 
isolation at the hand of her husband’s jealous first wife, and proceeded to follow Liniang’s 
example of first completing a self-portrait before being consumed by romantic melancholy.  317
Xiaoqing’s death made her into a legend; in fact, late Ming writers hotly debated whether or not 
she existed at all.   318
 Yet another famous case is the “Three Wives” commentary on The Peony Pavilion, 
composed by the early Qing poet and literary critic Wu Wushan 吳吳山 (1647- after 1704) and 
 Literally “palace laurels,” which refers to the floral headpieces given to scholars who passed the examinations.315
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 45. It was believed that a peach rod would be able to keep away demons and evil spirits. 316
See Jiang, Linchuan meng, 51 note 56.
 It is said that the jealous first wife of her husband burned most of Xiaoqing’s written works; only eleven poems 317
and one letter attributed to the tragic heroine remain. Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and 
Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994): 92.
 For Xiaoqing biographies and plays, see Ellen Widmer, “Xiaoqing’s Literary Legacy and the Place of the Women 318
Writer in Late Imperial China.” Late Imperial China 13, no. 1 (June 1992): 111-155. DOI: http://doi.org/10.1353/
late.1992.0008. Readers like Xiaoqing were turned into “subjects of legends” (often in contradictory ways). See Ko, 
Teachers of the Inner Chambers, Chapter 2.
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his three successive wives, Chen Tong 陳同, Tan Ze 談則 (d. 1674), and Qian Yi 錢宜 
(1671-?).  The postscript to this commentary describes how the last of Wu’s three wives, Qian 319
Yi, sets up a spirit table to Du Liniang on the evening before the Lunar New Year of 1694. Qian 
proceeded to dream of Liniang that same evening; a dream that, upon waking, she learned she 
had shared with her husband.  As previous scholarship has made clear, the world of The Peony 320
Pavilion did not stop at the material world of print; readers were keen to link the social world of 
the play to their own lived experiences.  321
 In Dreams of Linchuan, however, Yu Ergu is not interested in finding personal resonance 
with The Peony Pavilion’s tragic heroine. “When was there ever a Du Liniang? 何曾有什麼杜麗
娘︖？” she asks, incredulous. Instead, Ergu is far more interested in the The Peony Pavilion’s 
playwright, Tang Xianzu. “This is a work,” Ergu claims, “in which [Tang] expresses his own 
feelings 這是他⾃自寫情懷之作.”  Yu Ergu reads The Peony Pavilion as a sounding board for 322
Tang’s grievances: an interpretation that reframes the play’s famous pronouncements on the 
power of qing 情 (passion, sentiment, love) within the discourse of political criticism. Yu Ergu is 
attracted to Tang's moral stance — a position that so crucially differentiates her from romantic 
 Judith T. Zeitlin, “Shared Dreams: The Story of the Three Wives’ Commentary on The Peony Pavilion,” Harvard 319
Journal of Asiatic Studies 54, no. 1 (June 1994): 127-179. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2719390 (accessed August 11, 
2014). Also Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, Chapter 2.
 Zeitlin, “Shared Dreams,” 150-151.320
 As Judith Zeitlin has observed, the “Three Wives” commentary also intervenes in “correcting” the Xiaoqing 321
legend — Qian Yi insisted that Wu Wushan arrange for his wives’ commentary to be printed. Thus, the loss of 
women’s writing on The Peony Pavilion that heightened Xiaoqing’s tragic death could be avoided. Zeitlin, “Shared 
Dreams,” 135-136.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 104.322
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readers like Feng Xiaoqing that a marginal note emphasizes the point.  Still, Yu Ergu’s political 323
reading of the play — which is passionate only in a moralistic sense — is as confusing as it is 
innovative. It is clearly an alternative to the well-documented stories of Peony Pavilion readers 
who saw Du Liniang as their friend and literary companion. Yet even so, Ergu still dies from her 
encounter with the text, and thus fulfills the familiar fate of the play’s tragic female reader. What 
could account for this dramatic shift in Yu Ergu’s approach to interpreting Tang Xianzu’s famous 
play? And what does this shift tell us about how The Peony Pavilion and its playwright were re-
considered by later readers and writers during the early-mid Qing period?  
 The following two chapters reflect on the reception of The Peony Pavilion during the 
early-mid Qing period, focusing on important similarities and differences between its portrayal in 
two plays: Kong Shangren’s early-Qing drama The Peach Blossom Fan (1699), and Jiang 
Shiquan’s mid-Qing drama Dreams of Linchuan (1774). Read together, these chapters argue that 
familiar romantic motifs of the Linchuan drama school  — the paradigm of “scholar-beauty” 324
romance (Ch. 3) and the heroine’s (self-)portrait (Ch. 4) — became fertile sites for later 
playwrights to conduct not only political, but also literary criticism through drama. I begin here 
with a reading of Jiang’s Dreams of Linchuan, and show how the play exhibits obvious and 
 See Li Qiancheng, “Dream, Drama, Metadrama: Tang Xianzu and/in Jiang Shiquan’s Linchuan meng (Dreams of 323
Linchuan),” CHINOPERL: Journal of Chinese Oral and Performing Literature 34, no. 1 (July 2015): 14 note 49.
 Playwrights such as Wu Bing, Meng Chengshun, Ruan Dacheng, and others, have been retrospectively called the 324
“Linchuan School” (臨川派), which is often a point of contrast to the “Wujiang School” (吳江派) of Shen Jing 沈璟 
and others who preferred performability and comprehensibility over ornateness. It is important, however, to note that 
these were not recognized as categories at the time — unlike, for instance, the Donglin Party, which was based in the 
[place and name] institution where scholars would go to listen to lectures on the classics. Even so, as I argue in this 
chapter and elsewhere, there were connections among playwrights, who shared motifs and narrative approaches, not 
to mention similarities in writing style (degrees of word choice, use of allusions, etc.). While there was not a clear 
sense of what “Linchuan school” was in the late Ming, there was a sense among playwrights that they wrote in ways 
that connected them to past writers. Similar situations can be found in poetry and calligraphy. As a poet, one might 
write a poem to a certain rhyme scheme in response to a past poet. As a calligrapher, one would study and copy the 
brushstrokes of an earlier calligrapher.
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intentional links to each of Tang Xianzu’s four chuanqi dramas as well as Tang’s poetry, prose, 
and biography. I contend that Jiang’s play reveals a conceptual debt to Kong’s work in The 
Peach Blossom Fan, for it places Tang Xianzu on stage as a dramatic persona. In Dreams of 
Linchuan, Tang is depicted in the midst of editing his dramas; a condition very similar to The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s rendering of Ruan Dacheng, discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. But, Tang’s 
stage character in Dreams of Linchuan also engages with other dramatic characters from each of 
his own four plays, as well as with Yu Ergu, who eventually replaces Du Liniang as the main 
character representative from The Peony Pavilion. I argue that this approach allows Jiang to 
present a unique view of Tang’s work and legacy by showing how both bridge and even blend 
the world(s) of Tang’s dramatic imagination and the “real” world of politics, which Tang 
inhabited (at least in Jiang’s estimation) as a filial son and loyal official. This makes Jiang’s 
depiction of the “playwright on stage” of a very different sort than Kong’s depiction of Ruan 
Dacheng; for, unlike Kong’s alternatively ambiguous and adverse portrayal of Ruan, Jiang 
clearly sought to galvanize Tang’s reputation as an exemplary man.  
  
II. How to Read The Peony Pavilion: The Passion of the Playwright 
 Jiang Shiquan’s Dreams of Linchuan is one of the most fascinating works to result from 
the tidal wave of responses to Tang Xianzu’s four dramas, known as the “Four Dreams” (Si meng 
四夢).  The Peony Pavilion, in particular, remained extremely popular well into the Qing and 325
beyond; the fact that Jiang Shiquan is still writing about the play over a century and a half after 
its original publication attests to the play’s enduring qualities, as well as the problems it posed 
 In addition to The Peony Pavilion, these works include Dream of Handan, Dream under the Southern Bough, and 325
The Purple Hairpin, summarized in the notes below.
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for readers.  Many playwrights grappled with The Peony Pavilion’s pronouncements on the 326
power of qing, which had inspired the late Ming's pervasive “cult of qing.”  Tang Xianzu’s 327
prefatory poem to The Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting tici 牡丹亭題詞) famously extols the power 
of “extreme qing” (zhi qing 至情), for which “the living are willing to die, and which can bring 
the dead back to life ⽣生者可以死，死可以⽣生.” Such all-encompassing love, the poem 
continues, is illustrated no better than in the case of Du Liniang, The Peony Pavilion’s passionate 
female protagonist. Du Liniang first died for love before being resurrected by it; it was of little 
consequence that the seeds of her love were planted in a dream. Who is to say, Tang’s poem asks, 
that “love within a dream is not real love? 夢中之情，何必非真.”  Du Liniang’s example 328
became a commanding precedent for dramatic heroines that later playwrights strove to emulate 
and develop. 
 Not all acts of writing around The Peony Pavilion, however, were framed as extensions 
or endorsements of the play. It is important to recall that by eulogizing the value of qing, Tang’s 
 Zang Maoxun and Feng Menglong, for instance, produced shorter versions of The Peony Pavilion that they 326
claimed were more better suited to stage performance, for these new plays were written to accommodate the musical 
requirements of the popular kun-style opera (Kunqu 崑曲). Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, Chapters 2-3. (Also 
see Chapter 5.) Liana Chen has also written about Feng Menglong’s adaptation of The Peony Pavilion in Cong antou 
dao qushu (Chapter 2, especially sections 3-4 for Fengliu meng). Adaptations of The Peony Pavilion were produced 
throughout the Qing, and continue today. With the advent of zhezi xi as the dominant style for performance, selected 
scenes from the play were adapted to the kunqu stage, and even to regional opera forms beyond kunqu. Chen writes 
that many of these regional opera forms of The Peony Pavilion scenes were based on earlier kunqu versions. There 
are scenes from the play included in the repertoires of Peking Opera 京劇, Sichuan opera 川劇, Chuji (of Hubei and 
Hunan) 楚劇, Anhui Opera 徽劇, Henan Opera 豫劇, Ganju (of Jiangxi) 贛劇, Cantonese opera 粤剧, and Qinqiang 
(Shanxi opera) 秦腔. See the introduction to Chen, Cong antou dao qushu, vii.
 The “cult of qing“ has practically become a sub-discipline of Ming-Qing literary scholarship. For a reflection of 327
these trends, see the first chapter (“The Cult of Qing”) in Haiyan Li, Revolution of the Heart: A Genealogy of Love 
in China, 1900-1950 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007).
 “Zuozhe tici 作者題詞” (Playwright’s Preface), in Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖, Mudan ting 牡丹亭, ed. Xu Shuofang 328
徐朔⽅方 and Yang Xiaomei 楊笑梅 (Shanghai: Gudian wenxue chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanggai faxingsuo 
faxing, 1958): 1.
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play calls into question the contractual value of marriages for building strategic social alliances 
between families. The play, as Tina Lu has observed, positions the locus of moral obligations on 
the bond between husband and wife — one of the five core Confucian relationships (wulun 五
倫) through which society was ordered.  Jiang Shiquan, a mid-Qing male playwright, was 329
uncomfortable with characterizing The Peony Pavilion purely in terms of its romantic ideals. 
Jiang was a clear admirer of Tang Xianzu, and his Dreams of Linchuan aims to portray Tang as 
more than “just” a playwright. For Jiang, the play’s romance distracted from the real social 
contributions of its playwright, Tang Xianzu, who had been “dedicated to a life of integrity ⼀一⽣生
⼤大節” and “perfect in his [political] loyalties and filial piety 是忠孝完⼈人也.”  Fearing that 330
most readers would know Tang only as a romantic playwright, Jiang explains that to compose his 
own drama, he “selected anecdotes from each of Tang’s writings in his Complete Works, and 
assembled them into this drama, Dreams of Linchuan. [It is a work that] admiringly depicts 
Tang’s personal characteristics, in which Tang even appears on stage himself, so that even fools 
will not view Tang [only] as a playwright! 乃雜採各書及《⽟玉茗堂集》中所載種種情事，譜
為《臨川夢》⼀一劇，慕繪先⽣生⼈人品，現身場上，庶幾癡⼈人不以先⽣生為詞⼈人也歟！”   331
 Jiang Shiquan borrows from Kong Shangren’s critical innovation in The Peach Blossom 
Fan to assess a playwright’s literary legacy by staging him as a dramatic character. Dreams of 
Linchuan places Tang Xianzu on stage alongside The Peony Pavilion’s female reader, Yu Ergu, 
 Ming writers were deeply interested in determining which of the core relationships was the fulcrum for all of the 329
others. Lu observes that Tang Xianzu’s way of thinking about family relationships was similar to that of the late 
Ming writer Li Zhi, gave primacy to the husband-wife relationship. Lu, Persons, Roles, and Minds, 125-126.
 Jiang, “Self-Preface to Linchuan meng 臨川夢⾃自序,” Linchuan meng, 213.330
 Jiang, “Self-Preface to Linchuan meng 臨川夢⾃自序,” Linchuan meng, 214.331
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as well as characters from each of his “Four Dreams.” This delightful use of meta-theater blends 
the worlds of Tang’s dramas with the social world of readers and writers. In so doing, Dreams of 
Linchuan embodies the effects of the play’s reception that surround anecdotes of the play’s late 
Ming and early Qing readers, like Qian Yi and Feng Xiaoqing. Focusing on the activities of the 
playwright Tang Xianzu, moreover, also establishes the possibility for readers to imagine Jiang 
Shiquan, the playwright behind the meta-theater, as an off-stage character himself. Jiang’s 
presence hovers just outside of the world of the text, ready to step into the literary discourse 
around The Peony Pavilion and retrospectively salvage Tang Xianzu’s political reputation. 
 Unlike Ruan Dacheng in The Peach Blossom Fan, Dreams of Linchuan portrays Tang 
Xianzu’s laudable reputation as an official; thus, Tang’s image comes across as overwhelmingly 
positive. Qiancheng Li has argued that Jiang’s play illustrates the divergence between male and 
female readers of The Peony Pavilion during the late Ming and early Qing period. According to 
Li, Jiang felt compelled to justify the play’s promotion of qing by relating it to more orthodox 
values of Confucian propriety.  Shao Haiqing 邵海清, the modern editor of Dreams of 332
Linchuan, offers a possible reason for Jiang’s defensiveness, noting that Jiang most likely used 
his portrayal of Tang Xianzu as an exercise in autobiography (有⾃自況之意).  In support of this 333
view, Shao cites the late Qing drama critic Yang Enshou 楊恩壽 (1835-1891), who claimed that 
Jiang Shiquan “modeled himself after Yuming [Tang Xianzu], having studied as Tang’s self-
 Qiancheng Li, “Dream, Drama, Metadrama,” 16.332
 Shao Haiqing, editor’s preface to Linchuan meng, 3. Jiang Shiquan did produce an independent biography of 333
Tang Xianzu, which is included as an appendix to Shao’s edition of the play. See Jiang’s Yuming xiansheng zhuan ⽟玉
茗先⽣生傳 (Biography of Master Yuming, i.e. Tang Xianzu), Linchuan meng, 214-216.
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styled disciple for many years 瓣⾹香⽟玉茗，私淑有年.”  Jiang also appended a sympathetic 334
biography of Tang to the play, which Li notes is shaped by Tang’s biographies in the Ming 
History and by 17th century poet and official Qian Qianyi 錢謙益.   335
 Tang Xianzu is introduced in Dreams of Linchuan as an upright and morally-conscious 
official in the opening scene, “Rejecting A False Promise” (Ju yi 拒⼷弋), set in 1577 during the 
early years of the Wanli reign.  Tang decries the corruption of prime minister Zhang Juzheng's 336
張居正 (1525-1582) cabinet, which has prevented the government from appropriately carrying 
out its duties.  Tang resists being recruited into Zhang Juzheng’s government by their shared 337
associate, the ironically-named Zhang Buchi 張不癡 (“Zhang who is no idiot”). Zhang Buchi 
offers Tang the title of “top candidate” (zhuangyuan 狀元) in exchange for taking a favorable 
position toward Zhang Juzheng. Tang refuses, keen to uphold the political integrity that many of 
his contemporaries lack: “Even if I, Tang Xianzu, live my entire life in poverty and die in dire 
straights, I would never, ever envy the riches and fame of ‘Yu lun pao’” — a reference to success 
obtained through back channels (我湯顯祖即使終身窮困⽽而死，斷斷不羨那《鬱輪袍》之富
 Yan Enshou, Ciyu conghua, juan 3, cited in Shao Haiqing's editor’s preface to Linchuan meng, 3.334
 Qiancheng Li, “Dream, Drama, Metadrama,” 6.335
 The second character of the title, yi ⼷弋, was a type of retrievable arrow that could be shot with a string attached. It 336
is used here to suggest a “stick-and-carrot” arrangement, a dangled promise that can be walked back at any time.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 4-5.337
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貴也).  Zhang Buchi exits in a huff, and Tang’s two friends, Li Sancai 李三才 and Mei 338
Guozhen 梅國禎, commend him for standing up to Zhang Buchi and Zhang Juzheng, calling him 
a “dignified man 堂堂男⼦子.”   339
 The Peach Blossom Fan’s Ruan Dacheng clearly does not live up to Tang’s standards of 
moral integrity. If Ruan’s character cared only for fortune and fame (富貴), Tang’s character 
professes absolute moral incorruptibility, almost to the point of seeming puritanical. Tang even 
writes a long letter in Scene 5 (“Revising the Dreams,” Gaimeng 改夢) explaining why he will 
not take an official position in the capital, citing his family obligations and parents’ weak 
constitutions, which are ill-suited for travel to the north, to turn down the job.  Scene 6 of 340
Dreams of Linchuan (“Transformation in the Stars” Xing bian 星變), set in 1591, focuses on the 
need to combat the questionable ethics that have continued to plague the Wanli era.  This scene 341
weaves an other-worldliness into the dream framework of the play, showcasing how the four 
stars embodied here as stage characters and heavenly messengers are sent to earth to recalibrate 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 7. “Yu lun pao” is a tune name, and is attributed to the Tang poet Wang Wei. The story 338
goes that Wang Wei had no official title, but had received recognition as an able man of letters and musical abilities. 
He was especially good at playing the pipa, and was admired by Qi Wang 岐王. When Wang Wei was about to take 
the exams, he sought (patronage? sponsorship? just a place to stay?) by Qi Wang. Qi Wang took Wang Wei to see the 
examiner, having him dress up as an actor. Wang Wei played a new tune (apparently of his own composition) called 
“yu lun pao” that the examiner quite liked; and so, this allowed the examiner to put in a good word for Wang Wei, 
who achieved a solid middle level post.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 7.339
 See, especially, Jiang, Linchuan meng, 57-58.340
 For example, the political figures of the Wanli period are compared to those of the Jiajing reign, in which one of 341
Zhang Juzheng’s cabinet members, Shen Shixing 申時⾏行, is likened to the notoriously corrupt Grand Secretary Yan 
Song: “Venerable Emperor Wanli, he is as strong as the Venerable Emperor Jiajing; the venerable minister of 
Changzhou [Shen Shixing] cannot reach the mark of the venerable minister of Jiangling, yet is at least a bit more 
delicate [and politically inexperienced] than that old Yan Song” (萬曆皇爺，⾃自強如嘉靖皇爺︔；長洲相爺，更不
及江陵相爺，卻比那⽼老嚴嵩略嫩些). Jiang, Linchuan meng, 67.
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its moral compass. It is an idea literally embodied in the figure of the Heavenly Huixing Comet-
Lord (Tian Huixing Jun 天彗星君), who comes on stage equipped with a long broom, with 
which she intends to sweep up earthly dirt and dust.  To conclude the scene, a palace 342
messenger addresses several eunuchs, reading an imperial degree that accuses them of bribery 
and deceit, which will cost them all a full-year’s pay in fines. Here, the messenger adds in some 
personal criticisms: “What kind of officials are you? You’ve gone and stirred up the 
‘sweepers’ (i.e. comets) in the heavens above, and upset the Emperor (Wansui ye). Go on, get out 
of here! 你們做的什麼官兒︖？把天上的掃帚星都鬧出來，叫萬歲爺⽣生氣，鬧什麼，去罷！ 
The group disperses as they exit, covering up their faces (眾掩⾯面散下).  This gesture of 343
embarrassment manifests another point of comparison to The Peach Blossom Fan’s Ruan 
Dacheng, who enters the stage with his painted face in full view (despite his stated intention to 
make a new start by putting forth a fresh, clean face), but quickly covers his face with his sleeve 
while introducing himself by name to the audience (see Ch. 1). Unlike The Peach Blossom Fan, 
which holds the late Ming’s uncertainty within the fabric of the play, the mid-Qing work Dreams 
of Linchuan is less inclined to countenance ethical and historical ambiguities. 
 If Tang Xianzu is an upright official, as Jiang Shiquan wishes to portray him, Tang’s stage 
character must stand on the right side of history. Tang indeed writes a memorial in Scene 7 (“A 
Memorial for the Resistance” Kang shu 抗疏) to position himself against ongoing corruption at 
the court of the Wanli Emperor. He criticizes the court’s unethical officials, singing: “All of them 
cheat their way to power and privileges; their hearts have darkened, taking pleasure in their 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 68.342
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 68.343
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avaricious pursuits, and they no longer attend to their reputations or their sense of honor and 
shame ⼀一⾃自蒙權利，⼼心變⿊黑，樂貪鄙，不復顧名節廉恥.”  Tang is characterized as a man 344
of unquestionable moral caliber, whose written professions align self-evidently with his inner 
intentions. As if to demonstrate this correlation, Tang sends off his scathing memorial in place of 
his own physical presence in the capital; after, it is important to note, he has changed into official 
robes to compose the memorial.  The theatrical process here allows Tang’s stage character to 345
become the good official whom he memorializes into being. 
 It is not long before Tang is promoted to provincial posts in Xunwen 徐聞 (Scene 9) and 
Suichang 遂昌 (Scene 11). As a magistrate, Tang again applauded for his moral exercise of 
power, as he executes fair judgements and upholds his official ritual duties. Scene 11 (“Holding 
Office” Huan cheng 宦成), for example, depicts a group of prisoners who voluntarily return to 
jail after spending their New Year holidays at home. As the prisoners sing about their pleasant 
family reunions, they ask magistrate Tang to re-apply their shackles — an exaggeration, 
certainly, but a moment that effectively illustrates the trust Tang has built with the locals by 
serving as a fair official.  It is a strong statement even outside the realm of literature, given that 346
magistrates were often regional outsiders who struggled to integrate themselves into the 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 75. Again, these comments could easily apply to Ruan Dacheng. Tang’s professed distaste 344
for the administration is focused on Shen Shixing, a Zhang Juzheng-era official accused of taking advantage of his 
power as an examiner to guarantee that his own sons would pass the exams without trouble. Tang’s next object of his 
criticism is Yang Wenju 楊⽂文舉, another official who recently (1589) engaged in corrupt behavior. He was supposed 
to be managing the relief efforts for a major drought in the Wu region, but mis-managed funds and resources for 
personal gain, and cheated the victims of the disaster out of their rightful relief aid. Tang sings that Yang chose 
pleasure over duty, stripping away resources from the common people who were suffering (Jiang, Linchuan meng, 
76). According to Shao Haiqing, these comments all line up with material from Tang’s own writing.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, esp. 75-76.345
 For this and other examples, including Tang’s plan to make sacrifices to the City God for his assistance in 346
hunting down a pair of tigers that had been ravaging the Suichang suburbs, see Jiang, Linchuan meng, 113-115.
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communities where they served. As these examples demonstrate, it is Tang Xianzu’s work as an 
official — not as the playwright of The Peony Pavilion — that elicits the greatest acclaim in 
Jiang Shiquan's play.  
 Even so, Dreams of Linchuan integrates the range of Tang’s writings; indeed, it seems to 
have been impossible for Jiang to conceive of Tang Xianzu apart from his work as a playwright 
and poet. Many scenes open with one of Tang’s poems, which his stage character recites upon 
entering the stage.  Toward the end of the play, Scene 18 boasts a generous citation from the 347
finale of Tang’s own Dream of Handan (Handan ji 邯鄲記), which is staged as a play-within-a-
play. Dream of Handan’s male protagonist, Student Lu 盧⽣生, is enlightened by the Eight 
Immortals 八仙 after waking up from the lifetime that has passed in his dream. On one level, this 
performance is meant to celebrate Tang’s parents, and is meant to showcase Tang’s filial piety. 
But this moment is also is a meta-theatrical harbinger for Tang’s own journey toward 
enlightenment, which is initiated at the end of Dreams of Linchuan by a “Sleep Spirit 睡神” 
acting on the orders of the Buddhist Lotus King (Juehua guan zizai tianwang 覺華官⾃自在天
王).  It is instructive to compare this moment to how The Peony Pavilion and The Swallow 348
Letter are used meta-theatrically in The Peach Blossom Fan — each, for instance, uses ideas of 
performance to point to an imperfect or displaced quality of experience. Yet the goals of meta-
theater in Dreams of Linchuan are different: meta-theater in Jiang’s play shores up the stage 
characters’ progress toward enlightenment, whereas the internal performative frames of The 
 For example, scenes 7, 9, 11, and 13.347
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 170-171.348
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Peach Blossom Fan point to the incompleteness — even irrelevance — of its late Ming sources 
to fully signify in the early Qing world.  
 Another point of salient comparison between The Peach Blossom Fan and Dreams of 
Linchuan is that playwright Tang Xianzu is explicitly made the male protagonist (sheng ⽣生) of  
Dreams of Linchuan. This casting choice gives Tang’s stage character a far greater range of 
(believable) expression that is offered to Ruan Dacheng in The Peach Blossom Fan. Tang’s stage 
character, for instance, professes ambivalence to political office; and, when he explains that he 
would rather maintain a clean reputation than advance further in the examination system, readers 
are supposed to believe him. “Even so,” Tang’s character orates, “my bosom is filled with myriad 
emotions (qing) that are difficult to relay in writing. All I can do is use these feelings to write 
lyrics, and thereby express my deep sentiments 但情懷萬種，⽂文字難傳，只得借此填詞，寫
吾幽意.”  Tang channels these emotions into his work on The Peony Pavilion, linking his 349
practice of playwriting to Buddhist ideas about the impermanence of all forms: “Circumstances 
appear and disappear; is all of it true or false? 姻緣起滅，⼀一切是耶非︖？”  Tang’s character 350
also cites the foundational Daoist texts Zhuangzi 莊⼦子 and Laozi ⽼老⼦子, emphasizing how the 
writer’s imagination can blur the real and illusory. Like the famous parable from the Zhuangzi, 
which recounts how its writer, Zhuang Zhou 莊周, could not say for certain whether he had 
dreamt of being a butterfly or was a butterfly dreaming of being Zhuang Zhou, the reflections of 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 31. Of course, as soon as Tang receives a letter from his friend Mei Guozhen informing 349
him of Zhang Juzheng’s death, Tang decides to go right off to Yangzhou to wait out the next year’s examinations 
after all (Jiang, Linchuan meng, 33-34). So much for the idea that fame and success and official life no longer 
interest him. 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 31.350
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Tang Xianzu’s stage character on the process of playwriting highlight how the writer is free to 
play at the limits of his imagination. In Dreams of Linchuan, the result is a space that playwright 
Tang Xianzu inhabits alongside the characters he has created, who take on a life of their own 
once they are imagined into being.  351
 If the likeness between Ruan Dacheng and his play The Swallow Letter are progressively 
fused through the process of performance in The Peach Blossom Fan, Dreams of Linchuan 
proposes an opposite trajectory: the characters from Tang’s “Dream” plays take on lives of their 
own, and become increasingly distant from their playwright. The two male characters from 
Tang’s dramas who re-appear as speaking roles in Dreams of Linchuan — Student Lu of Dream 
of Handan  and Chuyu Fen 淳于棼 of Dream Under the Southern Bough (Nanke meng 南柯352
記)  — even question Tang’s audacity in turning their stories into dramas.  In the final scene, 353 354
Tang’s character even claims not to recognize the two men. Once Yu Ergu, the reader of Tang’s 
The Peony Pavilion, introduces Student Lu and Chuyu Fen to Tang Xianzu, Tang exclaims: “Oh! 
Your names are well-known from the unofficial histories, and your stories recorded in the old 
 The aria is to the tune Feng Ma’er, and is the first in this scene. See Jiang, Linchuan meng, 31.351
 Handan meng is based on a Tang classical tale by Shen Jiji 沈既濟 (“Record of the World Inside a Pillow”). The 352
story is about a young man, Student Lu 盧⽣生, from Shandong, who is on the road to Handan when he encounters the 
Daoist Immortal Lü 呂仙 (i.e Lü Dongbin), from whom he receives a magic pillow. When Lu Sheng falls asleep, he 
dreams of an entire lifetime of 50 years, in which he gains all kinds of wealth and status. He marries Cui-shi 崔氏 , 
who becomes his queen. When he wakes back up, Student Lu finds that his millet porridge hasn’t even finished 
cooking yet. This allows him to see through the false illusions of worldly cares like wealth and power. He finally 
ascends as an immortal with Lü Dongbin. 
 Nanke meng is also based on a Tang classical tale, by Li Gongzuo 李公佐, called The Governor of Nanke 南柯太353
守傳. It is about Chuyu Fen 淳于棼, who lives a drunken life. He dreams of a great ash tree and enters into the 
kingdom of ⼤大槐安國 (“Ashendon”), where marries the king’s daughter, Golden Branch Princess ⾦金枝公主 
and becomes an ant and serves as governor for 20 years. This includes a war with 檀蘿國 (“Sandalvine”), after 
which his wife dies, and he is forced/allowed to return home. Upon waking up, Chuyu Fen becomes a Buddhist.
 See scene 17 of Jiang, Linchuan meng, esp. 160-161.354
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books. I once borrowed them for my own works; please don’t take offense. 呀！列位名傳野
史，事載陳編，下官偶爾借題說法，未可⾒見怪.”  Student Lu tells Tang Xianzu not to worry 355
— Tang’s excellent works have made their names live on forever, which Lu calls a great service 
in the spirit of the Confucian ethical code.  
 This moment also points to a broader aim of Dreams of Linchuan: to create a critical 
distance between Tang’s dramas, the characters who inhabit these dramas, and Tang Xianzu as an 
official. By giving Tang the opportunity to interact with his characters on stage, Dreams of 
Linchuan allows its readers to conceive of the playwright as yet another reader; a critical reader, 
moreover, who produced his characters by re-writing prior stories and not through the workings 
of his own imagination. This clearly differentiates Tang from early Qing interpretations of Ruan's 
“confessional” playwriting (Ch. 2), in which Ruan’s characters were read as catalysts for Ruan’s 
own views. This subtle shift allows Jiang Shiquan to re-position Tang as a playwright more along 
the lines of Kong Shangren: a writer who told stories in his dramas as a historian might write 
history, and who evaluates his characters rather than express explicit resonance with them. From 
here, Jiang Shiquan could re-frame romantic images of Tang Xianzu through the motif of the 
historian’s passionate moral frustrations — a trope present in historical discourse since the time 
of the Han dynasty’s Great Historian Sima Qian. Jiang Shiquan’s depiction of Tang Xianzu, then, 
comes across as a man like Jiang himself: a playwright who sought to correct the historical 
record, and with ambitions as an upright scholar. 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 204.355
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III. How to (Re-)Write The Peony Pavilion: A Commentary for the Playwright 
 By the time that Jiang Shiquan was writing Dreams of Linchuan, the world that Tang 
Xianzu portrayed and inhabited as a dramatist was long gone. The social role of a Han scholar 
during the mid-18th century was a far cry from Tang’s late Ming circumstances, and was further 
complicated by the infamous literary inquisitions that took place during the Qianlong period. For 
Jiang, imaging Tang’s life as a playwright was a textual process that could occur only by reading 
Tang’s work; and, following the views of Shao Haiqing and Yang Enshou, by integrating Jiang’s 
own sensibilities as a playwright into the text. This unusual meeting of historical circumstance 
and literary composition produces a compelling use of gender ambiguity in Dreams of Linchuan, 
for Jiang Shiquan seems to have transformed The Peony Pavilion’s female reader Yu Ergu from a 
typical tragic reader of the play (along the lines of Feng Xiaoqing) into a firmer, more critical, 
and more masculine reader.   
 Gender ambiguity occurs across Dreams of Linchuan, including in the typical gendering 
of role-types. When, in Scene 6, the palace messenger accuses several Wanli period eunuchs of 
bribery, it is as the female role-type of the laodan ⽼老旦. To read this casting choice literally 
presents an obvious self-contradiction: this is a female-gendered role-type playing a necessarily 
male character (a woman could never have been a palace messenger in the “real” historical 
moment the play evokes). Slippages like these are not unheard of in the Chinese theater. Troupes 
of performers during the early Qing could be entirely comprised of women — Li Yu’s 李漁 
household troupe of actresses is a notable example.  In a zaju play by the late Ming writer Xu 356
 The 20th century also saw the rise of the all-female Yue opera 越劇, but this is a much later development in 356
Chinese theater history.
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Wei 徐渭, a female role type appears to play the role of a monk after her final enlightenment and 
gender transformation.  In Dreams of Linchuan, Scene 6 is not the only one in which Jiang 357
makes gender-bending role-type choices. Tang Xianzu’s second and fourth sons, Tang Daqi 湯⼤大
耆 and Tang Jiyun 湯季雲, are played in by the female gendered role types of laodan and 
xiaodan (respectively) in Scene 18; while in Scene 19, Tang’s third son, Tang Shiqu 湯⼠士籧, is 
played by the female dan. One interpretation of this decision is simply a matter of theatrical 
economy. All three role types are used in previous scenes; and, if Dreams of Linchuan were ever 
to be performed by a troupe with a limited supply of actors, these role-types, which would 
otherwise go unused in the scenes in question, could fill in to play these minor characters. 
Another possible reading, in line with the framework of Tang Xianzu’s Buddhist enlightenment 
at the end of the play, would be that gender — be it in role types, or in social interactions — is 
ultimately an illusion and thus inconsequential. It might also be possible to read these casting 
choices as a function of power relationships: Tang Xianzu’s authoritative male sheng juxtaposed 
to his sons, who are both younger and implicated in filial bonds to him. 
 What makes these uses of role-type important is that they occur within a play that also 
stages one of The Peony Pavilion’s legendary female readers, Yu Ergu; but in a storyline that 
does not quite align with the usual tales of The Peony Pavilion’s female readers. As mentioned 
above, the discourse around readers of The Peony Pavilion was strongly gendered: the typical 
motif of the play’s female reader suggested that she would possess such a deep resonance with 
 The play in question is Xu Wei’s Yu chanshi chuxiang yimeng ⽟玉禪師翠鄉⼀一夢 (Zen Monk Jade’s Single Dream 357
of Willow Green). Yutong, a Buddhist monk in the first act, is reincarnated as a woman, Liu Cui, in the second act. 
When Liu Cui finally achieves enlightenment and realizes her “true” identity, the stage directions indicate that she 
takes off her wig and puts on a monk’s clothes. See Kevin Casey Schoenberger, Jr., “Resonant Readings: Musicality 
in Early Modern Chinese Adaptations of Traditional Poetic Forms” (PhD. diss., Yale University, 2013): 411. 
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the play’s heroine, Du Liniang, that she would die tragically following Du Liniang’s example. 
Gender, then, was an important issue for readers and critics of The Peony Pavilion. Yet Jiang’s 
willingness to be loose with his gendering of role types in Dreams of Linchuan suggests that 
gender per se was not essential to his own reading experience of The Peony Pavilion. While 
Dreams of Linchuan is concerned with story of one of The Peony Pavilion’s female readers, it 
does not provide the usual gendered narrative of her reading experience. 
 Yu Ergu takes center stage in about one third of Dreams of Linchuan's twenty scenes. 
Writings on Yu Ergu (also known as Yu Erniang 俞⼆二娘) situate her life in the late Ming; but, 
because her story (like Feng Xiaoqing’s) is inseparable from her reading of The Peony Pavilion, 
it seems just as possible that she is yet another semi-fictionalized personality.  In Dreams of 358
Linchuan, Yu Ergu is characterized with and through The Peony Pavilion from the moment she 
enters the stage: she carries a copy of the play as a prop, and exhibits a romantic melancholy that 
links her immediately to Du Liniang. Yu Ergu’s nanny, played by the laodan role-type, describes 
how she purchased a copy of The Peony Pavilion for Yu Ergu to read based on a bookseller’s 
recommendation that it was “written by man of great talent from Jiangxi” (說是江西⼀一個才⼦子做
的).  Since then, however, Yu Ergu has read the play non-stop, so engrossed that she forgets to 359
eat and sleep. She soon follows the usual patters of the tragic reader trope, and dies in Scene 10 
 In most sources, she seems to be known as Yu Erniang, but I use the name given to her in Jiang’s play here since 358
I am primarily concerned with female characters as they are represented in drama.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 42.359
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from her contact with the text.  “How dangerous the playwright’s brush is! 危哉⽂文⼠士之筆360
也！” remarks Student Lu, the male protagonist from Tang Xianzu’s Dream of Handan, after 
learning that Yu Ergu has died after reading The Peony Pavilion.  In this world, representations 361
in literature could have real impacts in the realm of lived experience. Words on a page were more 
than just words: they were expressions of a larger cosmic pattern, which subsumed readers and 
writers (and, one assumes, fictional characters) alike.  362
 Yu Ergu’s story is especially curious because her death at age sixteen was documented by 
Tang in a pair of poems. Complete with a preface, they are titled “Two Poems on Mourning for 
the Woman of Loujiang” (哭婁江女⼦子⼆二⾸首). Tang’s poems depict Yu Ergu as a real-world tragic 
heroine: “How were you so harmed by this play, out there in Loujiang? Wherefore did you die 
from qing; such sorrow must have a spirit that yet lives on. The literary karma of one age will 
last forever in the hearts of all feeling persons under heaven 如何傷此曲，偏只在婁江。︒何⾃自
為情死，悲傷必有神。︒⼀一時⽂文字業，天下有⼼心⼈人.”  In his depiction of Yu Ergu's reading, 363
Tang identifies the scope of his ambitions for the play: as a work that lodges in the hearts of its 
 The late Ming essayist Shen Defu 沈德符 (1578-1642) speaks to the play’s commercial popularity — “once The 360
Peony Pavilion came out, everyone was reading it, and it practically decreased the price for a copy of Story of the 
Western Chamber” (《牡丹亭》⼀一出，家傳⼾戶誦，幾令《西廂》減價). It is a situation that alarmingly aligns 
with these strong reactions. Shen Defu 沈德符. Guqu zayan 顧曲雜⾔言 (Beijing: Beijing shi Zhongguo shudian : 
Beijing shi xinhua shudian faxing, 1990): 5a. The Story of the Western Chamber (Xixiang ji 西廂記) was the mega-
hit of mid-Ming printing that proceeded The Peony Pavilion.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 162.361
 For a good introduction to these issues, see Pauline Yu and Theodore Huters, “The Imaginative Universe of 362
Chinese Literature,” in Coinne H. Dale, ed. Chinese Aesthetics and Literature: A Reader (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 2004): 1-14.
 Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖, “Ku Loujiang nüzi ershou, you xu 哭婁江女⼦子⼆二⾸首有序,” in Tang Xianzu shiwenji 湯顯363
祖詩⽂文集, ed. Xu Shuofang 徐朔⽅方 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo 
faxing, 1982): juan 16, 654-655.
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readers, with the capacity to endure for all time. The parallelisms of this poem make these 
intentions clear: “one age” (yishi) is paired with “all under heaven” (tianxia); the “karma of 
writing” (wenzi ye) is paired with “people with feeling” (youxin ren). Within the grand scope of 
these ambitions, Tang crafts his ideal reader as a young woman who does not perceive (or, at 
least, does not shy away from) the dangers of romantic literature. Yu Ergu is eulogized for her 
emotional sensitivity, a model close reader who bravely enters into the world of the play despite 
the harm it might cause her.  
 Tang’s poem implies that The Peony Pavilion was a work of practically viral proportions. 
As the text circulated from reader to reader, the play’s effects would be transmitted from the text 
to the reader, and then both would be shared among readers.  In the final scene of Dreams of 364
Linchuan, Tang’s stage character reflects on the dangers of this process: “When I happened to 
play around with music [i.e. writing plays], it just created a whole lot of trouble. I recall that a 
number of years ago there was a cultured lady from Loujiang who died from melancholy because 
of my works. I just do not want to risk setting another woman on this same treacherous path by 
stirring up her feelings 下官偶弄宮商，便得許多縈惹。︒ 記得向年有⼀一婁江閨秀，也為此詞
鬱鬱⽽而死。︒今⽇日又勞芳蹤跋涉，下官不勝引啟.”  Showing concern for the collateral 365
damage his play has wrought, Tang questions the value of his work, and declines the ghostly Yu 
Ergu’s request that he serve as her teacher. Little does he know that he is speaking to this same 
“woman from Loujiang” — an exchange made possible in a meta-dramatic dream. 
 For example, the famous “Three Wives” Commentary on The Peony Pavilion cited at the beginning of this 364
chapter, which resulted from a husband’s shared dreams with his wives. 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 202.365
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 What is remarkable about Yu Ergu’s reading of The Peony Pavilion is that she defends 
the play vehemently despite her disapproval of its characters, not to mention her eventual death. 
The play may be dangerous, but it is irresistible. “Just look at how the threads of his passions are 
woven into the text of his play,” she muses, “linking his writing to intentions that lie outside [the 
words themselves]. They [reveal] tears of frustration [vast enough] to form a river 看他⽂文字之
中，意旨之外，情絲結綱，恨淚成河.”  For Yu Ergu, the text’s most captivating figure is the 366
playwright who wrote it, Tang Xianzu himself. She feels connected to him through the “meaning 
beyond the words” — the deeper patterns of human experience that underlie literary expression. 
It is not, therefore, the love plot that draws her in; it is the way she sees the playwright emerge 
from within the play:  
[Tang] has a super-human moral integrity, which cannot be covered up within his writing. 
Even though he wrote the play as a playful text, when I read it, I found that it was filled 
with profound emotions of deep sorrow. This writer is a passionate, hot-blooded man. He 
depicted Du Liniang’s extreme qing (lit. foolish qing, infatuation), which was unchanging 
even to the point of death, as a way of speaking metaphorically about himself (jie yi 




In Yu Ergu’s reading, there is a deeper madness yet that lies beyond the madness of romance, 
which she deems to be mere folly. This is the madness of ethical resolve, the cries of a man who 
will work for the social good against all odds. Yu Ergu thus defends the play against criticisms 
that it is licentious (bu yi wei yin 不以為淫), and even calls Tang’s work a reincarnation of the 
classic Book of Songs (Shijing): “Who would know that your work was in fact the Airs of the 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 43.366
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 45. My italics.367
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States and Minor Odes coming back again in disguise? 那裏曉得你的⽂文章都是《國風》，
《⼩小雅》之變相來喲！”  In this reference, Yu Ergu calls on dual interpretations of the 368
Shijing’s ancient poems, which could be read for their political connotations alongside their 
reflections on romance. Yu Ergu sees Tang’s play in the same vein: it is the work of a writer 
skilled enough to conduct political criticism through romance. As a woman and a writer, in tune 
to the playwright’s moral stance, Yu Ergu depicts herself as Tang’s perfect sympathetic peer and 
reader (zhiyin 知⾳音), not as his romantic partner.  369
 Yu Ergu’s nanny struggles to comprehend her charge’s strange devotion to The Peony 
Pavilion’s playwright. Mistaking Yu Ergu’s interest in Tang Xianzu to be sexual, her nanny tries 
to dissuade her, observing that Tang is no longer a young man, and that his children are already 
grown.  She worries that Yu Ergu’s very life hangs in the balance, and accuses Tang in absentia 370
for writing a “soul-sucking” play (做出這樣勾魂攝魄的⽂文字來) that has made Yu Ergu listless 
(mimen 迷悶) and heart-sore (suanxin 酸⾟辛).  Yu Ergu, she sings, lacks even the luxury of 371
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 43.368
 Later, in Scene 20, when Yu Ergu’s ghost meets Tang in a dream, she discusses her reading process of The Peony 369
Pavilion as one of a true zhiyin. She sings that she has kept her writing implements close to her heart, and has come 
to realize that Tang probably had few readers who truly understood him/his work: “I have carried my ceramic-glazed 
ink-stone box close to my heart, yet how many times I wished to cast its black-lined paper and brocade letters 
temporarily aside. Yet because I was able to see through its myriad strands of feeling, was I able to realize that until 
now that this work has met with very few sympathetic readers (zhiyin). And so, I came to adopt a life of strenuous 
studies even in the cold rain, using up my lamp-oil [to read and write], until the paper released both the bitter crying 
and laughter of you, the genius playwright” (則奴把琉璃硯匣隨身抱，幾曾將烏襴錦字暫時拋。︒也只為觑透情
懷萬千條，料得定⽂文章到此知⾳音少。︒因此上寒窗冷⾬雨費蘭膏，箋出你才⼈人痛哭才⼈人笑). Jiang, Linchuan 
meng, 203. 
 This contrasts with Tang’s portrayal in Scene 4, set about 10 years earlier. Here, Tang’s two male peers Zhang 370
Yuanzhang and Xu Ziqia make him sound like an eligible bachelor, describing him as not yet thirty sui, and noting 
that he is a young and promising talent.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 103. Normally gouhun shepo 勾魂攝魄 is used about a woman having power over 371
men — laying an enchantment on, summoning one’s spirit, bewitching/captivating — but here ‘soul-sucking’ seems 
like a good rendition for the power of Tang’s play over the female Yu Ergu.
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happiness in a dream that The Peony Pavilion gives to its heroine: “That Du Liniang had a good 
dream, but my Ergu is to be pitied! 就是杜麗娘，他還做了⼀一個好夢，我⼆二姑真可憐也！”  372
Nor does Yu Ergu have a Liu Mengmei to reclaim her from her nightmares: “Even if the traces of 
a carefree walk with an immortal [i.e. a lover] were imprinted on her heart, I expect that there 
would be no one there, listening to the rain at the third watch, to call out to the lady in the 
painting 便給與隨風⼀一顆遊仙印，料沒個聽⾬雨三更叫畫⼈人.”  Yu Ergu’s nanny pledges to do 373
her utmost to help Yu Ergu overcome her spring sadness, the nanny nevertheless sings of her 
“fear that another maiden’s grave will be added underneath the plum flowers 只恐怕梅花下，又
添座女郎墳.”  374
 Yu Ergu retorts that hers is not a physical infatuation with the playwright; it is a meeting 
of true peers: “Although we appear in the forms of male and female, our attributes are of the 
heavens; how could there be any [real] difference between us? 男女雖則類形，性天豈有分
別︖？”  The Buddhist connotations of this passage foreshadow the final scenes in Dreams of 375
Linchuan, when the dream cycle is finally broken and the world is revealed to be an illusion. Yet 
it also simplifies Yu Ergu’s sacrifice on Tang Xianzu’s behalf; because inevitably, Ergu falls into 
the death trap of The Peony Pavilion despite herself. Perhaps this is a foregone conclusion. Early 
on, we learn that Yu Ergu’s commentary on The Peony Pavilion — written in feminine “tiny 
letters, small as a fly’s head 蠅頭細字” — is filled with “rhymes written in melancholy 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 103.372
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 103.373
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 104.374
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 105.375
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contemplation 幽思苦韻.” The commentary’s deep expressions of heartfelt emotion “can even 
be compared to the profound sorrow of the original text. It is such a terrible pity that the 
playwright [Tang Xianzu] cannot take a look at it 更比原⽂文沈痛，可惜作者不能⼀一⾒見.”  All 376
of these comments suggest that no matter the nature of Yu Ergu’s emotional response to the play, 
it is the degree and depth of this response that heralds her impending death.  
 By the end of the play, Yu Ergu has displaced Du Liniang as the representative character 
from The Peony Pavilion. She shares the stage with Student Lu, Chuyu Fen, and Huo Xiaoyu 霍
⼩小⽟玉 from The Purple Hairpin (Zichai ji 紫釵記), the last of Tang’s for “Dream” plays.  For 377
Yu Ergu to step into Du Liniang’s shoes is, in itself, a reading of The Peony Pavilion that speaks 
to the power of suggestion that dominated the play’s reception among readers. Yu Ergu’s reading 
experience of the play becomes just as real as the world of The Peony Pavilion’s own characters 
(who also appear briefly on stage in Dreams of Linchuan, but notanly, this is only in Yu Ergu’s 
own dreams).  This re-reading of The Peony Pavilion allows Jiang Shiquan to re-work Tang's 378
play on the level of narrative and motifs, but also leaves Jiang ample room to offer his own 
judgement on his female protagonist. In describing how the underworld judges have adjudicated 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 43.376
 Zichai ji is a revision of Tang’s earlier chuanqi play The Purple Flute (Zixiao ji 紫蕭記). It is based on a Tang 377
tale by Jiang Fang 蔣防, which relays the love story of Li Yi 李益 and the Chang’an singing girl Huo Xiaoyu 霍⼩小
⽟玉. When Li becomes an official, he rejects Huo Xiaoyu and instead takes the higher-class woman, Ms. Lu 盧氏, as 
his wife instead. Xiaoyu becomes sick with sadness. Later on, a yellow-shirted young knight-errant (⿈黃衫豪⼠士) 
arranges to bring Li Yi to Xiaoyu’s home, where Xiaoyu criticizes Li Yi for leaving her behind, so unrighteously 
going back on his commitments to her. After voicing her complaints, she dies. Tang’s play makes some major 
changes to the original Tang tale — he turns Huo Xiaoyu into an upper-class girl waiting to be betrothed, who lives 
in the home of Lord Huo (霍王郡主). Li Yi does not go back on his promises to her in this version either. After they 
are married, Li Yi goes to join the army in the north, and Xiaoyu stays at home waiting for him to return. Li finally 
returns to the capital on “seven seven” (七⼣夕) and the lovers finally reunite.
 A “Du Liniang” does briefly appear on stage in Scene 4, but this Liniang is a character in Yu Ergu’s dream: a 378
moment that exists as a theatrical palimpsest of Du Liniang’s famous dream sequence in The Peony Pavilion.
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the misdeeds that led to her death, Yu Ergu suggests that she has actually made out better than 
her ghostly peers, because her transgression is one of letters, rather than of desire.  379
 And yet, to rephrase Tang’s famous point from his preface to The Peony Pavilion, who is 
to say that the moral passions born of letters are less real than those of the body? Before Yu Ergu 
dies, she is intent that her nanny find a way to give her hand-written commentary on The Peony 
Pavilion to the still-living playwright Tang Xianzu. As Yu Ergu faints, her nanny calls out to 
revive her; but Yu Ergu appears to have little desire to remain alive. She seems desperate to 
fulfill the prophesy of The Peony Pavilion female reader, because it is only as a ghost that she 
will finally meet the playwright she so admires. Yu Ergu has read the play and absorbed its 
surrounding constellation of social motifs as if these were ritual texts: texts that had real power to 
change in the world around them, and that formed repeatable patterns for new readers to follow. 
Strangely, Yu Ergu seems almost eager to fulfill the destiny of the “tragic female reader” motif; 
her enchantment with the text borders on obsession. “How would I live in a world without my 
lord Tang?,” she cries as her death approaches. “But how can I be happy in a world with my lord 
Tang in it? 咳！世無湯君，⽣生我何為︖？世有湯君，我⽣生何樂︖？”  Yu Ergu’s real dilemma is 380
that she cannot “unread” Tang’s play. The sympathetic response it has produced in her — what 
seems to me a dangerous exaggeration of the Shijing’s sensibility of poetic resonance — cannot 
be obstructed. If it is Tang Xianzu who emerges from within the text, it is Tang Xianzu who must 
respond to Yu Ergu’s passionate commentary on it. 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 154.379
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 105.380
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 The title of Yu Ergu’s death scene is telling: she does not merely die from reading the 
play, she dies as a “Martyr to the Dream” (Xun meng 殉夢). It is a clever pun, referencing Du 
Liniang’s famous “Search for the Dream” (Xun meng 尋夢) in The Peony Pavilion. But the title 
also suggests to future readers of Dreams of Linchuan that Yu Ergu has sacrificed herself for the 
passions of its playwright.  Yu Ergu claims that her sacrifice as a reader is necessary, because it 381
validates Tang’s struggles against the systemic political corruption and social immoralities of his 
time. “He was afraid his name would be added to the biographies of strongmen officials, so he 
willingly accepted a desolate and impoverished life. [speaks] If I, Yu Ergu, could add some 
incense [as an offering] and grind some ink [for writing in response to Tang’s work], I would 
willingly devote myself to the death, and would prepare myself like [sings] a slip of a springtime 
spirit to present at Tang’s side 他只怕姓名附入權臣傳，受淒惶⽢甘⼼心貧賤。︒我俞⼆二姑若能與
你添⾹香磨墨，死也⽢甘⼼心，打疊起⼀一⽚片春魂向臨川身畔展.”  Yu Ergu calls here on two pillars 382
of ritual practice: incense and writing. A third, incantation, is referenced a bit earlier, in which 
her nanny describes that Yu Ergu has been “reading aloud, chanting under her breath 朗誦低
吟.”  By avowing her allegiance to Tang Xianzu, Yu Ergu has claimed a position as his 383
disciple. Her passions have betrayed her, for she seeks to fulfill as many relationships with him 
as possible: she is his friend and peer, his student and disciple, and (whether she likes it or not), 
exists as part of a narrative motif that leaves open the possibility that she would become his 
 Toward the end of this scene, Yu Ergu's nanny asks rhetorically if Tang would likewise be willing to die for 381
someone like Ergu who so closely understands him. Jiang, Linchuan meng, 106.
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 46.382
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 42.383
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romantic partner as well. By substituting for Du Liniang as Dreams of Linchuan’s representative 
from The Peony Pavilion, Yu Ergu is also makes her way into Tang Xianzu’s head, as a shadow 
of his imagination. 
 It is worth noting, as a final point, that Yu Ergu and Tang Xianzu’s shared connection in 
Dreams of Linchuan is legible for both of them. Once Yu Ergu’s commentary on The Peony 
Pavilion finally makes its way to Tang Xianzu, he reads, understands, and appreciates it. When 
the two meet on stage in the final scene of the play — she as a ghost, he in a dream — they re-
create The Peony Pavilion’s dream sequence in reverse; it is Tang Xianzu who seeks Yu Ergu’s 
attention.  It is here that Yu Ergu makes the last key reference to The Peony Pavilion’s arsenal 384
of famous motifs. Commenting on Tang Xianzu’s elegant bearing, she remarks, “Why not paint 
his portrait as an immortal in front of the flowers? 怎不向花前寫個神仙照︖？”  Soon 385
afterward, Tang tells Yu Ergu that her commentary on The Peony Pavilion has duly captured his 
admiration: “I have taken great pleasure in this work from morning to night, and take it with me 
everywhere, like a shadow. Even though it is by a lovely young lady, it shows great insight and 
understanding. Ergu, Ergu, you truly are the prior incarnation of a literary immortal 這個本兒，
下官朝⼣夕把玩，如影隨身，不道⽣生⼩小嬋娟，卻有許多識解。︒⼆二姑，⼆二姑，你真是個夙世書
賢也.”  Both characters, in the end, are offered the possibility of immortality, as the King of the 386
Bodhi (Zizai tianwang ⾃自在天王) decrees that they will join him in the Hall of the Flower of 
Enlightenment (Juehua gong 覺華宮). Yu Ergu and Tang Xianzu’s textual connection to each 
 In The Peony Pavilion, Du Liniang first dreams of Liu Mengmei.384
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 202.385
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 203.386
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other is ultimately consummated through their shared appreciation for the “meaning beyond the 
words” of Tang’s play. Another character, commenting on Dreams of Linchuan itself as much as 
on Tang Xianzu’s own writing, puts it best: “How many men will comprehend a message 
transmitted through intuition from heart to heart? 幾⼈人能解拈花笑.”  387
*          *          * 
 Unlike Jiang Shiquan, whom drama critics have long identified as a Linchuan school 
playwright, Kong Shangren was not a devout disciple of Tang Xianzu.  I next return to The 388
Peach Blossom Fan to argue that Kong’s play transcends, even undermines, the legacies of 
Linchuan school playwrights and dramatic motifs. The Peony Pavilion, like its dramatic heroine, 
are ever-present shadows that shape the world of Kong’s play, and how The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s readers interpret familiar dramatic motifs. In The Peach Blossom Fan, Tang Xianzu, as a 
playwright, is seldom directly addressed; but Tang’s plays, and plays by followers of his 
Linchuan drama school style — especially those by Ruan Dacheng — are constantly examined 
and critiqued. In re-purposing common aspects of Linchuan romance plays, Kong Shangren 
foreshadows the work of Jiang Shiquan by shifting the discussion around Tang Xianzu and The 
Peony Pavilion to focus less on the romantic dimensions of qing, and more on the issues of 
political and personal bonds. For Kong, however, the socio-ethical dimensions of dramatic 
representations take priority over any particular interest that Kong may have had in Tang Xianzu 
 Jiang, Linchuan meng, 204. The term used here, nianhua weixiao 拈花微笑 (‘[Buddha] held up a flower 387
and [Kāśyapa] smiled’) describes a message passed from heart to heart (以⼼心傳⼼心).
 According to the drama critic Yang Enshou (1835-1891), for example, Jiang was a self-styled disciple of Tang 388
Xianzu. The editor of Dreams of Linchuan, Shao Haiqing, extends this position, noting that Jiang’s life had many 
parallels with Tang’s, and that Jiang might have used the play for autobiographical purposes (有⾃自況之意). See the 
editor’s preface to Jiang, Linchuan meng, 3. 
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as a playwright. In The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong is not concerned with proving Tang Xianzu’s 
moral caliber; rather, Kong is interested in exploring the ethical impact of the Ming-Qing 
transition through a fracturing of Tang’s dramas and the world they evoke. Kong’s engagement 
with The Peony Pavilion in The Peach Blossom Fan demonstrates an even greater degree of 
ambiguity and flexibility than in Jiang Shiquan’s later work — a hallmark, I contend, of the 
open-ended early Qing moment in which Kong composed The Peach Blossom Fan.  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CHAPTER 4 
“Printed from the Same Woodblock”?:  
Portraiture and Performance from the Linchuan School to The Peach Blossom Fan 
I. Introduction 
Fishermen and woodcutters reminisce of [Jinling’s past] flourishing times, / coming in bits 
and pieces like short dreams, few and far between, but they won’t remember wrong. / 
How terrible the day the swallow came carrying red letter-paper in its mouth; / how 
pitiable the raw silk fan dyed with peach blossom blood. / What guests remain in the 
western mansions to listen to music and songs? / How many homes have turned to the 
Southern Ming in the misty wind and rain? / Passing on only the remains of a broken 
heart, one leaves these words about to depart, / that at the Cold Food festival, year after 
year, weeping will abound to the ends of the earth. 
漁樵同話舊繁華，短夢寥寥記不差︔； 曾恨紅箋啣燕⼦子，偏憐素扇染桃花。︒ 笙歌西
第留何客︖？煙⾬雨南朝換幾家︖？ 傳得傷⼼心臨去語，年年寒食哭天涯。︒  389
With these lines, The Peach Blossom Fan comes to a close. Recited by an eerie, disembodied and 
anonymous voice from offstage, the drama’s final poem makes for an ambiguous and moribund 
conclusion.  Readers are left with a vision of suspended historical space — a world without 390
guests to listen to music, tied to an eternal seasonal cycle of mourning for the war dead and 
collapsed world of the Ming dynasty. The Peach Blossom Fan is, of course, deeply shaped by the 
particular inter-personal conflicts and systemic problems that spurred the rise and fall of the 
Southern Ming regime; yet the play also claims a lasting significance that transcends period 
politics, not least because the underlying causes of these conflicts still remain at the drama’s end. 
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, 389
ed. Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 2004): 1: 310-311.
  Albeit an “excellent” conclusion, according to the commentary, and one that parallels the ending of the first half 390
of the play: “The stage-departure poem is also an excellent tune. The last scene of the first half of the play [ends 
with a] five-character poem in eight lines; the last scene of the second half of the play [ends with a] seven-character 
poem in eight lines. All of this is the method of comparison 下場詩亦是絕調。︒上本末出五⾔言八句，下本末出七
⾔言八句，總是對待法. Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Yunting shanren pingdian Taohua shan 雲亭山⼈人評點桃花扇 
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2012): 127.
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Its final lines gesture toward the long-term consequences of the dynastic transition — even the 
smallest of the period’s tragedies will echo year after year, revisited during rites of the Cold Food 
festival, when “weeping will abound to the ends of the earth.” 
 The questioning tone and overall uncertainty of The Peach Blossom Fan’s unorthodox 
conclusion are addressed in depth in the following two chapters. First, however, it is important to 
note that the ambiguities of this final poem are integrated with the play’s most prominent 
symbolic and narrative objects: Ruan Dacheng’s drama The Swallow Letter, and courtesan Li 
Xiangjun’s blood-stained peach blossom fan. These objects, as Lynn Struve has observed, form a 
pair in Kong’s play, numbering among the many paired characters, objects, and ideas that draw 
out the text’s conceptual and dramatic contrasts.  As the preceding chapters have shown, The 391
Swallow Letter signifies the frivolous excesses of the late Ming literary and social worlds; and, 
as I have argued, this drama is cast in The Peach Blossom Fan as the music of the collapsing 
Southern Ming — a profligate drama perfectly suited to a wastrel emperor and his travesty of an 
imperial court. As an object juxtaposed to Ruan’s play, Li Xiangjun’s fan takes on an opposite 
collection of values, signifying loyalty, sacrifice, and moral discipline. Indeed, the fan records 
Xiangjun’s resistance to Ruan and his peers, who have tried to force her to remarry the wealthy 
Southern Ming official Tian Yang. In one of The Peach Blossom Fan’s most famous moments, Li 
Xiangjun resists this marriage by beating her head against the floor until losing consciousness. 
Shocked by Xiangjun’s behavior, her procuress Li Zhenli 李真麗 cries out: “A ya! Daughter 
wake up! You have beat your head so hard that you have turned your beautiful face into a 
 Struve, Lynn A. “History and The Peach Blossom Fan.” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR) 391
2, no. 1 (Jan. 1980): 55-72. http://www.jstor.org/stable/495479 (accessed February 21, 2012): 63.
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mashed-up pulp 呵呀！我兒甦醒，竟把花容，碰了個稀爛.” Yang Wencong, who has tried to 
secure Xiangjun’s consent, thereupon points to the fan and observes: “Look, her blood has 
sprayed all over the floor, and has even splashed onto the poetry-fan, ruining it 你看⾎血噴滿地，
連這詩扇都濺壞了.”  The commentary, too, repeatedly draws readers’ attention to the 392
movements and changes of the fan, and explicitly juxtaposes this scene to Xiangjun’s earlier 
rejection of Ruan’s proffered marriage trousseau.  Soon afterward, Yang Wencong turns the 393
blood stains on Li Xiangjun’s fan into peach blossoms, and Xiangjun thanks Yang for painting 
her portrait.  394
 This chapter juxtaposes Li Xiangjun’s fan to Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter as a 
new way of exploring the fan’s symbolic and moral significance throughout The Peach Blossom 
Fan. Both Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan and The Swallow Letter are politicized objects. The fan, 
it would seem, must counterbalance the negative effects of Ruan’s drama by embodying positive 
and constructive ethical relationships — the kind of relationships that are mocked when the 
Hongguang Emperor takes power and declares The Swallow Letter as the representative music of 
his reign. This is, of course, in addition to the fan’s narrative importance as the item around 
which all character relationships in The Peach Blossom Fan are built, not to mention the source 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 183.392
 The commentary takes pains to guide the reader through each transition in the scene. “She takes out the fan in her 393
hand: readers, keep this in mind (i.e pay attention)” 取扇在⼿手，看者著眼.” “She grasps the fan and waves it wildly 
around; observers, pay attention 持扇亂打，觀者著眼.” “Her blood splatters all over the poetry-fan; observers, pay 
attention ⾎血濺詩扇，觀者著眼.” (Yunting shanren pingdian, 64-65). The summary notes explain that this scene is 
juxtaposed to Scene 7: “The scene ‘Rejecting the Bridal Trousseau’ [Scene 7] describes Xiangjun’s behavior; the 
scene ‘Defending the Establishment’ [Scene 22] describes Xiangjun’s defense《卻奩》⼀一折，寫⾹香君之有為︔；
《守樓》⼀一折，寫⾹香君之有守.” (Yunting shanren pingdian, 66).
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 187-188.394
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of the play’s title. The core themes and contrasts of The Peach Blossom Fan, I argue, are 
encapsulated in the relationship between Ruan, Li, and their objects. In this chapter, I show how 
the narrative threads surrounding both characters and their objects are carefully intertwined to 
heighten their tensions and contradictions. 
 The intricate relationship between Li Xiangjun’s fan and Ruan’s drama is even more 
significant because both the dramatic motif of female (self-)portraiture and the literary history of 
Ruan’s dramatic corpus are based in the conventions of the Linchuan drama school and plays of 
its late Ming forefather, Tang Xianzu. Tang’s The Peony Pavilion was a late Ming mega-hit that 
shaped much of the 17th century discourse on drama; and, as discussed in the Interlude/Chapter 
3, the influence of Tang’s work continued in dramas of the 18th century and beyond. The Peach 
Blossom Fan grapples with the popularity of Tang’s plays, although Kong Shangren is at best an 
ambivalent Linchuan school disciple. The Peony Pavilion receives a less explicitly acrimonious 
treatment in Kong’s play than does Ruan’s The Swallow Letter, but I contend that Tang and Ruan 
are nevertheless implicitly grouped together under the same Linchuan school flag, thus revealing 
the complicated legacy of Linchuan-style dramas in the early Qing. Thus, this chapter also 
revisits the connections between The Peony Pavilion and The Peach Blossom Fan by taking The 
Swallow Letter as a bridge between them. By placing The Swallow Letter back into the literary 
history of the late Ming chuanqi drama, I show how the motif of the female self-portrait 
underwent dramatic shifts during the course of the 17th century.  
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II. The Peach Blossom Fan and Xiangjun’s Peach Blossom Fan 
 Early Qing readers of The Peach Blossom Fan perceptively observed the play’s 
juxtaposition of the Southern Ming court and Nanjing’s courtesans. A tici 題詞 poem included in 
the 1708 print edition of The Peach Blossom Fan by the early Qing bureaucrat and Shandong 
native Tian Wen ⽥田雯 (1635-1704), for example, reproduces the play’s critiques of political 
corruption by depicting the palace and the pleasure quarters, Nanjing’s contrasting domains for 
musical entertainment: 
In an instant they lower the flags and put out the stone; the birds cry 
and maple leaves fall, it is autumn in Moling (Nanjing).
⼀一例降旗出⽯石頭，
⿃鳥啼楓落秣陵秋。︒
2 Grief-stricken broken hearts still cry tears for the Southern dynasty; 
more flow toward Rouge Well and the river coursing at its banks.
南朝剩有傷⼼心淚，
更向胭脂井畔流。︒
The white horses with their fine black hair are moved to pity; the 
music bureau first confers Liu’s punctuated chapters (?).
⽩白⾺馬青絲動地哀，
教坊初賜柳圈廻。︒
4 Chundeng, Yanzi, Taohua xiao; these new plays presented on fine 
note paper as the intimate guest arrives.
春燈燕⼦子桃花笑，
箋奏新詞狎客來。︒
The hoodlums of the rivers and lakes play in the rushing water; the 
spring winds of one year transform into the cries of cuckoos. 
江湖無賴弄潺湲，
⼀一載春風化杜鵑。︒
6 One yet wonders at the infatuated imperial sons of the Qi and Liang 
Dynasties; who dwelt on Mochou Lake, year after year.
却怪齊梁癡帝⼦子，
莫愁湖上住年年。︒
The gentleman from Shangqiu [in Henan, Hou Fangyu] is filled with 
great affection [for Xiangjun]; and the water melodies at the start of 
the poem contain remnants of the Six Dynasties. 
商丘公⼦子多情甚，
⽔水調詞頭吊六朝。︒
8 [Tears welling up from] the depths of his eyes quickly become the 
regrets of thousands of years; none speak any longer of the attractions 




 After several lines of exposition that depict a sad autumn scene in old Nanjing, the first 
stanza of Tian’s poem ends with a couplet describing Ruan Dacheng’s arrival in the old capital 
with a bundle of new plays: “Chundeng, Yanzi, Taohua xiao;  these new plays presented on fine 395
note paper as the intimate guest arrives.”  The couplet names Ruan’s most famous dramas, 396
Spring Lantern Riddles (Chundeng mi) and The Swallow Letter (Yanzi jian), along with a third 
no longer extant play, Peach Blossom Smile (Taohua xiao). Ruan’s use of peach blossoms in the 
title of this third drama is a tempting coincidence, especially when considered in the light of 
remarks by late Ming drama critic Wang Siren, who observed in his preface to Spring Lantern 
Riddles (1633) that playwright Ruan “rolled his eyes and acted defiantly; beneath the shape of a 
peach blossom fan, he looked to his plays to dispute [derogatory claims against him] ⽩白眼寄
Peach blossoms fall from the withered trees, choking up the flowing 
river water; the drooping poplars too left wane and sallow, as the 
cicadas sing in the autumn sunset.
零落桃花咽⽔水流，
垂楊顦顇暮蟬秋。︒
10 The fragrant beauty (Xiang’e) cannot be compared to the singing girl 
[Chen] Yuanyuan; her doors are closed on the Qinhuai, where boats 
of old used to pass by.
⾹香娥不比圓圓妓，
⾨門閉秦淮古渡頭。︒
The brocade melodies of the se harp die out as they sink deeper in 
remorse toward the setting sun; returning to the depths of the old 
pleasure quarters breaks men’s hearts.
锦瑟銷沉怨⼣夕陽，
低回舊院斷⼈人腸。︒
12 One knows not where the women of Kou [Baimen]’s establishment 




By Master of the Mountainous Frontier, Tian Wen 山疆⼦子⽥田雯题
 These are all names of dramas by Ruan Dacheng. Peach Blossom Smile (Taohua xiao 桃花笑) is no longer 395
extant.
 Tici 題詞 by Tian Wen ⽥田雯, in Yunting shanren pingdian, 3.396
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傲，只於桃花扇形之下，顧曲辯撾.”  The precise reference point for Wang’s comment is 397
unclear — both Wang’s preface and Ruan’s play were composed long before Kong’s drama was 
complete. Still, the comment is an uncanny harbinger of The Peach Blossom Fan’s judgements 
on Ruan as a dramatist. It is not clear from Tian Wen’s tici poem cited above whether or not he 
had read Ruan’s Peach Blossom Smile, or if the play might have had something to do with The 
Peach Blossom Fan. What Tian’s mention of the play in his tici does suggest is that Ruan’s 
drama was circulating widely enough during the late Ming that Tian was familiar with the play, 
and assumed that readers of his poem could pick up on the reference. 
 Kong Shangren was certainly not the first writer to use the peach blossom as a dramatic 
or poetic image. Peach blossoms have a long history as a poetic symbol, and are associated with 
feminine beauty and spiritual nobility.  Tian Wen’s tici, however, depicts peach blossoms 398
falling from the autumnal trees, not peach blossoms in full bloom (“Peach blossoms fall from the 
withered trees, choking up the flowing river water; the drooping poplars too left wane and 
sallow, as the cicadas sing in the autumn sunset”). The same stanza continues with references to 
the desolate Nanjing pleasure quarters and the courtesans who no longer inhabit it; the doors of 
their establishments are closed and their music has faded. “One knows not where the women of 
Kou [Baimen]’s establishment have gone,” the poem concludes, “and even more pitiful is the 
fate of the romantic [singing-girl] Zheng Tuoniang.”  The late Ming Nanjing singing girls Kou 399
 “Preface 序” by Wang Siren 王思任, appendix to Chundeng mi 蠢燈謎 in: Ruan Dacheng 阮⼤大鋮, Ruan 397
Dacheng xiqu sizhong 阮⼤大鋮戲曲四種, Xu Lingyun 徐凌雲 and Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望 eds. (Hefei: Huangshan 
shushe, 1993): 169.
 See the listing of plants and flowers in the appendix to Zuyan Zhou, Androgyny in Late Ming and Early Qing 398
Literature (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2003): 212.
 Tici 題詞 by Tian Wen ⽥田雯, in Yunting shanren pingdian, 3.399
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Baimen and Zheng Tuoniang — who are also characters in The Peach Blossom Fan — are 
named along with references to Li Xiangjun (“fragrant beauty,” Xiang’e) and another late Ming 
courtesan, Chen Yuanyuan (Yuanyuan ji 圓圓妓).  With the exception of Zheng Tuoniang, each 400
of these women is remembered as one of the “Eight Beauties of Qinhuai 秦淮八艷.” Zheng’s 
exclusion from this grouping — and her relegation to the role-type of the chou, or clown, in The 
Peach Blossom Fan — is, perhaps, the reason why the poem calls her fate the saddest of all. 
Unlike the others, she has not been remembered as one of the captivating beauties of the late 
Ming’s pleasure quarters. 
 Tian Wen’s poem, like most tici, provides an interpretation of the dramatic text on which 
it is written. In addition to its standard metaphors, such as conflating the women of the pleasure 
quarters with flower imagery (both, in the poem, are quickly fading away), the poem highlights 
the links in The Peach Blossom Fan between the political and entertainment worlds. In separate 
stanzas dedicated to describing the realms of politics and pleasure, the poem repeats images of 
leaves and blossoms falling from the trees (lines 1 and 9) and rushing torrents of water (lines 2 
and 5). Both are present to signal a change of dynasties by way of changes in the natural world. 
Far from merely capturing The Peach Blossom Fan’s contrast between the worlds of politics and 
pleasure, the poem appears to attribute the tragic demise of the singing-girl’s establishments to 
the harmful effects of Ruan’s dramas. Reference to Ruan’s plays leads directly into the second 
 This refers to Chen Yuanyuan 陳圓圓 (1624-1681), the concubine of Wu Sangui who apparently convinced him 400
to defect to the Qing. She was formerly involved with Mao Xiang, and is one of the famous “Eight Beauties of 
Qinhuai” — a grouping that also includes Ma Xianglan, Bian Yujing, Li Xiang, Dong Xiaowan, Gu Mei, Kou 
Baimen, and Liu Rushi. Wu Weiye also wrote a poem (qu) about her, “Song of Yuanyuan.” According to popular 
stories/lore/fiction, she was abducted and raped by Li Zicheng’s forces; another story has it that she changed her 
name and lived as a nun in Kunming after the fall of the dynasty. Others state that she survived the fall of the Ming 
and was later reunited with Wu Sangui. On the story of Chen Yuanyuan, see Wai-yee Li, Women and National 
Trauma in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2014): 554-578.
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stanza, which conflates the despoiled and short-lived Southern Ming with fallen dynasties of the 
past: “The hoodlums of the rivers and lakes play in the rushing water; the spring winds of one 
year transform into the cries of cuckoos. / One yet wonders at the infatuated imperial sons of the 
Qi and Liang Dynasties; who dwelt on Mochou Lake one after another, year after year.” Ruan’s 
dramas, the poem suggests, inspire profligate conduct that is morally at odds with official work. 
The irony is that it is the music of Ruan’s dramas that is performed at the Southern Ming court, 
and not the music of the pleasure quarters, which in the poem instead accompanies the scene of 
wilting peach blossoms that choke the Nanjing waterways.  
 Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan is not mentioned outright in this poem, but the end of its 
second stanza does refer to a leisure gathering complete with wine and singers who perform with 
their fans. The poet regrets that these entertainments are no longer spoken about, having been 
relegated to a past only accessible in nostalgia. This moment bring to mind an essential aspect of 
Li Xiangjun’s fan: that the fan is often an object associated with performance. Fans, a standard 
stage prop, have important expressive functions in a performance style like kunqu 崑曲, which is 
couched in symbolism and relies on gesture and movement (rather than on realistic set pieces) to 
tell stories.  As a quotidian dramatic object, 17th century readers might even overlook a fan on 401
stage, and would certainly be non-plussed to encounter a fan in the title of a play. A few decades 
before Kong completed The Peach Blossom Fan, another writer from Shandong, Ding Yaokang 
丁耀亢, had already used a circulating fan to unify his own dramatic narrative. Ding’s West Lake 
 For example, the famous early 20th century dan performer Mei Lanfang 梅蘭芳 made use of several key 401
performance gestures with a fan. These are easily accessible in a Youtube video that includes performance plates of 
his choreography. See “Mei Lanfang: ‘The Drunken Beauty’ Choreography Plates (1930),”  Youtube video, 9:48, 
posted by gustavothomasteatro, February 10, 2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQWsDeOB23Q.
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Fan (Xihu shan 西湖扇) tells a story with remarkable similarities to The Swallow Letter, and it is 
conceivable that Ding might have drawn some inspiration from Ruan’s work.  Kong Shangren 402
had a loose but probable personal connection to Ding Yaokang by way of his father Kong 
Zhenfan 孔貞璠: Kong Zhenfan was close friends with Jia Fuxi 賈鳧西 (1589-c.a.1670), who 
was in turn friends with Ding Yaokang.   403
 It is impossible to understate the importance of Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan as a 
narrative object and symbol in its namesake dramatic text. Kong dedicates most of his prefatory 
“Comments on The Peach Blossom Fan” (“Taohua shan xiaoshi” 桃花扇⼩小識) to discussing the 
fan’s history and symbolic significance. The story and sacrifice represented by the fan, Kong 
explains, is the “unusual” (qi 奇) thing that makes the drama’s story worth telling. Taken alone, 
each component of the peach blossom fan — the material fan, associated with Li Xiangjun; the 
poem written on the fan by Hou Fangyu; and the flowers painted by Yang Wencong on the face 
of the fan — is quite ordinary. Yet the fan’s peach blossoms, formed by “traces of a beautiful 
woman’s blood 美⼈人之⾎血痕,” are a sign of Li Xiangjun’s incredible refusal to compromise her 
integrity by acquiescing to demands by Yang and his peers that she remarry: “These blood-stains 
show that she preserves her chastity while waiting for [the marriage that will give her] a name,” 
Kong explains in his “Comments on The Peach Blossom Fan, “and so she smashes her face until 
 Wilt Idema gives a brief discussion of West Lake Fan in “Crossing the Sea in a Leaking Boat: Three Plays by 402
Ding Yaokang,” in Wilt. L. Idema, Wai-yee Li, and Ellen Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence in Early Qing 
Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006): 
387-426, esp. 404-411. Idema notes that the play was based on a recent news event.
 Xu Zhengui 徐振贵 posits a connection between Kong Shangren and Ding Yaokang in “Kong Shangren heyi yao 403
yong xiju xingshi xiazuo Taohua shan 孔尚任何以要⽤用戏剧形式写作《桃花扇》,” Dongnan daxue xuebao, 
Zhexue shehui kexue ban 2, no. 4 (Nov. 2000): 79-80. Jia Fuxi is the attributed author of the drum song sung by Liu 
Jingting in the first scene of The Peach Blossom Fan.
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it drips with blood; for she is unwilling to be disgraced by powerful traitors…Where are these 
powerful traitors, when even the emperor and his dynasty no longer exist? [All that remains are] 
the beauty’s blood stains: the peach blossoms on the face of the fan. Forever praised with 
sighing, they appear clearly year after year. This, then, is what is so usual as to be unusual, and 
what need not be transmitted, but is worth being be passed on ⾎血痕者，守貞待字，碎⾸首淋漓不
肯辱于權奸者也。︒。︒。︒帝基不存，權奸安在︖？惟美⼈人之⾎血痕，扇⾯面之桃花，嘖嘖在⼜⼝口，歷
歷在⽬目，此則事之不奇⽽而奇，不必傳⽽而可傳者也.”  The fan itself may be ordinary, but Li 404
Xiangjun’s engagement with it is extraordinary.  
 Kong’s preface juxtaposes the blood-stained peach blossoms on Li Xiangjun’s fan to the 
fractured politics of the late Ming and Southern Ming courts — a beautiful woman’s broken face 
is paired to the broken work of government administration. Even though Xiangjun is a courtesan, 
readers of the play unfailingly characterized her as a virtuous woman, staunch in her resistance to 
men like Ruan who cannot seem to see beyond their desires for political advancement. Fittingly, 
Xiangjun sacrifices the lavish trousseau Ruan offers for her marriage to Hou Fangyu, preferring 
to remain poor and chaste over forcible remarriage to Ruan’s political ally. The peach blossom 
fan implicitly repudiates the corrupt officials of the Southern Ming court and of the entire Ming-
Qing transition, who despite their power and influence lack Xiangjun’s moral compass. Since 
Kong’s play takes the fan as its titular object, one could easily read The Peach Blossom Fan as 
an ode to Li Xiangjun: the common figure turned into something striking.  
 “Taohua shan xiaoshi 桃花扇⼩小識” (Comments on The Peach Blossom Fan), Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, 404
KSRQJ, 1: 17.
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 To take a step back, however, let us consider this: the fan is never a “positive term” in its 
own right in Kong’ splay. The fan is produced through a series of reactions, and does not stand 
for anything outside of the characters, relationships, and contexts that have shaped its history. 
Kong implies in his “Comments on The Peach Blossom Fan” that the fan itself is a collaborative 
work of art, which manifests interactions among Hou Fangyu, Yang Wencong, and Li Xiangjun. 
The fan records these characters’ responses to incidents in the play and the social mores that give 
context to their relationships. The fan, in other words, is an object born entirely of the dramatic 
narrative.  
 Initially, the fan is also an afterthought. When Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun take up their 
status as a couple in Scene 6, “Bedding the fragrant beauty” (Mian xiang 眠⾹香), Shen Gongxian, 
one of the musicians present at their “wedding” ceremony, reminds everyone that the couple 
should cement their relationship through a “sentiment-fixing” poem: “A happy union is matched 
with wine, but how can you pledge your love for each other without setting out your feelings in a 
poem? 合歡有酒，豈可定情無詩乎︖？”  Yet when a second musician, Zhang Yanzhu, offers 405
to prepare ink for Hou to write a poem for Li Xiangjun on note paper, Hou replies that he has no 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 82. A footnote to C. H. Wang’s article “The Double Plot of T’ao-405
Hua Shan” suggests an incoherence in the material form of the fan itself. When Hou first produces the fan in Scene 
6, he remarks that it is a “palace fan,” which usually indicates a round fan. However, based on the stage directions 
related to the handling of the fan in scene 23, Wang suggests that it is most likely a folding fan. He concludes that 
“Palace Fan” (gong shan) might just be a theatrical stock-phrase for it, though the fan tossed to Xiangjun in Scene 25 
might indeed be a round fan. C. H. Wang, “The Double-Plot of T’ao-Hua Shan,” Journal of the American Oriental 
Society 110, no. 1 (Jan.-Mar. 1990): 9-18. https://www.jstor.org/stable/603906 (accessed June 8, 2018): 10 note 4.
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use for note paper; instead, he will write a poem for Li Xiangjun on the “palace-style fan” (gong 
shan 宮扇) that he has conveniently brought with him.   406
 Why does Hou Fangyu choose a fan as his writing medium in place of the note-paper the 
other characters expect him to use? Li Xiangjun’s historical prototype, Li Xiang 李⾹香, was 
known by the nickname “Fan Pendant Li” (扇墜兒), to which the fan makes a clever reference. 
Or perhaps, realizing the potential associations between “poetry paper” (shi jian 詩箋) and The 
Swallow Letter (Yanzi jian 燕⼦子箋), Hou chooses a medium other than letter paper (jian 箋) to 
compose his poetic love note. Hou does not seem much inclined to writing a poem in the first 
place — he knows, after all, that his “marriage” to Li Xiangjun is not real — but then goes out of 
his way to select a fan as his writing surface. More curious is that the fan seems to be called out 
of thin air. When Hou Fangyu enters in Scene 6, there is no indication that he carries a fan. He is 
described as entering in “splendid attire” (sheng fu 盛服), but nowhere in the stage directions or 
in dialogue does anyone mention his fan.  This may simply be an oversight in the play’s stage 
directions, especially since the fan was such a common stage object. Still, Kong Shangren’s 
 The poem Hou writes on the fan reads: “A narrow path winds between two rows of vermillion towers, as the 406
young nobleman advances in his chariot. While the youthful creek is replete with magnolia trees, they cannot 
compare to the peach and plum blossoms blowing in the eastern wind” (夾道朱樓⼀一徑斜，王孫初御富平⾞車。︒青
溪盡是⾟辛夷樹，不及東風桃李花). This poem, which is almost entirely identical to a poem by the historical Hou 
Fangyu. It is entitled “To someone” (贈⼈人) and comes from the second juan of Hou’s Siyitang shiji 四憶堂詩集. 
The two poems are almost exactly the same, save for two minor differences (the anthology version reads: 夾道朱樓
⼀一徑斜，王孫初御富平⾞車。︒青溪盡種⾟辛夷樹，不數東風桃李花). The reference to “the chariots of Fuping” 
indicates the chariots of nobility, and is based on an allusion to the Western Han figure Zhang An 張安, who was 
given the hereditary title of Marquis of Fuping (世封富平侯). The “Qing xi” (Green Rivulet) is located in today’s 
Jiangsu province, northeast of Jiangjing County 江寧縣. The magnolia tree ⾟辛夷樹 is the first to open in the spring, 
so it was customary to say that the tree’s blossoms were a sign of spring. The poem uses Li Xiangjun’s surname, Li, 
to say that she cannot be compared to these blossoms. The commentary here observes: “When I saw this poem in 
Zhuanghui ji , it did not carry blood stains; but The Peach Blossom Fan was already written at that time [so this 
detail was not changed] 此詩⾒見《壯悔集》中，不待⾎血染，已成《桃花扇》矣” (Yunting shanren pingdian, 19).
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careful accounting of each scene’s role types, props, and costumes in his para-textual props list 
of “Stage Items” (“Taohua shan qiemo” 桃花扇砌末) would suggest otherwise. There is a fan 
mentioned earlier in this scene — also a “palace-style fan,” which is carried on by a maid at the 
outset. We might assume that this fan becomes Li Xiangjun’s fan, yet this too would contradict 
Hou’s assertion that he has brought on the fan himself. There is, however, no “palace style fan” 
listed among the scene’s props; only a “poetry-fan” (shi shan 詩扇) is mentioned — the fan 
already inscribed with Hou’s poem.  If we understand the fan as a material stage prop, it makes 407
sense not to trouble the actor playing Hou Fangyu with the task of producing a new calligraphed 
poem on the spot; but conceived as a literary and narrative device, the fan’s “pre-history” is filled 
with discrepancies.  
 It is troubling to reflect that Li Xiangjun’s fan — the key image used in the play’s title 
and the object around which its narrative is constructed — appears out of nowhere. Turning to 
another of Kong Shangren’s paratexts, “A Brief History of The Peach Blossom Fan” (“Taohua 
shan benmo”), we learn that the fan’s existence (or lack thereof) is also unique among the late 
Ming historical incidents that Kong weaves into the drama. Kong recounts that his elder male 
relative, Kong Fangxun, had served as an official in the south, and that Kong Shangren’s father 
in law, Mr. Qin (Qin Guangyi 秦光儀), stayed with Kong Fangun for several years at the height 
of the Ming-Qing transition. During this time, Mr. Qin learned about the “forgotten affairs of the 
Hongguang regime 弘光遺事” from Kong Fangxun, which Mr. Qin shared with Kong Shangren 
upon returning to Qufu. Kong Shangren, always the careful scholar, “checked these stories 
 “Taohua shan qiemo 桃花扇砌末” (List of Stage Items in The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, Taohua 407
shan, Jie’an tang woodblock print edition, juan 4, 65a.
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against anecdotes and records written by many other writers, and was able to corroborate all of 
them.” And so, Kong concludes, “I felt that these stories were all true records” (證以諸家稗記，
無弗同者，蓋實錄也). Yet Kong also admits that he was unable to corroborate the essential 
details of the fan’s history in his cross-checking: “Only the [story of the] fan splashed with the 
face-blood of the fragrant courtesan [Li Xiangjun], and Yang Longyou [Wencong]’s use of a 
painting brush to embellish it, was told to Fangxun by Longyou’s page boy. Even though I did 
not see this confirmed in other sources, it was such a novel and curious matter that it was worth 
passing on; and so, the play The Peach Blossom Fan was written as an response to being moved 
[by this story]. The rise and fall of the Southern Ming are all tied up and connected together at 
the base of the peach blossom fan 獨⾹香姬⾯面⾎血濺扇，楊龍友以畫筆點之，此則龍友⼩小史⾔言于
⽅方訓公者。︒雖不⾒見諸別籍，其事則新奇可傳，《桃花扇》⼀一劇感此⽽而作也。︒南朝興亡，遂
系之桃花扇底.”  408
 Read against the often-cited lines in The Peach Blossom Fan’s prologue that the play is 
based on real people and real events, the idea that the peach blossom fan is at best the product of 
good storytelling contradicts the play’s internal claims to historical veracity. What do we make of 
a historical drama that roots its narrative in a non-historical object? Kong Shangren suggests that 
the fan’s curious and emotionally-affecting story makes it worth retelling whether or not it is 
strictly accurate; even more so, he continues, because the story of the fan encapsulates the 
tragedy of the Southern Ming’s rise and fall. Exactly how the fan serves this purpose, however, is 
left to the reader to interpret. For now, it will suffice to say that the fan reveals the precarious 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.408
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nature of historical storytelling. It is an object produced through multiple hands that mirrors the 
changing relationships among the characters who give it meaning. For Kong, history was much 
the same: a narrative record of relationships that could be altered and (mis)interpreted with a few 
brush strokes.  
  
III. Problems of Performance: The Peach Blossom Fan and The Peony Pavilion 
 While the peach blossom fan bears the weight of these historical ambitions, it also serves 
an essential role as a narrative catalyst in the play. As the title object of a chuanqi drama, the fan 
is understood to be the axis around which all of the play’s characters, plot points, themes, and 
relationship are unified; and, because it at once signifies and produces the drama, the fan is an 
overdetermined object. As Kong writes in his prefatory “Brief History of The Peach Blossom 
Fan,” the fan embodies the drama’s main themes: the relationship between art and politics, and 
the instability of meaning during an age of dynastic transition. Yet as mentioned above, the fan, 
at the level of theater, is an object of performance, a stage prop to be manipulated by an actor. 
Through its uses of the fan, The Peach Blossom Fan explicitly attends to issues of performance 
at all levels of the drama: the fan is a stage prop, a source of plot points and fulcrum of narrative 
development, and a symbol of the romance between Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu. This is a 
drama united around the process of performance in practice and in theme. 
 It is strange, therefore, that Li Xiangjun does not intentionally use the peach blossom fan 
as a prop for her moments of in-text performance. (Meta-theatrically, of course, the fan is always 
a stage prop.) As the play unfolds, the fan instead assumes a range of other functions. It begins as 
a love-token in Xiangjun’s relationship with Hou Fangyu as the surface on which Hou writes his 
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love poem; and, toward the end of the play, Xiangjun uses the fan as a “letter” to Hou to convey 
the depth of her feelings for him. The fan is also a canvas for Hou’s calligraphy and Yang 
Wencong’s painted brushwork, and thereby comes to resemble a literati painting. In turn, this 
painting is recognized by Li Xiangjun as her portrait. The fan, then, is also a metaphor for her; 
and, because it contains traces of her blood, it is even a literal extension of her body. This 
malleability is fitting for a transformable theatrical prop; yet the play’s characters seem to 
recognize the fan as anything but a performance aide. In Scene 25, when Li Xiangjun is called to 
the Southern Ming court to sing for the Hongguang Emperor, she is given a replacement fan to 
use while performing — one that Yang Wencong ironically terms a “genuine peach blossom fan 
真桃花扇.”   Significantly, this incident takes place in same scene when Ruan’s The Swallow 409
Letter is set to be performed at the Hongguang Emperor’s court. Yet in the world of The Peach 
Blossom Fan, both moments of performance require a substitution: an illegible farce displaces 
The Swallow Letter, and an explicit exchange of stage props substitutes for Li Xiangjun’s peach 
blossom fan. 
 Stephen Owen proposes that The Peach Blossom Fan’s theatrical framework may be the 
most genuine thing about it, because the play watches itself throughout as a performance-in-
action.  This is undoubtably true. Kong’s work intensifies the usual self-consciousness of 410
drama by layering performative moments across the play. These are further supported by 
paratexts such as the “Brief History of The Peach Blossom Fan,” which narrates how the drama 
came into being and was received by audiences. Yet Kong’s intention is not simply to revel in the 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 203.409
 Stephen Owen, “‘I Don’t Want to Act as Emperor Anymore’: Finding the Genuine in Peach Blossom Fan,” in 410
Idema, Li, and Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence: 488-509.
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delights of meta-theater for its own sake. Kong draws on meta-theater as a methodology for 
exploring the links between his own play and those that came before; in other words, as a way of 
reflecting on the history of dramatic literature and its broader role in society. This is especially 
true of The Peach Blossom Fan’s use of the dramas of Tang Xianzu and playwrights of the 
Linchuan drama school, whose treatment in Kong’s work exposes the contradictions of the late 
Ming world.  
*          *          * 
 When Kong Shangren completed The Peach Blossom Fan in 1699, his play entered a 
theatrical world still shaped by the legacy of Tang Xianzu and The Peony Pavilion. This context 
was not lost on The Peach Blossom Fan’s readers. Poetic dedications (tici) and postscripts (bayu 
跋語) to the play reveal that readers were already prepared to compare The Peach Blossom Fan 
with The Peony Pavilion and establish Kong Shangren as Tang’s rightful peer and competitor. 
One reader, Wang Ping of Qizhou 齊州王蘋, concludes his tici to The Peach Blossom Fan by 
declaring Kong’s play superior to those of Tang Xianzu and his Linchuan school disciple Ruan 
Dacheng: “Yuming [Tang Xianzu], like creeping rattan vine, longs to stand [with Kong] shoulder 
to shoulder; Shichao [Ruan Dacheng] follows in Linchuan’s [Tang Xianzu’s] footsteps.  411
Whether one knows much or little of their strong fragrance and great splendor, [Tang and Ruan’s 
plays] fall short of the tale of rise and fall told at the base of the fan [i.e. in The Peach Blossom 
Fan ⽟玉茗青藤欲比肩，⽯石巢俎⾖豆在臨川。︒濃⾹香絕艷知多少，不及興亡扇底傳.”  Another 412
 The term used here, zudou 俎⾖豆, refers to ritual/sacrificial vessels, or simply to the act of making sacrifices. So, 411
while a more literal translation would be “Shichao makes sacrifices to Linchuan,” the point is that Ruan is marking 
out his place in the Linchuan lineage of writers.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 4. In other words, The Peach Blossom Fan is the superior work. Notably, this phrasing 412
echoes Wang Siren’s preface to Ruan’s own drama, Spring Lantern Riddles (Chundeng mi).
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reader, Liu Zhongzhu 劉中柱 concurs, stating in a colophon to The Peach Blossom Fan that 
“neither Tang Linchuan [Xianzu] of days past, or Li Liweng [Li Yu 李漁] of recent times, is a fit 
rival [for Kong and The Peach Blossom Fan] 往昔之湯臨川，近今之李笠翁，皆非敵⼿手.”   413
 Liu’s claim that Kong’s work surpasses plays by both Tang Xianzu and Li Yu verges on 
hyperbolic, because these two playwrights had very different dramatic sensibilities: Tang’s works 
are highly literary, and best-suited to reading, whereas Li Yu championed plays with lyrics that 
audiences could comprehend, and was intent that his works be appropriate for the stage. Tang 
and Li were familiar names in late Ming and early Qing playwriting, so perhaps Liu simply 
meant to situate Kong in the company of two popular writers. Any playwright would be hard-
pressed to live up to the legacies of both at once, however, which would require writing highly 
literary dramas that were easy to perform and easy to understand. (Ironically, it was Ruan 
Dacheng who was commended in his day by essayists like Zhang Dai for achieving precisely this 
difficult feat, because Ruan’s dramas were both performable and popular.) It is important to 
recall that Kong Shangren personally collated the supplementary materials to the play, so 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 132. 413
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assessments and comparisons like those in the tici and bayu cited above surely met with his 
approval.  414
 The Peach Blossom Fan is one among the many late Ming and early-mid Qing works that 
responded to the Du Liniang phenomenon (discussed in the previous chapter) and popularity of 
The Peony Pavilion. From the start, Li Xiangjun, is not only identified with Du Liniang, but also 
performs as Du Liniang. In Scene 2 (“Passing on the Song,” Chuan ge 傳歌), as discussed in the 
introduction, Xiangjun receives instruction from her music teacher, Su Kunsheng, on two arias 
from The Peony Pavilion’s popular showcase scene, “Awakened from the Dream” (Jing meng 驚
夢).  It is a clever and multi-layered moment, for Xiangjun herself has only just awoken from a 
dream before entering the stage: “Returning from a fragrant dream, I have only just slipped out 
from under the red mandarin duck quilt. Recounting it with soft red sandalwood lips, I hurry to 
roll up my hair. How could anything replace this spring melancholy? What new lyrics could one 
use to give it temporary residence in writing? ⾹香夢回，才褪紅鴛被。︒重點檀唇臙脂膩，匆匆
挽個拋家髻。︒這春愁怎替，那新詞且記.”  Li Xiangjun, like many other characters before 415
 As Kong describes in the “Taohua shan benmo 桃花扇本末” (Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan), he 414
was practically flooded with poems lauding his play. Kong suggests that he received this first round of poems as 
additions to his own hand-written manuscript versions of the play, which had been circulating among peers for the 
purpose of reading and copying. This created a tricky situation when it finally came time to print the play, for 
readers’ poems and colophons (跋語) became interwoven with the play’s commentaries (批評) and formal poetry 
(詩歌): “All [supplemental works] were composed according to readers’ free expression, and were written in vertical 
and horizontal lines, filling up sheets of paper with text, but it was not noted whose hand they had come from” (皆借
讀者信筆書之，縱橫滿紙，已不記出⾃自誰⼿手). In the end, Kong “pondered each of these pieces in my heart, 
concluding that all were without fault” (忖席予⼼心，百不失⼀一). “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 
1: 21. Kong claims that there are enough remaining works to fill up a large bamboo box; and, despite his promise to 
print them later on, it seems he never followed through. Jiang Xingyu has discussed three additional tici poems that 
were not printed with the play in an essay on The Peach Blossom Fan’s prefaces. Jiang Xingyu 蔣星煜, Taohua 
shan yanjiu yu xinshang 桃花扇研究與欣賞 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2008): 3-11.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55.415
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and after her, has entered the stage in — even as — the shadow of Du Liniang.  This shadow 416
presupposes a core set of narrative expectations, in which a young female protagonist will die a 
premature death after being overwhelmed by romantic melancholy. However, even as Xiangjun 
addresses Liniang as her precedent, Xiangjun also wonders how this familiar spring sickness will 
play out when retold in “new lyrics” (xinci). Xiangjun’s question leaves open the possibility of 
thematic and narrative variation. She sings from a self-reflexive, even theatrical, position that 
invites the possibility of turning an old story into a new story. 
 While Kong’s work does not follow the complete Linchuan style rulebook — the music 
of The Peach Blossom Fan, for instance, is difficult to perform in the kunqu style — Kong has 
nevertheless placed himself into the Linchuan lineage by adapting the school’s motifs and 
engaging its classic plays and playwrights. He fulfills the dual roles of Linchuan school student 
and critic, at once careful to pay homage to the profound influence of Tang Xianzu’s work on the 
world of late Ming chuanqi drama and inclined to critique the consequences of this work. It is 
obvious, for example, that in The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong took several arias straight out of 
The Peony Pavilion, and grafted them — word for word, and tune for tune — directly into the 
fabric of his play.  Each of these arias is sung by Du Liniang in The Peony Pavilion, and are 417
fittingly sung by Li Xiangjun in The Peach Blossom Fan — a swap of tunes and lyrics from one 
dan role-type to another. Yet Xiangjun struggles to render Liniang’s arias with the effortlessness 
of a seasoned performer. In Scene 2 of The Peach Blossom Fan, Xiangjun rehearses the first of 
two arias from The Peony Pavilion’s “Awakened from the Dream,” consulting a libretto as her 
 Tina Lu (Persons, Roles, and Minds) has also explored the intertextual relationships between Li Xiangjun and Du 416
Liniang through the analytical framework of human identity. 
 This occurs in Scenes 2 and 25. Li Xiangjun sings Du Liniang arias in both. Interestingly, however, she is really 417
compelled in both cases to perform; it does not seem as though she ever wishes to perform of her own volition.
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music teacher Su Kunsheng interjects his instructions: “[Li Xiangjun, singing] At first, in the 
garden, the beautiful colored flowers were opening everywhere, as if they could confer life into 
the broken wells and crumbled walls. Such a lovely morning, such a beautiful scene, but how 
now, heavens…(JING [Su Kunsheng]) Wrong, wrong, all wrong! The word ‘beautiful’ gets one 
beat, ‘how’ also gets one beat; don’t let them run together as the melody descends. Do it again, 
again! (旦) 原來奼紫嫣紅開遍，似這般都付與斷井頹垣。︒良辰美景奈何天，(淨) 錯了錯
了，美字⼀一板，奈字⼀一板，不可連下去。︒另來另來！”  Li Xiangjun, it seems, is no 418
“natural” Du Liniang. Her engagement with Du Liniang is performative, and must be taught. 
 This moment — which is modeled on Du Liniang’s Shijing poetry lesson in Scene 7 of 
The Peony Pavilion — achieves several objectives at once. Alluding to The Peony Pavilion’s 
parody of the Shijing, in which Du Liniang’s maid, Chunxiang 春⾹香, interprets the classic 
anthology’s opening poem irreverently through the double-entendres of sexual innuendo, this 
scene establishes The Peony Pavilion as an important “classical” dramatic text that also requires 
rigorous re-interpretation. This moment, as mentioned in the introduction, also deflates the 
romantic designs for which The Peony Pavilion is most famous by turning the play’s 
representation of romance into a frustrating and technical exercise. Li Xiangjun’s self-reflexive 
performance points to the mastery of vocal technique required for a singer to achieve the illusion 
of romance in the first place.  Su Kunsheng’s instructions punctuate the aria and in turn 419
preempt the theatrical illusion from taking hold. There is also no suggestion that the singing 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 56.418
 For a reading of this scene from the perspective of singing and vocal technique, see Peng Xu, “Courtesan vs. 419
Literatus: Gendered Soundscapes and Aesthetics in Late-Ming Singing Culture,” T’oung Pao 100 no. 4-5 (2014): 
455-459, DOI: 10.1163/15685322-10045P04. As Xu also explains, the singing sounds described here (chirping and 
twittering) relate to a particular type of singing style associated with female singers, particularly courtesans. 
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rehearsal, in which Li Xiangjun performs arias from The Peony Pavilion, should stand apart from 
the scene’s social dimensions, in which Li Xiangjun performs the role of student. (Audience 
members might further reflect that the actor playing Li Xiangjun would have had years of vocal 
training before stepping onto the stage.) The singing lesson importantly reflects the many layers 
of performance brought to bear in The Peach Blossom Fan. Its theatrical and social processes are 
each exposed and interrogated as performative. 
 Once Du Liniang is established as Li Xiangjun’s character archetype, other characters can 
extrapolate by filling in the details. Yang Wencong, for instance, claims that melancholy anxiety, 
or chou 愁 — a trait recognized in Du Liniang when she paints her self-portrait — is an essential 
attribute for a singing-girl like Li Xiangjun: “A girl can’t be a famous courtesan if she lacks 
anxious feelings 不愁不是⼀一個名妓哩,” Yang contends.  Yang’s comment is striking because 420
he defines the notion of a “famous courtesan” in emotional terms; the concept of “singing girl” 
goes hand in hand with his “aesthetics of chou.” Whether or not Li Xiangjun feels or performs 
her chou remains an open question. Yang implies that the greatest importance lies in whether or 
not a courtesan’s chou is perceptible to others, whereupon it becomes open to critique by her 
patrons and admirers (such as Yang himself). A courtesan will always have an audience, filled 
with men waiting to read her emotions by watching her behavior. Such a life is nothing but 
performative, up to and including any symptoms of chou.  
 For The Peach Blossom Fan’s courtesan characters, performative artifice, not the true 
expression of emotions, defines their work. Li Xiangjun’s procuress, Li Zhenli, warns her not to 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 57.420
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take the sentiments she expresses while performing to heart, because it would be dangerous to 
identify too closely with the illusion she projects:  
Since birth we have been surrounded face powder and eyebrow liner; having jumped into 
the ranks of performers [lit. orioles and flowers]. A string of singing throats is my money-
making foundation. But beware: do not invite emotional longing into your songs, or easily 
cast away your heart [to the strangers in the audience]. Instead, you must learn to engage, 
then disengage, as you perform the lyrics of wind at daybreak and the waning moon; keep 
a steady rhythm with red-and-ivory clappers, competing to pilfer the beauty within these 
quarters. So doing you will entangle the hearts of wealthy men, and compel them to tie up 
their horses; bridles in front of the gate. 
⽣生來粉黛圍，跳入鶯花隊，⼀一串歌喉，是俺⾦金錢地。︒莫將紅⾖豆輕拋棄，學就曉風殘
⽉月墜︔；緩拍紅牙，奪了宜春翠，⾨門前繫住王孫轡。︒  421
For Li Zhenli, the real value of performance is financial. It is a catalyst for “entangling the hearts 
of wealthy men” — a goal that locates the emotional impact of performance in the observer and 
listener, not on the female performer. (This strategy has evidently worked on Yang Wencong.) It 
was a professional requirement for a courtesan like Xiangjun to perform romantic plot-lines; but 
by focusing on technique, Li Zhenli emphasizes that Xiangjun can protect herself from too easily 
identifying with the stories she performs and succumbing to their emotional impact. Bian Yujing 
卞⽟玉京, another courtesan who later becomes a Buddhist nun, suggests that to cast off the 
trappings of a courtesan’s costume and makeup is to cast off both her social and theatrical roles 
as a performer.  Transcending courtesan life can occur simply by ceasing to perform; it is as 422
simple as casting away one’s costume. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 56. 421
 Bian Yujing explains Li Xiangjun’s intention not to remarry by equating her sexual availability to performance 422
readiness: “…She has washed off her facial powder and eyebrow liner, abandoned her fans and skirts, laid down her 
flute and pipe, and stopped singing [lit. rests her throat and lips]. She has gone so far as to live like a Buddhist nun, 
abstaining from meat and making embroidered Buddhas. One fears that she has left behind the dust [of her worldly 
life as a courtesan]” (洗粉黛，拋扇裙，罷笛管，歇喉唇，竟是長齋繡佛女尼身，怕落了風塵). Taohua shan, in 
Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 146.
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 The next time Li Xiangjun performs an aria from The Peony Pavilion, it appears that she 
has heeded Li Zhenli’s warning. She wields an aria from the play as a scholar might reference a 
classic text, singing it to comment on the situation at hand. This performance comes at the behest 
of the Hongguang Emperor in Scene 25, who has questioned Ruan Dacheng’s retaliatory casting 
measures that place Li Xiangjun in the clown role for a court production of The Swallow Letter 
(see Ch. 2). Since Li Xiangjun ostensibly is not familiar with Ruan’s work, the Hongguang 
Emperor tells Li Xiangjun to perform a piece she has already studied; so, Xiangjun selects an 
aria a new scene of The Peony Pavilion, “Searching for the Dream” (Xunmeng 尋夢): “Why is it 
that this true jade again traces the source of the Wuling spring,  yet there are only flowers 423
dotting the water before my eyes? It is true that the lord of heaven does not spend money to 
purchase flowers, but my human heart has felt enough injustices to weep red tears. Hai! I have 
let down my springtime hopes even in their early months. 為甚的⽟玉真重溯武陵源，也只為⽔水
點花⾶飛在眼前。︒是他天公不費買花錢，則咱⼈人⼼心上有啼紅怨。︒咳！辜負了春三⼆二⽉月.”  It 424
is only after Li Xiangjun’s performance that the Hongguang Emperor re-casts her into her proper 
role as the dan — a decision to which the commentator sarcastically responds: “He can use 
people [in a way that suits their abilities], just as he can cut off [inter-personal ties]; what need is 
there to worry that the Central Plains will not be returned? 能⽤用⼈人矣，能幹斷矣，中原何愁不
復也.”  The shadow of anxious chou returns here in political terms, this time as a concern for 425
 The site of the Peach Blossom Spring.423
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 203.424
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 75.425
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reclaiming the heartland of the Ming empire in the strategically-important Central Plains. It is, 
yet again, a moment that ties politics to performance.  
 The Hongguang Emperor’s concerns about performance reflect on the problems of this 
scene writ large. As the commentator implies, the Emperor has hit upon an obvious theatrical 
“truth”: Li Xiangjun is a dan, singing an aria intended for a dan role-type, who must therefore be 
cast as the dan in the upcoming Swallow Letter production.  Yet this theatrical observation also 426
distracts the Emperor from internalizing the lyrics that Xiangjun has just sung. In the context of 
The Peach Blossom Fan, these “old lyrics” from The Peony Pavilion might be interpreted to 
speak to the injustice that brings Xiangjun to the Hongguang Emperor’s court as a courtesan and 
performer, or to the Emperor’s distortion of sovereign authority — the unrealized utopia of the 
peach blossom spring that is antithetical to his regime (“Why is it that this true jade again traces 
the source of the Wuling spring, yet there are only flowers dotting the water before my eyes?”).  
 In The Peony Pavilion, these lines probe the source of Du Liniang’s romantic dream; 
which, being a dream, has escaped her upon waking up. For Li Xiangjun, these lines mourn the 
“real” world that is falling apart around her, which no performance can correct. The world of Du 
Liniang’s dream becomes more real as the narrative progresses: her dream-lover, Liu Mengmei, 
finds her portrait, brings her back to life, and they finally marry. Conversely, the world that Li 
Xiangjun inhabits is predicated on and consumed by performance, and its theatrical illusions are 
eventually punctuated by the crisis of the dynastic tradition. Performance is the mode and the 
profession in which Li Xiangjun’s character operates; yet, this means that neither her role, nor 
the world that reinforces her performative environment, can exist forever. There must, one would 
 It is this same type of theatrical logic that creates the ironic comedy of this scene, discussed in Chapter 2.426
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think, be a non-performative reality that underlies this heavy veneer of performative practices. 
But a great insight of The Peach Blossom Fan is to keep that non-performative reality out of 
reach even when the performance has been completed. In other words, it is unclear how to define 
what remains of the Southern and late Ming worlds outside of performance. The social universe 
of the new Qing dynasty does not offer a clear alternative — a topic to which I return in Chapters 
5 and 6.  
 Importantly, it is during Xiangjun’s performance for the Hongguang Emperor that a 
replacement “peach blossom fan” is brought onstage to embellish Xiangjun’s performance. Not 
only does this detail emphasize that Xiangjun is performing — the new peach blossom fan is 
explicitly present in its capacity as a stage prop — but it also turns the reader’s attention to the 
historical significance of the scene at hand. If the “real” peach blossom fan models the process of 
historical storytelling (a point to which I return again below), the fact that it is left out of this 
scene strongly implies that the Hongguang Emperor’s court does not deserve to be included in 
the history the fan represents. Substituting a new explicitly theatrical fan illuminates the scene’s 
performative fictions: the court, the emperor, and the political relationships they delineate are all 
simulated by the stage. The fact that this scene also showcases performance preparations for The 
Swallow Letter only emphasizes the point — to embrace the world of Ruan’s drama is to refute 
the ideals of Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan. As objects that locate divergent factional proclivities, 
they cannot coexist in the same stage space.  
 There remains another problem, however, because Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan and 
Ruan’s drama both have a clear literary and dramatic affinity with the Linchuan drama school of 
Tang Xianzu. The peach blossom fan may conflict with The Swallow Letter, but what should we 
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make of the fact that each time Li Xiangjun gives a theatrical performance, she performs an aria 
from The Peony Pavilion? Further, how should we read Xiangjun’s recognition of the peach 
blossom fan as her portrait — a dramatic motif Kong takes straight out of The Peony Pavilion 
and the standard fare of Linchuan scholar-beauty romance? Ruan’s work, too, drew heavily on 
the motifs of Linchuan-style drama, and Ruan, as we saw in Chapter 1, was recognized by late 
Ming drama critics like Wang Siren as Tang Xianzu’s disciple. Later critics, too, classified Ruan 
with the Linchuan drama school and viewed Ruan’s work as an heir to Tang’s legacy.  How can 427
the peach blossom fan, The Swallow Letter, and their affiliate characters all be so closely 
connected to Tang Xianzu and The Peony Pavilion if they represent conflicting attributes in The 
Peach Blossom Fan? And how does Kong position his own work as both a testament to and 
critique of the Linchuan school approach to romantic narratives? To answer these questions, we 
must first take a close look at how The Swallow Letter treats issues of performance and the 
female self-portrait, because the drama marks an important transition point between The Peony 
Pavilion and Kong’s reframing of the Linchuan school legacy in The Peach Blossom Fan. 
IV. The Problem of Likeness: Portraiture in The Swallow Letter 
 In an article addressing issues of portrait-making in The Peony Pavilion, art historian 
Anne Burkus-Chasson analyzes Du Liniang’s famous self-portrait as a conundrum of “likeness.” 
The self portrait, she explains, is composed of semiotic elements (aspects of the portrait that can 
be described in words and make an image visible to readers) as well as anti-semiotic elements 
 For example, see Wu Mei 吳梅, Guqu zhutan/Zhongguo xiqu gailun 顧曲麈談/中國戲曲概論 (Shanghai: 427
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2010): 143.
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(the ambiguous elements of an image that resist meaning and cannot be articulated in words).  428
Yet the portrait’s semiotic elements are hardly transparent. It is shrouded in layers of description 
that obscure the image and inspire its frequent misidentification — for instance, as an image of 
the bodhisattva Guanyin 觀⾳音 or moon goddess Chang E 嫦娥. Both Burkus-Chasson and the 
dramatic text of The Peony Pavilion revel in these many interpretations of Du Liniang’s portrait, 
appreciating the visual trickery that inspired the late Ming writer Yuan Zhongdao 袁中道 to call 
portraiture a “cunning craft” (jiaokuai jiliang 狡獪伎倆).  While the visual image of Du 429
Liniang remains ambiguous and inaccessible (both for readers of the play and for the play’s 
characters), playwright Tang Xianzu also attends closely to the process whereby Du Liniang’s 
portrait comes into being. The text describes the movements of Liniang’s brush as she paints, the 
inks and colors that create her features, and even further allows Liniang to inhabit the role of the 
painting's viewer. After all, it is in the eyes of the beholder, Burkus-Chasson argues, that Du 
Liniang’s self-portrait really comes to life. The conundrum of the painting, and its degree of 
“likeness” to the woman who painted it, are created anew by each of the characters in The Peony 
Pavilion who view it.   430
 Whether a portrait is “like” or “not like” its subject is also an important question for later 
dramatists that were inspired by The Peony Pavilion. In The Swallow Letter, the visual likeness 
between portrait and subject is an essential plot device; although in Ruan Dacheng’s comedy of 
 Burkus-Chasson borrows the concept of anti-semiotic elements from James Elkins, On Pictures and the Words 428
That Fail Them (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998). Anne Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like: Writing 
Portraits in The Peony Paviliion,” The Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture 2, no 1 (April 2015). DOI: 
10.1215/23290048-2887577: 135-137.
 Yuan Zhongdao, “Chuanshen shuo” 傳神說 (Assertions about Transmitting the Spirit), cited by Burkus-Chasson, 429
“Like Not Like,” 149.
 Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” esp. 141-157.430
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errors, much of the piquant ambiguity of Tang’s drama is lost and replaced by a convoluted 
storyline. In Ruan’s play, the portrait itself is fairly transparent. The problem of mistaken identity 
is instead built around the coincidental likeness of its heroines. The “cunning craft” of Ruan’s 
play, to rephrase Yuan Zhongdao, is in complicating the problem of portraiture through a tortuous 
plot of mistaken identities. 
*          *          * 
 Scene 11 of The Swallow Letter begins with a dance performed by a pair of butterflies, 
which flit and flutter past the face of Li Feiyun 麗⾶飛雲, the daughter of the Minster of Rites and 
primary female lead (zhengdan), as she enters the stage. According to the late Ming writer Zhang 
Dai, this moment was a highlight of the play and showcased the performance sensibilities of 
playwright Ruan Dacheng at his best.  (For later readers, this scene would likely call to mind 431
images related to the mid-Qing novel The Story of the Stone (Shitou ji ⽯石頭記), also known by 
the title Dream of the Red Chamber (Honglou meng 紅樓夢) which feature Xue Baichai 薛寶釵 
engaged in the same leisure activity of “batting butterflies.” Xue Baichai is also one half of a pair 
of female protagonists, which may owe a conceptual debt to Ruan’s work.) As The Swallow 
Letter’s Li Feiyun plays at batting butterflies, she sings of her spring melancholy, describing how 
the butterfly pair “lands yet again on the flowers blooming on the trees, flying off again in search 
of more flowers 又上花樹上探花去了.” “How reluctant they are to part,” she sings, “from the 
red and purple-tipped budding branches! 紅紫梢頭，恁般留戀！”  The term “flower-432
 Zhang Dai 張岱, “Ruan Yuanhai’s Plays 阮圓海戲,” in Taoan meng yi; Xihu meng xun 陶庵夢憶 ; 西湖夢尋, ed. 431
Luan Baoqun 欒保群 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chuban she, 2012): 130.
 Ruan Dacheng, Yanzi jian 燕⼦子箋 (The Swallow Letter), ed. Liu Yihe 劉⼀一⽲禾 and Zhang Anquan 張安全 432
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1986): 56.
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searcher” (tanhua 探花) names the third-place candidate in the metropolitan examinations; thus, 
these lines contains a double meaning that foreshadows Li Feiyun’s romance with a talented 
scholar. The butterflies fly back and forth around her, forming patches of color on her skirt in a 
lightly erotic image that suggests her deflowering.  Growing tired, Li Feiyun follows the 433
butterflies to a table on stage, where she quickly falls asleep. 
 Asleep on stage, Feiyun dreams — a moment that obviously resonates with The Peony 
Pavilion. Just as Du Liniang’s dream of Liu Mengmei inspires the portrait storyline in The Peony 
Pavilion, so too does Li Feiyun’s dream bridge her emotional realm and The Swallow Letter’s 
reworking of the portrait motif. Feiyun’s maid Meixiang 梅⾹香 enters, remarking that her mistress 
must be having a “dream of Mount Wu” (巫山夢), a reference to an erotic encounter between a 
king and a goddess.  Meixiang calls out to rouse her mistress, and upon waking Feiyun tries to 434
capture the memories of her dream: “Underneath my lattice window I groggily grasp at the 
threads of this afternoon dream; / so delicate are the thoughts in my heart and mind 瑣窗午夢線
慵拈，⼼心頭事，忒廉纖.”  Further recalling the dream sequence of The Peony Pavilion, Li 435
Feiyun and Meixiang take a stroll amidst the flowers in the Li family compound’s garden. The 
two women sing a duet about the flowers’ vibrant colors, painting a live lyrical picture of spring 
 “Wishing to fly off, they return once again, / bringing splashes of pinking color to alight upon my skirt like the 433
threading branches of a stream” (欲去又⾶飛還，將粉鬚兒釘住裙汊線). Ruan, Yanzi jian, 56.
 The reference is to a famous romantic tryst between a mountain fertility goddess and King of Chu, which led to 434
the prolific use of the term “clouds and rain” to refer to sexual encounters. Scene 14 of The Peony Pavilion, in which 
Du Liniang paints her self-portrait, also contains a reference to this occasion, wherein Du Liniang and Chunxiang 
discuss how difficult it would be to depict the goddess of Wu mountain, seeing as she appears wreathed in clouds 
and mist. For this reference, see Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 145; Tang Xianzu, The Peony Pavilion, trans. 
Cyril Birch; introduction by Catherine Swatek (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2002): 66.
 Ruan. Yanzi jian, 56.435
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scenery — and spring sentiments — erupting in full bloom. The scene is clearly meant to echo 
Scene 10 of The Peony Pavilion, “The Interrupted Dream” (Jing meng 驚夢); and indeed, the 
two scenes are loosely musically connected.  436
 As Feiyun's thoughts remain on her disquieting dream, she admits to Meixiang that she 
has dreamt of catching her skirt on a tea-thistle. Meixang attributes Feiyun’s dream to the “spring 
visage” (chunrong  春容) painting that mistakenly arrived at the Li residence the other day, 
noting the similarities between the painting’s scenery and Feiyun's dream. Meixiang observes 
that the “spring visage” painting is set in a springtime garden, and depicts a woman batting 
butterflies as her male paramour looks on. It is clear to Meixiang that Feiyun’s greatest interest 
lies with the male figure in the painting, and so she asks whether or not Feiyun “conversed with 
that man in the red garment” (與那紅衫⼈人兒在⼀一答麼) while dreaming.  The question again 437
gestures to Du Liniang’s dream rendezvous with Liu Mengmei in The Peony Pavilion, in which 
Liniang is, at first, reluctant to speak.  Feiyun tells Meixiang to stop speaking such nonsense, 438
but the seeds of the reference have been firmly implanted in the reader’s mind, not to mention 
Feiyun’s own. 
 Where The Swallow Letter departs most significantly from The Peony Pavilion is in the 
relationship between Feiyun and the “spring visage” painting that has inspired her dream: Feiyun 
is neither its painter nor the pictured woman. The painting, titled “Batting at Butterflies while 
 Both, for example, begin the garden exploration by having the dan sing to the tune “Bu bu jiao” (步步嬌). The 436
portrait-painting scene of Yanzi jian (Scene 6, 寫像) is also musically modeled after the portrait-painting scene of 
Mudan ting (Scene 14, 寫真).
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 56.437
 Tang Xianzu, The Peony Pavilion, 47-48. 438
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Listening to Orioles” (聽鶯撲蝶圖), was not even painted by a woman; it is the handiwork of 
Huo Duliang 霍都梁, the play’s male protagonist. In Scene 6, “Painting the Portrait” (寫像), 
Huo is visiting the Chang’an courtesan Hua Xingyun 華⾏行雲 — played by the secondary female 
lead (xiaodan)— when he notices a painting sitting on her table. Hua Xingyun explains that the 
image, “The Bright Consort Ascends Her Horse” (明妃上⾺馬圖), depicts the Han Dynasty palace 
lady Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 departing for the frontier to marry a Xiongnu king. Huo tells 
Xingyun that she looks just like the woman in the painting — their “makeup is clearly one and 
the same 分明⼀一箇粉撲兒.”  Xingyun, however, does not take Huo’s comment as a 439
complement. As the story goes, Wang Zhaojun did not bribe the Han court painter to produce a 
flattering image of her; so despite being the most beautiful among the emperor’s consorts, Wang 
Zhaojun’s portrait was deemed the plainest, which doomed her to marry the foreign king. If Huo 
realizes his blunder, he never quite apologizes outright, but does try to cheer up Xingyun by 
offering to paint her picture. Xingyun agrees; and, after Huo gives her a careful once-over from 
head to toe, he paints her portrait, paying particular attention to the peach-red color on her 
cheeks.  
 From the moment Huo completes the portrait, the text takes pains to establish its visual 
similarity to its subject. Xingyun compares herself to the image by looking at herself in a mirror, 
noting that the painting “really is an excellent resemblance 果然像得⼗〸十分.”  Huo protests that 440
he has only been able to paint her external appearance (像只像得你的樣兒標致); depicting her 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 33-34.439
 Ruan Yanzi jian, 34.440
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natural grace and charm (yunzhi 韻致) is beyond his ability. Hua Xingyun’s portrait, in other 
words, is a formal likeness (xingsi 形似), not a spiritual likeness (shensi 神似). But it is a 
likeness nonetheless, and only now, when faced with two separate paintings, does Huo declare 
that the image of Wang Zhaojun cannot not compare to his rendering of Hua Xingun as a painted 
beauty (明妃，明妃，我說雲娘⼀一定不讓你！).  The courtesan and her image are not 441
commensurate; pictures, we learn, must be compared to pictures. It has taken painting Xingyun’s 
portrait — visually simplifying the woman to her physical likeness through the mediated form of 
painting — for Huo to produce an “accurate” comparison between Xingyun and Wang Zhaojun. 
 The process of painting does not end here. Xingyun sings that the image would not be 
complete without a partner for the painted woman: “You have stopped too soon; the painting still 
lacks a distinguished scholar 僥倖煞，只少箇風流司⾺馬.”  Xingyun asks Huo to add himself 442
into her portrait, so as to make the image more “interesting” (youqu 有趣). This too finds a 
reference in The Peony Pavilion: Du Liniang’s portrait shows the painted lady twirling a sprig of 
green plums in her fingers, which signals the presence of her dream lover Liu Mengmei (“willow 
dreaming of plum”).  Huo tells Xingyun that he could hardly make a pair with her stunning 443
image, which he describes as an “immortal from the jade heaven” (⽟玉天仙), but then quickly 
casts aside his reservations, noting that there is still some red pigment left over and it would be a 
shame not to use it. Huo looks at his reflection first in a pond, then in a mirror, and proceeds to 
 Ruan Yanzi jian, 34.441
 Ruan Yanzi jian, 34. Sima (司⾺馬) most likely refers to the revered poet Sima Xiangru, who is a frequent avatar for 442
later poets when referring to their literary skills.
 Tang Xianzu, The Peony Pavilion, 69. Chunxiang also comment that the pictured woman should be accompanied 443
by her husband; in Yanzi jian, Ruan takes this reference literally by having Huo paint himself into the image.
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paint himself into Xingyun’s portrait, using the extra red pigment to paint his robes. Descriptions 
of Huo as the “man in the red garment” (紅衫⼈人) surface throughout The Swallow Letter — a 
reference that recalls Tang Xianzu’s attention to the red sleeves (hongxiu 紅袖) of Du Liniang’s 
costume.  Red sleeves were a common motif in the genre of “beauty portraits” (meiren tu 美⼈人444
圖), and it is curious that Ruan extends this image to his protagonist.  445
 When Huo Duliang completes the painting, Xingyun assesses his work. She begins with 
praise, applauding Huo’s depiction of his “romantic appearance, dignified and life-like 風流標
致，儼然活現.” But Xingyun ultimately finds the image unsatisfactory, for it does not capture 
his “literary heart” (只是你⼀一付⽂文⼼心，連你⾃自家也描寫不出).  Her complaint resonates with 446
Huo’s earlier self-critique: that the real sense of a figure lies in the eyes of the beholder, and is 
very difficult to reproduce in a painting. This moment, recalling Burkus-Chasson’s argument that 
the characters who view a portrait bring the image to life, calls into question the objectives, if not 
the entire premise of self-portraiture. If the painter cannot paint himself (or herself) beyond a 
formal accuracy of his (or her) exterior features, no self-portraitist could truly aspire to attain the 
“spiritual likeness” at the pinnacle of Chinese painting. The self-portrait would thus be reduced 
 Huo Duliang is thus described by Li Feiyun’s maid Meixiang when the two women view the painting in Scene 11 444
(Yanzi jian, 56), and again when Meixiang describes Feiyun’s illness (based on her emotional response to the 
painting) in Scene 13 (Yanzi jian, 70). Mother Meng, too, pins down Huo Duliang as the red-garmented figure in 
Scene 13 (Yanzi jian, 83), Later, in Scene 32, Li Feiyun — as Jia Nanzhong’s adopted daughter, Miss Jia — 
identifies Huo Duliang as the figure in the red garment from the painting once the two are married (Yanzi jian, 156). 
It also seems possible that the image anticipates the final scene of the play, when Huo receives red-colored robes and 
a fish-shaped satchel (緋⿂魚⾦金袋) along with his new pair of government positions: Scholar of the Hongwen 
Academy (弘⽂文館學⼠士) and Helong provincial governor (河龍節度使). During the Tang dynasty, officials of the 
fifth rank and above could carry a fish-tablet pendant and satchel (佩⿂魚符袋), so these objects signify his official 
rank. See Ruan, Yanzi jian, 213.
 For Du Liniang’s red sleeves and the red sleeve motif, see Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 142. 445
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 35.446
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to the work of a mere craftsman (jiangren 匠⼈人) — a lesser form lacking the untrammeled 
inspiration of “true” art.  
 A last crucial detail in this scene is that the role of the painter has shifted. The spring 
visage painting remains a self-portrait, but the self-portraitist is Huo Duliang. If we are meant to 
read Ruan’s dramas as a form of self-representation, as late Ming critics and contemporary 
scholars alike have suggested, Ruan’s recreation of the portrait motif makes perfect sense.  447
Ruan’s protagonists, this line of argument contends, are alter-egos of the playwright. Ruan could 
write characters who realized the ambitions of fame, wealth, and prestige that Ruan himself 
could not attain in his own life after having been dismissed from his official position in the Wei 
Zhongxian “Treason Case.”  For readers inclined to read Ruan’s dramas as “self-writing,” 448
turning Huo Duliang into the self-portraitist draws the reader’s attention right back to Ruan 
himself. Even if Ruan did not intend for Huo to speak and act on his behalf, reframing the self-
portrait as a product of male hands drastically alters the play’s inherited motif. As in The Peony 
Pavilion, the self-portrait still brings about a meeting between the painting’s infatuated viewer 
(Li Feiyun) and its self-painted subject (Huo Duliang), but Ruan reverses the gender roles to 
thereby reverse the object of desire. The Swallow Letter grants the greatest agency to its male 
character — yet another man viewing a woman, who is also free to imagine what he looks like; 
even if, as Xingyun suggests, he ultimately gets it wrong. 
 For example, Alison Hardie’s “Self-representation in the Dramas of Ruan Dacheng,” in Marjorie Dryburgh and 447
Sarah Dauncey, eds. Writing Lives in China, 1600-2010: Histories of the Elusive Self (NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013);  Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望, Rensheng xiju yu xiju rensheng: Ruan Dacheng yanjiu ⼈人⽣生喜劇與戲劇⼈人⽣生：阮⼤大鋮
研究 (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2004). Late Ming commentators include Wang Siren and Zhang 
Dai (discussed in Chapter 1),
 See the introduction by editors Xu Lingyun 徐凌雲 and Hu Jinwang 胡⾦金望 to Ruan Dacheng 阮⼤大鋮, Ruan 448
Dacheng xiqu sizhong 阮⼤大鋮戲曲四種, eds. (Hefei: Huangshan shushe, 1993): 1-10. 
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*          *          * 
 The Swallow Letter’s reworking of the portrait motif may lack some of the sophistication 
of Du Liniang’s self-portrait in The Peony Pavilion, but the portrait is also meant to serve quite a 
different purpose in Ruan’s play. For all of the misidentifications of Du Liniang’s self-portrait, all 
paths eventually lead back to a form of Du Liniang. In The Swallow Letter, however, the “spring 
visage” painting must be a likeness for both of the play’s distinct female protagonists. It is no 
wonder, then, that the image only depicts a physical likeness of its heroines. (One assumes that 
portraits made in spirit-likeness would be easier to tell apart.) From the beginning, the text has a 
clear stake in asserting Li Feiyun and Hua Xingyun’s physical similarities; and more than once, 
the two women are described as being “printed from the same woodblock” (同⼀一付印板的是⼆二
位雲娘).  It is an apt, albeit disarming metaphor that signals the possibility of their infinite 449
reproducibility. Just imagine an entire city filled with woodblock-printed women! Taken 
seriously, the idea might hint at Ruan Dacheng’s interpretation of The Peony Pavilion’s social 
impact. As mentioned in the previous chapter, stories abound about 17th- and 18th-century 
young women who so deeply resonated with Du Liniang that they modeled their lives (and 
deaths) after her. Some, we will recall, even painted their own self-portraits.  
 Remarkably, many late Ming images of beautiful women really were indistinguishable, 
sometimes to the point that they did appear to be printed from the same woodblocks. As Judith 
Zeitlin has discussed, the genre of “beauty portraits” (meiren tu 美⼈人圖) relied on easily-
recycled tropes, such as a willowy body slightly bent at the waist and a languid, melancholy 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 1.449
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demeanor.  The Peony Pavilion once calls Liniang's portrait a “beauty portrait” (meiren tu), but 450
more often it is called a “spring visage” (chunrong) — the same pictorial terminology that Ruan 
uses to describe the painting of Hua Xingyun and Huo Duliang.  There are, however, more 451
conventional “beauty portraits” included elsewhere in The Swallow Letter's paratexts. Late Ming 
editions of the play are prefaced by a pair of woodblock-printed beauty portraits that showcase 
its two heroines.  In the first, Li Feiyun holds a writing brush and paper: objects that call to 452
mind a key plot point in which she writes a poem in response to the “spring visage” painting by 
Huo Duliang. This is the love note — improbably picked up from Li Feiyun’s boudoir by a 
swallow and dropped in front of Huo Duliang a scene later as he strolls along the riverbank — 
that initiates a love triangle among the play’s three leading characters. The third member of this 
love triangle is of course the courtesan Hua Xingyun. In her beauty portrait, Xingyun is pictured 
holding what appears to be a flute one hand, while the other is covered with her sleeve. Both 
women look shy and demure, each with her gaze cast down to one side, head slightly bent. 
Placed one after another, Li Feiyun and Hua Xingyun look almost as if they are sneaking a peek 
at each other. True to the beauty portrait genre and the narrative conceits of the play, the two 
women look almost exactly alike. 
 These woodblock-printed beauty portraits, as mentioned above, are paratextual, and do 
not figure elsewhere in The Swallow Letter’s narrative. But it should come as no surprise that the 
 Judith T. Zeitlin, “The Life and Death of the Image: Ghosts and Female Portraits in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-450
Century Literature,” in Hung Wu and Katherine R. Tsiang, eds., Body and Face in Chinese Visual Culture 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2005): 229-256.
 In The Peony Pavilion, Du Liniang’s portrait is once identified as a meiren tu (Scene 30), and referenced by 451
multiple characters in the play as a “spring visage” (chunrong) painting. This includes Du Liniang and Chunxiang in 
Scene 20, and Du Bao and Liu Mengmei in Scene 53. Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 144 and 170 note 22.
 The two portraits can be found on the unnumbered pages after the editor’s preface in Ruan, Yanzi jian, n.p.452
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dramatic text does feature two paintings: the “spring visage” painting — familiar by now as the 
handiwork of Huo Duliang, which depicts Xingyun with Huo at her side  — and a separate 453
image of the Buddhist bodhisattva Guanyin, given as a gift to the Li family household.  Each 454
painting belongs to one of the women, but are returned to the wrong owner after being switched 
at the mounter’s shop. Soon after the Guanyin painting is mistakenly returned to Hua Xingyun, 
she and Huo Duliang pledge their commitment to each other in front the bodhisattva’s image 
before they are separated by the schemes of Huo’s doltish peer, Xianyu Ji 鮮于吉, and chaos of 
the An Lushan rebellion. The “spring visage” painting, as we know, ends up with Li Feiyun. 
Feiyun is startled by the painting before being startled by her dream (another reference adapted 
from The Peony Pavilion) as she admires the work with her maid Meixiang in Scene 9 (“Startled 
by the Painting,” 駭像). Meixiang is the first to observe the similarity between Feiyun and the 
woman in the painting, and even suggests to Feiyun that she take the painting for her own (當作
⾃自⼰己春容真好) instead of trying to locate the painting’s rightful owner.  Feiyun at first resists 455
comparison to the woman in the painting, but finds herself captivated by its male subject. 
Especially puzzling for Feiyun is the painting's poetic inscription, which dedicates the work to a 
certain “cloud lady” (yunniang 雲娘). Feiyun and Xingyun, of course, share the character for 
“cloud” (yun 雲) in their names, and this detail leads Feiyun to wonder if the image might be 
 The term “spring visage” (chunrong) is related to “spring longing” (chunsi 春思) and denotes the melancholy 453
feelings of a beautiful woman pining for romantic attention. See, for example, Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 
144 (and further sources noted on 170, note 3); Zeitlin, “Life and Death of the Image,” 239.
 The reference to a painting of the Bodhisattva Guanyin also has roots in The Peony Pavilion — Liu Mengmei 454
first mistakes Du Liniang's self-portrait for an image of the bodhisattva. 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 50.455
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meant for her after all. “Could it be,” she sings, “that Qiannü has left her body for a time? 莫不
是蹔離了倩女魂.”  The reference to Qiannü 倩女 — the standard allusion to the “departed 456
soul” motif, in which one woman is split into two women who are eventually reunited in a single 
body — not only suggests that Feiyun and Xingyun are alike, but that they are one and the same.  
 The uncanny visual resemblance between Li Feiyun and Hua Xingyun is essential to The 
Swallow Letter’s plot of mistaken identities. Nearly every character, including Feiyun’s parents, 
confuses the two women for one another at some point. After Feiyun becomes separated from her 
parents amidst the upheaval of the An Lushan, her mother, Madame Li (Li Furen 麗夫⼈人, played 
by the laodan role-type), thinks she sees her lost daughter sitting on a distant grassy knoll. The 
stage directions state that Madame Li “looks out into the distance and sees the xiaodan” (做遠
看，⾒見⼩小旦介), whereupon she asserts: “clearly, this is my daughter 分明是女孩兒.”  True to 457
the drama’s comedy of errors, the confusion over Madame Li’s misidentification of Xingyun (the 
xiaodan) as Feiyun (the zhengdan) continues even after the two women meet up close. Xingyun 
greets Madame Li as “mother” (媽媽) out of respect, but quickly informs her that she is not her 
daughter. Xingyun explains that she is from a lowly household, and lacks a mother and father of 
her own. Startled, Madame Li takes a closer look (做細看介). But despite Xingyun’s protests 
that she must have mistaken her for someone else, Madame Li is resolute, and continues to tell 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 49. The story of Qiannü comes from a Tang dynasty classical tale, in which the female 456
protagonist divides into women: one that lies sick in bed in the home of her parents, and another that follows her 
lover to the capital and lives with him as he ascends the ladder of officialdom. At the end of the story, the two 
women reunite as one.
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 122.457
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Xingyun, “you clearly are my child Feiyun! 你分明是我⾶飛雲的兒那！”  One wonders how 458
this scene would have played out on stage. Aside from a note in the stage directions informing 
the reader that the xiaodan (i.e. Hua Xingyun) is onstage, Xingyun is not called by name until 
several arias into the scene. A perceptive audience would certainly pin Xingyun down by her 
costume, but if the actors have adopted new costumes for the second half of the play, audiences 
might be taken by surprise by this ridiculous situation, especially if the actors playing Xingyun 
and Feiyun were alike in face and in affect. The fact that Xingyun is not named until midway 
through the scene suggests Ruan’s attempt to produce a few moments of suspense.  
 Even after looking closely (xikan 細看) at Hua Xingyun, Madame Li cannot seem to 
correct her mis-recognition. Madame Li protests, even after Xingyun has identified herself by 
name, that Xingyun must be her daughter. When Madame Li does finally distinguish Xingyun 
from her daughter Li Feiyun, it is based on a non-visual attribute: “Listening to her voice there 
is, after all, something a bit off 聽他聲⾳音果是有些不同.” Madame Li’s description is vague, 
and points unsatisfactorily only to “difference” (butong); it is not clear precisely what this 
“difference” is. But after coming to this realization, Madame Li looks closely at Xingyun one last 
time and only then acquiesces to say that she has been mistaken. Xingyun does resembles her 
daughter, “all but for the bit of extra peach-red on her cheeks 只多⼀一腮上桃紅⼀一點兒.”  459
 The gag that the two women are almost exactly alike, except for the minor detail of 
Xingyun’s red cheeks, plays itself out several times over the course of the play. Mother Meng 孟
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 124.458
 Madame Li emphasizes this difference in a sung line: “To look at her flowery face there is no difference between 459
them; it is only that the rings on her snow-white cheeks have a swirl of scarlet red” (覷花容沒別，覷花容沒別，只
是雪暈腮邊有猩紅⼀一捻). All citations come from Ruan, Yanzi jian, 124.
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媽媽, for instance — a working class medicine woman and go-between whose vivid 
characterization has been appreciated by Marxist-leaning Chinese literary critics  — remarks 460
that physically speaking, Feiyun and Xingyun are “of the same sort” (⼀一個樣⼦子).  Having met 461
both of them in person, however, she is able to untangle the puzzle faster than most of the other 
characters. Huo Duliang is particularly dense, and at one point he thinks that there are actually 
three women who share Feiyun and Xingyun’s physical features. Huo adds a “Miss Jia” (賈⼩小
姐) to the list, the daughter of the military governor Jia Nanzhong, whom Huo marries in Scene 
32. The reader is in on the joke, however, because we know that “Miss Jia” is really Li Feiyun, 
whom Jia Nanzhong has rescued from the chaos of the An Lushan rebellion and taken in as his 
adopted daughter. Huo describes Miss Jia as “indistinguishable from the good and beautiful 
goddess of Mount Wu 與巫山麗質⼈人無辨,” and nearly remarks aloud that Miss Jia looks quite 
similar to Hua Xingyun. Yet Huo too recalls that Xinyun has a bit of extra “peach-red” on her 
cheeks — the detail that he used earlier to depict her in the “spring visage” painting — and Miss 
Jia lacks this extra bit of color. Huo decides that he has been mistaken, but because “Miss Jia” is 
Feiyun (not Xingyun), Huo remains amazed by his luck at marrying a “third” beautiful woman 
just like the other two.  The comedy of The Swallow Letter encourages readers to imagine that 462
there are myriad copies of identical women circulating in the world of the play, all awaiting 
marriage to the young and talented Huo Duliang. In so doing. The Swallow Letter reproduces the 
“beauty portrait” genre in the social mode of theater.  
 For instance, in the editors’ introduction to Ruan’s collected works. Hu and Xu, Ruan Dacheng xiqu sizhong, 6.460
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 118-119.461
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 155. 462
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 *          *          * 
 Li Feiyun, for her part, ends up in the field camp of governor-general Jia Nanzhong while 
fleeing from the An Lushan rebellion. Jia does not recognize Feiyun at first, and assumes that she 
is just another refugee fleeing from Chang’an. But Jia does notice Feiyun’s “deportment” (juzhi 
舉⽌止), and reflects that she “must be from a great household 果然是⼤大⼈人家的.”  Li Feiyun 463
proceeds to inform Jia that her father is Li Andao 麗安道, the Secretary of the Ministry of Rites. 
It is not a given, however, that characters in The Swallow Letter are really who they say the are, 
so Jia decides to subject Feiyun’s claims of identify to a test.  Conveniently, Jia is not only Li 464
Andao’s old friend and fellow-year degree holder (tongnian 同年), but the sender of the Guanyin 
painting that first graces the stage as a gift to the Li family early on in the drama. Jia asks Feiyun 
if she remembers her father receiving a letter from him sometime in the past spring; and Feiyun, 
upon reflecting, is able to confirm that her father did receive a letter from Jia along with a 
painting by the Tang Dynasty master painter Wu Daozi 吳道⼦子.  Feiyun’s knowledge of the 465
painting — the aforementioned image of the bodhisattva Guanyin — becomes the “evidence” 
that Feiyun is who she says she is.  
 Feiyun’s “positive” identification in this scene as the daughter of Li Andao is contingent 
upon her relationship with the Guanyin painting; not, importantly, the “spring visage” painting of 
Hua Xingyun and Huo Duliang. It is conceptually appropriate that the Buddhist image 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 117.463
 Even Huo Duliang, for example, takes a pseudonym midway through the play to avoid facing false accusations of 464
bribing his way to a successful outcome in the exams. For the false accusations against Huo, orchestrated by Xianyu 
Ji, see Scene 19 of Ruan, Yanzi jian, 94-100. For Huo’s pseudonym, Bian Wuji 卞無忌 (“impatient and without 
fear”) and allegiance with Jia Nanzhong, see Scene 27 of Ruan, Yanzi jian, esp. 132-134.
 These are details that the play’s readers will recall from Scene 3 of The Swallow Letter, which introduces the 465
Guanyin painting as a gift to Li Andao and his household from Jia Nanzhong.
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“enlightens” the characters to each other’s “true” identities, but the moment is dramatically 
appropriate as well. One painting in the play causes confusion, the other painting rectifies it. Jia 
Nanzhong does not even ask Feiyun to describe the Guanyin painting (and as a work of Buddhist 
iconography, a description might not do much good anyway).  What the Guanyin painting 466
looks like is not important; simply knowing that it exists is enough to convince Jia that Feiyun is 
telling the truth.  The process is quite different from the way Huo Duliang’s spring visage 467
painting of is constantly mis-recognized by its viewers, who in their difficulty to pin down the 
woman it depicts cannot seem to describe the painting thoroughly enough. Like the conflicting 
descriptions of Du Liniang’s portrait in The Peony Pavilion, the descriptive layers that surround 
the “spring visage” painting only add to the confusion over the identities of its subjects. The 
Guanyin painting is self-explanatory, and thus an appropriate validation of Feiyun’s identity.  
 Feiyun’s relationship with the spring visage painting is of a different sort. Whereas the 
painting of Guanyin confirms her identity, the spring visage painting obfuscates it. A stream of 
visual evidence would appear to link her to its female subject, up to the point that Feiyun hardly 
needs to do the work of imagining herself as the lady in the painting. When Feiyun looks into the 
spring visage painting, it is as if she were looking into a mirror. Others comment on her physical 
likeness to the pictured woman, and Feiyun easily reads herself into its poetic dedication as the 
“cloud lady,” Yunniang. She even dreams herself into the painting, where she plays at batting 
butterflies as if she really were the woman in the painting. Yet this is all the work of a temporary 
substitution — the misidentification of Feiyun for Xingyun.  
 See their exchange in Scene 24 of Ruan, Yanzi jian, 117-118.466
 As Burkus-Chasson suggests in her analysis of The Peony Pavilion, a goddess like the Divine Woman of 467
Shamanka Mountain (Wushan shennü) or Guanyin cannot be adequately captured in a picture (Burkus-Chasson, 
“Like Not Like,” 145).
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 As Burkus-Chasson notes of The Peony Pavilion, the mirror can be an “unreliable 
witness,” proving no better than an emotion or sensation in determining likeness.  Indeed, 468
when Huo Duliang completes the spring visage painting in Scene 6, he and Xingyun use a mirror 
to judge their likeness to the painting, yet neither feels that the painting accurately represents the 
other’s spiritual essence (shen 神). Nor can LI Feiyun quite trust that the painting is an accurate 
image of her, and her own consultation with a mirror reveals the all-important discrepancy 
between herself and the lady in the painting. Feiyun realizes that she resembles the painted 
woman all but for an extra bit of peach-red (taohong 桃紅) on the painted woman’s cheeks — 
the same difference that Madame Li later notices between Feiyun and Xingyun, and that Huo 
Duliang uses to distinguish “Miss Jia” (Li Feiyun) from Xingyun. It is a seemingly minor 
difference, and not readily discernible simply by viewing the painting up close (“taking another 
good, close look at it 再細看⼀一看) — Feiyun’s initial approach to confronting the mystery of the 
painting. Viewing the painting alone does not solve its paradox. It is “half false and half true; 
meaningful yet meaningless 半假半真，有意無意;”  an exercise in displacement that only 469
draws Li Feiyun further into the image as its not-quite-like viewer. 
*          *          * 
 In The Peony Pavilion, Du Liniang paints her self-portrait with reference to a mirror, which in turn makes for a 468
self-portrait already mediated as a reflection (see Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 146). Burkus-Chasson also 
argues that while the “textual portrait” — how Du Liniang’s portrait is described in words — is usually read as a 
representation of how Du Liniang appeared during her dream, in which she first encounters Liu Mengmei, this 
interpretation suggests that the dream is a single, stable, unchangeable thing. She would rather us interpret the 
dream, like Du Liniang’s reflection in her mirror, as changeable too, “a memory that is an unreliable measure of 
what was once seen” (Burkus-Chasson, “Like Not Like,” 153). 
 “I cannot pry out of this painting what is true and what is false; why, then, has this painting arrived from me out 469
of the blue? 啞丹青問不出真和贗，將為偶然，如何像得這般︖？” Ruan, Yanzi jian, 58.
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 In The Peony Pavilion, Du Liniang is progressively fractured into multiple roles and 
existences — dreamer, girl, painting, ghost, and reincarnated girl — which are reinforced by the 
circulation and interpretation of her self-portrait. In The Swallow Letter, by contrast, the spring 
visage painting draws together the already “fractured” female protagonist — the pair of Li 
Feiyun and Hua Xingyun — by bringing them closer together into the frame of a single woman, 
who is the ideal romantic partner for Huo Duliang. Unlike the later paired female protagonists of 
The Story of the Stone, Li Feiyun and Hua Xingyun are duplicates more than complements.  It 470
is small details that distinguish them: the peach-red of Xingyun’s cheeks versus Feiyun’s lady-
like bearing. These “positive” traits, by which each woman is identified without being compared, 
are markers of their social status: Xingyun is a courtesan, and Feiyun is highly-bred. (Before 
Xingyun’s peach-red cheeks become her marker of difference with Feiyun, Huo notices them as 
one of her key physical features and paints them into the spring visage painting. ) In the same 471
scene when Jia Nanzhong notices Li Feiyun’s upper-class department (juzhi), the medicine 
woman Mother Meng tells Feiyun that the woman in the spring visage painting is a courtesan. 
“No wonder,” remarks Feiyun (who is surer now than she was before), “when I first saw the 
painting, I noticed how artificial and affected she was, and guessed that she was [a courtesan] 
 This is a point that importantly distinguishes Li Feiyun and Hua Xingyun from Xue Baochai and Lin Daiyu, a 470
later pair of heroines in The Story of the Stone. It seems possible that Stone’s author, Cao Xueqin, might have drawn 
on Ruan’s work. But as Cyril Birch importantly points out, the similarity stops here, because the Feiyun-Xingyun 
pair is categorically different from the Baochai-Daiyu pair: “Baoyu craves the love of both his cousins (though in 
different fashion) because they are totally complementary in their qualities and have the defects of their virtues. 
Baochai is too square, Daiyu too prickly, but put them together and you create the utterly ideal companion-lover-
wife. Now when we turn to the objects of Huo Duliang’s desires, we find virtually no difference between them at 
all…Both are talented, beautiful, and sharp-eyed in looking out for their own interests.” Cyril Birch, ed., Scenes for 
Mandarins: The Elite Theater of the Ming (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995): 246.
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 34. A curious feature of this scene, however, is that Xingyun is described as entering in “light 471
makeup” (淡妝) (Yanzi jian, 32). Her red cheeks signal her status as a courtesan more than they are a physical trait, 
comparable to Jia Nanzhong’s observation of Feiyun’s high-bred “deportment” in Scene 24.
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from the realm of smoke and flowers 怪道我當初看時，⾒見那喬樣喬樣，也就是個煙花中⼈人
了.”  In a play that relies heavily on their visual interchangeability, these differences of affect 472
— mannerisms based on status that cannot quite be captured in a painting that shows formal 
likeness — seem to offer the best solution to telling them apart.  
 At the end of the play, however, the two women are proved more “like” than “not like.” 
When Huo enters the stage in the final scene, he greets Feiyun and Xingyun, then greets the two 
paintings, and jokes: “Just look! I’m the only stand-alone figure here; you two make a set of 
three with the figure in the painting, like you all came from the same woodblock 你看⼩小⽣生⽌止單
單⼀一⼈人，你兩個與畫上的⼈人兒，⼀一印板凑成三個了.”  In repeating the drama’s recurring 473
gag, Huo reminds the reader that none of the play’s characters have changed. The difference is in 
Huo's position as a viewer, with both women and both paintings brought together before his eyes. 
His quip also carries a slightly subversive undertone. If a courtesan and an upper-class woman 
can be nearly-identical copies of each other, this suggests that the status hierarchies that separate 
them are fraying at the seams. Indeed, their difference in social status is leveled-out by the end of 
the play when both receive the high honors due to the wife of a successful scholar and official. 
Huo has met doubly with successes in the military and civil realms, leading Feiyun to receive 
honors as the wife of a governor-general (節度的夫⼈人封誥), and Xingyun to receive honors as 
the wife of the top degree candidate (狀元的安⼈人封誥). Feiyun still comes out ahead, but just 
barely. What remains to distinguish them, and has distinguished them throughout the drama, is a 
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 119.472
 Ruan, Yanzi jian, 209.473
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theatrical difference. As Cyril Birch succinctly articulates: “A play can only have one heroine 
proper (zhengdan), and this is Flying Cloud [Feiyun]; Wandering Cloud [Xingyun] is the other 
member of the usual pair as xiaodan.”  This theatrical difference, however, is not a trivial detail 474
to be lightly cast aside. This is precisely where Kong Shangren steps in when he returns to the 
issue of female portraiture in The Peach Blossom Fan several decades later. I conclude this 
chapter by showing how Kong’s drama reworks the visual and theatrical worlds of The Peony 
Pavilion and The Swallow Letter by reframing issues of portraiture, likeness, and performative 
behavior in light of the socio-political context of the Ming-Qing transition.  
  
V. New Lyrics, Old Poetry: Portraiture and Performance in The Peach Blossom Fan 
Revisiting Mistaken Identity 
 In the summary notes to Scene 22 of The Peach Blossom Fan, in which Li Xiangjun 
strikes her head on the ground and splatters her fan with blood, the commentator remarks that the 
scene has done a service to dramatic writing by reconsidering the trope of “mistaken marriage”: 
“Chuanqi dramas often use mistaken marriages [as a plot device]; it is one of their tiresome, 
loathsome formulas. But this scene’s mistaken marriage is actually something quite new 傳奇中
多⽤用錯娶，亦屬厭套︔；此折錯娶，卻是新⽂文.”  After Li Xiangjun is taken offstage, her 475
procuress Li Zhenli assumes Li Xiangjun’s name and goes in her place to marry the Southern 
Ming official Tian Yang. This is the “mistaken marriage” to which the commentator refers. Read 
 Birch, Scenes for Mandarins, 236. Birch continues: “Flying Cloud then comes out on top as Governor’s Lady, but 474
in any case she is obviously the social superior to Wandering Cloud and must take precedence. Apart from this, with 
Wandering Cloud declared Partner of the Prize Candidate we have a judiciously balanced arrangement to effect a 
thoroughly bigamous ménage à trois” (236). 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 66. 475
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in light of the above discussion of The Swallow Letter, one could argue that the scene is simply 
Kong’s adaptation of the familiar trope of mistaken identity; and it is, to a point. Li Zhenli frets 
that someone will recognize her as an interloper before she finally agrees to the marriage, giving 
in to the demands of Yang Wencong who is the go-between for the new marriage and culprit 
behind the switch. As one of the imperial servants who takes Li Zhenli to Tian Yang’s residence 
has already remarked at the beginning of the scene, he and his companion would hardly be able 
to tell Li Zhenli and Li Xiangjun apart anyway.  Yang simply terms the exchange of women 476
“substituting a plum for a peach” (將李代桃) — a selection between two nearly-like women of 
the pleasure quarters.  477
 The Peach Blossom Fan has a penchant for displacement and substitution, both in theme 
and at the level of the text. Hou Fangyu forges a letter to forestall a military encampment on the 
brink of mutiny; poems are mis-attributed to stage characters who did not write them. In one 
such case, Yang Wencong offers a poem to congratulate Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu on the 
morning after their marriage that was in fact written by Yu Huai 余懷, a late Ming writer who 
does not figure as a stage character in the play.  Perhaps the most surprising substitution of all 478
is between The Peach Blossom Fan’s citation of Linchuan school dramas: some anecdotes 
suggest that the play Li Xiangjun’s music teacher Su Kunsheng taught her was not The Peony 
Pavilion after all — it was The Swallow Letter.  Su Kunsheng, like the storyteller Liu Jingting, 479
had once been in the employment of Ruan Dacheng, and is possible that Su Kunsheng would 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 181.476
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 184.477
 See Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 83.478
 Xu Ke, Qing bai lei chao 徐珂清稗類鈔, cited in Kang Baocheng, 126.479
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have continued to instruct his students in singing Ruan’s dramas even after walking out on him. 
Recalling previous chapters, we know that Ruan was recognized as a Tang Xianzu disciple — 
the natural heir to Tang’s style, according to the late Ming drama critic Wang Siren. In terms of 
music and lyrical sensibility, their plays may even have sounded similar.  This confluence can 480
help to explain a puzzling remark from the commentator following Xiangjun’s performance of an 
aria from The Peony Pavilion for the Hongguang Emperor in Scene 25: “This is the tune of “jade 
trees and flowers in the courtyard”; who can bear to listen to it? 此《⽟玉樹後庭花》，誰忍聽
之︖？”  Within Kong’s work, The Peony Pavilion joins Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter as 481
a pair of theatrical cautionary tales that expose audiences to the literary symptoms of the late 
Ming’s moral instability. 
 This slippage between Linchuan school dramas points to Kong Shangren’s ambiguous 
participation in the Linchuan school lineage. While Kong cites frequently from the works of his 
predecessors, The Peach Blossom Fan and its paratextual apparatuses are also quite critical of 
the dramatic tradition that they engage. Placing Ruan Dacheng on stage as a dramatic character 
produces an implicit juxtaposition between Kong and Ruan as playwrights, and The Peach 
Blossom Fan's citations from The Peony Pavilion join its descriptions of production work for 
The Swallow Letter to fashion its literary and social criticism through the patterns of theater. In 
one of the few commentarial notes that mentions Tang Xianzu’s play by name, it is to address a 
core paradigm of the late Ming theatrical world — the power of qing: “In The Peony Pavilion, a 
dead woman can come back to life; in The Peach Blossom Fan, those who have been separated 
 I have begun a preliminary tune-by-tune comparison of these plays, which will be incorporated into a later 480
version of this project. 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 75.481
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can meet again. Both outcomes are brought about through the roots of qing”《牡丹亭》死者可
以復⽣生，《桃花扇》離者可以復會，皆是拿定情根.”  This reference, however, only goes to 482
show how different The Peach Blossom Fan is from the Linchuan dramas that came before it. 
Qing may reunite The Peach Blossom Fan’s characters on a temporary basis, but even qing is not 
powerful enough to reassemble the late Ming socio-political world whose deterioration Kong’s 
play chronicles. While qing might transcend life and death, it cannot reinstate the socio-cosmic 
foundations of late Ming imperial authority. 
 The socio-political conditions that inspire The Peach Blossom Fan’s substitutions exist in 
a different time and place than the world of The Peony Pavilion. The stakes of mis-recognition in 
the early Qing would also have been exponentially higher than any moment of mistaken identity 
in The Swallow Letter. Ruan’s play, after all, is a comedy that takes pleasure in the twists and 
turns of its romantic plot; and as The Swallow Letter’s prologue assures the audience, everything 
will turn out harmoniously in the end. In The Peach Blossom Fan, however, conflicts shown on 
stage can be matters of life and death. There is no guarantee that Li Xiangjun will recover from 
her self-inflicted beating, and the fact remains that she has taken a considerable gamble by 
ruining her good looks — the source of her livelihood as a courtesan — to remain loyal to Hou 
Fangyu.  “In a game of chess,” remarks the commentator, “one comes to a deathly impasse, 483
and one is forced to come out with a lifesaving move 棋逢死地，逼出仙著矣.”  The question 484
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 109.482
 In her reading of this scene, Tina Lu observes that while Li Xiangjun’s face seems to be beyond repair at this 483
moment, there is no mention of scars on her face as the play proceeds (Lu, Persons, Roles, and Minds, 190). It 
would seem that the traces of her actions have disappeared; or, perhaps, been transferred to the fan.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 65.484
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at stake for Xiangjun is how to determine the value of what she gains by putting her courtesan’s 
livelihood — her pretty face — in jeopardy.  
 In this context, the familiar portrait motif of the Linchuan drama takes on a much more 
serious undertone. This is no longer the light-hearted world of mistaken identities in Ruan’s The 
Swallow Letter; nor is this even the more philosophically tortuous world of The Peony Pavilion, 
in which character identities — whether or not characters are who they say they are — are in flux 
throughout the play. In The Peach Blossom Fan, the issue of portraiture is refracted through the 
play’s discourse on history, theater, and performance. There is no guarantee that the substitution 
of Li Zhenli for Li Xiangjun will bring either woman closer to a happy ending; nor is it a given 
that Li Xiangjun’s self-recognized portrait — the peach blossom fan — will reconcile her 
relationship with the male protagonist Hou Fangyu. The Peach Blossom Fan does not end with a 
marriage that balances out the characters’ relationships. This play’s mistaken identities remain 
unresolved; nor, for that matter, are character identities in The Peach Blossom Fan ever quite 
clear to begin with.  
Portraiture in Poetry and Performance 
 When Li Xiangjun first enters the stage, she enters as an unmarked role-type: a dan 
“splendidly attired and made-up 旦豔妝上.” She is called on stage as if out of a dream; or, as if 
out of a painting. Li Zhenli remarks to Yang Wencong that Li Xiangjun “has not yet finished 
applying her morning makeup” (曉妝未竟), and that she is still in her bedroom, preparing for 
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her entrance.  As an “unfinished” character, this dan role-type does not even have a name. She 485
tells Yang that she is “too young” for a name, so Li Zhenli asks Yang to give her one. He names 
her based on a historical passage, recalling: “The Zuozhuan says: ‘The orchid has a fragrance 
suited to a state, and everyone falls for its charms.’ So why not call her Xiangjun? 左傳云：『蘭
有國⾹香，⼈人服媚之』，就叫他⾹香君何如.”  The orchid’s “stateliness” — an idea in part 486
linked to Confucius’s characterization of the orchid as a noble flower — ties Xiangjun to politics 
in a way that more closely associates her with tropes of female knight-errants, popular during the 
early Qing, than with established tropes of the dynasty-topping beauty.  The reference also 487
links the newly-christened Li Xiangjun to the goddess of the Xiang River (Xiang Jun 湘君), a 
figure from the ancient poetry collection Songs of the South (Chuci), in which good-smelling 
flowers (like the orchid) are associated with positive moral qualities. This goddess of the Xiang 
River never appears to the poetic speaker — she is manifest as an idea only, a figure present in 
her absence and in the poet’s wish for her to arrive.  488
 Like her poetic namesake, Li Xiangjun is called and desired into being. When Yang 
Wencong first enters Xiangjun’s establishment, he observes that the walls of her entertaining 
 This is another parallel to Du Liniang, to whom Liu Mengmei calls out while viewing her self-portrait before he 485
brings her back to life. “(Yang Wencong looks around) So this is your esteemed daughter’s boudoir. Where has she 
gotten to? (Li Zhenli) She has not yet finished applying her morning makeup, and is still in her bedroom. (Yang) 
Please ask her to come out. (Zhenli calls out:) Child, come out! Master Yang is here! (看介)這是令愛妝樓，他往那
裡去了︖？(⼩小旦)曉妝未竟，尚在臥房。︒(末)請他出來。︒(⼩小旦喚介)孩兒出來，楊⽼老爺在此.” Taohua shan, in 
Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55.
  Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55. Yang’s citation from the Zuozhuan comes from the chapter on 486
the third year of the reign of Duke Xuan 宣公三年.
 See esp. Chapter 3, “Heroic Transformations” in Li, Women and National Trauma, 201-294.487
 In David Hawkes’ translation, the poem begins: “The goddess comes not, she holds back shyly. / Who keeps her 488
delaying within the island, / Lady of the lovely eyes and the winning smile?” Qu Yuan (and other poets), The Songs 
of the South: An Ancient Chinese Anthology of Poems, trans. David Hawkes (New York: Penguin Books, 1985): 106.
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room are filled with poems praising her.  (Since Xiangjun is not yet “named,” one wonders 489
how these poems would refer to her, assuming they name her at all.) Yang thinks about adding 
his own poem to the wall, where it would join works by Zhang Tianru 張天如 and Xia Yizhong 
夏彝仲, two late Ming writers who opposed Wei Zhongxian during the factional feuds at the 
Tianqi Emperor’s court.  Yang reconsiders, however, and decides on a different approach:  490
“I cannot match these works with a poem,” Yang muses, “and might as well avoid 
embarrassing myself. Instead, I’ll just casually sketch a few orchids to adorn these plain 
walls. (Li Zhenli) Even better. (Yang looks at the wall.) Here is a fist-shaped rock painted 
by Lan Tianshu! Well! I’ll just sketch my orchids next to his rock; it’s just as fine to use 
his work to set off my own. (He paints).”  
做他不過，索性藏拙，聊寫墨蘭數筆，點綴素壁罷。︒(⼩小旦)更妙。︒(末看壁介)這是
藍⽥田叔畫的拳⽯石。︒呀！就寫蘭於⽯石旁，借他的襯貼也好。︒(畫介)  491
Yang’s first attempt to “portray” Xiangjun, even before he names her, is through painting. His 
flower selection, an orchid, foreshadows his later citation to the Zuozhuan and strengthens the 
association between Xiangjun and the flower. References to stately scents continue to pervade 
Yang’s later arias. In one such case, Xiangjun is poised to reject the bridal trousseau financed by 
Ruan Dacheng (Scene 7), and her actions are foreshadowed by Yang’s lines that tie the scent of 
peach blossoms and plum blossoms to the scent of Li Xiangjun.  One might say that Yang, as 492
 “(The mo sees that there are poems on all four walls) All of these poems have been presented by famous men; 489
such a collection is indeed hard to come by. (Chants the poems under his breath [literally “behind his hand”]) (末看
四壁上詩篇介)都是些名公題贈，卻也難得。︒(背⼿手吟哦介). Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55.
 Yang moves between members of both factions represented in the play: the Restoration Society (Hou Fangyu and 490
the like) and their opponents — former allies of Wei Zhongxian (like Ruan Dacheng) and the new corrupt officials 
of the Southern Ming (like Ma Zhiying, to whom Yang Wencong was related by marriage). Yang’s unusual position 
as a mediator puts him in an awkward position here. He does not, I think, defer because he is incapable as a poet, but 
to make sure he does not ruffle too many feathers.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55.491
 “正芬芳桃⾹香李⾹香，都題在宮紗扇上︔；怕遇著狂風吹蕩，須緊緊袖中藏，須緊緊袖中藏.” Taohua shan, in 492
Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 88.
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an “internal author” of the drama, is as responsible for establishing Xiangjun’s character as for 
compelling Xiangjun into action in these key moments of the play. 
 Xiangjun's stage entrance in The Peach Blossom Fan is a painting metaphor turned poetic 
and performative. The canvas upon which she paints is her own face, and her courtesan’s makeup 
doubles as stage makeup. For readers of The Swallow Letter, the fact that Xiangjun is introduced 
with embodied painting metaphors should not come as a surprise. The dramatic conceit of Ruan’s 
play, we can recall, centers on the physical similarity between its two female protagonists, who 
are described as “printed from the same woodblock.” Kong, it seems, drew on this idea to create 
in Li Xiangjun a kind of “living” portrait. As discussed at length above, Xiangjun has a theatrical 
pair in The Peony Pavilion’s Du Liniang, whose arias she sings. Xiangjun also has a historical 
prototype in Li Xiang, a famous Nanjing courtesan. Li Xiang’s relationship with Hou Fangyu is 
documented in a short biography by Hou himself, and Li Xiang was also profiled in Yu Huai’s 
nostalgic reminiscences on the Nanjing pleasure quarters in Yu Huai’s Banqiao zaji 板橋雜記.  493
Both sources are cited in Kong’s bibliography to the play, reminding readers that Li Xiangjun is 
a synthesis of literary sources produced by men who remembered and re-imagined her in writing. 
Li Xiangjun might thus be called a theatrical portrait of Li Xiang as well as of Du Liniang. 
 Like Du Liniang’s portrait in The Peony Pavilion, these early representations of Xiangjun 
are blurred and indirect. As readers of the play, we cannot view the paintings on Xiangjun’s wall, 
nor are the poems written on her wall transcribed in the play-text. Yang views and reads both, but 
keeps the details to himself. Read as early “portraits” of Xiangjun, these poems and pictures are 
 See entries on Li Xiang in: Yu Huai 余懷, Banqiao zaji 板橋雜記, ed. Liu Ruxi 劉如溪 (Qingdao: Qingdao 493
chubanshe, 2002): 112-115; and Hou Fangyu 侯⽅方域, Hou Fangyu quanji jiao jian 侯⽅方域全集校箋, ed. Wang 
Shulin 王树林 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2013): 1: 291-292.
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also abstract and produced through layers of metaphor — they make little attempt to provide a 
visual depiction of Xiangjun’s physical likeness, and can perhaps been understood as a site of 
homosocial bonding clustered around Xiangjun to benefit their male poets and artists.  This 494
rendering of Li Xiangjun suggests that her specificity is not particularly important — any woman 
might be compared to an orchid, perform as Du Liniang in The Peony Pavilion, or be draped 
with poetic imagery from The Songs of the South. 
 Even the sounds of this scene, according to the commentator, are a kind of decorative 
element that further adorns Xiangjun’s character: “The tunes and dialogue are soft and elegant, 
and bewitchingly beautiful, touching up the scene with color and detail — a perfect match for 
Xiangjun 曲⽩白溫柔艷冶，設⾊色點染，恰與⾹香君相稱.”  These diffuse features of the scene — 495
its music, dialogue, the paintings and poems on her wall — create the environment of social and 
theatrical performance in which Li Xiangjun exists. This scene brings her into being through its 
multiple layers and media forms: her “portrait” here is a theatrical one, which unites her social 
status to poetic, historical, and theatrical references. The environment of her courtesan’s quarters 
provides the first layer of raw materials upon which to build her character’s dramatic portrayal; it 
is the canvas and coloring that Kong as dramatist calls upon to portray her. Xiangjun’s arias from 
The Peony Pavilion are performed on this base, creating her “image” in the image of Du Liniang. 
 Another way of reading this scene would be as a “literary consumption” of Li Xiangjun, to borrow the phrase 494
from Sophie Volpp’s work of the literary consumption of actors during the late Ming. Volpp argues that writing 
poems about actors was a homosocial bonding activity for elite men, and that such poems manifested such men’s 
shared appreciation of watching an actor perform more than they were really “for” or “about” the actors. (Chapter 5, 
“The Literary Consumption of Actors in Seventeenth Century China,” in Volpp, Worldly Stage, 173-213.) Similarly, 
we could see Yang Wencong’s consideration of how to add his voice to Xiangjun’s wall as a way of negotiating his 
relationships with male contemporaries.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 8.495
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 Li Xiangjun, in other words, becomes present in The Peach Blossom Fan through the 
myriad citations and symbols that cluster around her character. In the scene prior to her first 
stage entrance, the commentator implicitly establishes this method of reading Li Xiangjun’s 
character. He compares her to Nanjing’s Lake Mochou 莫愁湖 (“Worry-not lake”), calling the 
lake her “predecessor”: “Mochou [Lake] is the site where seeds of chou [anxious depression] are 
planted; or, one might call it the precursor of Li Xiangjun 莫愁者，愁種也，或是⾹香君前身.”  496
Similar vocabulary is used in Scene 24 to describe Ma Shiying and Ruan Dacheng’s historical 
and theatrical pairing to Yan Song and Zhao Wenhua, mid-Ming officials who are featured as 
stage characters in The Crying Phoenix (see Chapter 1). Thus, in addition to her historical, 
poetic, and theatrical prototypes, Li Xiangjun is also brought to life through her associations to a 
place. Lake Mochou is a well-known poetic site, replete with layers of nostalgic resonance that 
are tied to the lake’s many poetic eulogies. Xiangjun’s character in The Peach Blossom Fan is 
thus also produced through poetic association: her character is a tableau upon which others may 
create her as they imagine her. 
 In her association with the cityscape of Nanjing, Xiangjun’s character takes on a broader 
symbolic resonance. Early on, the drama establishes a metaphorical relationship between  the 
Qinhuai River region and its pleasure quarter inhabitants. A poem recited by Li Zhenli during her 
first stage entrance encapsulates this idea: “The pear blossoms float about like snowflakes, the 
grasses like spread the smoky mist; spring has come to the paired banks of the Qinhuai River. A 
string of powder-pavilions arches like a canopy over the river-water, each housing the reflection 
 The term qianshen could also be translated as “previous incarnation” to give the line a more Buddhist overtone. 496
Yunting shanren pingdian, 2.  The comment responds to male protagonist Hou Fangyu’s plea that the lake teach him 
how not to worry (莫愁，莫愁！教俺怎⽣生不愁也！) Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 47.
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of a beautiful woman 梨花似雪草如煙，春在秦淮兩岸邊︔；⼀一帶妝樓臨⽔水蓋，家家分影照嬋
娟.”  Like reflections in the river, the women of the pleasure quarters are more real as ideals 497
than as tangible entities. They are at once defined by and entrapped in the spaces they inhabit, 
living out their days “behind the patterns of a hanging screen, [trapped like] birds viewed 
through the frame of a bamboo cage; behind the flowery shadows, [on display] like fish 
protected by their bowls 簾紋籠架⿃鳥，花影護盆⿂魚.”  Indeed, one key difference between Li 498
Xiangjun and Du Liniang is their status: Xianjgun is a singing-girl, not a highly-bred lady like 
Du Liniang.  As Xiangjun sings Du Liniang’s arias that comment on the colorful flowers 499
blooming in her garden, Xiangjun reminds readers that as a courtesan, she too is like the flowers 
painted on her boudoir wall.  She is pruned for the enjoyment of others, who cultivate her 500
talents as a courtesan and entertainer.  501
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 54.497
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 55.498
 As the commentary puts it: “This spot manifests Xiangjun’s status 此處⾒見⾹香君身分.” Yunting shanren pingdian, 499
7.
 It was common, too, for prostitutes and courtesans to be poetically represented as “flowers.” Many theatrical 500
texts, for example, will refer to prostitutes as “smoky blossoms” (yanhua 煙花). In Scene 23, for example, she 
compares herself to a blossom herself (“They persecute me, feeble blossom afloat on the mist, helpless before the 
arrogance of these ministers. But to preserve my purity, jade without flaw, gladly I wound the flower-like blossom of 
my cheeks 欺負俺賤煙花薄命飄颻，倚著那丞相府忒驕傲。︒得保住這無瑕⽩白⽟玉身，免不得揉碎如花貌”). 
Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 186. Later in the same scene, she discusses the metaphor of the peach 
and willow with regard to either herself or Li Zhenli, who is now standing in for her and also assuming some of the 
elements of the portrait herself: “Like a peach petal adrift in a snowstorm, like a willow catkin wafted by the wind, 
Hiding her face behind her sleeve, she left at dead of night. Now I am left alone, no one to brush the dust from my 
coverlet, desolate, a flower that opens for none to view 恰便似桃⽚片逐雪濤，柳絮兒隨風飄︔；袖掩春風⾯面，⿈黃昏
出漢朝。︒蕭條，滿被塵無⼈人掃︔；寂寥，花開了獨⾃自瞧.” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 186.
 Li Xiangjun’s courtesan status is also why she lacks a female companion with whom to sing the famous duet 501
sequence in “The Interrupted Dream” — as a courtesan, Xiangjun would not be in the position to have a personal 
maid like Du Liniang’s Chunxiang. Even today, Xiangjun’s former residence along the Qinhuai river is practically a 
site of literary pilgrimage for Nanjing’s tourism industry. The abode (a reconstruction that doubles as a museum of 
Nanjing’s pleasure quarters) is filled with placards linking its spaces to plot-points in The Peach Blossom Fan.
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 Caught in this web of poetic associations, Li Xiangjun also lacks some of Du Liniang’s 
already limited agency. Li Xiangjun does not paint her own portrait; her fan is painted by the 
artist Yang Wencong, and before this inscribed with a poem by Hou Fangyu.  Thus, Xiangjun’s 502
portrait-making process reveals another aspect of her inheritance from The Swallow Letter: the 
portrait of its courtesan character, Hua Xingyun, is also painted by the hand of a male character. 
Nor does Li Xiangjun write a commentary on The Peony Pavilion, as would the later female 
protagonist of Dreams of Linchuan, Yu Ergu, like the many 17th-18th century women who were 
likewise deeply moved by Tang’s play (see Ch. 3). In fact, Xiangjun does not engage in acts of 
writing or painting at all. It is the peach blossom fan itself that takes the place of a written letter 
when she attempts to communicate with Hou Fangyu in the final third of the play. Hou, by this 
point, has left Nanjing to join the garrison camp of general Shi Kefa 史可法, where he seems to 
have forgotten all about his relationship with Li Xiangjun. Yang Wenxong and Su Kunsheng 
suggest that Xiangjun write a letter to Hou asking him to return to Nanjing. Xiangjun replies: 
“There is no writing that could articulate what I would say. I entreat you, Master Yang, to write a 
note for me 奴家⾔言出無⽂文，求楊⽼老爺代寫罷.” “How could you tell me to write what is on 
your mind? 你的⼼心事，叫俺如何寫得出,” Yang asks, incredulous — he has suddenly become 
unwilling (or unable) to serve as the intermediary who will bring the play to the grand reunion 
typical of the chuanqi and of Linchuan romance. Rather than write a letter, Xiangjun decides to 
send Hou her blood-splattered fan. The peach blossom fan, Xiangjun sings, encodes her 
 The commentary in the scene prior to Yang’s painting her portrait draws the readers’s attention the text’s use of ti 502
替, a grammatical particle that indicates doing something on behalf of another. “Already, there is a ti-character 
exposed here” (已露替字矣) (Yunting shanren pingdian, 64).
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“thousand miseries and ten thousand hardships 千愁萬苦.”  It is an object that is meant to 503
communicate her feelings more clearly than words. 
 When Hou Fangyu receives the fan, however, he is unable to interpret it. He “looks” (kan
看) at the fan, then “looks carefully” (xikan 細看), but remarks only that he finds the fan 
“interesting” (youqu 有趣). He claims the fan as his “treasure” (⼩小⽣生之寶), but still asks Su 
Kunsheng, the bearer of the fan, why he has delivered it. Su explains: “Xiangjun said that her 
thousand miseries and ten thousand hardships are all contained on the face of the fan, and so she 
has turned the fan into a letter. That’s why she sent it ⾹香君說道，千愁萬苦俱在扇頭，就把扇
兒當封書罷！故此寄來的.” “Xiangjun, Xiangjun!,” cries Hou, finally. “Tell me how I can 
repay you! ⾹香君⾹香君！叫⼩小⽣生怎⽣生報你也！”  Still, one cannot help but wonder at Hou’s 504
sincerity. Hou is the fan’s intended audience, but he is a distressingly poor reader. It is true that 
The Peony Pavilion’s Liu Mengmei also blundered through several botched attempts to decode 
the portrait in The Peony Pavilion — misidentifying the portrait variously as the Bodhisattva 
Guanyin and mythological moon goddess Chang’e — leading Du Liniang herself to reveal that 
she is the woman in the painting.  In The Swallow Letter too, Huo Duliang fails to complete his 505
own interpretive challenge multiple times: he fails to distinguish between the play’s two “real” 
women, Hua Xingyun and Li Feiyun, in the drama’s socialized rendering of the portrait 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 188. This is just the type of communication that Drams of 503
Linchuan's Yu Ergu aspires find in her reading of Tang Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion; something that communicates 
the “meaning beyond the words.” See Chapter 3. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 214.504
 See Scene 32 of Mudan ting; Tang, The Peony Pavilion, 187.505
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problem.  The trouble for Hou Fangyu is not too far afield: Hou’s interpretive capacity is 506
limited by the paradigms of reading and viewing already familiar to him. Fans, after all, were not 
common canvases for portrait-making.  Recollections of Wulin (Wulin jiushi 武林舊事), a Song 507
dynasty description of Nanjng’s neighboring city Hangzhou 杭州, describes many different 
styles of fans — one could have square and round fans, fans painted with different colors and 
designs, and one could even get one’s fan repaired — but none of these entries suggest anything 
remotely like Li Xiangjun’s portrait.  Hou Fangyu, in other words, is not prepared to view 508
Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan as a symbolic object, and so he cannot access Xiangjun’s feelings 
through the vehicle of her fan. 
The Symbolic Portrait 
 As a dramatist writing in conversation with Linchuan school figures like Tang Xianzu 
and Ruan Dacheng, there was surely no question that Kong Shangren would feel compelled to 
respond to the dramatic motif of the female self-portrait. By the early Qing, the portrait had 
become an expected plot point, even a dramatic cliche. The commentator to You Tong’s 尤侗 
 We might also read the fan’s use as a letter as a parody of Li Feiyun’s poetic love note to Huo, which does 506
communicate Feiyun’s feelings without much trouble.
 In a monograph on late nineteenth-century Shanghai, art historian Roberta Wue describes a collection of painted 507
fans by Ren Bonian, some of which did include figural themes and motifs. These range from the “anonymous 
scholar roaming the wilderness to identifiable figures from history, literature, and folklore.” One work by Ren even 
includes a “portrait-like image of a man in antique dress.” See Roberta Wue, Art Worlds: Artists, Images, and 
Audiences in Late Nineteenth-Century Shanghai (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2014): 57.
 For a taste of some of this variety, here are some of the many examples from Wulin jiushi: “Square fans” (⽅方扇) 508
“round fans” (圓扇) (juan 2, in item called 公主下降, 83); “imperial fans” (?) (御扇), (juan 2 item 挑菜, 105); 
different kinds of painted fans (畫領花扇/御書畫扇) (juan 2, item 賞花, 107); more painted fans (juan 3, 畫扇, 
item 西湖游幸, 111), gauze fans (juan 3 羅扇, item 迎新, 122), golden silk and green colored fans (juan 3, ⾦金絲翠
扇, item 端午, 123), pheasant (?) fans (雉扇) (juan 3, item 觀潮, 131); something called “fan plates” (扇牌兒, juan 
6 item ⼩小經紀, 279); fan repairs (修扇⼦子, juan 6 item ⼩小經紀, 282). Zhou Mi 周密, Wulin jiushi 武林舊事, ed. 
Zhang Zhi 張智, Zhongguo fengtu zhi congkan Volume 47 (Yangzhou: Guangling shushe, 2003).
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1655 play Celestial Court Music (Juntian le 鈞天樂), for one, commended the playwright for 
creating a female protagonist who decides not to paint her portrait.  What is fresh and unique 509
about The Peach Blossom Fan’s rendering of the motif is just how broadly the play conceives of 
the concept of portraiture.  
 Until Kong’s drama, the portrait had been to some degree linked with visual and physical 
likeness; even though, as discussed at length above, the images that resulted were imperfect 
reflections of the women they were meant to depict. In The Peach Blossom Fan, it is even more 
difficult for the play’s characters to view the connections between the peach blossom fan and Li 
Xiangjun as connections of portraiture (as Hou’s confusion at receiving the fan demonstrates). 
The most obvious difference between Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan and the portraits of her 
predecessors is that nothing on the fan could pass for a mimetic depiction of Xiangjun’s face. 
This is, of course, not the point of a Chinese portrait of a beautiful woman in any case. As The 
Swallow Letter’s Hua Xingyun and Huo Duliang discuss in that play’s portrait-painting scene, 
cited above, the issue at stake is more about likeness in essence (shensi) than likeness in form 
(xingsi) — the essence of a beautiful woman portrait is the beauty, not the woman.   510
 Judith T. Zeitlin, “Making the Invisible Visible: Portraits of Desire and Constructions of Death in Sixteenth- and 509
Seventeenth-Century China,” in Crossing Boundaries: Attending to Early Modern Women, ed. Jane Donawerth and 
Adele Seeff, with assistance from Sharon Achinstein (Newark, DE: University of Delaware Press, 2000): 55. The 
play referenced is Juntian yue 鈞天樂 (Celestial Court Music).
 Whether or not a portrait “looked like” the person it was intended to represent is not the point. It might mark out 510
certain characteristics and personality traits of that person, or elements of his/her subject-position (the difference 
between xingsi 形似 (physical likeness) and shensi 神似 (spiritual likeness)), for in late imperial China, there were 
no presupposed identities or the Enlightenment-style “sense of self” that was connected to the notion of a Christian 
immortal soul, only subject-positions arranged in multiple human relationships. (However, the relationship between 
humanity and the surrounding world was also a cosmic one, centered around the fulcrum of an Emperor who was a 
heavenly representative of sorts — the “Son of Heaven” who possessed an unquestionable mandate to rule until that 
Mandate was taken away by Heavenly displeasure.) Régine Thiriez notes that photography in the early 20th century 
retained many previous conventions of portraiture in producing portrait-photographs, such as using groups of objects 
to function as status symbols. Régine Thiriez, “Photography and Portraiture in Nineteenth-Century China,” East 
Asian History, no. 17/18 (June/December 1999): 77-102.
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 The Peach Blossom Fan takes this idea to the extreme: Li Xiangjun’s “portrait” is all 
about essence. It is a rather postmodern portrait, in this sense, but also corresponds to late Ming 
trends in painting that created “portraits” on a symbolic level. The artist Gong Xian 龔賢, for 
example, used images of weather-worn willow trees to manifest his distress at the turn in 
dynasties. The late Ming courtesan Liu Rushi 柳如是 also used the natural imagery of willow 
trees to produce symbolic self-portraits. These “portraits” could communicate through the visual 
code of their images: a strategically-placed willow in an image depicting her romantic partner 
Qian Qianyi’s residence signals Liu Rushi’s dramatic claim to legitimacy as Qian’s wife.  511
While none of these late Ming personalities are staged in The Peach Blossom Fan as dramatic 
characters, Kong was certainly familiar with their work. Kong cites poems from Qian’s Record 
of Study (Youxue ji 有學記) in his bibliography to the play, and Liu Rushi was one of the famous 
“Eight Beauties of Qinhuai,” which included the dramatic characters Kou Baimen, Bian Yujing, 
and of course, Li Xiangjun. Further, Kong was in personal communication with the aging artist 
Gong Xian. A letter to Gong Xian is included in Kong Shangren’s Complete Works, and contains 
Kong’s reflections on visuality that importantly distinguish between seeing and understanding.  512
 Understood in this context, Li Xiangjun’s recognition of the fan as her portrait feels less 
unfamiliar. She recognizes herself in the fan’s codes and contexts; it is an object that absorbs and 
 For a reading of Liu Rushi’s work, see Hui-Shu Lee, “Voices from the Crimson Cloud Library: Reading Liu 511
Rushi’s (1618-1664) Misty Willows by Moonlit Dike,” The Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture 2, no. 1 (April 
2015): 173-206. DOI 10.1215/23290048-2887589. Lee’s article also references work by Jerome Silbergeld on Gong 
Xian (see his “Kung Hsien’s Self-Portrait in Willows, with Notes on the Willow in Chinese Painting and Literature,” 
Artibus Asiae 42, no. 1 (1980): 5-38).
 I have discussed this in my unpublished paper on Kong Shangren’s “portrait-poetry,” titled “Poetics and Persona: 512
On Reading Kong Shangren’s Portrait-Poetry.”
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displays Xiangjun’s “history” in a way that her body does not.  When Yang Wencong and Su 513
Kunsheng find Xiangjun asleep in her room, giving Yang the opportunity to “fix up” Xiangjun's 
fan (替他點綴起來) by painting the bloodstains into peach blossoms, they observe that her facial 
wounds have nearly healed. Xiangjun’s face, like the fan, has been “repaired,” with the changes 
recorded on the fan are likewise reflected on Xiangjun’s face.  The fan showcases Xiangjun’s 514
history and gives a record of her relationship with Hou Fangyu’s poem: first, in Hou’s poem, 
then in the traces of her blood at her refusal of remarriage, up to Yang’s painting work that turns 
her bloodstains into a work of art. These changes are similarly reflected in the play’s paratextual 
props list, which reveals the theatrical transformations of the fan from the “poetry-fan” (shi shan 
詩扇) of Scene 6, to the “blood-splattered fan” (xiedian shan ⾎血點扇) of Scene 22, and finally 
the “peach blossom fan” (taohua shan 桃花扇) of Scene 23.  As the painting’s subject but not 515
its painter, Xiangjun can thus view the fan with the critical distance of an observer: “These peach 
blossoms suffer from an unlucky fate, fallen on the face of this fan. Thank you, Master Yang, for 
painting my portrait 咳！桃花薄命，扇底飄零。︒多謝楊⽼老爺替奴寫照了.”  Fallen peach 516
 As Shang Wei has insightfully observed in my personal conversations with him, Li Xiangjun’s fan finds an 513
instructive parallel in Western literature in Oscar Wilde’s Portrait of Dorian Gray. In Wilde’s work, Dorian Gray’s 
body and face remain forever young, yet his portrait reflects the ugly consequences of his behavior. Li Xiangjun’s 
fan similarly showcases the history of her relationship with Hou Fangyu: the poem signifying their wedding night, 
the blood stains that signify Xiangjun’s refusal to remarry, and Yang Wencong’s mediation of their relationship in 
painting the stains into peach blossoms. Also similar is how Xiangjun loses her “identity” as a courtesan of the late 
Ming when the fan is ripped apart by Zhang Wei. Like Dorian Gray’s portrait, the destruction of which heralds 
Dorian Gray’s death, Li Xiangjun’s fan is a physical extension of her body, onto which her history is written. The 
main difference between the two is how the portraits are imagined: Dorian Gray’s is a visual likeness, and Li 
Xiangjun’s is the result of accumulated symbolisms. There is nothing to indicate that Wilde took inspiration from 
Kong’s work, but the conceptual overlap is striking.
 As noted earlier, one would assume that Xiangjun’s face would retain bruises and scars, but it seems that by her 514
performance for the Hongguang Emperor, there is no trace of her injury.
 “Taohua shan qiemo 桃花扇砌末” (List of Stage Items in The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, Taohua 515
shan, Jie’an tang woodblock print edition, juan 4, 65a-69a.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 187-188.516
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blossoms — imagery reflected in Tian Wen’s tici cited at the start of this chapter — produce a 
jarring effect on readers who would have been more familiar with vibrant images of peach 
blossoms at their springtime height. Like the late Ming artists Liu Rushi and Gong Xian, Kong 
Shangren has taken familiar imagery from the visual and poetic cannons and transformed it for a 
new early Qing socio-political context.  
 The Peach Blossom Fan unites a late Ming visual paradigm to the theatrical tropes of 
Linchuan drama to create a portraiture scene that is stunningly new. Li Xiangjun may inherit the 
peach-red courtesan’s cheeks of The Swallow Letter’s Hua Xingyun, but Xiangjun’s cheeks are 
marked by a different red: the hot red of her blood, spilled in her resistance to remarriage, which 
becomes the most important raw material component of the painted fan.  And while Xiangjun’s 517
facial wounds have healed, her red cheeks remain, observed by none other than the Hongguang 
Emperor just as Xiangjun is about to perform an aria from The Peony Pavilion for him in Scene 
25: “Just look at how her painted face has started to blush. It seems that she is shy. Give her a 
peach blossom palace-style fan to conceal these spring colors 看他粉⾯面發紅，像是靦腆︔；賞他
⼀一柄桃花宮扇，遮掩春⾊色.”  Xiangjun’s blushing cheeks recall her violent resistance to a 518
forced marriage to Tian Yang, and close the wide circle that The Peach Blossom Fan draws 
connecting issues of portraiture and performance.  
 The significance of blood as a raw component of the image finds an interesting connection to the use of blood in 517
preparing objects for ritual performance. In her chapter in the forthcoming anthology How To Read Chinese Drama: 
A Guided Anthology (ed. Patricia Sieber and Regina Llamas), Anne McLaren mentions that the blood of a sacrificial 
rooster would be splattered onto masks prior to the performance of the ballad tale of Hua Guansuo. Actors would 
also sip from a cup with the rooster’s blood. Some facial paint patterns in opera performances will also gesture to the 
character’s spilled blood. Blood is also indicated on some facial paint patterns. In one example, the Three Kingdoms 
character Zhou Cang 周倉 has a red spot on his forehead, pointing to the fact that Zhou died from hitting his head. A 
depiction of Zhou’s facial paint pattern can be found in Chen Haoran 陳浩然, ed. Zhonghua guoju lianpu 中華國劇
臉譜 (Taibei Shi: Shangqing wenhua shiye youxian gongsi, 1980): 1: 286-287.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 203.518
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 Xiangjun’s blood-stained fan is the most visible sign of her strategic sacrifice, and also 
serves as a symbol of her resistance to Ruan Dacheng. When Xiangjun beats her head and face 
on the ground, she turns a casual reference from Ruan’s play into something dangerously literal. 
The Swallow Letter’s Hua Xingyun is characterized by her peach-red cheeks; Li Xiangjun is 
characterized by the bloodstains on her peach blossom fan. The Peach Blossom Fan transcends 
the common tropes of portraiture and mistaken identity by theatrically re-writing these familiar 
devices to show how they can have real consequences. In so doing, the commentator implies, the 
play is able to highlight the moral and historical issues at the heart of the play: “The essence of 
The Peach Blossom Fan is found in this scene [of Xiangjun’s self-beating]. If [Xiangjun] had no 
blood-filled heart, how could her blood leave its stains on the fan? And without these blood 
stains, how could [the playwright] complete this remarkable work in forty-four scenes, [with the 
ink on his brush, like the blood-stains on the fan], still dripping wet in delight!《桃花扇》正體
本於此折，若無⾎血⼼心，何以有⾎血痕，若無⾎血痕，何以淋漓痛快，成四⼗〸十四折之奇⽂文
耶！”  If the playwright takes pleasure in Li Xiangjun's pain, as these comments could suggest, 519
it is the pleasure of recording her actions for future readers who will learn from her remarkable 
example. The peach-red of Hua Xingyun’s cheeks in The Swallow Letter reads grotesquely in 
comparison.  
 The violence of this reframed imagery alone is enough to trouble the reader. Xiangjun’s 
self-inflicted harm is only matched by the violent beating of Ruan Dacheng’s stage character in 
Scene 3, when Ruan arrives to join in the sacrifices at the Confucian temple. Xiangjun’s actions 
are also troubling because her relationship with Hou Fangyu, like nearly all social relationships 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 66.519
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in The Peach Blossom Fan, is a performative relationship. Li Zhenli once describes Xiangjun as 
her “fictive daughter” (jianü 假女) early on in the drama,  and later suggests that Yang 520
Wencong, who has negotiated a dowry for Xiangjun’s wedding to Hou Fangyu, has treated 
Xiangjun just as if she were his own daughter.  Yet this wedding, like Xiangjun’s relationship 521
with her two “parents,” is also a performance. As another courtesan present at the wedding 
observes: “According to the rules of the pleasure quarters, we are not accustomed to performing 
the rituals of kneeling to heaven and earth; instead, we can move right to drinking toasts and the 
wedding feast 俺院中規矩，不興拜堂，就吃喜酒罷.”  Without going through the proper 522
rituals, Li Xiangjun’s marriage to Hou Fangyu cannot be a real marriage. Marriages in The 
Swallow Letter are surrounded by confusion as well, but in the end the play's conflicts turn out to 
be largely superficial. No obstacle in Ruan's play is so great as to obstruct the three-way 
marriage that neatly ties up the play’s loose narrative threads, bringing the play to its harmonious 
 “I have raised a fictive daughter, with pleasing demeanor and delicate features, whose talents are fit to serve at a 520
tortoiseshell feast. Yet she is exceedingly shy and demure, and has not yet entered under the hibiscus canopy 養成⼀一
個假女，溫柔纖⼩小，才陪玳瑁之筵︔；宛轉嬌羞，未入芙蓉之帳.” Taohua shan, Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 54.  
 “Seeing how you have suffered financial loss by providing her dowry, it’s just like she was born and raised as 521
your own daughter; and here you are again, knocking on the door to look in on her 恰似親⽣生⾃自養，賠了妝奩，又
早敲⾨門來望.” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 88.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 82.522
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and generically-appropriate conclusion.  The Peach Blossom Fan’s marriage performance 523
between Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu, however, occurs in Scene 6 — far too early to produce the 
desirable chuanqi happy ending. The marriage for which Xiangjun sacrifices so much is revealed 
from the start to be non-binding. It is enough to wonder, to return to Stephen Owen’s point, if 
there really is anything “genuine” in The Peach Blossom Fan outside its reflections on 
performance. 
*          *          * 
 I contend throughout this dissertation that The Peach Blossom Fan thematizes theatrical 
performance as one way of responding critically to the paradigm of Linchuan drama epitomized 
by the work of Ruan Dacheng. The Swallow Letter’s female protagonists can be differentiated by 
slight behavioral markers: whereas Li Feiyun “acts” like a highly-bred lady, thus confirming her 
social position, Hua Xingyun exhibits the “affected” behavior of a courtesan, which is marked by 
the peach-red of her cheeks. Unlike in Ruan’s play, however, The Peach Blossom Fan turns the 
idea of transparent status-based identities on its head. If all roles and relationships in Kong’s 
work are performative — from Li Xiangjun’s kinships ties and marriage to Hou Fanyu to the 
Prince of Fu’s investiture as the Hongguang Emperor — where and what is the substance that 
 Similar thinking underlies the dual-marriage finale of Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter. Both female 523
protagonists can lay claim to being Huo Duliang’s wife, because both have undergone only partially-comprehensive 
rituals to validate their relationships with him. While Li Feiyun, the primary dan, is assumed to have the stronger 
claim, the proper marriage rituals have been short-circuited du to the haste of her adopted guardian, Jia Nanzhong. 
Li Feiyun explains that she does not wish to defy Jia, but also says that the conditions are not right to make a good 
match. She does not know where her birth parents are and has not received their consent to marry; nor is there a 
matchmaker, and no one has facilitated the “six li” (六禮未成) — the six official rites that must be performed before 
marriage (based on the “Noble Marriage Rites” ⼠士昏禮 chapter of the Liji 禮記：納采，問名，納吉，納徵，請
期，親迎). See Scene 31, Ruan, Yanzi jian, 150-151.The courtesan female Hua Xingyun can also claim some basis 
for her marriage to the male protagonist Huo Duliang. Earlier, Hua and Huo earlier burned incense together in front 
of a painting of Guanyin and pledged their fidelity to each other. This supports Hua Xingyun’s argument that the two 
women should be judged according to the order of their relationships with Huo Duliang (聘定後先) rather than their 
social status (⾨門⼾戶⼤大⼩小), as this is the “way of marriage” (婚姻之道). See Scene 42 of Ruan, Yanzi jian, 211-212.
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lies beneath the acting? The problem of imperial (in)authenticity may thwart characters in The 
Peach Blossom Fan from assuming their proper relationships, but without this socio-political 
anchor, the play’s characters lack a clear index for structuring their interactions with Confucian 
cardinal relationships; thus, it is unclear what (if any) “positive” identity forms are left. 
 A disconcerting irony of the play is that performance seems to produce the play’s most 
“real” relationships of all. Li Xiangjun is paired to Du Liniang through performance, turning the 
two heroines into an intertextual theatrical pair.  Yet unlike the duplicate heroines of The 524
Swallow Letter, Xiangjun is matched to an absent partner, which turns The Peony Pavilion and 
the Linchuan dramas that followed in its footsteps into awkward sources of indexical authority 
for The Peach Blossom Fan. Theatrically speaking, this gives Kong's play an atmosphere of 
displacement — there is always something missing from what is represented on stage. The Qing 
army, for instance, is only ever represented offstage, and the late Ming world itself is forever 
separated from the early Qing present of Kong and his readers by the gulf of the Ming-Qing 
transition. This sense of displacement is just as true of Xiangjun’s pairing to Du Liniang as for 
the failed performance of Ruan’s The Swallow Letter in Scene 25; and to anticipate the next 
chapters, of the play’s reflections on the process and implications of dramatic writing. Kong 
understood the remarkable power of dramatic writing to conjure up worlds and personas of the 
past through the process of writing about theatrical performance, but also the power of dramatic 
writing to reflect back on itself as theatrical.  
 Li Xiangjun’s relationship to The Peony Pavilion is fashioned almost exclusively in acts of performance. Unlike 524
the play’s “real life” female readers, like Feng Xiaoqing, or Dreams of Linchuan’s Yu Ergu (see Chapter 3), it is 
important to note that Li Xiangjun does not read The Peony Pavilion. Also unlike these other female readers of the 
play, Xiangjun does not compose a poetic response or written commentary on the play. Xiangjun’s only engagement 
with the play as a text comes in Scene 2 of The Peach Blossom Fan, when the stage directions note that she looks at 
the libretto before singing (see Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 56). 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Grand Disintegration: The Ending Problem and the Shadow of the Linchuan School  
I. Introduction 
 Perhaps the surest feature of a chuanqi drama is how it will end: with the tidy reunion of 
the protagonists, and the reconciliation of any remaining dramatic tensions. Chuanqi dramas are 
not built around suspense. As if to preempt any questions of how the play will go, the audience is 
given a short digest of the play in a conventional expository scene known as the “fumo’s 
opening” (fumo kaichang). As chuanqi dramas are often romantic comedies, a typical play is 
assumed to end with the marital reunion of the hero and heroine. The intrigue of the play, then, as 
previous chapters will attest, lies not in how the play will turn out, but how the dramatist 
inventively thwarts the romance, using devices such as name changes and mistaken identities, 
before finally allowing it to come to fruition. Once the romantic leads are reunited, we assume 
that they will live happily and harmoniously ever after. This tried and true conclusion of the 
chuanqi plot, the “grand reunion” (da tuanyuan), restores to order any social or cosmic forces 
that have shifted out of balance during the course of the play. Character relationships are 
reconciled, justice is done (even for characters have died, the ending will offer them posthumous 
justice), and any trickier issues are solved with an offstage imperial degree.  525
 Each of the Linchuan school dramas discussed in previous chapters follows this prototype 
of the chuanqi narrative. In Tang Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion, the romantic hero Liu Mengmei 
 Elizabeth Wichmann describes the happy ending of da tuanyuan as a “‘modified happy’ ending.” “Even if the 525
major positive character(s) dies as a result of the machinations of negative characters or the general pressures of an 
unjust society, he or she will be vindicated in the end, his or her name cleared or revered, and his or her descendants 
rewarded for the virtue of their ancestor. And much more often than not, the still-living major positive character(s) is 
cleared and rewarded for his or her virtue by the end of the play.” Elizabeth Wichmann, Listening to Theatre: The 
Aural Dimension of Beijing Opera (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1991): 18.
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and heroine Du Liniang are married at the injunction of the (off-stage) Emperor, who sanctions 
their marriage despite the reservations of Du Liniang’s father, Du Bao, who remains dubious 
about his daughter’s return to the world of the living (much to Yu Ergu’s dismay in Dreams of 
Linchuan). In The Swallow Letter, the male lead Huo Duliang manages the unusual privilege of 
marrying both female protagonists, the upper-class lady Li Feiyun and courtesan Hua Xingyun. 
Conveniently, Huo Duliang has achieved honors as a military strategist in addition to taking top 
place in the examinations, which affords both women the chance to receive marital honors (we 
will recall that Li Feiyun assumes the title of military commissioner’s wife, and Hua Xingyun 
receives the title for the wife of the top examination candidate). Even in Ruan’s Spring Lantern 
Riddles, the drama’s hero Yuwen Yan 宇⽂文彥 and heroine Wei Yingniang 韋影娘 overcome “ten 
cases of mistaken identity” (an element of the plot indicated in the full title of the play, “Ten 
Cases of Mistaken Identity: Spring Lantern Riddles” Shi cuoren Chundeng mi ⼗〸十錯認蠢燈謎) 
before finally revealing their “true” identities and marrying.  
 The trouble with The Peach Blossom Fan is that this chuanqi drama does not follow the 
usual rules very closely. Although the play does retain the expository prologue by the fumo, the 
scene takes readers by surprise by assuming a meta-theatrical frame, leading readers to question 
the reliability of the narrative that will follow (as discussed in the introduction). Further, The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s pair of romantic leads, Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu, are not happily 
married by the end of the play, nor does the drama's conclusion produce the usual reconciliation 
of social and political forces of a successful “grand reunion.” To the contrary: readers are faced 
with a frustratingly inconclusive finale. At the presumed structural endpoint of the play in Scene 
40, Daoist Zhang 張道⼠士 — formerly a member of the imperial guard (錦衣衛堂官) — rips 
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apart the peach blossom fan that has until that point symbolized the leading pair’s romantic 
relationship. “Where is the state?” asks Daoist Zhang, chiding Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu for 
their inability to clearly view the changing conditions of the world around them. “Where is the 
family? Where are the rulers? Where are the patriarchs? This relationship is nothing but a little 
piece of sentiment; can’t you cut yourselves apart from it? 呵呸！兩個癡蟲，你看國在那裡，
家在那裡，君在那裡，⽗父在那裡，偏是這點花⽉月情根，割他不斷麼︖？”   526
 Daoist Zhang’s observation points to an essential philosophical tenant that underlies the 
socio-cosmic thinking of The Peach Blossom Fan: for the romance between Hou Fangyu and Li 
Xiangjun to flourish, the world around them must also be in a state of equilibrium. After all, the 
commentator notes, “if members of the audience expect the sheng and dan to bow and perform 
[wedding rituals] at the grand hall before they would admit that the grand finale has arrived, isn’t 
that just the thinking of the petty-minded? 觀者必使⽣生旦同堂拜舞，乃為團圓，何其⼩小家⼦子
樣也.”  The romantic ties that bind husband and wife are predicated on the assumption of 527
social stability; and, like the other pairings of the Confucian five cardinal relationships (wulun 五
倫) — the bonds between ruler and minister; father and son; elder and younger brother; and 
friend to friend — upholding these proper social relationships requires a legitimate Emperor at 
the center of it all; an Emperor who will serve as the ultimate measure of these relationships.  
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, 526
ed. Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 2004): 1: 298.
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Yunting shanren pingdian Taohua shan 雲亭山⼈人評點桃花扇 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 527
chubanshe, 2012): 122.
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 But by Scene 40 of The Peach Blossom Fan, there is no clear or legitimate Emperor to be 
found. In Scene 37, the Southern Ming Hongguang Emperor is captured by henchmen (including 
a pair of backstabbing former Southern Ming generals) and taken to the north, where he will face 
trial by the Qing claimants to imperial power. This leaves a power vacuum in Nanjing, because 
the Hongguang Emperor has no evident successor. The Southern Ming military commander 
Huang Degong ⿈黃得功, who has pledged to serve the Hongguang Emperor until the end (“I will 
bend by body in your service until I have exhausted it and am no more, until my dying day and 
thereafter 鞠躬盡瘁，死⽽而後已”), identifies the Emperor’s departure from Nanjing as the 
moment when the Ming Dynasty finally falls: “The tenure of the Ming Dynasty’s three hundred 
years has pushed forward until very moment; the fate of all fifteen provinces of the Emperor’s 
lands comes down to this very spot 明朝三百年國運，爭此⼀一時，⼗〸十五省皇圖，歸此⽚片⼟土.”  528
As Stephen Owen has perceptively shown, the Hongguang Emperor goes so far as to disavow his 
role as the Emperor when he tells Huang Degong, “I just want to stay alive somehow; I don’t 
want to act as emperor anymore 寡⼈人只要苟全性命，那皇帝⼀一席，也不願再做了.”  The 529
Emperor’s “performative utterance” contains a disconcerting contradiction. As Owen puts it: 
“Hongguang is unrecognizing himself [as the Emperor], and in doing so divesting himself of the 
very thing that entitles him to protection and makes his wishes commands.”  Without an 530
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 280.528
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 279-280. Translation by Stephen Owen, “‘I Don’t Want to Act as 529
Emperor Any More’: Finding the Genuine in Peach Blossom Fan,” in Wilt. L. Idema, Wai-yee Li, Ellen Widmer, 
eds. Trauma and Transcendence in Early Qing Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center: 
Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006): 490.
 Owen, “I Don’t Want to Act as Emperor Anymore,” 490.530
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Emperor who claims his own imperial status, and whose existence as Emperor keeps all other 
social relationships in working order, the Ming Dynasty’s political center can no longer hold. 
 There is far more at stake, therefore, in the unconventional ending to The Peach Blossom 
Fan than the failure of Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun’s relationship for its own sake. The arc of 
their romantic narrative gives structure to the drama — a reading born out in existing scholarship 
on the play that takes the romance at its center, but also, more importantly, in the play’s own 
paratextual “Guiding Principles of Characters in The Peach Blossom Fan” (“Taohua shan 
gangling” 桃花扇綱領), which groups characters primarily into categories headed by the two 
romantic leads.  The personal is often political in chuanqi drama; but in the case of The Peach 531
Blossom Fan, playwright Kong Shangren colors the core romantic relationship with a broader 
cosmic significance. Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu’s romance — a bond that is intertwined with 
the fate of the peach blossom fan — is a fulcrum for weighing the cosmic imbalances wrought 
by the fall of the Ming Dynasty. The dissolution of Hou and Li’s romance is the last in a series of 
social bonds — the state and its rulers, the family and its patriarchs — whose deterioration runs 
parallel to the collapse of the Southern Ming. The trauma of dynastic collapse even goes so far as 
to throw the long-standing conventional chuanqi drama’s ending into doubt. After all, the “grand 
reunion” assumes that the play’s social and romantic reconciliations will take place against the 
backdrop of a stable cosmic order. The Peach Blossom Fan boasts no such certainty. The play’s 
central romance, like the Ming Dynasty, lacks the necessary reference points that would give 
these institutions social and existential significance. 
 “Taohua shan gangling 桃花扇綱領” (Guiding Principles of Characters in The Peach Blossom Fan), in KSRQJ, 531
1: 40-43.
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*          *          * 
 The following two chapters take up The Peach Blossom Fan’s unconventional ending to 
examine how the social and historical instability of the play’s conclusion are interwoven with 
playwright Kong Shangren’s stunning breaks with standard chuanqi generic protocols. Between 
the two, I argue that the imbalances remaining at the finale of the play — the broken romance; 
the liminal political space that is neither fully Ming nor fully Qing; the ambiguous, wistful scene 
that follows the presumed structural endpoint of the drama in Scene 40; the surprising openness 
of the play’s textual history and circulation that is entertained in the paratexts — demonstrate 
how Kong Shangren deconstructed and re-evaluated the chuanqi itself in the wake of the Ming-
Qing transition. In addressing questions that arise from this monumental historical transition, The 
Peach Blossom Fan also becomes a transition point in the history of the chuanqi dramatic genre. 
 Set against the context of the Ming-Qing transition, Kong’s work, I argue, exposes the 
limits of the chuanqi to represent a world in a state of crisis and transformation. In this chapter, I 
show how Kong and the readers of his play framed The Peach Blossom Fan’s unconventional 
ending. In these stories, we find echoes of previous chapters: writing in the shadow of the 
Linchuan drama school continued to shape how Kong justified the significance of his work, and 
negotiated its internal contradictions. In the following chapter, I extend the idea of “endings” to 
consider the social, theatrical, and philosophical implications surrounding the deaths of several 
of The Peach Blossom Fan’s stage characters: the Southern Ming generals Shi Kefa, Huang 
Degong, and Zuo Liangyu, and the drama’s now familiar playwright-villain Ruan Dacheng. In 
both cases, I argue, The Peach Blossom Fan pushes toward uncharted territory where the usual 
rules — socially and dramatically — no longer apply. The brilliance of Kong’s approach is to 
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showcase these transitions meta-theatrically: The Peach Blossom Fan manifests the breakdown 
of social order alongside the straining nuts and bolts of the chuanqi drama by openly exposing 
the literary and theatrical illusions of the play and encouraging reflection on the very dramatic 
genre in which it is written. In other words, Kong uses the conventions of chuanqi writing to 
transcend the chuanqi itself; and, in so doing, his work reflects on the questionable relevance of 
this genre to endure amidst such great historical change. Kong draws on the reader’s assumptions 
about what a “correct” chuanqi looks like to craft a meta-theatrical, literary exegesis of late Ming 
history and late Ming drama, which also displays the anxieties and uncertainty of his own early 
Qing world through a dramatic work that is quite literally fraying at the seams.  
II. Unraveling the Chuanqi: The Tensions of Juxtaposition and The Ending Problem 
 In the early scenes of The Peach Blossom Fan, the commentary is careful to draw the 
reader's attention to issues of dramatic structure. As is usual for a chuanqi, the commentator is 
quick to point out, the male protagonist Hou Fangyu is introduced during the first scene, while 
the female protagonist Li Xiangjun is introduced in the second. Early scenes like these — the 
standard fare of chuanqi exposition that offer limited room for experimentation — supply the 
“roof beams and pillars” of a dramatic composition (為⽂文章梁柱).  Attention to issues of genre 532
and structure — the patterns of chuanqi drama — becomes part of the pulse of the commentary.  
But it is also worth pointing out that the play’s commentary highlights its intra-textual links as 
 “The first scene in a chuanqi is called ‘the starring male role’s entrance.’ Here, the starring male role is Hou 532
Chaozong. Chen Dingsheng and Wu Ciwei are here to accompany him as peers, while Liu Jingting is his friendly 
associate. The single intention of this opening is to expose this male role’s youthful brilliance, and to set out the roof 
beams and pillars [i.e. lay the foundation and structure] of the work 傳奇⾸首⼀一折，謂之正⽣生家⾨門。︒正⽣生，後朝宗
也。︒陳定⽣生，吳次尾是朝宗陪賓，柳敬亭是朝宗伴友。︒開章⼀一義，皆露頭角，為⽂文章梁柱.” Yunting shanren 
pingdian, 5.
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well, drawing pieces from across the play into dialogue by showing how they together speak to 
larger patterns in the text. In one such case, the commentator explains, certain scenes in the play 
— like its male and female protagonists — should be understood in pairs. The prologue 
(“Preliminary Sounds”) and the epilogue (“A Haunting Tune”), for example, are “matched with 
each other” (相配).  Later on, the commentator notes that two of Li Xiangjun’s most decisive 533
scenes should also be conceived as a pair: “The scene ‘Rejecting the Bridal Trousseau’ [Scene 7] 
describes the reason for Xiangjun’s behavior; the scene ‘Defending the Establishment’ [Scene 
22] describes Xiangjun’s self-defense《卻奩》⼀一折，寫⾹香君之有為︔；《守樓》⼀一折，寫⾹香
君之有守.”  Read together, these pairings point to latent themes and issues of the play that 534
might not be so obvious when read separately. To make sense of Xiangjun’s violent self-beating, 
in other words, we must read her “self-defense” with reference to its “reasons.” Similarly, to 
understand the play’s unusual ending and appended epilogue, we must read the ending with 
reference to the beginning of the play. 
 Recalling Kong's comments in the “Guiding Principles” paratext that the judgements of 
his chuanqi play are made through juxtaposition (⼀一陰⼀一陽之為道),  it should come as no 535
surprise that the premise of juxtaposition is recurrent structural conceit of the play. We see this at 
all levels of the text: from the way the drama disrupts our standard assumption that the sheng and 
the dan will make a romantic pair; to the commentator’s explicit matching of the play’s scenes; 
to the implicit juxtapositions The Peach Blossom Fan draws between itself and dramas that have 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 2.533
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 66.534
 “Taohua shan gangling,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 42.535
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come before it — The Swallow Letter and The Peony Pavilion primary among them. To read the 
prologue through this lens of correspondence also hints at The Peach Blossom Fan’s self-
reflexive literary positioning by drawing on a pair of familiar tunes. The first aria sung by the 
Old Master of Ceremonies is set to “Flowers and Butterfly Love” (Die lian hua 蝶戀花), the 
opening tune in the first scene of The Peony Pavilion; and his second aria, set to the tune of “A 
Courtyard Filled with Fragrance” (Man ting fang 滿庭芳), is used in the first scene of The 
Crying Phoenix (Mingfeng ji 鳴鳳記).  536
  The chuanqi, we know, is a rigorously structured genre. But even as The Peach Blossom 
Fan upholds many existing conventions of the chuanqi tradition to produce a familiar-seeming 
text, the play also frequently gestures toward the playwright’s intentional breaks with existing 
protocol.  “Has there ever been an opening like this in chuanqi dramas of the past?” asks the 537
commentator. “Such a thing could only happen once, and can never happen again 從古傳奇有如
此開場否︖？然可⼀一，不可再也.”  The Peach Blossom Fan stakes out a paradoxical position. 538
It claims at once to uphold the chuanqi genre and pay respects to its long literary history, and at 
the same time claims to be a work that is completely unique and unreproducible.  
 The tune Die lian hua is not found in The Swallow Letter, but we do see Man ting fang used in The Swallow 536
Letter’s Scene 2.
 Interestingly, reviews of a recent production of The Peach Blossom Fan by Tian Qinxin, 1699 Peach Blossom 537
Fan (1699 Taohua shan) also ask questions about whether or not that production is really a kunqu-style opera. For 
example: Zhang Yaming 張亞明, “1699 Taohua shan : Bu shi kunqu, shi shenme? 1699·桃花扇：不是昆曲，是什
么︖？” Beijing wenyi wang 北京⽂文藝網. http://www.artsbj.com/Html/stage/jjsb/3076085249.html (accessed January 
19, 2019). There are, of course, many important differences between the literary genre of chuanqi and performance 
style of kunqu; but broadly, these remaining anxieties about how to classify the play point to the unusual space that 
The Peach Blossom Fan occupies in theatrical as well as literary patterns.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 2.538
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 There are hints scattered throughout the play that the normal protocol of chuanqi 
narrative will not quite suffice to tell the story of the downfall of the Ming. We can recall one 
example mentioned in the previous chapter — that the “marriage” between Li Xiangjun and Hou 
Fangyu occurs far too early in the play to be conceived as a legitimate marital reconciliation of 
the type that would lead to a satisfying “grand reunion.” Further, in the interlude between Act I 
and Act II, Intercalary Scene 20 (閏⼆二⼗〸十齣), titled “Idle Chatting” (Xianhua 閒話), we find an 
unusual scene in which none of the characters sing. When read against the scene’s title, a scene-
internal reference to a “bean arbor” (doupeng 荳棚) hints at possible link to the collection of 
early Qing short stories “Idle Talk Under the Bean Arbor” (Doupeng xianhua ⾖豆棚閑話), which 
is also a work in prose.  Even the meta-theatrical framework of the play itself points to how 539
The Peach Blossom Fan jostles the normal chuanqi narrative approach. While there is no 
assumption in chuanqi that the play will be shaped by the Aristotelian “Unities” of time, space, 
and event, it is also unusual to see a chuanqi drama that jumps so freely around in the 
chronology of historical time. Even in “deliverance plays” that begin with a scene showing a 
group of immortals still in heaven before they descend to the human realm, jumps in temporality 
are not often made so explicitly. At the least, The Peach Blossom Fan's meta-theatrical 
framework disrupts the smooth arc of separation and reunion that guides the usual progression of 
 “(Wai [Zhang Wei] looks up and says) What a nice bean arbor. (Xiaosheng [Lan Ying]) How about we all put 539
down our luggage, and then sit beneath this bean arbor to talk casually and intimately [of our experiences]?  (外仰看
介)好⼀一架荳棚。︒(⼩小⽣生)⼤大家放下⾏行李，便坐這荳棚之下，促膝閒話也好.” Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, 
KSRQJ, 1: 166. The collection of prose short stories, Doupeng xianhua ⾖豆棚閑話 (Idle Talk Under the Bean Arbor, 
by Aina jushi 艾衲居⼠士), is generally dated to between 166-1670; but in The Peach Blossom Fan, this scene takes 
place in the seventh month of 1644.
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a chuanqi’s narrative events. Chuanqi dramas might spin “horizontally” outward to trace minor 
plot-lines, but seldom do they make such major “vertical” shifts in time.  540
 The slightly off-kilter stance that The Peach Blossom Fan assumes with regard to its 
models in chuanqi literary history is, of course, most pronounced in the drama’s ending. After a 
long and intricate ritual, to which we will return below, the romantic protagonists Hou Fangyu 
and Li Xiangjun finally enter the stage. The lack of symmetry in their entrances is enough to 
capture our attention. Li Xiangjun is led on by Bian Yujing (a former courtesan turned Daoist 
nun), but Hou Fangyu rushes on alone a few beats later.  (By the logic of the play’s 541
symmetrical pairings, Hou Fangyu should be led on by Ding Jizhi 丁繼之, Bian Yujing’s male 
counterpart, who will soon become Hou’s Daoist teacher.) Spotting Li Xiangjun, Hou Fangyu 
immediately identifies her as “my Xiangjun” — “That’s my Xiangjun standing over there! 那邊
站的是俺⾹香君” — to which Xiangjun poignantly responds: “And you are Hou-lang; longing for 
you has been killing me 你是侯郎，想殺奴也.”   542
 This seems to be the ideal setup for bringing our protagonists back together, but as their 
conversation continues, it quickly becomes evident that the two view their current situation quite 
differently. Xiangjun sings that Hou has cast her aside, without even leaving the chance for them 
 The relationship among music, performance, and memory in Hong Sheng’s 洪昇 early Qing chuanqi drama The 540
Palace of Lasting Life, Changsheng dian 長⽣生殿, complicates this statement somewhat. Judith Zeitlin has discussed 
how music is thematized in Hong Sheng’s The Palace of Lasting Life by analyzing how the tune and performance of 
“Rainbow Skirts, Feather Robes” (霓裳⽻羽衣) is both written, read, heard, seen, and remembered at various points in 
the play. Judith T. Zeitlin, “Music and Performance in Hong Sheng’s Palace of Lasting Life,” in Wilt. L. Idema, Wai-
yee Li, and Ellen Widmer, eds. Trauma and Transcendence in Early Qing Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006): 454-487.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297. 541
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297-298.542
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to unite by building a bridge across the Milky Way (a reference to the myth of the Weaving Maid 
and Herd Boy, who are able to meet only once a year). Hou, in response, claims that he has 
remained faithful to Xiangjun, and brings out the peach blossom fan as his “evidence.” Yet as we 
have already seen in Chapter 4, Hou and Li read different meanings into the fan. For Xiangjun, 
the fan is her perfect self-portrait, and the sum total of her history; but Hou is an imperfect reader 
of its image and significance, who cannot access the depth of meaning Xiangjun finds in the fan 
because he lacks sufficient context to correctly interpret it. As the two hold the fan and look at it 
together, they are torn apart by Bian Yujing and Ding Jizhi, who inform them that where they are 
standing — a pure space for conducting Daoist rituals — is no place for men and women to flirt 
as they please.  The commentator draws our attention to these signs of discord: “The two have 543
anxious hearts, anxious mouths, and anxious eyes; this will produce all kinds of problems 兩⼈人
⼼心急，⼜⼝口急，眼急，千忙百亂.”  It seems clear to everyone but the two protagonists that they 544
are not telling the same story about what has brought them to this point in the play; and in 
looking at the peach blossom fan, they see variant histories of their relationship. This is not the 
start of a harmonious reunion, as the commentator observes, but a situation rife with anxiety and 
chaos. 
 After Zhang Wei destroys the peach blossom fan, Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu change 
into Daoist robes, thereby shedding their participation in the drama’s romantic pairing. But while 
Hou and Li do not end up together in the social bond as husband and wife, they remain implicitly 
paired for a few moments more by virtue of their theatrical markings, as the sheng and dan role-
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297-298.543
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 121.544
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types. (It is a limitation of chuanqi drama, perhaps, that even after Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun 
shed their costumes and characters’ identities, their stage presences are still indicated by these 
same role types; unlike their socialized character identities, their role-types are not a point of 
immediate transformation.) “I turn my head, and perceive that all is an illusion,” remarks the 
enlightened Xiangjun. “Who is this person facing me? 回頭皆幻景，對⾯面是何⼈人.”  Indeed, 545
she is speaking to an empty space; Hou has already been led offstage left by Ding Jizhi. As Bian 
Yujing leads Xiangjun offstage right, their theatrical pairing also appears to comes to an end; it is 
the context of the stage, we might reflect, that gives meaning to these role categories.  
 The remaining unanswered (and probably unanswerable) question is what happens to the 
sheng/Hou and the dan/Xiangjun after they leave the stage.  Meta-theatrically, the play is set in 546
the “real” world of the early Qing in 1684, as the prologue and interlude have indicated. Yet the 
play does not offer readers a way to connect the conclusion of Scene 40 back to this early Qing 
moment. Outside of the epilogue, which is set in 1648 (and addressed briefly at the end of 
Chapter 6), the space-time between the end of the play and the prologue in 1684 remains blank; 
it is a truly liminal space, and the text of the play offers us no bridge upon which to cross it.  
 With so much open space remaining at the end of the play, it is a wonder how seriously 
the commentary takes the issue of “tying up loose ends” — even despite the failed romance, and 
despite the drama’s overall inconclusiveness. As the two protagonists take their separate teachers 
in Bian Yujung and Ding Jizhi, the commentator asserts that this is “a very good conclusion; both 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 299.545
 Much later, during the 20th century, Lu Xun 魯迅 engaged in a similar kind of speculation about the ending of 546
Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House in his well-known 1923 essay, “What Happens After Nora Leaves Home? 娜拉⾛走後
怎樣?” 
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clear and appropriate 好歸結。︒又分明，又妥當.”  The phrasing here points to the possibility 547
of conclusiveness (guijie 歸結) — “returning” (gui 歸) and “tying into a knot” (jie 結) — and is 
a concern shared elsewhere in the commentary to this scene.   548
 The most revealing of these comments, however, comes in the summary notes at the end 
of the scene: “The sentiments of [romantic] separation and reunion, and the feelings of [political] 
rise and fall, are blended together here in one place. This is a meticulous and delicate conclusion: 
the best scattering and the best making-whole; the best of the illusory and best of the real; and 
the best of meandering shifts and best of straightforward stopping points… 離合之情，興亡之
感，融合⼀一處。︒細細歸結，最散最整，最幻最實，最曲遷最直截.”  What is at stake is not 549
a single relationship among two specific characters, but the fate of bigger-picture processes and 
patterns of chuanqi drama and of historical memory that are explored over the course of the 
entire play. The issues raised here — diffusion and order, illusion and reality, what is insinuated 
and what is made explicit (“meandering” and “straightforwardness”) — are are present not only 
at the level of Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun's relationship, but they are also present at all levels 
of the drama. If the meta-theatrical ending cannot offer a full solution to the play’s metaphysical 
problems, what will?  
 The conundrum that Kong Shangren offers readers at the finale of The Peach Blossom 
Fan points at once toward and away from the play itself. This is a chuanqi play without a typical 
chuanqi ending; and as a literary text, the play is both open and closed to interpretation of the 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 122.547
 Zhang Wei’s action of tearing up the fan, for instance, receives a similar comment: “This ties up the [storyline of 548
the] peach blossom fan, methodically and with authority 結桃花扇，有法有勢.” Yunting shanren pingdian, 121.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 122.549
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conclusion. If we view the play as a self-contained work of literature, we are assured that all will 
turn out well; in the prologue’s temporal setting of 1684, the Old Master of Ceremonies tells us, 
harvests have been bountiful, good omens abound, and people everywhere are at peace — all 
signs that the world is as it should be. Yet as a work of performance that repeatedly thematizes 
the issues of performance, the audience is left hanging at the end of the play: the stage space is 
cleared as the characters retreat offstage into Daoist reclusion, and all that remains is an epilogue 
that reflects back on the past but offers little guidance for how to proceed forward into the future. 
How are we to reconcile these two visions of what has passed?    
III. Discourse on Adaptation: The Returning Specter of the Linchuan School 
Finding the Dragon’s Pearl: Revised Editions and Reception of The Peach Blossom Fan 
 The unconventional ending of The Peach Blossom Fan has been a point of heated interest 
for readers and viewers throughout the three centuries since Kong Shangren first completed the 
drama. Modern adaptations for stage and film, for instance, vary widely on their approaches to 
the ending. In a 1964 film version directed by Sun Jing 孫敬, the screenwriters chose to re-write 
the finale to allow the two protagonists to reunite.  More recent productions, such as Tian 550
Qinxin’s ⽥田沁鑫 1699 Peach Blossom Fan (1699 Taohua shan, 2006), retain the gist of Kong’s 
ending by uncoupling Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun — even though, I would hasten to note, 
Tian’s stage version almost entirely re-writes Kong’s text to produce a loose adaptation in 6 
 Sun Jing 孙敬, director, Taohua shan 桃花扇, Videorecording (Xi’an dianying zhipian changshe zhi, issued by 550
Beijing: Zhongying yinxiang chubanshe, 2007). Original film from 1963.
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scenes that could be performed in about three hours.  In Chen Shi-Zheng’s 2004 production of 551
The Peach Blossom Fan for the CalArts theater, based on an English-language adaptation by 
Edward Mast, the dramatist and director opt for yet another approach to the finale problem. In 
this version, Li Xiangjun is killed off before the end of the play, dangerously simplifying Kong’s 
complicated ending for a performance piece that already lies worlds away from the late 17th 
century text.  (A great irony of this adaptation is that Chinese drama critics of the early 20th 552
century might actually have found its ending more apropos than Kong's original. Wang Guowei, 
the founder of modern Chinese drama studies, is known for his critiques of traditional Chinese 
 The script and a detailed introduction to the performance can be found in: Gu Xin 顧欣, ed. 1699 Taohua shan: 551
Zhongguo chuanqi dianfeng 1699・桃花扇 : 中國傳奇巔峰 (Nanjing: Jiangsu meishu chubanshe, 2007). A decent 
Youtube video can be located at: “崑曲KUNQU OPERA《1699 桃花扇》施夏明 單雯,” Youtube video, 3:06:05, 
posted by vickylovekdw, January 15, 2012. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUPkUkLT69Y.
 Reviews of this production are mixed: some are cautiously complimentary, others deeply critical. Without having 552
seen the production myself, my sense from reading these reviews is that the play was a startling theatrical spectacle. 
The production’s own webpage, hosted by the Center for New Performance at REDCAT (Roy and Edna Disney/
CalArts Theater) (https://centerfornewperformance.org/projects/peach-blossom-fan/; accessed August 6, 2018), calls 
the production “a boldly poetic fusion of traditional Chinese movement, multi-media spectacle, martial arts, and 
karaoke.” (I am hard-pressed to think that Kong Shangren would have appreciated the result.) Kevin J. Wetmore, in 
his performance review for Theatre Journal (Review: “Peach Blossom Fan by Kung Shang-Ren, Edward Mast, and 
Chen Shi-Zheng,” Theatre Journal, Vol. 57, No. 1 (Mar. 2005): 106-109. https://www.jstor.org/stable/25069587; 
accessed August 6, 2018), sees the play as a model for intercultural theater; a beautiful, powerful educational 
experience for both students and audiences. Mark Swed, writing for the LA Times, similarly views the production as 
a compelling yet uneven attempt at multiculturalism (“A fresh breeze from the east,” published April 12th 2004, 
http://articles.latimes.com/2004/apr/12/entertainment/et-swed12 ; accessed August 6, 2018). Yet other reviewers 
found the play confusing for audiences, borderline essentialist (not just of “China,” but of “Asia,” for the show 
featured Japanese pop music and a kamikaze aircraft — read by some reviewers as a dragonfly — as a prominent set 
piece), and primarily intended as a political allegory for the then-present crisis of the Iraq War. In terms of 
performance, the show featured only one traditionally trained kunju actor (Zhou Long, playing Shi Kefa) amidst a 
cast of Western actors; and, as Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei wrote in her performance review in the Asian Theatre 
Journal, “the resulting ‘opera’ style owes a great deal to Brecht and very little to kunju. Chen and company’s interest 
appears to be more in how the text as narrative resonates ironically with contemporary life, rather than with the 
performance elements of kunju.” Her assessment of the production’s failure ironically lines up with the criticisms of 
the original play: “…[I]s this another example of art selling out to the entertainment industry? And is not that clearly 
one of the social evils that is decried in the play, both the original and this version?” See Sorgenfrei’s “Peach 
Blossom Fan (review),” Asian Theatre Journal, Vol. 11 No. 1, Spring 2005: 150-153. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1353/
atj.2005.0014. Citations from 150 and 153, respectively. Rob Kendt’s review for the website LA Downtown News, 
entitled “This ‘Peach’ Is the Pits,” levels related criticisms (http://www.ladowntownnews.com/entertainment/this-
peach-is-the-pits/article_904d4e48-7f5d-5cab-b9fa-f935a52e076b.html, published April 19th, 2004; accessed 
August 6, 2018).
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dramas lack of “tragedy” — an concern that speaks to how deeply the paradigms of Western 
narratives shaped the thinking of early 20th century Chinese literary critics. ) 553
 Contemporary adaptors of The Peach Blossom Fan are not alone in their mixed — and 
even a bit bewildered — responses to Kong’s play and its original ending. During the mid-18th 
century, the Shandong native and Sichuan-based official Wang Yingxu 王縈緒 (1713-1784) 
produced a revised version of The Peach Blossom Fan, which includes a preface (dated to 1777) 
noting that The Peach Blossom Fan is unique among chuanqi dramas for flouting the expected, 
generically-appropriate grand reunion ending. Wang reflects on the trouble that this unexpected 
ending could cause: “The play does not conform to the generic protocols of the chuanqi, and one 
fears that audiences would be displeased upon learning how it ends. By the end of the drama, 
many readers will have grown faint and will wish to lie down and rest. What value does this play 
possess to enlighten the world? 既與傳奇之體不合，且恐⼈人不樂聞，曲未終⽽而昏然欲卧者多
矣，尚何教化之有︖？”  After seeking out a precedent for The Peach Blossom Fan’s ending 554
among old and new chuanqi plays, Wang concludes that Kong’s drama is the only one that “falls 
short of patching up social norms 差有補於世教者” by the end.   555
 Following in the footsteps of Japanese scholars, early 20th century scholars of Chinese drama like Wang Guowei 553
took issue with the “da tuanyuan” ending. According to He Yuming, Japanese popular audiences also found the lack 
of “tragic” endings to be a major problem with Chinese theater. “This,” He Yuming explains, “helps to explain why 
Chinese intellectuals tend to show no tolerance for the conventional ‘grand reunion’ (da tuanyuan) endings of 
Chinese plays.” Yuming He, “Wang Guowei and the Beginnings of Modern Chinese Drama Studies, Late Imperial 
China 28 no. 2, Dec. 2007: 137. He Yuming indicates that both Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren made similar criticisms of 
Chinese vernacular literature (137, note 23).
 Wang Yingxu 王縈緒, “Preface to The Peach Blossom Fan 桃花扇序,” cited in Zheng Zhiliang 鄭志良, “Wang 554
Yingxu yu Taohua shan gaiben 王縈緒與桃花扇改本,” in Ming Qing xiqu wenxue yu wenxian tankao 明清戲曲⽂文
學與⽂文獻探考 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2014): 404-405. I also viewed a manuscript copy of Wang’s revised 
edition at the Peking University Library. 
 Wang Yingxu, “Preface,” cited in Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu Taohua shan gaiben,” 404-405.555
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 Unlike several of the modern adaptations noted above, Wang Yingxu’s version of the play 
does not drastically change the ending. However, as Wang explains in his supplemental paratext, 
“Reasons for Revision” (Shangai yuanyou 刪改緣由), he did make edits to the play, seeking to 
clarify how some of its characters are portrayed and to draw out the drama’s core issues. Wang 
altered, removed, and occasionally added arias and dialogue to twelve of the play’s forty-four 
scenes, in addition to completely deleting four scenes: Scene 9 (“Pacifying the Troupes” 撫兵), 
Scene 14 (“Blocking the Traitors” 阻奸), Scene 18 (“Competing for Positions” 爭位), and Scene 
19 (“Pacifying the Fighters” 和戰). All four excised scenes develop plot-lines related to the 
Southern Ming’s military strategies and factional in-fighting at court. These scenes, Wang 
suggests, add little value to the play’s primary storyline, which he argues centers on Hou Fangyu 
as the male lead.  Wang’s streamlined text has the added effect of strengthening the romantic 556
plot-line almost by default, because it trims “excess” scenes and arias that couch the romance in 
a bigger historical picture. 
 Wang even goes so far as to propose that his revisions actually bring the play more in line 
with Kong Shangren’s own intentions for the text. In The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong explains in 
the play’s “Reading Guide,” “the peach blossom fan [in the play] is like a pearl, and the brush 
strokes that compose the play The Peach Blossom Fan are like a dragon.  Like a dragon flies 557
through clouds and mist, the fan threads through all points in the narrative, sometimes surfacing 
 Wang Yingxu 王縈緒, “Reasons for Revision” (Shangai yuanyou 刪改緣由), cited in Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu 556
Taohua shan gaiben,” 406-407.
 According to legend, dragons held pearls beneath their chins or in their mouths. Like these precious objects, the 557
play The Peach Blossom Fan — its narrative, its writing, the work itself — is like a dragon, and the actual peach 
blossom fan is like a pearl that threads throughout the narrative; a valuable object that not only unites all of the 
characters, but also one that is highly valued. 
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during main scenes, sometimes in side scenes; but the dragon’s eyes and the dragon’s claws 
never leave the pearl unattended. The observer should open his eyes wide [to pay attention to the 
movements of the fan] 劇名《桃花扇》，則桃花扇譬則珠也，作《桃花扇》之筆譬則龍
也。︒穿雲入霧，或正或側，⽽而龍睛龍⽖爪，總不離乎珠︔；觀者當⽤用巨眼.”  Drawing on the 558
language of Kong’s own logic, Wang asserts that certain aspects of the original play “do not 
support the method Yunting [Kong Shangren] lays out in the ‘Reading Guide’ of ‘the dragon that 
keeps the pearl close by’ 非雲亭凡例 “龍不離珠” 之法也.”  In other words, Wang suggests, 559
military and politically-oriented scenes without a clear link to Li Xiangjun's peach blossom fan 
are superfluous to the drama’s otherwise tight-knit narrative, and must be revised to do justice to 
the integrity of the work.  560
 Wang called on Kong Shangren’s own comments to justify his changes to The Peach 
Blossom Fan; yet the broader impact of the play and cultural imagination it opened up around its 
characters transcended the reach of the text itself. In a postscript to The Peach Blossom Fan, 
Wang relays a rumor that Li Xiangjun had survived the fall of the Ming and had also given birth 
to a daughter by Hou Fangyu.  So too did Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan survive the fate of 561
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.558
 Wang Yingxu 王縈緒, “Reasons for Revision” (Shangai yuanyou 刪改緣由), cited in Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu 559
Taohua shan gaiben,” 406-407.
 In the process, Zheng Zhiliang has pointed out, readers can see how the “political intentions” of Wang’s revision 560
shine through. Wang’s text emphasizes the heroism of the Southern Ming commander Shi Kefa, and alters Kong’s 
complicated portrayal of general Zuo Liangyu to turn him into a character more clearly deserving of readers’ 
criticism — a man who was “without learning or skills” (不學無術) and “supported traitors while neglecting those 
in need” (養賊遺患). See Wang Yingxu 王縈緒, “Reasons for Revision” (Shangai yuanyou 刪改緣由), cited in 
Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu Taohua shan gaiben,” 406; and Zheng’s discussion on 407-413. This interpretation sheds 
light on the retrospective historical portrayals of both Shi Kefa and Zuo Liangyu. 
 Wang Yingxu was a native of Zhucheng, Shandong (a town located northeast of Kong’s native Qufu) who spent 561
much of his life as a bureaucrat in Sichuan. See the introduction to Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu Taohua shan gaiben,” 
398-400.
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being ripped to pieces to which it is submitted in Kong’s play; the fan was, according to rumor, 
preserved at the home of Li Xiangjun and Hou Fangyu’s daughter. A certain degree candidate 
from Hou’s native city of Shangqiu (商丘孝廉) who claimed to have seen the fan noted that 
Hou’s poem and Yang Wencong’s painting remained in tact, but that the bloodstains forming the 
actual peach blossoms had turned black with time. Another of Wang Yingxu’s colleagues whose 
story is mentioned in this postscript — Yang Chaoguan 楊潮觀, a provincial governor from 
Luzhou 瀘州 (in Sichuan) — claims that Li Xiangjun had even once appeared to him in a dream. 
Li Xiangjun’s spirit had taken this chance to encourage Yang Chaoguan, a local examiner, to give 
favorable marks to the examination essays of one of Hou Fangyu’s great-grandsons.  The logic, 562
of course, is that Li Xiangjun had retained enough affection for her lover to see his descendants 
succeed.  
 Stories that Li Xiangjun’s fan was still in circulation continued well into the Republican 
period — the events of The Peach Blossom Fan’s conclusion and Kong Shangren’s insinuations 
that the story of the fan may have been fabricated notwithstanding.  It is clear that this symbol 563
of Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun’s relationship had captured the attention of The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s audiences, who for generations latched on to the idea of the fan as a tangible centering 
point for the drama’s troubled romance. These stories are a testament not only to the enduring 
power of The Peach Blossom Fan as a narrative in its own right, but also to how deeply the 
 Wang Yingxu 王縈緒, “Taohua shan chuanqi shu hou, 桃花扇傳奇書後,” from the anthology Zidetang guwen 562
xuji《滋德堂古⽂文續集》, cited in its entirety in Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu Taohua shan gaiben,” 402-403.
 For example, Zheng Yimei 鄭逸梅’s Yilin sanye 藝林散葉, cited in Zheng, “Wang Yingxu yu Taohua shan 563
gaiben,” 403. For the hints that the blood-stained peach blossom fan was fabricated, see Kong’s “Taohua shan 
benmo 桃花扇本末” (Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan), which states that the story of the fan was 
relayed from Yang Wencong’s page boy (in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19).
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world of 17th-18th century dramatic narratives were interwoven with the broader social and 
cultural zeitgeist of their readers. (We encountered an even more astounding situation with Tang 
Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion and its female readers in Chapter 3, in which female readers were 
said to have modeled their self-portraits, and even their deaths, after The Peony Pavilion’s female 
protagonist Du Liniang.) It was almost inconceivable that Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun would 
not end up together. Not only was this the generically-appropriate way to end a chuanqi drama, it 
was also the ending that audiences desired. Rumors that Hou and Li had given birth to a daughter 
was the perfect way to keep the flames of their romantic narrative alive. Such a rumor, moreover, 
would be difficult to confirm — an illegitimate daughter would not be traceable through Hou 
Fangyu's official lineage — and could thus serve the cathartic role that The Peach Blossom Fan’s 
ending denies. The fact that the play’s original ending does not permit its lovers a happy ending 
seems only to have strengthened motivations among readers of The Peach Blossom Fan to 
imagine alternatives. 
 One of these readers was Kong Shangren’s friend and sometime-collaborator Gu Cai. Gu, 
it seems, took such issue with the play's conclusion that he re-wrote it; curiously, even before 
Kong's own work had gone to print: “After Gu Tianshi [Gu Cai] read my play The Peach 
Blossom Fan,” writes Kong in his paratextual “Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan,” 
“he extended it, re-writing it to produce the Southern Peach Blossom Fan. This version would 
allow the sheng [Hou Fangyu] and dan [Li Xiangjun] to reunite on stage, so as to please 
audience members 顧⼦子天⽯石，讀予《桃花扇》，引⽽而申之，改為《南桃花扇》，令⽣生旦當
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場團圓，以快觀者之⽬目.”  This revision is not extant (if it ever existed at all).  But Kong’s 564 565
assessment that early Qing audiences would have appreciated its revised conclusion seems fair; 
happy endings, in drama and otherwise, were elusive in the wake of the Ming-Qing transition.  566
As the above-mentioned rumors about the survival of Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan reveal, 
readers responded strongly to Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun’s romance and were invested in the 
afterlives of these characters. Not to mention that the peach blossom fan — as Kong also 
indicates in the play’s reading guide — is the object that integrates The Peach Blossom Fan’s 
narrative trajectory and mediates its characters’ social relationships.  
 It is jarring to see Gu Cai’s revision of The Peach Blossom Fan mentioned in the play’s 
own paratexts, especially in light of Kong Shangren’s exacting injunctions against revision in the 
play’s “Reading Guide.” In practice, however, Kong subtly reminds us how textually unstable 
The Peach Blossom Fan had been throughout its long history. By Kong’s own account, it took 
him upwards of twenty years to finish his final draft of The Peach Blossom Fan. The play was 
completed in 1699 only after a tortuous process of three full revisions, and at that, only with the 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20.564
 In a short article profiling a Qing prose narrative based on Kong’s play titled “Newly Revised Peach Blossom 565
Fan,” 桃花扇新編, Du Meng cites an entry in《⾒見山樓叢錄》, which claims that in Gu’s version of the play, Hou 
Fangyu and Li Xiangjun live happily together through to a ripe old age. This is the same ending we see in the Newly 
Revised Peach Blossom Fan. However, as Du notes, Gu’s version is not extant, so it is not possible to confirm that 
the ending to Newly Revised Peach Blossom Fan is based on Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan. Du Meng 杜
萌, “On a Qing edition of Newly Revised Peach Blossom Fan” (Qing ke Taohua shan xinbian 清刻《桃花扇新
編》) Wenjin liushang no. 4 (2018): 19-22. See p. 21 for the reference to Gu’s play.
 Tina Lu, “Reunions and Dynastic Fall,” in Accidental Incest, Filial Cannibalism, and Other Peculiar Encounters 566
in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, distributed by Harvard 
University Press, 2008): 64-100. 
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insistence of Kong’s colleague Tian Wen.  It was nearly another ten years before the play’s first 567
woodblock edition was printed in 1708. Yet this edition too, was produced only with assistance 
of one of Kong’s readers: a poet from Tianjin named Tong Hong [Tong Zhecun]. “The 
manuscript (chaoban) of The Peach Blossom Fan had long been wearing away, such that it was 
practically no longer legible《桃花扇》鈔本久⽽而漫滅，幾不可識,” writes Kong in the 
“Complete History to The Peach Blossom Fan.” But Tong Hong was so captivated by the play, 
Kong relays, even after having read only a few lines, that “he turned out his pockets, giving fifty 
in gold (jin) to a woodblock carver [so that the play could be printed] 傾囊橐五⼗〸十⾦金，付之梓
⼈人.”   568
 For a playwright so concerned with safeguarding the integrity of his text, it is strange that 
Kong Shangren could hardly be bothered to finish it; not to mention that once he did, he allowed 
the manuscript to wear away to the point of illegibility. Both anecdotes, of course, allow Kong to 
claim that his peers showed great interest in reading the play; and, perhaps more to the point, 
bear some responsibility for bringing the play to fruition. But learning that Kong was pulled and 
prodded along at every step of the way by others also calls into question his ultimate authority 
over the text as its playwright. It also contributes to the same conundrum of inconclusiveness that 
readers encounter in the drama’s finale. 
 “Whenever the minor revenue official Mr. Tian Lunxia [Tian Wen] came to the capital, he would be sure to grasp 567
my hand and ask to read the latest version. I was left with no alternative, and so composed under raised lanterns 
[long into the night], in order to fulfill his request. After a total of three different drafts, the work came into being, 
during the sixth month of the jimao year (1699) 少司農⽥田綸霞先⽣生來京，每⾒見必握⼿手索覽。︒予不得已，乃挑燈
填詞，以塞其求︔；凡三易稿⽽而書成，蓋⼰己卯之六⽉月也.” “Taohua shan benmo,” Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.
 “Taohua shan benmo,” Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 21.568
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 If we take Kong’s account in “Complete History” at face value, there were in fact dozens 
of men involved in bringing the final version of the play to fruition. Kong’s elder cousin, Kong 
Fangxun, shared stories about the mid-century dynastic transition, which were transmitted to 
Kong Shangren by way of his father in law, Qin Guangyi. Kong’s peer Tian Wen convinced 
Kong to finally finish the play, and the actor Wang Shouxi — initially hired to perform at the 
household of Qing official Yue Duan —  helped to polish the music.  When a messenger from 569
the Imperial Household Department requested a copy of The Peach Blossom Fan play to submit 
to the Qing Imperial Palace, Kong borrowed one from the home of Zhang Pingzhou.  Myriad 570
men, including Li Mu’an, Li Tianfu, Li Wei, and Liu Yufeng were involved in the play’s 
performance history (not to mention the actors who are said to have performed the play); as was 
Gu Cai, who outside of adapting the play brought it with him on a trip to the southern region of 
Rongmei.  Tong Zhecun was financially responsible for the play’s eventual printing; and the 571
play's most distinctive and enduring detail, Li Xiangjun's blood-stained peach blossom fan, had 
come from the unlikely source of Yang Wencong’s page boy.  This is not even to mention 572
Kong’s many contemporaries who wrote poems and colophons appraising the play. In fact, Kong 
writes that the play's manuscript(s) were overwritten with comments, poems, and notes, but that 
 Yue Duan — identified as “Honglan zhuren” (紅蘭主⼈人) — was a member of the Qing imperial clan. 569
 Jiang Xingyu proposes (improbably, in my view) that “borrowing” a manuscript of the play from Zhang was 570
really a coverup story for re-writing the drama in a matter of hours, in which Kong Shangren redacted its potentially 
inflammatory material before submitting it to the Qing messenger. I do agree with Jiang, however, that it also seems 
unlikely that Kong did not have, or could not find, his own version of the play to provide to the messenger. It seems 
more likely that Kong wanted to be assured a back-up copy of the play, rather than turn over a complete manuscript 
that would not be returned to him. For Jiang Xingyu’s reading of this situation, see Taohua shan yanjiu yu xinshang 
桃花扇研究與欣賞 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2008): 13-14.
 Rongmei is in today’s Hubei province, in Zhijiang county 枝江縣 (see KSRQJ 1: 24 note 45).571
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19-21.572
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it was not always clear who had penned them (已不記出⾃自誰⼿手).  Implying that comments 573
from the play's first generation of readers might have slipped into the text proper hardly sounds 
like Kong’s adaptation-averse writerly persona from elsewhere in The Peach Blossom Fan’s 
paratexts. On the contrary, it sounds evasive.  
 We might read Kong’s reference to Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan in this same 
mode of “composite” or “collaborative” authorship — as one of the many sets of hands who 
went into the making of The Peach Blossom Fan.  Yet Gu’s changes to the ending stand out for 574
going so blatantly against the perspective offered by the play’s commentator.  In the paratextual 575
“Complete History,” Kong professes a rather lukewarm stance on the value of Gu's work, writing 
that “while [Gu’s version] made up for the insufficiencies of my own work, it makes me appear 
too much of a rustic and crude old man; so, doesn’t it seem best that I avoid bringing it up? 雖補
予之不逮，未免形予傖⽗父，予敢不避席乎?”  Yet simply by bringing Gu’s work to our 576
attention, Kong validates it; or, rather, to recast this idea, offers the possibility of Gu's Southern 
Peach Blossom Fan to readers as a thought experiment. What if there really were a version of the 
play that allowed the protagonists to reunite? Could this happy alternative ending — the ending 
that later rumors suggests the play's readers were desperate to bring about — really work? And 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 21.573
 For reflections on the issue of authorship in premodern China and across East Asia, see Christian Schwermann 574
and Raji C. Steineck, eds., That Wonderful Composite Called Author: Authorship in East Asian Literatures from the 
Beginnings to the Seventeenth Century. East Asian Comparative Literature and Culture Series, Vol. IV (Leiden and 
Boston: Brill, 2014).
  As cited above — “If members of the audience expect the sheng and dan to bow and perform wedding rituals at 575
the grand hall before they would admit that the grand finale has arrived, isn’t that the thinking of the petty-minded?” 
(Yunting shanren pingdian, 122).
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20. I translate “xi” here as “having a conversation about it” 576
(“xi” can be a measure word for conversations, banquets, etc.).
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how else would this condition our reading of the rest of the play, particularly in light of the play’s 
paradoxical ending? 
  
The Curious Case of Southern Peach Blossom Fan 
 Kong’s suggestion that Gu’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan was meant to please audience 
members (guanzhe), as opposed to readers (duzhe 讀者), connects Gu’s adaptation to the world 
of the stage, and guides our attention toward issues of reception and performance. Understood in 
this context, it is not inherently remarkable that Gu Cai would have chosen to adapt The Peach 
Blossom Fan; it was quite common, in fact, for complex literary dramas of The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s size and scope to be rewritten and streamlined for the stage.  Such a fate had already 577
befallen The Peony Pavilion during the mid-17th century, when editor-playwrights Zang Maoxun 
and Feng Menglong each produced his own “musically grounded” adaptation of the play. As 
Catherine Swatek’s work has shown, Zang Maoxun’s 1618 adaptation of The Peony Pavilion, 
Huanhun ji (The Soul’s Return), shortened Tang’s original play by nearly half, and also made 
considerable changes to the beginnings and endings of scenes to privilege Zang’s preference for 
an “externalized approach” to depicting stage characters. Feng Menglong’s post-1623 revision, 
Fengliu meng (A Romantic Dream), also severely condensed Tang’s play, first by getting rid of 
“superfluous” plot elements and then by simplifying The Peony Pavilion’s dense literary arias. 
Both Zang and Feng were proponents of kun-style prosody, and their musically-grounded 
 It was also not unusual for adaptors to revise the ending of an earlier non-dramatic text to better accord with the 577
conventions of the chuanqi drama. Tang Xianzu’s chuanqi play The Purple Hairpin (Zichai ji), for example, adapts a 
Tang Dynasty tale called “The Story of Huo Xiaoyu” (Huo Xiaoyu zhuan). In the Tang tale, the male protagonist Li 
Yi leaves the courtesan Huo Xiaoyu before the end of the narrative. But in Tang Xianzu’s chuanqi drama adaptation, 
Huo Xiaoyu is cast as an upper-class young lady, and the protagonists’ reunification in a happy ending comes to 
fruition. Tang’s new ending in this dramatic adaptation not only fits with the generic standards of chuanqi drama, but 
Tang also alters the class of his female protagonist to make this happy ending more imperative. (One might not, after 
all, necessarily assume that a courtesan would be happily reunited with one of her patrons.)
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adaptations of Tang's work brought The Peony Pavilion more in line with the kun style.  These 578
adaptations of The Peony Pavilion helped to popularize the play as a performable work and 
complemented the drama’s parallel reception as a literary text for reading.  579
 Like its predecessor The Peony Pavilion, The Peach Blossom Fan was first and foremost 
a literary drama. The play boasts a large cast of characters and intricate plot, and its sheer length 
posed a challenge to performing the drama from start to finish. Kong Shangren admits that he 
was not fully proficient in contemporary performance practices, despite his expertise in the more 
theoretical dimensions of Confucian ritual and music. Kong concedes that he had a “limited 
understanding of musical keys and modes, and feared that the work would not be harmonious in 
the mouths of singers 予雖稍諳宮調，恐不諧於歌者之⼜⼝口.”  We might therefore propose that 580
Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan was meant as an innocuous attempt to adapt Kong’s 
dense literary text from the page to the stage. Gu Cai, we know, was more proficient in dramatic 
singing and performance that was Kong, and the two men had a history of collaboration. In his 
preface to The Peach Blossom Fan, Gu states that Kong had asked him for help in scoring Little 
 Feng was a student of the drama theorist Shen Jing, who contended that dramas should be performable; thus, 578
their prosody and diction should be well-suited to the conditions of the stage. For Zang and Feng’s adaptations of 
The Peony Pavilion, see Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, 52, 56 (for cited elements); also see the entirety of 
Chapter 2 (25-67) for a more complete discussion of the adaptors’ approaches. Chinese drama historians routinely 
identify Liang Chenyu’s (ca. 1521-1595) chuanqi drama The Girl Washing Silk (Huansha ji) as the work that 
established kunqu as the dominant performance style. For some brief reflections on The Girl Washing Silk and 
several translated scenes from the play, see Cyril Birch’s Scenes for Mandarins (61-105).
 See Dorothy Ko, “The Enchantment of Love in The Peony Pavilion,” in Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women 579
and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994): 68-112.
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19.580
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Thunderclap (Xiao hulei ⼩小忽雷), Kong’s first chuanqi drama, and Kong confirms their 
collaboration on Little Thunderclap in his “Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan.”   581
 Gu Cai explains that while writing Little Thunderclap, he and Kong worked well 
together, “free and easy in each other’s company 性情加鬯;” and after a long night of writing, 
they would set their lyrics to music the following day.  Yet when it came time to score The 582
Peach Blossom Fan, Gu Cai was out of town and thus unavailable to collaborate.  In search of 583
help with the play’s music, Kong turned to an actor from the southern Wu region named Wang 
Shouxi, who was “familiar with the ways of contemporary performers.” “I depended on him to 
fill in the musical score,” Kong continues. “Each time a new tune was finished, he would sing it 
segment by segment; and, he would change the occasional ‘disobedient’ characters [i.e. places in 
the lyrics that do not suit the music] to fit the formal tune regulations. Therefore, my work does 
not suffer from the problem of words that are difficult to pronounce [lit. hard on the teeth]. 朝⼣夕
過從，⽰示予以曲本套數，時優熟解者，遂依譜填之。︒每⼀一曲成，必按節⽽而歌，稍有拗字，
即為改制，故通本無聱牙之病.”  Kong’s account would suggest that Wang was the perfect 584
musical expert for “testing out” The Peach Blossom Fan as a performable work. As a performer 
hailing from Wu, the region where the kun musical style was developed, readers are given to 
assume that Wang would be an expert in kunqu, even though the style is not mentioned by name. 
 Kong actually goes so far as to state that Gu wrote all of the lyrics to Little Thunderclap: “Previously, I had 581
worked on the play Xiao hulei, for which Gu Tianshi [Gu Cai] composed all of the lyrics on my behalf 前有《⼩小忽
雷》傳奇⼀一種，皆顧⼦子天⽯石代予填詞.” “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19. 
 Gu Cai 顧彩, “Preface 序,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 10.582
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19. 583
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19. 584
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Kong also states that Wang was a friend of Ding Jizhi — a stage character in The Peach Blossom 
Fan who is a musician and performer before converting to Daoism and taking Hou Fangyu as his 
student, and to whom the play’s commentator gives accolades for the quality and depth of his 
perception.  Kong, in other words, claims to have perfected the play in consultation with an 585
ideal expert in Wang: an actor steeped in the “practical” dimensions of performance, but whose 
quality of character is confirmed through his friendship with Ding Jizhi. 
 By Kong’s own account, therefore, The Peach Blossom Fan was already a performable 
play. Kong claims a successful performance history for The Peach Blossom Fan, and proudly 
describes the play’s great popularity and acclaim when staged for audiences inside and outside of 
the capital in Beijing. Kong describes being invited to a performance of the play at the home of 
the Censor in Chief of the Left (Zuo du yushi 左都御使) Li Mu’an, which was attended by 
Beijing’s officials and aristocrats along with members of the prestigious Hanlin Academy. “All 
of the audience members clicked their tongues and pointed at me,” Kong boasts, “making me 
feel quite pleased and proud of myself 座客嘖嘖指顧，頗有淩雲之氣.”  At a performance a 586
few months earlier during the New Year festivities at the end of 1699, Li Mu’an had hired the 
 For Wang Shouxi’s friendship with Ding Jizhi, see “Taohua shan benmo,” Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19. The 585
commentator notes in Scene 17 of The Peach Blossom Fan that Ding Jizhi, like his courtesan-pairing in Bian Yujing, 
sees things differently from the other characters, and are uniquely positioned to become Daoist immortals: “Seeing 
in the new and sending off the old is the inherent work of helping out visitors to prostitutes. These two alone [i.e. 
Ding Jizhi and Bian Yujing] think that this is a disgrace; they have the mannerisms of an immortal and the bones of a 
Daoist, so no wonder they are different from the others 迎新送舊，是幫客妓女本等，兩⼈人獨以為恥，仙風道
骨，畢竟不同.” Yunting shanren pingdian, 48. 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20. The onomatopoeia “zeze” 嘖嘖 is used in phrases to 586
denote admiration and astonishment, for instance 嘖嘖稱好 (click one’s tongue and call out ‘well done’!), 嘖嘖讚嘆 
(click one’s tongue and sigh with admiration). A similar but opposite phase, 切齒痛恨, denotes gnashing one’s teeth 
in hatred, or bristling with anger. 
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popular “Jindou troupe”  from the household of Li Xiangbei (Li Tianfu) to perform The Peach 587
Blossom Fan for the Lantern Festival. The troupe, according to Kong, produced an excellent 
staging of the scene “Painting the Portrait” (Tihua), and the actors “showed exceptional depth of 
understanding” in their work (尤得神解也).  This troupe, it appears, was superior to those 588
unsophisticated performers Kong criticizes elsewhere in the drama’s paratexts — performers 
who were “common in their behavior and coarse in their banter” (俗態惡謔), and who might 
easily ruin a refined drama like The Peach Blossom Fan.  With this self-proclaimed history of 589
successful performance, there would seem to be no further need to adapt the play in an effort to 
improve its stage suitability. 
 In Kong’s “Complete History,” we learn that Gu Cai spent several months traveling in the 
southern region of Rongmei 容美 (in the southwest of today’s Hubei province) after The Peach 
Blossom Fan play was finally complete. In Rongmei, Gu arranged performances of Kong's play 
for the local tribal leader (dongzhu 洞主/tusi ⼟土司) Tian Shunnuan ⽥田舜年. Tian found the play 
compelling, and made repeated requests that his female household musicians perform it.  Gu 590
Cai produced a travelogue based on this 1704 trip, titled Travels in Rongmei (Rongmei jiyou 容
美記遊), which interweaves descriptions of Rongmei’s local sites with poetic reflections on his 
 Wang Jise notes that the troupe got its name from Hefei’s Jindou River (⾦金⽃斗河); so, this is a local place name, 587
rather than a name for the object itself. Kong Shangren, Taohua shan 桃花扇, ed. Wang Jisi 王季思, Su Huanzhong 
苏寰中, Yang Deping 杨德平 (Beijing; Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1959; 1994 printing): 26 note 9.
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19-20.588
 “Taohua shan fanli 桃花扇凡例” (Principles for Reading The Peach Blossom Fan), in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 589
1: 27
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20.590
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journey.  But curiously, Gu’s Travels in Rongmei does not even mention The Peach Blossom 591
Fan by name even once.  This is a striking omission, considering Kong’s own claims about the 592
play’s performance history. Gu’s Travels does include a poem on flowering peach blossoms, 
composed on the occasion of viewing the blooming flowers outside a temple dedicated to the 
Three Kingdoms-era hero Zhang Fei 張⾶飛. Titled “On the Peach Blossoms in Front of the 
Tower” (題樓前桃), the poem compares the color of the flowers to a beautiful woman’s blushing 
cheeks: “There is no need to look toward the capital; the peach blossoms here are in full bloom. / 
Looking down the length of his oars, the wandering fisherman suspects he has seen the peach-red 
reflection of a beautiful woman’s cheeks...不必元都觀，桃花也盛開。︒堪迷漁⽗父櫂，疑映美⼈人
腮.”  As readers familiar with the connection between Gu Cai and Kong Shangren, we might 593
be tempted to read into this poem a reference to Li Xiangjun and her peach blossom fan; after all, 
The Peach Blossom Fan has already connected the color of flowering peach blossoms and Li 
Xiangjun’s peach-red cheeks and drawn on imagery of the faces of beautiful women reflected in 
the water of the Qinhuai River.  594
 Gu’s poetry collection, Poems from the Bound-for-the-Deep Study (Wangshenzhai shiji 往
深齋詩集) includes two poems that do claim a relationship with performances of The Peach 
Blossom Fan in Rongmei, but they offer little in the way of detail. One presents itself as a note 
 For a modern annotated edition, see Gu Cai 顧彩, Rongmei jiyou zhuyi 容美記遊注議 (Travels in Rongmei, with 591
notes and annotations), ed. “Rongmei mi you” zhengli xiaozu 容美記遊整理⼩小組, headed by Gao Runshen ⾼高潤身) 
(Tianjin: Tianjin guji chuban she, 1991).
 See the editor’s appendix to Gu Cai, Rongmei jiyou, 119, for a brief discussion of this omission.592
 Gu Cai, Rongmei jiyou, 29. For the reference to Zhang Fei’s temple ([張]桓侯廟), see 27-29.593
 For these references, see Scenes 25 and 2 (respectively) of Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 203, 54.594
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on a performance of Kong’s play: “Two present-day dragons of the literary world, Dongtang 
[Kong Shangren] in Lu, [and I, Gu Cai, in] Jiufeng in Chu; how could anyone guess that he 
would come across, The Peach Blossom Fan within the peach blossom grotto!” (魯有東塘楚九
峰，詞壇今代兩⼈人龍︔；寧知⼀一曲《桃花扇》，正在桃花洞裏逢！).  The other claims to be 595
as performance note on Gu’s adapted work: “After [the female performers had] finished singing 
Dongtang’s excellent work, I turned it into baqu to teach the blushing actresses” (唱罷東塘絕妙
詞，更將巴曲教紅兒).  Neither, however, offers details about what form the performance 596
took — were the women really able to sing the play in baqu 巴曲? how did the audience react? 
— nor do these poems provide any details about the performance venue, except for the names of 
the towns where these performances ostensibly took place.  
 The editors of Gu’s travelogue suggest that Gu had traveled to Rongmei intending to find 
a new performance venue for his work, hence his willingness to adapt Southern Peach Blossom 
Fan for the local musical style of baqu. Further, the editors argue, Gu’s adaptation of The Peach 
Blossom Fan was in response to the play’s unfavorable assessment by the Qing’s court; a 
reference to an anecdote from Kong’s “Complete History” that tells how a messenger from the 
Qing Imperial Household Department (Neiwufu 內務府) came to Kong to request a copy of the 
 The poems are cited in the biographical notes on Gu Cai at the end of Rongmei jiyou, 119. This first poem, on 595
Kong’s play, is titled “On watching female actors perform Ministry of Revenue official Kong Dongtang’s [Kang 
Shangren] new play The Peach Blossom Fan at a banquet while a guest in Rongyang” (客容陽席上觀女優演孔東
塘⼾戶部 桃花扇 新劇).
 This poem, on Gu’s play, is titled “Watching female actors perform my new play Southern Peach Blossom Fan 596
while at Yunnan Village” (《雲南庄觀女優演余 <南桃花扇> 新劇》). The editors correct “Yunnan Village” to 
“Yunlai Village” (雲來庄). Baqu 巴曲 is a style of folk music performed in the areas around Rongmei.
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play.  This argument relies heavily on the assumption that The Peach Blossom Fan was the 597
reason for Kong’s dismissal from government service in early 1700 — an issue that has long 
been a subject of debate (although the scholarly consensus, according to Judith Zeitlin, is the 
play was unrelated to Kong’s departure from his official post).  This argument would explain 598
why Kong does not go into detail about Gu's adaptation or southern travels, and also why Gu 
does not mention The Peach Blossom Fan by name in his travelogue.  Another alternative, of 599
course, would be that The Peach Blossom Fan did not enjoy the same robust performance history 
that Kong Shangren claims for it.  
 Corroborating evidence of The Peach Blossom Fan's early performance history is spotty. 
While there are over a dozen tici poems written about the play, scholarly accounts of the play’s 
performance history still routinely rely heavily on its own paratexts to make claims about its 
circulation and popularity during the early Qing.  This is a problematic methodology, as we can 600
observe by looking at one example. Liu Zhongzhu, one of the few named individuals who may 
have seen a staging of The Peach Blossom Fan in 1706, describes a visit to Shanxi’s Mt. Heng, 
near where he was serving as county magistrate (郡太守). It appears that Liu had read or seen 
enough of Kong’s play to comment on the liveliness of its characters, and he speaks of the play’s 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 19-21. 597
 See Judith Zeitlin’s introduction to the re-issued translation of the play: K’ung Shang-jen, The Peach Blossom 598
Fan, trans. Chen Shih-hsiang and Harold Acton with Cyril Birch (New York: New York Review Books, 2015): ix. 
Earlier scholarship on the play showcases the disagreements on this point. Jiang Xingyu, for instance, subscribes to 
the idea that Kong’s dismissal from office was closely related to The Peach Blossom Fan (see Jiang, Taohua shan 
yanjiu yu xinshang, 14). Chen Wannai, however, contends that it is difficult to believe the play would have been 
performed for an audience filled with officials after Kong left office if the play itself had been responsible. See Chen 
Wannai 陳萬鼐, “Lun Kong Shangren ‘yin shi ba guan’ yi an 論孔尚任 「因事罷官」疑案,” Gugong wenxian 1, 
no. 2 (1970): 35-41, esp. 38-40.
 Gu Cai, Rongmei jiyou, 118-119.599
 For example: Yan Jian 顏健, “Lun Taohua shan zai Kangxi chao de chuanbo 論《桃花扇》在康熙朝的傳播,” 600
Journal of Jining University 29, no. 1 (2008): 33-35.
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“great significance” to the world in his colophon to the 1708 edition.  Yet this colophon also 601
casts doubt on the depth of Liu’s familiarity with 17th century chuanqi drama. As cited earlier 
(Ch. 4), Liu compares Kong to both Tang Xianzu and Li Yu — two very different playwrights, 
with very different dramatic sensibilities —- which implies that Liu was not a particularly 
discriminating drama connoisseur.  
 Liu also penned a poem that purports to describe a staging of The Peach Blossom Fan, 
titled “A Song on Watching The Peach Blossom Fan” (Guan Taohua shan chuanqi ge 觀《桃花
扇》傳奇歌.  This poem is dated to 1701, five years before the 1706 banquet performance near 602
Mt. Heng mentioned by Kong in his “Complete History of The Peach Blossom Fan.” Strangely, 
Liu’s poem does not mention the romantic plot between Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun. It does, 
however, describe the late Ming’s political and military turmoil, but these details need not have 
been gleaned directly from The Peach Blossom Fan itself. (Not to mention that if subsequent 
adaptations of Kong's play are any indication, it is the romantic plot, not the military history, that 
proved most appealing to audiences.) It would appear that Liu was familiar with a version of The 
Peach Blossom Fan that had no romantic narrative at all.  Even if Liu did wrote this poem on 603
the basis of a manuscript version of Kong’s play, rather than on the basis of a stage performance, 
 “無不⼈人⼈人活現，遂成天地間最有關係⽂文章” (Yunting shanren pindian, 132).601
 According to Jiang Xingyu, Liu wrote two poems that mention Kong and The Peach Blossom Fan in his poetry 602
collection, Poems of ‘Come-Again’ Hall (Youlaiguan shiji 又來館詩集). Jiang holds up the first, “Two poems for 
Yantang [Kong Shangren]” (送岸堂⼆二⾸首, dated to 1700), as evidence that Kong’s drama was responsible for Kong’s 
dismissal from his government post. See Jiang, Taohua shan yanjiu yu xinshang, 3-5.
 Jiang proposes that this discrepancy comes from Kong’s several different drafts of the play, offering that Liu 603
must have seen an earlier version focused on political struggles rather than romance, and that Kong added in 
romance later on due to “certain pressures” (Jiang, Taohua shan yanjiu yu xinshang, 6-7). I find this to be a stretch, 
however, particularly given Kong’s stated resistance to changing his play (see the fanli). Perhaps Liu and Kong had 
talked about the play while Kong was writing it, but my suspicion is that Liu did not view it as a full work.
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this version seems to have had a loose relationship with the play as it has come down to us. Nor 
could this version have been Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan adaptation, as Kong tells us 
that Gu's work focused more closely on the romance by allowing the two leads to reunite. 
 Whether or not The Peach Blossom Fan actually was regularly performed, Kong deeply 
engages with the idea of The Peach Blossom Fan’s stage performance. It is evident from these 
deliberations, moreover, that the idea of performance made Kong Shangren quite anxious. In the 
play’s paratexts Kong goes out of his way to try to fool-proof The Peach Blossom Fan against 
problems that might arise through the demands of staging. One issue Kong anticipated had to do 
with issues of narrative. Kong explicitly instructs against moving or deleting any scene from the 
play. In the play’s “Reading Guide,” he states that each scene is intimately connected with those 
that come before and after (mailuo lianguan 脈絡聯貫); thus, all scenes must be viewed exactly 
in the order in which they are written.   604
 Nor was Kong’s wariness of adaptation purely due to narrative concerns. Kong voices a 
limited tolerance for the staging choices of common performers, claiming that actors are far too 
willing to take a literary drama into their own undistinguished hands, and in so doing run the risk 
of ruin it. To preempt performers inclined to unsolicited adaptation, Kong explains that he has 
chosen not to write scenes that employ a full suite of arias: “Actors will take tunes out in order to 
simplify these song sets, and would only sing five or six tunes. In many cases, their selections 
were not appropriate, and did not pay due justice to the playwright’s painstaking efforts 優⼈人刪
  “Each scene exists in a particular order and is intimately connected to the others. It is not permissible to move 604
them around, nor is it permissible to take scenes out. This is not like old plays, which can be dragged to the east and 
pulled to the west [i.e. messed with], or from which one can assemble single scenes as one pleases [to perform in a 
program of selections] 每齣脈絡聯貫，不可更移，不可減少。︒非如舊劇，東拽西牽，便湊⼀一齣.” “Taohua shan 
fan li,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.
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繁就減，只歌五六曲，往往去留弗當，辜作者之苦⼼心.”  For similar reasons, Kong 605
continues, he has written out all of the play’s dialogue word for word, again preempting the 
chance that performers would pervert his prose: “Dialogue in old works is only 30% complete; 
thus, when an actor takes to the stage to perform, he will add in the last 70% himself. The coarse 
and vulgar banter that results will more often than not ruin perfectly good prose [lit. turning gold 
into base metal], compromising the integrity of the writing. My own dialogue is written in much 
greater detail, and it is thus not permissible to add in even one extra character. Those playwrights 
who write sparsely ought to do things my way instead. 舊本說⽩白，⽌止作三分，優⼈人登場，⾃自
增七分︔；俗態惡謔，往往點⾦金成鐵，為⽂文筆之累。︒今說⽩白詳備，不容再添⼀一字。︒篇幅稍長
者，職是故⽿耳.”   606
 Kong’s stake in the narrative integrity of his play stands out because it anticipates the 
turning tide of 18th century performance trends, and also because it reflects the precarious state 
of the chuanqi as a literary drama at the turn of the 18th century. By the time Kong was writing 
The Peach Blossom Fan, the golden age of the chuanqi during the early-mid 17th century had 
already passed. Playwrights in the generations that followed Kong Shangren produced much 
shorter chuanqi dramas (consider Jiang Shiquan’s 1774 Dreams of Linchuan, which is only 20 
scenes long, as compared to The Peach Blossom Fan’s 44 scenes or The Peony Pavilion’s 55). In 
 “According to volumes on composing tune lyrics, long scenes would normally use a set of ten tunes, and short 605
scenes would normally use a set of eight tunes. But actors will take tunes out in to simplify these song sets, and 
would only sing five or six tunes. In many cases, their selections were not appropriate, and did not pay due justice to 
the playwright’s painstaking efforts. Therefore, I have included only eight arias in long scenes, and short scenes have 
only six, or even four tunes, so as to prevent the number of arias from being cut down any further. 各本填詞，每⼀一
長折，例⽤用⼗〸十曲，短折例⽤用八曲。︒優⼈人刪繁就減，只歌五六曲，往往去留弗當，辜作者之苦⼼心。︒今於長
折，⽌止填八曲，短折或六或四，不令再刪故也.” “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 27.606
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many cases, writers turned to different genres all together, including the literati novel and the 
shorter dramatic form of zaju. In terms of performance, moreover, we know that contemporary 
trends had similarly begun to shift during the early-mid 18th century, just after Kong completed 
The Peach Blossom Fan and saw the play’s first printed edition in 1708. Scholars point to an 
“actors’ takeover” in the mid-18th century Qianlong and Jiaqing reigns, when staging scene 
excerpts (zhezi xi) became a more fashionable (not to mention more feasible) alternative to 
staging full plays (quanben xi).  According to an early 19th century observer, Gong Zizhen 607
(1792-1841), there were many “unauthorized alterations” to classic plays in circulation, bringing 
to pass the melee of textual adaptation that Kong Shangren had perceptively anticipated a 
century earlier.  608
 A pressing concern for Kong, therefore, was how The Peach Blossom Fan would hold up 
to the possibility of such “unauthorized” stage alterations. The first line of defense was simple: 
expressly forbidding alterations to the text (as if his paratexts and prefaces could guarantee 
against the unauthorized literary behaviors he writes against). Kong’s defense of the playwright’s 
“painstaking efforts” (作者之苦⼼心) and assertion that other writers would be wise to follow his 
approach also points to Kong’s stake in the future of chuanqi composition, and of his own 
reputation in the field of dramatic writing. 
 There is, however, more to these comments than Kong’s desire for authorial control over 
his work. Kong sought a particular type of reader for The Peach Blossom Fan: one who would 
engage the complete play as an integrated text, and would work carefully through the drama 
 On these trends, see Swatek, Peony Pavilion Onstage, 149-157.607
 Gong Zizhen’s comment is initially cited by Lu Eting, and re-cited by Dongshin Chang in his article "Borrowing 608
the Fan” (261), from which I have taken Chang’s paraphrase of the citation.
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from beginning to end. “The world is very large,” writes Kong in a preface, “and later 
generations extend far into the distance. How could there be no Zhong Lang with a special 
knowledge of burnt paulownia?  For the time being, I will wait for him. 天下⼤大矣，後世遠609
矣，特識焦桐者，豈無中郎乎︖？予姑俟之.”  Kong sought an audience of resonant readers 610
who would consume his play as carefully as Kong claims to have written it. In appreciating his 
work, these readers would also realize Kong’s contributions to the discipline of chuanqi writing, 
and would thus refrain from questioning his playwright’s vision for the work; in other words, 
understanding readers would not seek to make changes to his text.  
 In Kong Shangren, we have a playwright who was not shy about asserting the 
significance he perceived in his own work; but Kong is also a playwright who had carefully 
studied the long chuanqi history preceding his own work. If, therefore, we take a step back from 
questions about the veracity of anecdotes about The Peach Blossom Fan’s performance history to 
consider how they approach the idea of performance, we notice a more compelling pattern begin 
to emerge: anecdotes about The Peach Blossom Fan’s stage and performance history time and 
again draw the reader’s attention back to the Linchuan drama school, down to specific details 
mentioned in connection with other Linchuan plays and playwrights that surface elsewhere in the 
text.  
 The history that Kong has produced for his own play — a print and performance history 
that is told mainly through its paratexts — was directly shaped by the specters of the Linchuan 
 The reference is to the biography of Cai Yong 蔡邕 in the Hou Hanshu. There was, the story goes, a man from 609
Wu who was burning tong 桐 wood for cooking. Cai Yong heard the sound coming from the fierce fire, and realized 
that this was good wood, so he asked the man to give it to him to use for making a qin. Cai Yong saved the wood 
from destruction to produce a nice-sounding instrument; but it was a bit burnt at one end.
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15.610
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school plays and playwrights that are so carefully woven into the fabric of The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s play proper. In writing a literary history of his own work, Kong was carefully juxtaposing 
his play and his role as its playwright to the legacies of Ruan Dacheng and Tang Xianzu. This is 
true even of Kong’s evaluation of Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan — Kong observes that 
its “lyrics are splendid and alert, following in the footsteps of Linchuan [Tang Xianzu]” (其詞華
精警，追步臨川).  It should be clear by now that comparison to Tang Xianzu is not an 611
outright endorsement of Gu’s work. The Peach Blossom Fan judges Tang Xianzu’s The Peony 
Pavilion as a dramatic text fit for the collapsing Ming Dynasty; and like Ruan Dacheng’s The 
Swallow Letter, The Peony Pavilion is compared to the music of “jade trees and flowers in the 
courtyard” — a shorthand for the sounds of a falling regime (see Chapters 2 and 4). With its 
conclusion that allows the romantic leads to reunite, Gu’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan joins 
these and other Linchuan dramas in precipitating the usual patterns for a harmonious chuanqi 
finale. Yet this also means that Gu’s adaptation falls squarely into the same trap of the “dated” 
and unproductive literary conventions Kong’s own drama is desperate to avoid. Gu’s revision 
proposes to accomplish the impossible: producing a Linchuan-style “grand reunion” in the 
tumultuous world of Kong’s original drama — a world that is not socially or dramatically set up 
for such a reunion to take place. 
  
Attention and Convention: Writing Against the Linchuan Drama 
 An underlying theme in both The Peach Blossom Fan and its paratexts is the desire to  
cultivate attentive readers; readers who would not question his playwright’s authority, would not 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20.611
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try to make changes to the text, and would be so captivated by the play as to consume the entire 
composition from start to finish. The commentary incessantly reminds readers of details to which 
he should pay close and careful attention, such as the movements of Li Xiangjun’s fan just before 
she splatters it with her blood in Scene 22.  In the first scene of the play, we observe an in-text 612
performance by the storyteller Liu Jingting that impels the audience to be awakened to the truths 
of the world around them (see Chapter 1 and the end of Chapter 6). These details matter deeply; 
they are not only a source for tracing the play’s internal patterns, but by inspiring readers to 
engage in self-reflection, they also have the effect of bringing the world of the play and the world 
of the reader more closely together.  
 To produce this level of attention, Kong was keen to transcend habits of literary writing 
that he perceived as too trite or too familiar. “Any plot point that can be guessed in advance is 
nothing but a stale convention” (凡局⾯面可擬者，即厭套也), writes Kong in the play’s “Reading 
Guide.”  Conventions would easily lull the audience into a state of complacent inattention; 613
thus, The Peach Blossom Fan aims to surprise readers by keeping them guessing about what will 
come next.  
 One example of the “stale conventions” Kong’s play avoids is the late Ming vogue for 
using “amalgamated Tang verses” (ji Tang). Such poems were composed by using a pastiche of 
lines from various Tang poems, which would generate a “new” poem to end (and sometimes 
begin) each scene (shangchang shi 上場詩 and xiachang shi 下場詩). Yet Kong claims that this 
technique makes for bland and irresponsible playwriting: “If I had used old lines, or common 
 See the comments on Yunting shanren pingdian, 64-65, which repeat: “Observers, pay attention” (觀者著眼).612
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.613
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phrases, I would be carelessly carrying out my duties as a playwright, and would have robbed the 
scene of its vibrancy (lit. pared off the color of the scene). Plays these days greatly value 
‘amalgamated Tang verses’ (ji Tang), but this merely shows the playwright’s lack of imagination 
(lantao) (倘⽤用舊句、︑俗句，草草塞責，全齣削⾊色矣。︒時本多尚集唐，亦屬濫套。︒).  To 614
achieve the effect of tidy beginnings and endings to which he aspires, Kong states that he has 
chosen instead to write all new poetry for The Peach Blossom Fan, noting that one clear benefit 
to this approach is that the poems maintain a closer connection to the content of the scene. This 
approach, Kong implies, is clearly superior to the late Ming vogue for amalgamated Tang verses, 
and states that later playwrights should emulate his decisions (仿佛可追也).  It is worth 615
pointing out that these “amalgamated Tang verses” were a hallmark of dramas by Tang Xianzu, 
which popularized the practice. Following in Tang’s footsteps, Ruan Dacheng also used the 
technique of “ji Tang” in his playwriting; a signal that Ruan is following in Tang Xianzu’s steps 
as a Linchuan-style writer.   616
 Other items in Kong’s reading guide also point to his attempts to distance himself from 
work by Tang Xianzu and his Linchuan school. Kong notes, for example, that many southern 
tunes pose extreme difficulties for the practical purpose of performance. Southern tunes, writes 
Kong “twist and turn about with such turbulence that they make it impossible for people to 
understand [the lyrics]. Although such tunes are well-suited to musical instruments, they can 
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 27.614
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 27.615
 On Ruan’s use of “amalgamated Tang verses,” see Zhou Zhongcheng 周忠诚. “Ruan Dacheng xiqu zhong de ‘ji 616
Tang shi’ yanjiu 阮⼤大铖戏曲中“集唐诗”研究,” Journal of Huaibei Professional and Technical College 9, no. 2 
(April 2010): 90-92.
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only be used for the purpose of written musical notation, so how can writing for tunes like this be 
called composing?” (每⾒見南曲艱澀扭挪，令⼈人不解，雖強合絲⽵竹，⽌止可作⼯工尺字譜，何以
謂之填詞耶).  (Also on the subject of music, Kong further distinguishes himself from trends of 617
late Ming playwriting by using only tune names from standard song cycles, rather than fall into 
the fashion of piecing together “novelty” tunes. ) 618
 In addition, Kong chides playwrights who allow poetic references (diangu 典故) to 
overwhelm their work; rather, playwrights should “wield such phrases with a casual, confident 
hand, rather than expose the process behind the result [lit. laying out food for sacrifices and 
piling up fancy words like bricks]. Playwriting should transform the rotten into something new, 
and change what is stiff into something lively. There is absolutely nothing to be gained from 
piling up the ghosts and corpses of the past” (信⼿手拈來，不露餖飣堆砌之痕。︒化腐為新，易
板為活。︒點鬼垛屍，必不取也).  Works by Tang Xianzu, we know, routinely met with these 619
types of criticisms. Tang’s work was too difficult, too literary, and too ornate. We can recall that 
even Ruan Dacheng, in his preface to Spring Lantern Riddles, chided Tang Xianzu for writing 
lyrics that were un-performable.   620
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.617
 “The names of tunes do not derive from novelties; rather, the play’s song cycles all are from familiar tunes of 618
these times” (曲名不取新奇，其套數皆時流諳習者). “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26. 
Some playwrights enjoyed “borrowing keys and violate modes” (借宮犯調), or cutting up tune names to create new 
ones, in order to express their creative approach to the practice of dramatic writing. For instance, one might cut up 
the tunes 春從天上來，錦搭絮，⼀一江風，駐雲⾶飛 to create a new tune called 春絮⼀一江雲. Kong is contesting this 
practice in his own work, and wants to correct it (see Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 13 note 3).
 “Taohua shan fanli,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 26.619
 See Chapter 1.620
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 The fact that Kong Shangren pays Tang, Ruan, and the Linchuan drama such close 
attention in his writings on The Peach Blossom Fan only goes to show how seriously he took 
their influence on the 17th century world of drama and performance. While these paratexts never 
mention The Peony Pavilion or The Swallow Letter explicitly by name, the play-text itself makes 
it clear that these plays are Kong’s reference points; The Peach Blossom Fan includes arias from 
The Peony Pavilion, and turns Ruan’s The Swallow Letter into a musical synecdoche. Yet even as 
Kong Shangren writes against the literary proclivities of the Linchuan dramatists, it is intriguing 
to see how motifs established by these dramas (like the female self-portrait), and even patterns of 
performance related to these dramas elsewhere in The Peach Blossom Fan seep into the narrative 
that Kong tells about his own play in the paratextual materials.  
 Consider, for instance, the fact that “Painting the Portrait” is singled out among all of The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s forty-four scenes for a special performance reference in the “Complete 
History of The Peach Blossom Fan.” This is a particularly puzzling detail because “Painting the 
Portrait” appears to have been staged as a single scene — precisely the type of selective 
adaptation Kong discourages in the “Reading Guide.” We will recall from Chapter 4 that the 
female (self-) portrait is the most enduring and prolific motif to emerge from plays of the 
Linchuan school, with a reception history traceable from The Peony Pavilion, through The 
Swallow Letter, and into The Peach Blossom Fan. It is thus is no great surprise that audiences of 
The Peach Blossom Fan would have been drawn to the play’s own version of the “portrait 
scene.” Consider too that the performance of “Painting the Portrait” is staged during the Lantern 
Festival — the same time of year when Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter was supposed to be 
performed at the court of the Southern Ming Hongguang Emperor (as discussed in Chapter 2).  
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 When, according to the “Complete History,” The Peach Blossom Fan was performed in 
1706, Kong engaged with the actors on stage in a way that uncannily mirrors the behavior of 
Ruan’s stage character in The Peach Blossom Fan: “Whenever I was unsatisfied with 
something,” Kong recounts, “I would call out to the head of the troupe, and give directions [to 
fix the problem] right then and there” (予意有未愜者，呼其部頭，即席指點焉).  Ruan too, 621
as a playwright and director, “gestures and gives directions” (zuotai zhidian) during the Swallow 
Letter rehearsal in Scene 25 of The Peach Blossom Fan — a detail that aligns with accounts of 
Ruan’s household troupe by the 17th century essayist Zhang Dai (see Ch. 1). Kong’s alignment 
with Ruan’s stage character even extends to the way we witness the fracturing of their dramatic 
texts into literary dramas and stage plays. The Peach Blossom Fan’s paratexts tell contradictory 
stories about the play: as a literary drama it must be protected against tampering at all costs; but 
in performance, we might see a scene like “Painting the Portrait” excerpted for the stage. This is 
not unlike the fate of Ruan’s The Swallow Letter within The Peach Blossom Fan: a work that 
Ruan seeks to free from printing errors (Scene 4) and tries to shape with a heavy hand while in 
rehearsal (Scene 25). In the “Complete History,” we even learn that audiences of The Peach 
Blossom Fan “clicked their tongues and pointed” to direct their attention at playwright Kong 
himself — a description that begs to be compared with the audience’s negative reactions to 
playwright Ruan Dacheng when The Swallow Letter is performed offstage in Scene 4 of The 
Peach Blossom Fan. 
 In the discourses in and around The Peach Blossom Fan, issues of performance shape the 
play’s relationship with the Linchuan school. This should give us pause — not just because 
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20.621
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dramas by Tang Xianzu himself were notoriously difficult to perform, but because it was Ruan 
Dacheng (we will recall from Chapter 1) who could stake the enviable claim of writing plays that 
were both literary and performable; plays that (according to Wang Siren) were part of the 
Linchuan lineage, but that were also (according to Ruan) “not so hard on the teeth.”   622
 What we see in The Peach Blossom Fan across the paratexts and in the play-proper is 
Kong Shangren struggling to reconcile the conflicting legacies of the Linchuan drama school for 
his own early Qing age. Kong knew that he was writing in the shadow of Tang, Ruan, and the 
dramatic paradigms of the late Ming that their work represented; but Kong also recognized that 
their work came from an earlier historical moment — the same moment during the late Ming that 
The Peach Blossom Fan portrays in the midst of a tumultuous collapse. These Linchuan dramas 
had been shaped by and received into a “flawed” late Ming society, overcome by immorality and 
excess in everything from politics to literature, which ultimately led to the Ming Dynasty’s 
collapse. By bringing the Linchuan school and its dramas under the scrutiny of performance, 
Kong is able to test their limits, and push them to their breaking points.  
*          *          * 
 We might assume by looking at the paratexts to The Peach Blossom Fan that Kong is a 
reliable and transparent writer. Consider, for example, how meticulously Kong enumerates the 
sources he consulted while writing The Peach Blossom Fan in the play’s bibliography (“Taohua 
shan kaoju"). Yet Kong’s stories about the making of The Peach Blossom Fan include fortuitous 
coincidences and internal inconsistencies that should give us pause. It is difficult to reconcile 
Kong’s apparent distain for coarse and common performers with his pride at witnessing a well-
 See the prefaces by Wang Siren and Ruan Dacheng to Chundeng mi, cited in Chapter 1.622
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produced and well-received stage adaptation of of the play at the home of Li Mu’an. A successful 
performance, Kong certainly knew, would reflect positively on him as the playwright; and indeed 
Kong’s prefaces contain several references to his desire to find “true friends” (zhiji) among those 
who encountered his play. Yet the opposite was also true: a poor stage adaptation of The Peach 
Blossom Fan would negatively affect his reputation as its playwright — a possibility that, in fact, 
plays out in The Peach Blossom Fan itself, when the offstage audience for Ruan Dacheng’s The 
Swallow Letter refracts its views of the play through its existing (and disparaging) views of Ruan 
Dacheng as its playwright. If underlying Kong Shangren’s pride in The Peach Blossom Fan’s 
self-proclaimed stage success is the same anxiety of misinterpretation, we might read these 
inconsistencies in the play’s paratexts as an elaborate attempt at posturing — even “performing” 
the role of a successful playwright. 
 As Wai-yee Li has observed, the drama’s layered narrative and historical complexity 
operates in the realm of “second-generation memory” — “the mergence of Kong’s perspectives 
with the remembrances of the generation who lived through the dynastic transition.” The Peach 
Blossom Fan, Li argues, “treats history as a protean problem: contradictions that may or may not 
be reconciled, palpable forces shaping the present that seeks to define it, something that invites 
both nostalgia and critical judgement.”  The same, I would add, is true of The Peach Blossom 623
Fan’s approach to telling its own history as a work of literature and of performance. Kong will 
 Li, Women and National Trauma, 529. Li goes on to point out that even sources cited in the paratextual 623
bibliography are not always represented in full in the drama itself. Unlike the bloody self-harm of Li Xiangjun, 
which is read as a “seamless fusion of romantic passion and political integrity,” the martyrdom of Wu Yingji and 
Yang Wencong cannot be presented in The Peach Blossom Fan, even though these stories are told in sources Kong 
cites in the bibliography. The same is true for Hou Fangyu’s attempt to rally Gao Jie’s troupes against the invading 
Qing armies. These omissions, Li convincingly argues, stem from the fact that they are directed against the Qing. Li 
Xiangjun’s resistance, in contrast, is directed against the Hongguang Emperor and his court. See Li, Women and 
National Trauma, 543.
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often speak of an audience for his work — be that an audience watching a performance of the 
play (as in the case of the performance at Li Mu’an’s residence cited above), or the implicit 
audience of readers addressed in the dramatic commentary. The play’s meta-theatricality, then, 
extends not only to the play-proper, but also to the entire history of the play itself. This implies a 
nascent foundation of theatrical thinking upon which the literary text is build. It also indicates 
that the play operates around ideas of performance at all levels and modes of entry: as literature, 
as history, and as theater. 
 Performance in The Peach Blossom Fan is a condition in which multiple conflicting 
“realities” can come into play at once: the play is set during the Ming, but also during the Qing; 
the play absorbs the Linchuan literary tradition, but also writes against it; the social relationships 
among characters break down, but are contained within the rigorously structured literary space of 
a chuanqi play; meta-theater points to the working of the play as theater, but most of the play’s 
“audience members” are really readers. Distinctions between what is “real” and “illusory” do not 
come in clear-cut juxtapositions; these ideas are conditioned by the intricacies of The Peach 
Blossom Fan as dramatic narrative, but also by its paratextual framing devices that point to the 
play’s own history.  
 By referencing Gu Cai’s Southern Peach Blossom Fan, Kong Shangren “solves” his own 
play’s ending problem by giving his readers the opportunity to imagine an alternative narrative 
universe, one in which his chuanqi was a usual chuanqi; and, by extension, one in which the 
Ming had not fallen to the Qing. Perhaps, Kong allows his readers to imagine, the openness of 
The Peach Blossom Fan is an accident of its textual condition — the running together of writing 
from many hands, and of contradictory stories that try to tell the same narrative. The possibility 
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of Gu Cai’s revision — a play in which the sheng and dan could reunite — could turn The Peach 
Blossom Fan into a Linchuan drama. It is the point at which Kong’s play collapses from the 
weight of its inconsistencies; the perfect spiral of a nonsensical tautology in which what is real 
and what is unreal are the exactly the same.  
 Implicit in these discussion of Gu’s revision is the question of where the lasting value of 
The Peach Blossom Fan ultimately lies; is the play really about the ending? Or is it about what 
happens in between? What readers are meant to observe in The Peach Blossom Fan is the 
broader context in which Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun’s romantic narrative exists: the political 
crises that led to the fall of the Ming, and the dramatic crisis instilled in the chuanqi form as it 
struggled to keep up. Kong, I contend, was less interested in the fate of these particular dramatic 
characters than in how their romantic narrative could be woven into bigger patterns: the 
conventions of the chuanqi genre, the Ming-Qing transition, and the Linchuan plays and 
playwrights that Kong reevaluates in light of both. It was not a foregone conclusion that the 
dramatic paradigms of the chuanqi, let along the motifs of Linchuan drama, could survive the 
new social order of the early Qing world.  
 Ending a play with a “grand reunion,” as mentioned at the outset of this chapter, was 
surely the most predictable of chuanqi drama’s many predicable conventions. Preventing this 
part of the chuanqi formula to play out was one way Kong Shangren could guarantee to capture 
his readers’ attention; and in turn, inspire them to reflect on why a “grand reunion” would be 
impossible under the conditions set out in The Peach Blossom Fan. Kong was interested in fresh, 
poignant material, and conceived of chuanqi plays as channels for transmitting “unusual” (qi) 
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events and stories.  A dramatic text, in other words, resulted from a blip or a bump in the socio-624
cosmic fabric — a problem that required explaining, fermenting, and analyzing through a 
detailed literary intervention. Kong identifies Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan as the “unusual” 
thing that inspired his play, but as I have shown in this and the previous chapters, the fan is also 
deeply connected to the complete historical narrative of the entire drama. The fall of the Ming 
itself was an unusual phenomenon that needed to be parsed and understood. Such an moment in 
political history required a similarly unusual literary work to make sense of the dynastic 
transition — one that would not be tied down to hard-and-fast definitions of what was “genuine” 
in the story it would tell.  
 “If a matter is not strange, then one does not transmit it” (事不奇則不傳), Kong writes in the prefatory “Taohua 624
shan xiaoyin” (KSRQJ, 15)  — a phrase that might also be understood to mean that if a matter is not strange, then it 
will not get transmitted.
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CHAPTER 6 
The Body Problem: History, Ritual, and The Openness of The Peach Blossom Fan 
I. Introduction 
 It is a testament to the depth and dramatic tension of The Peach Blossom Fan’s finale that 
readers of the play keep coming back to it. C. H. Wang has applauded the final Scene 40, 
“Entering the Way,” for “exhibit[ing] the highest passion ever expressed between a man and a 
woman in Chinese theatre, more so because it is shown amidst a solemn, mournful, and horrible 
rite in a Taoist temple.”  Taking aside some of Wang’s hyperbole, it is undoubtably the case that 625
the stakes of Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun’s “interrupted reunion” (to borrow from The Peony 
Pavilion’s “Interrupted Dream”) are heightened through juxtaposition to the rituals performed in 
this final scene. Indeed, the larger reconciliation that must take place — seeing off the spirits of 
those who have died in the conflicts of the dynastic transition — far surpasses the specifics of the 
romance in its cosmic significance. The burden of responsibility for the scene’s rituals is even 
greater because the deceased Ming Chongzhen Emperor is first among the spirits who must be 
guided into the afterlife.  
 Already, during the Intercalary Scene 20 — set during the 7th month of the jiashen year 
(1644) — the preparations for the final scene’s rituals have begun. Three itinerant characters 
meet to share stories underneath a bean arbor: these are Zhang Wei (an “old official” ⽼老官⼈人), 
Lan Ying 藍瑛 (a “mountain recluse” 山⼈人 ), and Cai Yisuo 蔡益所 (a “merchant” 賈客). While 
still a member of the Embroidered Guard, Zhang Wei tells Lan and Cai, he led group of officers 
 C. H. Wang, “The Double-Plot of T’ao-Hua Shan,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 110, no. 1 (Jan.-625
Mar. 1990). https://www.jstor.org/stable/603906 (accessed June 8, 2018): 16. 
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to search for the body of the deceased Chongzhen Emperor, who had hung himself on Coal Hill 
(Meishan 煤山) after it was clear that the Ming capital of Beijing would fall to invaders. Zhang 
and his fellow offers did find the former Emperor’s body, whereupon they took it outside the 
Donghua Gate (東華⾨門), purchased a coffin, prepared the body for burial, and kept watch beside 
the coffin after changing into mourning clothes. After Zhang has told his story, he and the others 
fall asleep. But Zhang has a dream, in which he witnesses the ghosts of the Emperor, Empress, 
and a parade of dead officials make their way across the stage.  
 First come the ghosts of those who have died in battle. Some are decapitated; others have 
broken limbs. These are “malicious spirits” (ligui 厲鬼) with broken bodies, whose anger and 
resentment will not easily be placated. Next, with a prelude of some “delicate music” (xi yue 細
樂), the deceased Emperor himself arrives, guided across the stage with his Empress by a parade 
of officials riding horses and bearing banners. The dreaming Zhang Wei kneels down in a show 
of sober respect, crying out “Wansui, wansui, wanwan sui! This orphaned official Zhang Wei 
welcomes the sacred carriage! 萬歲，萬歲，萬萬歲！孤臣張薇恭迎聖駕.” Yet the carriage 
quickly passes offstage, and the overawed Zhang cries out yet again: “Emperor, Empress, where 
have you gone? I, the orphaned official Zhang Wei, cannot follow your carriage any longer 皇
帝，皇后，何處巡遊，我孤臣張薇不能隨駕了.”  Upon waking, Zhang Wei pledges to Lan 626
Ying and Cai Yisuo that in exactly one year’s time, he will hold a vegetarian feast and conduct a 
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花扇, in Kong Shangren quanji jijiao zhuping 孔尚任全集輯校注評, 626
ed. Xu Zhengui 徐振貴 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 2004): 1: 166-167.
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Rite of Land and Water (⽔水陸道場) in the city of Nanjing to pray for the souls of the deceased.  627
This is the ritual that readers see come to pass in the final scene of The Peach Blossom Fan.  
 It is also worth pointing out another important detail of this scene. Having heard the story 
of Zhang Wei’s dream, the bookseller Cai Yisuo asks Zhang Wei if he knows the names of the 
officials who sacrificed themselves for the Ming cause. Cai explains: “In my little shop, there is 
someone who would like to turn these stories into an opera. This will be a way to transmit their 
stories to the four corners of the earth, and to call on all people to admire these men [for their 
honorable sacrifices]. 我⼩小鋪中要編成唱本，傳⽰示四⽅方，叫萬⼈人景仰他哩.” Cai also requests 
a list of officials who surrendered to the rebels and betrayed the Ming, whose stories will also be 
told to “call upon the people to curse and revile them” (叫⼈人唾罵).  Zhang replies to both 628
requests in the affirmative; conveniently, Zhang possesses two handwritten lists that lay out both 
groups of loyal and treacherous officials. “I would guess that whatever opera libretto they 
arrange,” quips the commentator, “cannot be compared with [i.e. is not as good as] The Peach 
Blossom Fan” (所編唱本，料不及《桃花扇》).   629
 Here, again, we see a moment in which the textual boundaries of The Peach Blossom Fan 
are brought into question. We might wonder if Zhang and Cai are actually referring to the play at 
hand; indeed, the purpose of the “libretto” (changben 唱本) to which they refer is precisely how 
 The Hanyu da cidian 漢語⼤大詞典 notes that this is a Buddhist ceremony. Monks set up an altar, read sutras, and 627
offer prayers for the dead, followed by offerings of food and drink. The ceremony is meant to release all lost spirits 
(亡靈) from suffering, thereby bringing peace and salvation to all levels of existence.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQK, 1: 167.628
 Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Yunting shanren pingdian Taohua shan 雲亭山⼈人評點桃花扇 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 629
chubanshe, 2012): 58.
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some readers have previously interpreted Kong’s The Peach Blossom Fan: as a didactic text that 
makes moral judgements by demarcating loyal late Ming officials and their disloyal counterparts. 
But of equal significance is the relationship between this libretto and Zhang Wei’s dream. The 
dream does not bring the libretto or Zhang’s lists into being; but by recounting his visions of the 
dead Emperor and his entourage, Zhang shares the responsibility of telling this history with a 
like-minded peer. Cai is an active listener, who models a process of reception that we first see in 
a drum song sung by Liu Jingting’s in the opening scene of the play, which describes how 
righteous musicians from the state of Lu walked out on their corrupt overlords. Zhang’s 
storytelling inspires Cai Yisuo to action; Liu Jingting’s storytelling points outward toward its 
listeners, asking them to respond in kind.  
 This chapter, the second of two that deal with the ending of The Peach Blossom Fan, 
addresses the ritual framework with which the drama concludes. Like the Rite of Land and Water 
and the libretto mentioned in the play’s interlude, The Peach Blossom Fan contributes to the 
work of tying up the loose ends of the messy dynastic transition through its representation of a 
ritual meant to say goodbye to the fallen Ming world and support the passage of its martyred war 
dead as named, recognized spirits into the afterlife. Yet the efficacy of this ritual is also thrown 
into question because it is situated in the world of the drama's theatrical representation. 
Theatrical and ritual performance propose contradictory frameworks, because they are founded 
on two different sets of truth claims. Theatrical performance allows for one body to assume 
many interchangeable roles and identities, thereby creating an environment in which the illusion 
cast through performance can masquerade as genuine. Alternatively, ritual performance aspires 
to produce definitive, genuine relationships through its very practice and embodiment. Rituals, in 
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the words of Robert Cummings Neville, may “determine styles of movement, gestures for 
communication, language, the habits forming social institutions, and the formal and informal 
dances of social intercourse.”  These conventions, which Neville analyzes through the lens of 630
semiotics, might be said to bring meaning into being. But the assumption undergirding ritual 
practice is that the meanings produced are “real,” illustrating a kind of fundamental pattern in the 
universe. But, as Shang Wei has written of The Scholars (Rulin waishi), a novel from the mid-
Qing, juxtaposing ritual to theater “expose[s] the ritual participants to all the potential problems 
of theater — role-playing, impersonation, self-invention, and insincerity.”  This chapter draws 631
on these insights to consider the significance of The Peach Blossom Fan’s final scene, focusing 
on what happens to the theatrical body when it is asked to perform in a ritual setting. 
II. The Ritual Performance 
 The preparations for the Land and Water Rite in Scene 40 are recorded with incredible 
precision. It is the 15th day of the 7th month of the yiyou year (1645); one year since Zhang 
Wei’s dream on the date of the Hungry Ghost Festival. (Some of the more recent editions of the 
play place this scene in the second year of the Qing Dynasty’s Shunzhi era, but most early Qing 
editions leave the reign period provocatively ambiguous — an indication of just how liminal the 
environment of this scene is meant to be; it is unmarked by the benchmarks of political time. ) 632
 Robert Cummings Neville, Ritual and Deference: Extending Chinese Philosophy in a Comparative Context 630
(Ithaca: State University of New York Press, 2008): 18-19.
 Shang Wei, Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 631
University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2003): 273.
 For instance, the 2012 imprint of the commentary version (cited throughout as Yunting shanren pingdian), 632
specifically marks a transition to the Shunzhi reign period in Scene 39. Woodblock versions of the play, however, do 
not make this distinction (see, for example, the early Qing edition reprinted in the Guben xiqu congkan wuji and 
1926 Saoye shanfang edition).  
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Zhang Wei, who has assumed a new identity as a Daoist priest, enters with an aria pointing to the 
terrible chaos in which the world has found itself: “The ways of the world have grown confused; 
half a lifetime on this dusty earth and my vermillion face has grown old. I have not donned this 
brush and clothing one moment too soon; I have seen enough of this rowdy puppet-play” (世態
紛紜，半⽣生塵裏朱顏⽼老︔；拂衣不早，看罷傀儡鬧).  Like characters in past scenes, Zhang 633
comments directly on his theatrical costuming and facial paint. He references his red face — a 
sign of dauntlessness and mark of his fierce but positive characteristics — before describing his 
Daoist’s costume: a gourd-shaped hat (piaoguan 瓢冠), a broad-sleeved cassock robe (nayi 衲
衣), and a whisk (fu 拂).  Using the theatrical metaphor of the puppet-play, Zhang draws our 634
attention back to the meta-theatrical framework with which The Peach Blossom Fan began. The 
rituals of this scene are meant to bid farewell to the personal and political casualties of the Ming 
— mourning the war dead and the fate of the regime itself — but also signal that it is time to 
bring the play to a close. 
 Having set the stage, the long ritual sequence can begin. Zhang Wei’s interlocutors from 
the Interlude, Cai Yisuo and Lan Ying, now play the roles of Zhang’s disciples, and help to 
prepare the ritual stage space by erecting three platform altars on which they place offerings of 
incense, flowers, tea, and fruit.  Here, the commentator remarks on the importance of the ritual 635
procedures: “Observe the sequence in which they carry out these rites, step by step so that 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 293.633
 The piaoguan 瓢冠 is a hat shaped like a dipper (or gourd ladle) worn by clergy members (called a “mitre” in the 634
western religious traditions, these are worn by Catholic bishops and tapered on each side to meet at a point on top). 
The nayi 衲衣 refers to a monk’s robe. Daoists will often carry a whisk/brush 拂 as a stage prop.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 293-294.635
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nothing is missed; it makes the eyes glad to see it 看他科儀次序，節節不少，關⽬目好看.”  636
These are complex rituals, which must be performed properly to be effective. Readers are 
reminded not to let their attention wander; the ritual process itself is where the important action 
lies. It is through the principles of sequence and repetition, after all, that these ceremonial actions 
achieve efficacy.  637
 Soon after the alters are set, the Old Master of Ceremonies enters leading on a procession 
of men and women villagers, who bring incense, wine, paper money, ingots, and embroidered 
pennants to use in the ceremony. (“How is it even conceivable that those who were murdered 
would not be moved by it all?! 兀的不慟殺⼈人也麼哥！” cries the commentator. ) Singing in 638
unison, the stage characters observe Zhang’s ritual performance of sprinkling dewy droplets of 
water on the ground with the tip of a pine branch. As clouds of billowing incense form a canopy 
above their heads, echoes of chiming bells “build up to the domes of heaven’s halls” (建極寶殿), 
filling up the space around them with sound, reaching past the vaults of the human world and 
into the realm of the heavenly Jade Emperor. (“This last line makes one’s heart sore” 末句傷
⼼心. ) The ritual space is not limited to the physical space of the stage; the reach of the ritual is 639
measured by the reach of its sounds.  
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 118.636
 As if preempting the reader’s questions on this issue, the commentator remarks: “Can preparing vegetarian 637
offerings to pray for the souls of the deceased really serve as repayment for such profound grace [of the Chongzhen 
Emperor]? This depends on the principles of repetition! 修齋追薦，果能答報深恩耶︖？聊複爾爾耶.” Yunting 
shanren pindgian, 118.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 118.638
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 118.639
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 Continuing with the ritual, Cai and Lan initiate the Grand Audience-Holding Ceremony 
(朝請⼤大禮). They set up spirit tablets for the Chongzhen Emperor, at the center of the altar, and 
for his loyal officials: civil officials to the left, and martial officials to the right. (“To invite the 
Chongzhen Emperor and all the loyal officials who sacrificed their lives for his dynasty, and to 
arrange their spirit tablets so neatly [on the altar], is truly a meritorious deed 招崇禎殉節諸臣，
位次井然，真好功德.” ) Zhang Wei, who has briefly exited for a costume change, reenters to 640
his own “delicate music” (xi yue 細樂) wearing an elaborate court costume befitting his audience 
with the spirit of the deceased Chongzhen Emperor.  Zhang proceeds to recite a list of martyred 641
men whom the spirit tablets memorialize; the same list, we might suppose, that Cai Yisuo 
requests in Intercalary Scene 20.   642
 As music plays offstage, Zhang makes three presentations of wine, then bows four times; 
the Master of Ceremonies and villagers follow Zhang’s lead. Zhang goes on to sing another aria, 
laying out the ceremony’s intentions: “We bow in reverence to the immortals lined up before us: 
the souls of officials and the martyred Emperor, who descend to us today from the blue 
firmaments of Heaven. We implore you to give up your residence at that old tree on Coal Hill 
[the site of the Chongzhen Emperor’s suicide] and free yourself from that palace silk ribbon 
[with which the Emperor hung himself]. 列仙曹，叩請烈皇下碧霄︔；捨煤山古樹，解卻
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 119.640
 The costume includes a “nine-crossbeams hat court hat” (九梁朝冠); a formal court robe with the rank badge of a 641
crane (鶴補朝服) — both of which designate an official of the highest rank — a golden belt (⾦金帶); court shoes (朝
鞋), and an ivory ceremonial tablet (牙笏).
 These men appear to come in a range of positions and ranks. Wang Jisi’s notes give references to the sections of 642
the Ming History where these officials and their stories can be located (Kong Shangren 孔尚任, Taohua shan 桃花
扇, ed. Wang Jisi 王季思, Su Huanzhong 苏寰中, and Yang Deping 杨德平 (Beijing; Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 
1959; 1994 printing): 259 note 22.)
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宮.”  Further prostrations and libations of wine follow, along with another aria consoling the 643
spirits that their sacrifices were not in vain. The full group completes this section of the ritual by 
burning paper money and ingots, and presenting more wine to the spirits before sending them on 
their way to the heavens. 
 What we have witnessed to this point in the ritual is a series of orderly, patterned actions, 
produced by the movement of bodies and narrated through the modulations of sound. This is, in 
short, a performance. As Zhang Wei explains to Cai and Lan from the start, ritual practice links 
the movements of the body to what is recorded in scriptural texts; thus, as ritual facilitators, Cai 
and Lan must “enact the rites in accordance with the scriptures” (照依⿈黃籙科儀).  (The verb 644
ke 科 used here is also used in northern drama to describe a performer’s actions; it is supplanted 
by the verb jie 介 in southern dramas, including in The Peach Blossom Fan.) Zhang’s arias also 
have a performative effect. They welcome the spirits of the deceased Emperor and his officials 
into the ritual space on stage — the scene is set on the grounds of the White Cloud Monastery  
(⽩白雲庵) — and additionally are meant to catalyze humble requests; the aria above, for instance, 
is shaped through the subordinate “command” kouqing 叩請 (“we prostrate ourselves before you 
and humbly request…”). In other words, these ritual activities are “scripted performances,” to 
borrow the phrase from China anthropologist David Johnson, which mediate the relationship 
between the human figures on stage and the spirits of the dead. Indeed, as Johnson observes, 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 295.643
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 293.644
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“[i]n China, ritual and opera always went together.”  The same can be said of The Peach 645
Blossom Fan and its dramatist Kong Shangren. 
 It is hardly a new idea to conceive of ritual as a performance; just as theater actors will 
follow a script, so too does the ritual performer follow a series of pre-arranged actions. In the 
case of premodern China, texts related to ritual performance were often more carefully scripted 
than any text meant for performance in theater. Whereas a ritual manual would contain printed 
directions for actions like bowing and standing verbatim, large sections of a performance “script” 
could remain unscripted.  In the earliest northern dramas, for instance, a reader was likely to 646
find arias only for the play’s lead singing performer; the rest of the play was loosely drafted in 
cursory stage directions, if at all.  The more text one finds in a dramatic text, the less likely it 647
would actually have been performed on stage.  
 For readers of The Peach Blossom Fan, these issues of textuality, performance, and ritual 
take on a particular significance. The question at stake, one again, is one of genuineness: is the 
ritual performed in the play’s final scene really meant to work as a ritual? Or is it merely a 
representation of a ritual? This second possibility is the more problematic of the two, for it could 
 David G. Johnson, Spectacle and Sacrifice: The Ritual Foundations of Village Life in North China (Cambridge, 645
MA: Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2009): 1, 3.
 For example, the Confucian ritual manual Jiali yijie contains precise descriptions of ritual acts: “Bow. Prostrate 646
yourselves; rise. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Return to your 
places.” This passage, explains Shang Wei, “transcribes almost word for word the usher’s injunctions,” and makes 
no attempt to conserve space by resorting to strategies such as summary and ellipsis. See Shang’s Rulin waishi and 
Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial China, especially Chapter 1, “Confucian Ritual Manuals, the Yan-Li 
School, and Rulin waishi.” Citations from 34-35.
 See, for example, the highly informative introduction to Stephen H. West and Wilt L. Idema, eds. and trans., 647
Monks, Bandits, Lovers, and Immortals: Eleven Early Chinese Plays (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 
2010). For these “female texts” (danben) and “male texts” (moben), named for the northern zaju drama’s female and 
male lead role types of dan and mo, respectively, see xxi-xxiii.
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call into question the efficacy (not to mention the seriousness) of any “real” ritual if what The 
Peach Blossom Fan represents is only a representation (or worse, an illusion of a ritual). 
 Up to this point, the dramatic text has attended closely to what we might call the 
“theatrical” issues of ritual: issues such as staging and of costume. The arrangement of the altar, 
for example, is explained in detail in a long set of stage directions:  
The chou [Cai Yisuo] and xiaosheng [Lan Ying] set up the memorial tablets. On the main 
altar is the tablet for the former Ming Emperor Chongzhen, using his posthumous name, 
Sizong The Noble Martyr; on the left altar is a tablet for the civil court officials of the 
former Ming, who sacrificed themselves during the jiashen year (1644); on the right altar 
is a tablet for the martial officials of the former Ming, who sacrificed themselves during 
the jiashen year.  
丑、︑⼩小⽣生設牌位：正壇設故明思宗烈皇帝之位︔；左壇設故明甲申殉難⽂文臣之位︔；右
壇設故明甲申殉難武臣之位。︒  648
These stage directions are unusually descriptive. Most stage directions in chuanqi drama are 
limited to short phrases dealing with a character’s stage entrances and exits, or else provide a 
basic indication of a character’s actions (“[the fumo] points” 指介; “[the fumo] covers up his 
tears” 掩淚介) and emotions (“the dan sees [the sheng] and acts startled” 旦驚⾒見介).  There is 649
a prose-like quality to the longer set of stage directions cited above. They describe the actions of 
the characters Cai and Lan, but also explain what is written on the spirit tablets; something that 
audiences could be expected to read from the stage, but that must be explained to the reader who 
can only imagine the stage setting. 
 Nevertheless, the scope of this scene’s descriptions are still quite limited. As in most 
chuanqi dramas, actions and emotions are conveyed through performative utterances — they are 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 294.648
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 294, 297. The fumo plays the Old Master of Ceremonies; the dan 649
plays Li Xiangjun.
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spoken in dialogue, or (more often) sung in arias. Take, for example, the prayer that Zhang Wei 
intones after reading the list of martyred officials:  
Prostrating myself here before you, I pray that these multicolored ceremonial weapons 
follow the path of your chariots, and that these white silk flags and banners would escort 
your imperial carriage. Ruler and ministers, stately and in glory, guided by the black-bird 
messenger approach the altar; civil and military officials, in your magnificence, arrive and 
pause here mounted on white clouds. Let us share here together in this efficacious spirit-
music, and drink together this immortal brew.  
伏願彩仗隨⾞車，素旗擁駕︔；君臣穆穆，指青⿃鳥以來臨︔；⽂文武皇皇，乘⽩白雲⽽而至⽌止。︒
共聽靈籟，同飲仙漿。︒  650
This approach is consistent throughout the rituals in this scene: it uses a theatrical mode of 
storytelling, describing movements and emotions mainly in sung arias rather than give verbatim 
instructions to dictate a performer’s movements. When the stage directions do describe actions 
such as bowing and presentations of offerings, they do so by using shortcuts that would not be 
found in Confucian ritual manuals. In one such case, stage directions describe a series of bows 
and wine libations just before Zhang Wei invites the spirits of the Emperor and his officials to 
partake in the proffered food and drink: “The wai [Zhang Wei] makes three libations of wine, 
and bows four times. The fumo [Old Master of Ceremonies] and the villagers follow [Zhang’s 
lead] to bow” (外三獻酒，四拜介)(副末、︑村民隨拜介).  The libations and bows have been 651
condensed; hence, we read that Zhang Wei makes “four bows” rather than read these injunctions 
word for word (“Bow. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Prostrate yourselves; 
rise. Prostrate yourselves; rise. Return to your places.” )  This is, in other words, a ritual that 652
has been summarized. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 295.650
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 295.651
 Shang, Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation, 34-35.652
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 Elsewhere in this scene, the stage directions attend to issues of costume. Zhang Wei exits 
and returns wearing no less than four different costumes; and each time, the commentator 
remarks on Zhang’s change in clothing with a variation on the accolade, “Dressed in this way, 
[Zhang] once again looks pleasing” (如此打扮，又好看).  As Guojun Wang has pointed out, 653
several of Zhang’s costume pieces are reserved for officials of only the highest rank, such as the 
“nine-crossbeams hat court hat” (九梁朝冠) and formal court robe with the rank badge of a 
crane (鶴補朝服) that Zhang wears for his audience with the Chongzhen Emperor’s spirit tablet. 
Both costume pieces are listed in the play’s list of props and stage items (“Taohua shan qiemo”) 
— these would not, as Wang also indicates, be among the usual possessions of a theatrical 
troupe, precisely because they signify officials of such high status — and are used here as 
“theatrical costumes that ‘represent’ Ming state attire,” not as a “real” Ming uniform.  Still, 654
Zhang Wei’s prior status as a member of the Embroidered Guard would not make him eligible to 
wear such a high-ranking costume. If this is indeed a matter of representation only, it is a 
representation that disrupts the sign-systems of the very Ming Dynasty that these rituals are 
meant to mourn. For a man to wear clothing that does not match his status is a major social 
violation.  There is a serious paradox at play here: at the same time Zhang Wei conducts a ritual 655
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 119.653
 Wang Guojun, “Sartorial Spectacle: Clothing, Identity, and the State in Early Qing Drama,” (PhD diss., Yale 654
University, 2015): 52.
 The problem here is not too far afield from the issues Sophie Volpp has discussed in the late Ming novel Jin Ping 655
Mei: for the novel’s protagonist Ximen Qing to wear a python robe — clothing that was also reserved only for 
officials of high rank — is tantamount to a crime of impersonation. See Volpp’s “The Gift of a Python Robe: The 
Circulation of Objects in Jin Ping Mei,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 65, vol. 1 (June 2005): 133-158. http://
www.jstor.org/stable/25066765 (accessed Nov. 11, 2011).
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to bid farewell to the Ming, he is himself in violation of the Ming’s statues on status and 
clothing. 
 This is not the first time contradictions surrounding clothing and rank arise. We have 
already seen, for instance, how Ruan Dacheng voices his concerns about wearing appropriate 
official attire to appear at the Southern Ming Hongguang Emperor’s court. So too, we will recall, 
does Li Xiangjun reject the bridal trousseau financed by Ruan Dacheng — itself a box filled with 
“costumes” that may be appropriate for her theatrical role as the dan but that do not accord with 
the social role she aspires to as a “chivalrous courtesan” (for both of these examples, see Chapter 
1). To risk stating the obvious, costume is treated throughout The Peach Blossom Fan as a 
theatrical issue, a problem of representation tied closely to the idea of performances of both 
social and theatrical varieties. Yet here in Scene 40, we are confronted with a different problem, 
precisely because the ritual Zhang Wei conducts appears to be something the reader should take 
seriously. The ritual, the commentator variously remarks, is a “meritorious deed” (功德); the 
arrangement of the altar “achieves the proper form” (設壇得法); and Zhang Wei is dressed in a 
way that will please (好看).  The ritual, according to the commentator, also succeeds in “tying 656
up the cases of the lives and deaths of the Southern Ming ruler and his officials” (又結南朝君臣
死⽣生之案) (italics are mine).  The question, then, is how to understand the connection between 657
the ostensibly “real” intended effects of this ritual and the fact that it is situated within The Peach 
Blossom Fan, a dramatic text. Can the ritual still be effective, or genuine, if the facilitator is, put 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 118-119.656
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 120. Pointing to the “southern court” here seems strange, because the “ruler” the 657
characters mourn in this scene is the deceased Ming Chongzhen Emperor.
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bluntly, a low-ranking actor who impersonates an official of higher status? Or does this question 
even matter in the theatrical environment of the play, in which all bodies on stage would be the 
bodies of actors? 
III. “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard”: The Limits of Theatrical Suicide 
 To gain a broader perspective on these questions, let us briefly leave the final scene’s 
rituals aside and shift our attention elsewhere in the play. We turn first to Scene 18 (“Competing 
for Positions,” Zheng wei 爭位): a moment in The Peach Blossom Fan that rest on the edge of 
transition in both the historical tale and in the drama’s narrative arc. As the play approaches its 
halfway mark, a tense confrontation plays out among the Southern Ming’s four main garrison 
commanders: Gao Jie ⾼高傑, Huang Degong ⿈黃德功, Liu Zeqing 劉澤清, and Liu Liangzuo 劉良
佐. A fifth general, Shi Kefa 史可法, who is both a cabinet member of the recently established 
Southern Ming court and the military’s Commander-in-Chief, has brought the four commanders 
together to discuss a defense strategy for the Southern Ming’s territory. The regime remains 
under threat of invasion by the northern Qing troupes (who are never named explicitly here or 
elsewhere in the play).  Yet the meeting quickly turns fractious. Gao Jie takes the highest place 658
at their conference table, and is chided by Huang Degong and the other generals for breaching 
proper etiquette, who call him “an etiquette-less son of a bandit” (無禮賊⼦子).  Gao claims that 659
 They are euphemistically termed the “northern troops” (北兵). C. H. Wang gives a list of several places where 658
this happens; see “Double Plot,” 18.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 153. The commentator shares some of their criticisms, calling Gao 659
“fierce” (猛浪), and is taken aback by Gao’s reckless and flippant comments that suggest the others are merely 
jealous of him because his garrison at Yangzhou is a flourishing place (“Gao Jie talks this way nevertheless; how can 
one not hate him?” (⾼高傑仍說此話，豈不可恨！) Yunting shanren pingdian, 51.
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as the eldest man present, he deserves the best place; but the other generals argue against him, 
recalling that Gao had at first been allied with anti-Ming forces before surrendering to join the 
Southern Ming cause.   660
 Faced with disunity even among his leading commanders, Shi Kefa sings a frustrated 
aria, which is set to the tune of “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard” (後庭花): “General Gao, you 
have recklessly provoked these men to enmity and dispute. Why be so lacking in modesty, so 
presumptuous and self-proud? Having displaced these three country elders from the seat of 
honor, you have stirred up angry blades against you in all directions…How could I wait to watch 
how this situation unfolds? The grand undertaking [of defending our territory] lies in the balance, 
to be lost in your hands. (⾼高將軍，你橫將讎釁招，為甚的不謙恭，妄⾃自驕︔；坐了個⾸首席鄉
三⽼老，惹動他諸侯五路⼑刀。︒。︒。︒這情形何待瞧，那事業全去了.”  Shi’s aria, of course, 661
points to internal arguments among the Southern Ming commanders as a problem that weakens 
the Southern Ming’s defenses. But Shi also sings in response to the more important issue of 
etiquette (li 禮), which has gotten them riled up in the first place. It is Gao Jie’s immodesty and 
presumptuousness, after all, that baited the other generals to voice their concerns about his 
loyalty to the Southern Ming cause. 
 Like Ruan Dacheng, Gao Jie is played by the fujing role-type; and also like Ruan, Gao is 
classified in the “Guiding Principles” as a “qi-form” character. Gao’s character is dominated by 
“excessiveness” (yuqi 餘氣); a trait that we certainly see represented here in Gao’s arrogance and 
 Gao Jie had originally made an alliance with the bandit Li Zicheng, the leader of a a peasant uprising that sped 660
the fall of the Ming capital in Beijing, with whom Gao Jie shared a home region. Gao had later surrendered to the 
remnants of the Ming, and was given a post in the army to defend against the Qing.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 154.661
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quickness to anger.  But for all of his unenviable personality characteristics, Gao Jie is also a 662
symptom of a larger problem, shaped by the confusion of allegiances that defines this moment in 
the history of the Ming-Qing transition. This confusion has grown so great that it has even 
thrown the seemingly unshakable foundations of social etiquette into question. Gao Jie may be 
the eldest among the commanders, but his belated arrival on the side of the Southern Ming has 
muddied the parameters for determining their internal hierarchy.   
 This scene is set in the fifth month of 1644: just after Prince of Fu was installed as the 
Southern Ming’s Hongguang Emperor (an event addressed in Scene 16 of The Peach Blossom 
Fan, also set in the fifth month of 1644), and soon after the stage characters learn of the Ming 
Chongzhen Emperor’s suicide (addressed in Scene 13, set in the third month of 1644). Some 
characters here in Scene 18, like Ruan Dacheng and Ma Shiying, still hold out hope that the 
Southern Ming will survive as a legitimate successor to the Beijing-based Ming Dynasty in the 
north. Others, like Shi Kefa, have chosen to rally behind the Southern Ming court despite their 
objections to the Prince of Fu’s shaky claims to the throne. But all are faced with the same 
disturbing possibility that the Ming — and the world as they know it —  might actually fall. This 
is a precarious moment, well-captured by Hou Fangyu: “The uncertainty of the outcome [lit. a 
win or loss] is like a game of go; what was Yin Hao trying to do when he wrote [of strange 
absurdities] in an empty book? The Yangzi river is without bounds as the sky reaches north and 
south; observe the general beating his oars midstream as he vows to reclaim the central plains 無
 “Taohua shan gangling,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 41. Xu Zhengui’s notes suggest interpreting “yuqi” to 662
mean a character “whose body contains too much anger” (屍居餘氣), and who is a “turbid and disreputable” (渣滓
濁沫) figure tied to the chaos of the dynastic transition. See KSRQJ, 1: 43 note 7.
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定輸贏似弈棋，書空殷浩欲何為︖？長江不限天南北，擊楫中流看誓師.”  If the Southern 663
Ming’s commanders are meant to reclaim the central plains, surely they must do so without 
arguing among each other.  
 What makes this scene even more striking are the musical implications of general Shi 
Kefa’s aria. This is the only moment in The Peach Blossom Fan when a character sings to the 
tune of “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard” — the same tune to which the play’s commentator later 
compares Tang Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion, and to which Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow Letter 
is compared in early Qing poetry (see Chapters 2 and 4). “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard,” in 
short, is the tune that marks a falling dynasty. The only singing character in this scene, Shi Kefa 
sings of the demise of social norms, and of the social etiquette upon which all relationships ought 
to be based. Shi becomes the play’s internal herald of the impending dynastic collapse, and in so 
doing forms the remaining link in Kong Shangren’s engagement with the Linchuan school and its 
legacy. 
 “There is nowhere without strife,” remarks the commentator at the end of this scene, “be 
that in the court or in the field. Neither the flattering officials nor the faithful officials can be 
used effectively. This is the great pivot around which the rise and fall [of the Ming] turns 朝中軍
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 151. The first reference is to Yin Hao, a commander during the Jin 663
dynasty. According to the story in the 《世說新語》, the Eastern Jin figure Yin Hao once held the post of 
commander in chief of the five states/prefectures 五州都督 (these are Yang 揚, Yu預, Xu 徐, Yan 兖, and Qing 青), 
and went out to engage Yao Xiang 姚襄 in battle. His troupes were badly defeated, and so Yin Hao spent a full day 
writing the four characters “咄咄怪事” (strange and absurd) over and over again in an empty book with his finger. 
The second reference is to Zu Di, a general during the reign of the first Jin emperor. A Jin dynasty general who made 
a campaign northward during the reign of the first Jin Emperor (晉元帝), and swore an oath after crossing the river 
that he would recover the lands of the central plains. This story is referenced in the phrase “擊楫中流”. See Taohua 
shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 124 notes 1-2; KSRQJ 1:155, note 2. By referencing the story of Yin Hao, Hou points to the 
strangeness and absurdity of this moment in the play.
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中，無處不難︔；佞臣忠臣，無⼈人可⽤用。︒此興亡⼤大機也.”  This misalignment of “historical” 664
role-types that the commentator highlights — officials that cannot be used as officials, a court 
and military that will not function properly — is troublingly similar to the misalignment of 
theatrical role types that will soon take place in the Hongguang Emperor’s Southern Ming court 
(Chapter 2). The overarching issue is one of imbalance, of roles and bodies that are out of place. 
If people do not fill their proper roles — as generals in the field, officials at court, or as dan and 
chou role-types — the bigger patterns that ought to result from interpersonal interactions — 
effective strategies for military defense, state policy, or pleasing theatrical performances — do 
not fall nearly into place. Shi Kefa’s aria to the tune of “Flowers in the Read Courtyard” captures 
this same sense of crisis and imbalance. The world around him is falling to pieces; both the 
social and theatrical orders are spinning precariously out of control. 
*          *          * 
 As The Peach Blossom Fan draws toward its conclusion, we return to the general Shi 
Kefa in Scene 38. The scene is set in the fifth month of 1645: one year after Shi’s meeting with 
the four garrison commanders in Scene 18, when Shi sings his “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard” 
aria, and with a placement near the end of Act II that mirrors the location of Scene 18 in Act I. 
The Qing forces have already broken into the Huai River basin, and have laid siege to city of 
Yangzhou, where Shi and his troops had been stationed. Despite their valiant efforts in mounting 
a defense, Yangzhou has been lost, and is filled with the bodies of the dead and is burning to the 
ground. Shi relays the terrible demise of the city in an aria: “Gazing off into the distance at the 
fire beacons, the aura of death is heavy. Yangzhou boils with the clamor of war, as the people’s 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 52.664
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lives/spirits are all entirely swept up and away in it. This slaughter, this massacre, is all because 
of my naive, stupid loyalty [to the Ming], from which I could not be swayed. The troops and 
generals have exhausted their strength and gasp for their last breaths. All that remains is a pile of 
soft corpses 望烽煙，殺氣重，揚州沸喧︔；⽣生靈盡席捲，這屠戮皆因我愚忠不轉。︒兵和將，
⼒力竭氣喘，只落了⼀一堆屍軟.”  As the general responsible for defending the city, Shi Kefa’s 665
guilt runs deep. He feels the weight of his responsibility not only for the Ming’s fall, but to the 
people of Yangzhou, whom he has let down. Yangzhou has become a scene of burnt, broken 
bodies — nothing but corpses, which are unlikely to have family left to bury them or decedents 
to burn incense to their ancestral spirit tablets. 
 A great deal has changed by the time we reach this point in the play. Commander Gao Jie 
has been murdered by officers under the command of yet another general (Scene 26). Two more 
of the garrison commanders, Liu Zeqing and Liu Liangzuo, have participated in capturing the 
Hongguang Emperor, whom they will transport north in hopes of a reward from the Qing for 
providing such a valuable prisoner of war (Scene 37). The fourth commander, Huang Degong, 
has remained loyal to the Hongguang Emperor, but has been unable to prevent his capture. “Oh 
heavens! Heavens!,” Huang calls out in despair when the helpless Hongguang Emperor has 
finally been carted north as a prisoner of war. “How could I know that the fate of the Ming 
Dynasty and all under heaven would be delivered into the hands of one Huang Degong? 蒼天，
蒼天！怎知明朝天下，送在俺⿈黃得功之⼿手.”  Unable to serve his ruler as he pledged, Huang 666
 Fire beacons were used as an alarm signal to communicate over long distances. Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, 665
KSRQJ, 1: 283.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 281.666
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pulls out his sword and cries: “Troops of the three armies, big and small, come to see a general’s 
severed head! ⼤大⼩小三軍，都來看斷頭將軍呀.”   667
 The moment of Huang’s suicide poignantly showcases the breakdown of chuanqi generic 
structures introduced in the previous chapter, for the scene stops abruptly here — there is no final 
aria, no concluding poem. “This scene alone has no ‘exit poem,’” the commentary explains. “The 
general has already died, and who would be left to sing a plaintive tune for him? 此折獨無下場
詩。︒將軍已死，誰發嗚咽之歌耶︖？”  This is a moment when the social and theatrical worlds 668
of the play come crashing into alignment. Everything stops with Huang Degong’s death; even the 
textual formulae of the dramatic structure abruptly fall away.  
 Huang is the primary singer in this scene; logically, of course, he cannot sing its 
concluding aria once his stage character has died. But to observe such a critical breakdown in 
very basic chuanqi structural conventions is striking. The commentary offers the following 
analysis of this highly unusual moment and is worth quoting at length: 
The Southern Ming Dynasty had three loyal officials: Shi Gebu [Shi Kefa], whose heart 
lay with the Ming dynasty; Zuo Ningnan [Zuo Liangyu], whose heart lay with the 
Chongzhen Emperor; and Huang Jingnan [Huang Degong], whose heart lay with the 
Hongguang Emperor. The loyalties in their hearts were not the same, so they could find no 
way to cooperate with each other. The fall of the Ming Dynasty began with the roving 
bandits (liukou), but it truly fell due to the activities of the four garrison generals. Among 
these four generals, Huang bears the greatest responsibility. Why is this? Huang’s heart 
lay with Hongguang; thus, he formed a factional alliance with Ma and Ruan, and in so 
doing, became the enemy of the Chongzhen Emperor. When he became the enemy of the 
Chongzhen Emperor, he thus installed himself outside the Ming dynasty itself. The mo 
[Huang’s role-type] says that the whole world of the Ming dynasty was delivered into the 
hands of Huang Degong. This is a devastating criticism. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 281.667






The key problem here, as the commentator points out, is that the loyalties of these three generals 
do not align. The presumption that one’s social “role-type” — the loyal official (忠臣), to recall 
the commentator’s earlier remarks in Scene 18 — will produce characters whose behavior will 
be in alignment can hardly be said to describe the situation here. All three generals are “loyal,” 
but the orientation of their divergent loyalties has made it impossible for them to see eye-to-eye. 
This point is made repeatedly throughout the play’s later scenes and commentary, which 
ultimately support Shi Kefa’s position by declaring Zuo and Huang “loyal officials” (忠臣) who 
suffer from being “ignorant and incompetent” (不學無術).  670
 Still, Huang Degong, the commentator continues, is the last of four key characters in the 
play to have shed their blood voluntarily on behalf of the Ming. Before him came Li Xiangjun, 
whose blood from her face and her heart splattered on her fan (Scene 22); Zuo Liangyu, who 
spilled his “chest-blood” when disgraced by his troops and cast as a rebel by his son (Scene 34); 
and Shi Kefa, who cried tears of blood while trying to rouse his troops to defend Yangzhou 
(Scene 35). Huang’s “neck-blood” marks the final episode in this progression of bloodshed — 
what the commentator calls “a disease of blood loss 失⾎血之病.”  What also unites the 671
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 112.669
 The commentator describes Zuo Liangyu as “a loyal official, but he is also ignorant and incompetent” in Scene 670
33 (Yunting shanren pingdian, 100), and Huang Degong is identically described in Scene 34 (Yunting shanren 
pingdian, 102). 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 112.671
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bloodshed of these characters is that it bridges the liminal space between “truth” and “falsehood” 
that lies at the heart of The Peach Blossom Fan’s meta-theatrical frame. In response to Shi Kefa’s 
tears of blood — which are linked immediately afterward to the blood of Li Xiangjun — the 
commentator asks: “Are these tears of blood real? Or are they false? Both could be the case” (⾎血
淚真耶︖？假耶︖？理或有之).  These moments collapse the comfortable degree of critical 672
distance that the drama has so carefully curated for readers to this point in the play. If a moment 
as visceral as Huang Degong’s suicide can quite literally stop the drama in its tracks, it begs the 
question of how “theatrical” it really is. Both truth and falsehood, the commentator suggests, 
might be situated within the realm of cosmic patterning (li 理), but The Peach Blossom Fan 
poses more questions than solutions.  
 Viewed politically, Huang Degong’s death has limited meaning: he dies a loyalist, but the 
dynasty to which he is loyal has fallen. Huang also dies alone. There are no characters left on 
stage to witness his suicide, sing the scene’s final aria, or even reclaim his body. Ritually, this is a 
major problem as well — Huang’s body will have no one to bury it and Huang is thus at risk of 
becoming a malevolent spirit. The theatrical framework of The Peach Blossom Fan does nothing 
to solve these problems; the play simply stops cold. Theater and play-acting are not solutions, 
because the limits of Huang’s performance are reached with his death. This is not The Peony 
Pavilion — no one will call out to Huang Degong’s ghost to bring him back from the dead (as 
Liu Mengmei does for Du Liniang in The Peony Pavilion, by facing her portrait and calling out 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 105.672
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to the beautiful woman depicted in it).  The mode in which these final scenes of The Peach 673
Blossom Fan operates points beyond the prevue of the theatrical and toward the ritual. 
 This is not to say that characters in The Peach Blossom Fan do not try to operate 
according to the metaphysical paradigms of late Ming dramas like The Peony Pavilion. In the 
case of Zuo Liangyu, the second military leader whom the commentator points out as a loyalist, 
there are three witnesses present for his suicide (which is also staged with a stunning degree of 
“realism,” in which Zuo spits up blood before collapsing on a chair).  One of these witnesses, 674
the musician Su Kunsheng, tries to call out to Zuo, as if trying to bring him back to life: 
“Marshall, wake up! Marshall, wake up!” (元帥甦醒，元帥甦醒！) One of Zuo’s subordinate 
officers, Yuan Jixian responds: “He really is not responding when you call him; what should we 
do?” (竟叫不應，這怎麼處︖？).  The arrangement of this scene is telling: it is the musician 675
and performer Su Kunsheng who tries to call Zuo Liangyu’s spirit back from the dead, but Zuo’s 
body will not be awoken. One of Zuo’s soldiers, played by the za (miscellaneous) role, proceeds 
to lift Zuo’s body and carries it offstage, still fully dressed in uniform.  Su, then, sings an aria 676
 Zuo Liangyu, like Huang Degong, of course, has no portrait; so it might seem strange to compare these moments 673
to The Peony Pavilion. There are moments in The Peach Blossom Fan that compelling discuss another application 
of portraiture: the hall of meritorious ministers, who were commemorated for their loyal political service. Portraits 
were also used to commemorate dead ancestors. See Joan Stuart’s “The Face in Life and Death: Mimesis in Chinese 
Ancestor Portraits,” in Wu and Tsiang eds., Body and Face, 197-228.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 263. The stage directions are 作嘔⾎血倒椅上介. As Wang Jisi notes, 674
this is not how Zuo Liangyu died according to extant historical sources. According to the Mingji nanlüe, Zuo 
Liangyu died from illness. It is thus likely that Kong intentionally re-wrote this episode to emphasize the suicide. 
See Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 228 note 22.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 264. 675
 The commentary states here: “There are those who will ask if Ningnan’s [i.e. Zuo Liangyu’s] death was 676
important or insignificant [lit. as heavy as Mount Tai or as light as a goose feather]. This debate will never be 
resolved (問寧南此死泰山耶︖？鴻⽑毛耶︖？千古不解) (Yunting shanren pingdian, 103). 
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that mourns him, which the commentator calls “a ‘summons to the dead’” (抵⼀一篇《⼤大招》).  677
The ritual competes with the theatrical to become the dominant mode for interpreting the 
sacrifices of these two men. 
 The main problem here, however, lies in what to do with the body of each man; ironically 
perhaps, having the “real” thing on stage points toward the limits of theatrical representation. We 
do not know what happens to Huang Degong’s body, or how it leaves the stage. In the case of 
Zuo Liangyu, his dead body is taken offstage, almost as it it has turned into a prop, to be given 
into the care of Zuo’s unfilial son.  We are faced with a performative version of the same 678
problem discussed in Chapter 4: the problem of the double and its relationship to the “real.” If 
the bodies of Zuo and Huang represented in the play are meant as “doubles” of the real historical 
figures — and having adopted their names, we might assume that this is so — then we return to a 
familiar question: are they “like” or “not like”? It makes all the difference that the question of 
likeness has now been asked through the medium of the performing body; for unlike in the case 
of a painting, the body is bound by social and ritual obligations. 
*          *          * 
 As the last of the three loyal generals, Shi Kefa, contemplates his suicide in Scene 38, his 
line of thought broaches the dilemmas faced by Huang Degong and Zuo Liangyu several scenes 
earlier. “Suddenly,” Shi reflects, “I thought of the three hundred years of the Ming state’s rule, 
which only had myself left to sustain and defend. How could I die a pointless death, and abandon 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 103 The reference point here, of course, is Song Yu’s Zhao hun, or “Summons to the 677
Soul,” which is attributed to the Chu poet Qu Yuan and anthologized in the Songs of Chu (Chuci).
 The stage directions are 雜抬⼩小⽣生下. Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 264. Role-types, incidentally, 678
are listed in the play’s paratextual list of “Stage Items,” but characters are not; the stage directions state that the 
xiaosheng is picked up and carried off.
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my ruler to be left alone? 忽然想起明朝三百年社稷，只靠俺⼀一身撐持，豈可效無益之死，
捨孤⽴立之君.”  Shi comprehends the full scope of his existential quandary: is it better to die a 679
loyal but hapless minister in service a ruler who is a prisoner of war and whose regime is on the 
precipice of collapse; or is it better to flee and live forever with his guilt, knowing that to run 
away would betray his role as a loyal minister to the state? 
 Having escaped the burning city of Yangzhou and traveled on foot to Yizhen 儀真 
(today’s Yizheng county 儀征縣, located midway between Yangzhou and Nanjing), Shi comes 
across a white mule. Breaking off a willow branch — a common poetic symbol of leave-taking, 
but also the item Zhang Wei uses in the finale to sprinkle water on the ground — Shi mounts the 
white mule and rides on. After not too long, the Old Master of Ceremonies enters the stage; and, 
Shi Kefa, being so consumed with his thoughts, knocks the Old Master over, nearly, it would 
seem, pushing the Old Master into the nearby river.  Shi tells the Old Master that he is headed 680
to Nanjing to protect the Emperor, but the Old Master of Ceremonies replies with bad news: the 
Emperor has already departed from the city. Shi realizes at this moment that his social role, as he 
has known it, has ended. He no longer has a dynasty to serve, or a ruler to whom to direct his 
loyalties. “I cast away my broken boat, am left like a dog without a home,” Shi sings. “I call out 
to Heaven and cry to the Earth without ceasing, yet there are no roads upon which I can return 
home, but to move forward now, too, is filled with difficulties” (撇下俺斷篷船，丟下俺無家
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 283.679
 The KSRQJ edition of the play has a very awkward typo throughout this scene that incorrectly identifies the Old 680
Master of Ceremonies as the fujing role-type; but this is certainly wrong — the correct role type is the fumo. 
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⽝犬︔；叫天呼地千百遍，歸無路，進又難前).  Truly, in a world without a Ming Emperor, the 681
world as he knows it has come to an end. 
 Faced with an impossible choice, Shi opts for the path of suicide. Looking out over the 
rolling waves of the river below him, he offers his body to the river below: “This is the place 
where I will be buried,” Shi proclaims, pointing down to the river. “My body will be swallowed 
up into the yellow earth, and will bring pleasure to the stomachs of the fish deep under the 
water” (那便是俺葬身之地。︒勝⿈黃⼟土，⼀一丈江⿂魚腹寬展). Looking down at his own body, Shi 
continues: “I, Shi Kefa, have committed the sin of being an official of a lost state. How could I 
hold on to my official robes? (He takes of his hat, sheds his gown, and removes his boots.) I have 
removed my hat, clothing, and boots, markers of my officialdom” (俺史可法亡國罪臣，那容的
冠裳⽽而去。︒(摘帽，脫袍、︑靴介)摘脫下袍靴冠冕). The Old Master of Ceremonies looks on 
with wariness, and even pulls Shi Kefa back from the river, warning him against committing 
suicide (“seeking death,” xunsi 尋死). But Shi retorts that there is no place left for him in the 
world as it remains: “This land [lit. rivers and mountains] has changed its master; there is 
nothing that could keep me here” (江山換主，無可留戀). With this, Shi Kefa jumps into the 
river, and rolls about until he is drowned under the waves (跳入江翻滾下介).   682
 According to Shi Kefa’s many biographers, including his biography in the Ming History, 
this is not an accurate description of how Shi Kefa died. Shi, according to official accounts, died 
defending Yangzhou, and he is often recognized as one of the greatest martyrs of the conflicts of 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 284.681
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 284.682
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the Ming-Qing transition.  One of these many accounts, Quan Zuwang’s 全祖望 “A Record of 683
Plum Blossom Ridge” (梅花嶺記), notes that Shi cut his own throat as the Qing armies arrived 
in Yangzhou, and contributes to the broader collection of writings that were inclined to view Shi 
and his death through the lens of historical nostalgia.  However, Shi Kefa’s body was never 684
found, leaving open the remote possibility that he had, in fact, survived the conflict.  685
 Given that Shi Kefa’s death has been re-written for this scene The Peach Blossom Fan, 
the mode of his suicide merits our attention. It would appear, at first, that Shi Kefa has chosen 
the path of the loyal Ming minister. He has, after all, selected death rather than serve a new, non-
Ming administration. But as the commentator has previously implied, Shi Kefa’s loyalties are 
more abstract than those of Huang Degong or Zuo Liangyu. Huang and Zuo have pledged their 
service to particular Ming Emperors (Hongguang and Chongzhen, respectively), but Shi Kefa’s 
loyalties are with the Ming Dynasty itself; and, ironically, in being more flexible, they are also 
more difficult to fulfill. Shi Kefa’s loyalty to the Ming relies on the comprehensive integrity of 
the Ming regime: a legitimate Emperor, of course, but also its institutions — the court, the 
military, and the social relationships that undergird them. Yet as Shi observes prior to jumping 
 Shi Yuanqing 史元慶, Shi Kefa xiansheng nianpu 史可法先⽣生年譜 (Taibei: Huaxin wenhua shiye zhongxin, 683
1979). Shi Kefa’s Mingshi and Siku quanshu biographies are both included as appendices (369-372, 373-382). Shi’s 
legacy was revisited at the onset of the Cultural Revolution (1966), as writers of the time questioned whether or not 
Shi was in fact an ethnic traitor (民族罪⼈人). This only goes go to show how present the conflicts of the Ming-Qing 
transition remain in the historical and cultural zeitgeist of more recent periods. See Liu Hui 劉輝, ed. Shi Kefa 
pingjia wenti huibian 史可法評價問題彙編 (Hong Kong: Yangkai shubao gongyingshe, 1968): 59-68, 99-103.
 Quan Zuwang 全祖望, “Meihua ling ji 梅花嶺記,” in Quan Zuwang ji huijiao jizhu 全祖望集彙校集注, ed. Zhu 684
Zhuyu 朱鑄禹 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo faxing, 2000): 2: 
1116-1118.
 On Shi's legacy, see Chapter 6 of Wai-yee Li, Women and National Trauma, esp. 508-511, 525-526. Lynn Struve 685
translates some of the materials surrounding Shi Kefa in Voices of the Ming-Qing Cataclysm: China in Tigers’ Jaws 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993): 28-32.
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into the river, the external signifiers of these institutions — his official hat, gown, and boots; in 
short, his costume — no longer stand for anything if the Ming dynasty institutions from which 
they derive their legitimacy no longer exist.  
 A look at Shi Kefa’s collected writings helps to shed further light on this scene in The 
Peach Blossom Fan. Shi, we learn from this short collection, was a man who in writing was also 
largely defined by his work as a political figure. His writings are dominated by memorials, and 
also contain correspondence between Shi and several of his family members between 1638-1639 
(Chongzhen 11-12). Several of these letters are addressed to his parents — Shi's father died in 
1639, and it seems that Shi regretted that he was stationed remotely during these final years of 
his father’s life. Other letters collected under Shi’s “Family Correspondence” (Jia shu) are 
addressed to his several brothers and to his wife.  Outside of Shi’s memorials, these letters to 686
family and to colleagues form the largest category of Shi’s collected works, and suggest that Shi 
took his social bonds seriously; he was, in other words, dedicated to upholding his obligations as 
a filial son, responsible husband, loyal brother, and steadfast colleague and friend.   687
 Shi Kefa, however, had no biological sons. There would be no one to carry on his lineage 
in the event of his death, which was implicitly unfilial in a society that constructed families and 
lineages around men. Faced with his impending death as the defeat of Yangzhou grew imminent, 
Shi Kefa took Shi Dewei 史德威, his assistant field commander at the time of the Battle of 
Yangzhou (and with whom he conveniently shared a surname) as his adopted son. According to 
 Struve explains that Shi would refer to any of his agnates as brothers, so the identities of some of the receivers of 686
these letters are not entirely clear.
 Shi Kefa, Shi Kefa ji 史可法集, originally comp. by Zhang Chunxiu 張純修 (17th cent.), ed. Luo Zhenchang 羅687
振常 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxing suo faxing, 1984): 95-109. 
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Quan Zuwang's account, Shi Kefa asked Shi Dewei to kill him before the Qing forces arrived, 
but Dewei would not oblige, so Shi Kefa was forced to commit the act himself. After Shi Kefa’s 
death, Shi Dewei is said to have taken Shi Kefa’s clothes to Plum Blossom Ridge (Meihua ling), 
just outside Yangzhou, and set up a memorial to Shi Kefa.  The site remains an important part 688
of Yangzhou’s tourism industry, and has been a lightning rod for hundreds of years worth of 
tributes to Shi Kefa in poetry. The Peach Blossom Fan's playwright Kong Shangren was one of 
Shi's many poetic commemorators. Kong wrote a poem about his visit to Plum Blossom Ridge 
during his time in Yangzhou on official duties in 1689, which emphasizes the ephemerality of 
Shi’s robe and cap, which have, being subject to the transformative power of natural elements, 
rotted away.  689
 What is especially worth observing in The Peach Blossom Fan’s account of Shi Kefa’s 
suicide is how it comments doubly on socio-political ethics and on theater. By removing his 
costume prior to drowning himself, Shi not only removes these markers of his identity as a failed 
Ming general and loyal minister, but he also rejects the premises of theatrical representation that 
are made manifest in the play-acting that surrounds him. Performance is not the solution to Shi 
Kefa’s problems; he cannot, in other words, simply switch costumes and act out a new part in the 
play — a solution that features prominently in Ruan Dacheng's The Swallow Letter and Spring 
 Shi Dewei lived out the rest of his life in Liyang, Jiangsu (see Shi Kefa ji, 111-112).688
 “Meihua ling 梅花嶺,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 2: 1095.689
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Lantern Riddles.  Without being able to continue performing his social roles as a Ming official, 690
Shi Kefa’s theatrical performance, which is constructed through the same markers of costume 
and setting, cannot continue. Theatrically donning and shedding costumes or identities will not 
solve the issues at stake in the dynastic transition. Neither the institutions of social etiquette that 
position bodies in social relationships nor the literary frameworks of the chuanqi drama can 
emerge from the transition untouched. To play the part of a “Ming official,” or to act in a “Ming 
play” in an early Qing world, requires an impossible quantum leap, for the Ming and Qing 
worlds operate according to different identity-indexing patterns.   691
 Shi Kefa thus commits himself to death as an unmarked body. His death signifies as an 
anti-theatrical, negative act; there are, in other words, no positive, affirmative markers of his 
social identity as commander, official, or even as patriarch — Shi Dewei is not mentioned in The 
 This makes The Peach Blossom Fan categorically different from a play like Ruan Dacheng’s Spring Lantern 690
Riddles, in which both the male and female protagonists undergo a series of costume changes that allow them to 
assume temporary (but convincing) new identities. In one such case, the male lead, Yuwen Yan, borrows the clothes 
of the female lead’s dead maid to escape from the female lead’s houseboat. In this situation, there is no body to go 
with the dead maid’s clothes, but the clothes can still signify. We may also recall Huo Duliang’s temporary name 
change to Bian Wuji in The Swallow Letter; but again, “Bian Wuji” is an identity that can function in the same social 
environment as “Huo Duliang.” In The Peach Blossom Fan, Shi Kefa cannot assume an identity that joins a “Ming 
costume” and “Ming heart” to a “Qing context.” 
 To give a sense of how a similar scene is used in a Qing dynasty drama, we can look to Jiang Shiquan’s Dreams 691
of Linchuan. In Scene 8, the play takes up the rebellion of Ba Cheng’en 哱承恩, the son of the ethnic Tartar and 
Ningxia military leader named Ba Bai 哱拜 (1526-1592), who rose up in revolt against the Ming dynasty in 1592 
(Wanli 20). (Ming dynasty troupes quelled the revolt in one of the three great military campaigns of the Wanli period 
萬曆三⼤大征.) As the rebels advance on the residence where the local prince’s wives and children live, the crown 
prince asks his nanny a familiar question: “Nanny, with the household and the state in such conditions, how could 
we keep living? It would be better to take this opportunity to jump into the well [ourselves]” (保母，家國如此，何
以⽣生為︖？不如就此投井罷). The nanny convinces the crown prince and his mother, the primary consort, Fang-shi, 
to go and hide with her son so that their lives might be saved. The nanny crouches down by a well, where the rebel 
Ba Cheng’en and his troops finds her. The nanny claims that the consort and her son have jumped into the well and 
committed suicide, and points to the consort’s clothing as her proof of death: “Aren’t these the lady’s clothes? if you 
don’t believe me, why don’t you fish the body out?” (這不是娘娘冠帔麼︖？你若不信，叫⼈人打撈便了). Ba does 
not choose to located the body, taking the the clothes instead as “proof” of the deaths of the crown prince and his 
mother. Finally, the crown prince re-enters and informs the nanny that his mother has, in fact, died offstage. The 
consort’s bad luck seems to come from the pre-determined “death” of her clothing. Jiang Shiquan 蔣⼠士銓, Linchuan 
meng 臨川夢, ed. Shao Haiqing 邵海清 (Shanghai guji chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo faxing, 
1989):  85-86.
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Peach Blossom Fan, and without any sons of his own, it would appear that in the context of 
Kong's play, Shi Kefa’s lineage dies with him. In another cultural context, we might say that Shi 
Kefa dies as an individual; but this does not quite capture the black hole of de-signification that 
his suicide opens up. Shi dies as no-one — without social ties, a body in premodern China is an 
unmarked corpse, which risks the terrible fate of becoming a hungry ghost. (Even dead who 
receive offerings from still-living family members would continue their ties to the lineage as its 
ancestors.) This is, in a sense, an extreme manifestation of a phenomenon that was actually quite 
common during the early years of the Qing, in which former Ming officials chose to remove 
themselves as completely as possible from public life. Rather than exist in cities where the reach 
of the new Qing court was stronger, former officials would try to become recluses by erasing 
themselves from society and thereby free them from obligations to the government.   692
 There is, however, a transcendental quality to Shi Kefa’s suicide, for it references literary 
tropes for writing death scenes that had endured for centuries. Just before jumping into the river, 
Shi sings an aria that references the Xiang 湘 River: a site guaranteed to call to mind the story of 
the poet Qu Yuan, who drowned himself in the Xiang as a victim of unjust slander at the Chu 
court.  Yet this connection can only be pushed so far; for unlike Qu Yuan, Shi Kefa’s stage 693
character in The Peach Blossom Fan does not compose a poem to reveal his motives. Shi Kefa 
instead proposes to write and to act himself out of history — his legacy as a guilt-ridden, failed 
Ming commander and official would not be worth commemorating, this logic goes, nor would 
 Wang Fansen 王汎森, Wan Ming Qing chu sixiang shilun 晚明清初思想⼗〸十論 (Shanghai: Fudan daxue 692
chubanshe, 2004): 188-247.
 This is a frequently-observed connection. See, for example, C. H. Wang, “Double Plot,” 15; Wai-yee Li, Women 693
and National Trauma, 542 note 92.
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Shi Kefa have any sons that would pay tribute to him as a patriarch of his own lineage. It is 
telling that the 17th century compiler of Shi Kefa’s collected works, Zhang Chunxiu 張純修, 
prevents readers from coming to this same conclusion. Zhang anthologizes a short section of Shi 
Kefa’s “posthumous writings” (yishu 遺書), which are addressed to Shi’s key relations: his 
mother, his wife, his “brothers” (possibly a second uncle and second cousins), and to his adopted 
son, Shi Dewei. The last of these short texts is a suicide note, which concisely gives Shi’s failure 
to defend Yangzhou as his reason for committing suicide.  None of these works, however, are 694
referenced in The Peach Blossom Fan; they are not part of the textual landscape of Shi’s death 
scene, nor are they mentioned in Kong's paratextual bibliography to the play.  695
 What does exist in Scene 38 of The Peach Blossom Fan is a witness to Shi Kefa’s death: 
the Old Master of Ceremonies, who even attempts to intervene and stop Shi’s suicide attempt. 
After Shi has jumped into the river, stage directions indicate that the Old Master of Ceremonies 
looks into the distance with a blank stare for quite a long time (呆望良久). Finally, he gathers up 
Shi Kefa’s boots, hat, robes, and cries out weeping: “Master Shi! Master Shi! What a faithful 
official, who to the last showed complete moral integrity! If you had not happened to encounter 
me here, who would have known that you had cast yourself into the river to die?” (史⽼老爺呀，
史⽼老爺呀！好⼀一個盡節忠臣，若不遇著⼩小⼈人，誰知你投江⽽而死呀！). As the Old Master of 
Ceremonies sobs, Liu Jingting, Hou Fangyu, Chen Zhenhui, and Wu Yingji enter in a rush onto 
the stage — they have just escaped from prison and have been on the run for several days. They 
 Shi Kefa ji, 111-112.694
 In the midst of the chaos at the defeat of Yangzhou, it is difficult to imagine that Shi’s posthumous letters would 695
have made it out in tact. The established narrative is that Shi Kefa gave these to Shi Dewei, who in turn transported 
them out of the burning city. 
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do not, at first, believe the Old Master’s story about Shi Kefa’s suicide; but when the Old Master 
shows them Shi’s discarded clothing, complete with the official seals that confirm it is genuine, 
the doubters recant, and pay their respects to Shi’s costume.  Before leaving the stage, the Old 696
Master of Ceremonies makes plans to bury Shi’s clothes at Plum Blossom Ridge, where he will 
return once the fighting ends to “call to [Shi Kefa’s] soul to reside in [his clothing’s] burial 
ground” (招魂埋葬).  The official red seals on Shi’s clothes, remarks the commentator, were 697
once observed by a certain Song Shelu of Huainan; and these same clothes must be what are 
buried at Plum Blossom Ridge.  698
 Here, Kong Shangren steps in as playwright-historian to correct Shi Kefa’s attempt to 
erase himself from history, for by writing Shi’s suicide into The Peach Blossom Fan, Kong has 
preserved Shi’s memory as a martyr. Indeed, the commentator observes how fortunate it is that 
the Old Master of Ceremonies happened upon Shi just at this moment, and compares the drama’s 
writing of all three generals’ death scenes (Huang Degong, Zuo Liangyu, and Shi Kefa) to the 
writings of Chinese historians Ban Gu and Sima Qian.  Yet this is a moment about which no 699
verifiable historical writing does or can exist — even to assume the veracity of Shi’s suicide note 
and posthumous writings is to take Zhang Chunxiu, the collection’s anthologizer, entirely on 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 285.696
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 286.697
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 113.698
 “Such lively stokes of the brush and ink transmit Gebu [Shi Kefa’s]’s death; and it is fortunate that the Master of 699
Ceremonies happened to come upon him just at this moment…None of the deaths of these three loyal officials 
[Huang, Zuo, and Shi] occurred as they were unyielding in righteousness in the face of the enemy. But this scene 
depicts how all of them were argent and intensely loyal to the state, just like those troops who died as martyrs in 
battle. How could one now find this like the writings of Ban [Gu] and Ma [Sima Qian]? 傳閣部之死，筆墨如此靈
活，恰好贊禮相值。︒。︒。︒三忠之死，皆非臨敵不屈之義，⽽而寫其烈烈錚錚如國殤陣歿者，豈非班，⾺馬之筆
乎︖？Yunting shanren pingdian, 114.
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good faith — and with no polity or family to mourn him, Shi Kefa’s suicide would otherwise 
doom him to historical obscurity. One does not write a history of men who have done their 
utmost to make themselves anonymous. Yet the Old Master of Ceremonies recalls Shi Kefa and 
his death to historical significance by serving as a witness. The Old Master of Ceremonies first 
relays the story of Shi’s death to other characters within the play — thus modeling the process of 
historical storytelling within moments of Shi’s suicide — and then confirms his intention to 
make Shi’s sacrifice known to later generations by establishing a memorial in his honor. The 
spectator has become the historian; the witness has become the storyteller. The world of the 
drama reaches back out into the world of the reader’s lived experience, connecting Shi Kefa’s 
discarded costume from within the play back out into the discursive world of the reader.  
*          *          * 
 These reflections on the theatrical issues of spectatorship and storytelling bring The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s body problem full circle, back to the question of performance. Shi’s 
costume substitutes for his body, and the site of Shi’s costume will ultimately be where his soul 
is called back to reside. The body may be draped with markers of social status, or it might be 
called to assume a theatrical role-type. But there are so many layers of “impersonation” in this 
play that to ask the mutable actor’s body to carry its own independent significance would seem 
to draw it into conflict with the markers it assumes. Yet this is exactly what Shi Kefa attempts in 
his suicide: to throw off the markers of his status and costume to become nothing but a body. The 
solution to this problem in The Peach Blossom Fan is to make this moment historical. Stories 
about what happens to Shi’s body reproduce it through performance, calling into being the body 
that has been lost. The world of the play is not commensurate with the world outside the play, of 
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course; to perform Shi Kefa’s suicide and then relay his death as history does not alter whatever 
may have happened to Shi Kefa in “real life.” But historicizing Shi Kefa’s death through the 
process of performance does offer a way to save Shi’s spirit from the fate of turning into a 
hungry ghost. To historicize Shi’s death connects his spirit to a world of sympathetic mourners 
— the readers of the play, who may be moved enough by the play to care for him in the afterlife. 
To achieve this effect does not require writing an “accurate” history. Performance will not 
change anything about the fate of the “real” Shi Kefa, but it does have the power to change how 
later generations would view Shi’s legacy.  
 It is worth briefly returning here to the question of The Peach Blossom Fan’s status as a 
literary drama, because so far as this play is a literary text, the idea of “performance” is an 
undercurrent that can only be manifest in the reader’s imagination; the play is not a stage-facing 
script. If, as Stephen Owen has suggested, the paradigm of performance is paradoxically what is 
most “genuine” about The Peach Blossom Fan, then we find a similar paradox in the way that 
performance is addressed toward the play’s costumes and bodies. Costumes clothe actors who 
represent historical figures, couched in a dramatic framework of meta-theatrical representation, 
situated in a self-consciously material and self-reflexive printed text, which purports to tell the 
tale of recent historical events that is “based on real people and real events.” These layers of 
representation make a practically infinitely expanding series, a performative “mise en abyme.” 
 The rhetorical technique that pulls us out of this tunnel is the play’s meta-theater itself. 
By drawing our attention to the trappings of the drama’s imagined environment as a stage play 
— costume, facial paint, issues of audience and staging and play-acting — the reader is asked to 
reflect on what is taking place in front of him, to realize the play’s status as a representation. To 
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cultivate the critical distance that this requires — the “cold clear eyes” of the bystander — 
already compels the reader to separate himself from the representations at hand, and encourages 
witnessing rather than involvement. But as the play’s theatrical framework replicates itself and 
also collapses back in on itself, to definitively interpret any of the play’s motifs, literary 
references, or historical frames feels like an impossible task. What reference point should the 
reader use to locate meaning in the play, if the premise of the play is to dissolve the viability of 
these reference points? Meta-theater does not solve the problem of assessing what is “true” or 
“false” — quite the opposite, because meta-theater reveals the uncertain status of the drama’s 
representations.  
 Yet by focusing on the concept of performance, The Peach Blossom Fan proposes that 
distinguishing absolute categories of “true” and “false” is not ultimate goal of the text. If it were, 
the play would certainly offer a more conclusive ending than what does conclude the play: after 
watching the two protagonists walk off stage in separate directions, the reader continues on to a 
liminal epilogue, which exists in a moment of transition that is not quite tied to any one mode of 
signification. Performance may not have inherent truth value, but it does invoke the possibility of 
an ongoing and repeatable process; in other words, a series of behaviors, structured according 
existing guidelines — literary reference points like The Peony Pavilion, theatrical reference 
points like face paint, or the genre-based reference points of chuanqi structure. Even the 
paratextual packaging of The Peach Blossom Fan models the process of performance; Kong 
Shangren performs the role of playwright and playwright-historian by narrating how the play 
came into its present form, and by showing the reader how the play performs the functions of its 
historical storytelling.  
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IV. The Final Judgements 
 With these thoughts in mind, let us now return to the question posed earlier in this chapter 
about how to understand the status of a ritual that takes place within the highly self-conscious 
environment of a meta-theatrical play. When we left off mid-way through the ritual in Scene 40, 
Zhang Wei and his assistant have just recited prayers for the spirits of the Chongzhen Emperor 
and his officials. Zhang Wei has re-entered the stage after another bout of delicate music wearing 
a Daoist Huayang head scarf, a crane robe, and carrying a brush (the last of his costume changes) 
to carry out the virtuous deed of feeding the hungry ghosts.  These spirits, sings Zhang, have 700
died in various circumstances: some fought in the capital, others in the central plains; some died 
from fire, others from hunger and cold. But no matter the details of their fates, Zhang welcomes 
these spirits to eat and drink the offerings they have prepared. Here, the stage directions read: 
“[Zhang Wei] scatters grain, pours out wine, burns paper [money], and the ghosts rush over [to 
fight over these offerings]” (撒⽶米、︑澆漿、︑焚紙，鬼搶介).  As the ghosts materialize on stage 701
— with no other stage directions to indicate that these ghosts are performers or played by any of 
the drama’s existing role types — we witness a break in the theatrical edifice of the play. These 
ghosts are not performers; the text is showing us that the ritual has worked. It makes no 
difference to these hungry ghosts that the ritual is a product of a dramatic text, or that the ritual’s 
facilitator is an actor; more important is the result — they have been fed and placated for the 
 Zhang Wei has most recently entered wearing a Huayang head scarf (華陽⼱巾), crane overcoat (鶴氅), and carries 700
a brush (執拂). A Huayang head wrap is a Daoist form of head-gear, named for Tao Hongjing 陶宏景 of the Liang 
dynasty, who gave himself the hao “Recluse of Huayang" (華陽隱居). The term “Huayang head scarf” was thus 
later used to refer to the head wrap of a Daoist. (See Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 259 note 29.)
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 295.701
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time being. Performance or not, the ritual is a success. The ritual, then, is meant to do the work 
of a perforative utterance: to enact its own self-determined result. 
 With the appearance of the hungry ghosts as “proof” of the ritual’s efficacy, the reader is 
meant to believe Zhang Wei when he pronounces that the spirits of the Chongzhen Emperor and 
his loyal officials have ascended into the heavenly realm. So too are we meant to take seriously 
the fates that Zhang’s visions for many of the characters who have performed over the course of 
the play. While sitting in meditation, Zhang makes his final judgements on the “three officials 
who died for a just cause” (三位死難之臣) — Shi Kefa, Zuo Liangyu, and Huang Degong — 
each of which appears to Zhang to recount his heavenly official appointment. All three men have 
been rewarded for their loyal service to the Ming; and, when they appear in this final scene, the 
commentator remarks, “these three loyal officials are dressed in three types of costumes; how 
nice-looking” (三忠三樣裝束，好看).   702
 None of the three figures are played by their original role-types when they are envisioned 
back onto the stage by Zhang Wei. Each is represented by a za (miscellaneous) role — a role that 
lacks the rigorous formalization of other role types, and is thus especially flexibly. A za role is 
whatever the playwright decides (or in the case of this scene, the spirit of whichever character 
the za states in his self-introduction). This shift in role-types also marks a transition for these 
characters from the world of the play into the spirit world; neither their prior social markings as 
Ming officials nor their theatrical markings as role-types in The Peach Blossom Fan are retained 
when their spirits are invoked in the rituals of the final scene. The face of each za, moreover, has 
been covered by different color cloth: yellow for Shi Kefa, red for Zuo Liangyu, and black for 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 120.702
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Huang Degong.  It would appear that Kong Shangren is drawing on the theatrical convention 703
of the hunpa, a cloth face covering used to depict ghosts on stage, but has expanded the use of 
this cloth to denote each man’s core characteristics. The spirits of Shi, Zuo, and Huang, then, 
have been abstracted into impressions of their personality traits, and no longer exclusively 
represent particular dramatic characters from elsewhere in the play. This, I contend, is Kong 
Shangren’s attempt to use the tools of performance to transcend the limits of The Peach Blossom 
Fan itself. It speaks to the great potential of theatrical modes of representation to work beyond 
their normal paradigms, if only they are applied in new ways. 
 When Ma Shiying and Ruan Dacheng are brought on stage for their final judgements, the 
result is quite different. Before either character is brought on stage as a manifestation of Zhang’s 
visions, the commentator alerts readers to the terrible fate that will befall these two “treacherous 
officials” (奸臣), interjecting: “Observe how the two traitors suffer” (看兩奸之苦).  The first 704
to enter is Ma Shiying, still played by the jing role type. He is pursued by a thunder god (a za 
role-type), who soon catches up to the fleeing Ma Shiying. “Please, spare my life, spare my life! 
(饒命，饒命),” Ma cries, kneeling with his fingers interlaced behind his head for protection (抱
頭跪). Yet the thunder god shows him no mercy. The spirit first strikes Ma dead with a lightening 
bolt, after which he “peels off his clothes” and exits (雜劈死淨，剝衣去介).   705
 All three are colors used in theatrical face paint, and seem to correspond here to characteristics of fierce bravery 703
(yellow), hot-bloodedness (red), and upright ferocity (black). For colors in operatic facial paint, see Li Mengming 李
孟明, Lianpu liubian tushuo 臉譜流變圖說 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chubanshe, 2009); also see Chen Haoran 陳浩
然, ed. Zhonghua guoju lianpu 中華國劇臉譜 (Taibei Shi: Shangqing wenhua shiye youxian gongsi, 1980).
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 120.704
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 296-297.705
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 Ruan, still played by the fujing, is up next to face his own terrible death. As he enters in 
official attire (冠帶), he remarks: “Ah, good, good! I, Ruan Dacheng, have traversed this Xianxia 
mountain ridge, which must count as my first meritorious deed” (好了，好了！我阮⼤大鋮⾛走過
這仙霞嶺，便算第⼀一功了). As Ruan ascends to the top, he is met by a mountain god (山神, 
also played by a za) as well as a yaksha, or malevolent spirit (夜叉). The two spirits “stab the 
fujing, who plummets down the mountain, tumbling to his death” (刺副淨下，跌死介).  706
 As if responding directly to the commentator, Zhang Wei opens his eyes, and declares: 
“What suffering, what suffering! Just now I have observed in a dream that Ma Shiying was 
struck dead by a bolt of lightening on a mountain in Taizhou, and Ruan Dacheng fell to his death 
from atop the Xianxia mountain ridge. One by one their skulls split open; what terrible suffering 
and distress” (苦哉，苦哉！⽅方才夢⾒見⾺馬⼠士英被雷擊死台州山中，阮⼤大鋮跌死仙霞嶺上。︒⼀一
個個⽪皮開腦裂，好苦惱也).  Cai Yisuo and Lan Ying praise Ma and Ruan’s demise just as 707
they had earlier praised the three loyal officers’ heavenly rewards, proclaiming: “Wickedness 
brings about foul rewards; the natural cosmic order is bright and clear” (果然惡有惡報，天理昭
彰). Indeed, these are the just desserts of Heavenly retribution, fate reflected in the karmic mirror 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297.706
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297. These accounts of Ma and Ruan’s deaths are based on their 707
joint biography in the Ming History (Mingshi 明史). According to the biography, Ma Shiying escaped to a mountain 
temple in Taizhou, where he became a (short-lived) monk in his attempt to escape from the Qing. Nevertheless, the 
Qing armies found him and killed him. After Ruan Dacheng had surrendered to the Qing, he followed their armies as 
they advanced to attack Xianxia Pass 仙霞關. It is said that Ruan died there after becoming stiff with fear, hitting his 
head as he fell forward onto a rock.
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(yejing 業鏡).  As Zhang Wei sums up in an aria that follows: “The karmic mirror has suddenly 708
illuminated [the true consequences of their deeds] with undoubtable clarity; they cannot fly away 
to escape the net of Heaven… One asks how many people’s brains they devoured over the years, 
while the starchy serum wrapped in skin and bone atop their own heads, is hardly fit for even a 
dog to consume. 明明業鏡忽來照，天網恢恢⾶飛不了。︒。︒。︒問年來吃⼈人多少腦，這頂漿兩
包，不夠⽝犬饕.”  This distressing image of a brain made of “starchy serum wrapped in skin 709
and bone atop their heads” contains its own costume-like metaphor: of a body filled with 
substances that are not quite human, “hardly for even a dog to consume.” Zhang’s commentary 
completes the de-humanizing of Ma and Ruan by suggesting that even their dead bodies do not 
deserve to be given proper care. 
 There is no consensus on how Ruan met his end, which allowed his contemporaries and 
later historians to imagine a fitting demise.  In Ruan’s joint biography with Ma Shiying in the 710
Ming History, the two men are unambiguously classified as “treacherous officials” (jianchen 奸
臣). The biography builds its case against Ruan by narrating his accumulated offenses, holding 
him accountable for the impeachment of upright officials, bribery and exploitation, and even 
partially responsible for the fall of the Southern Ming regime. Finally, it describes his gruesome 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297. The “karmic mirror” (yejing 業鏡) of Buddhism is said to 708
reflect one’s good or bad karmic retribution. The phrase “天網恢恢” comes from the Laozi: “The nets of Heaven are 
wide [i.e. fair], but the guilty will not escape from it 天網恢恢, 疏⽽而不失.” Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 260-261 
notes 47-48.
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297.709
 An original annotation to a tici by Wang Ping 王蘋 of Qizhou 齊州 mentions another poem by Xing Mengzhen 710
邢孟貞, “Walking in the Mountains, I Passed by Huaning’s Grave 山⾏行過懷寧墓.” Xing’s poem mentions passing 
by the site where Ruan’s bones were buried: “Between the pair of mountains in a dark and black-green valley, lie 
some poor, exhausted, strange bones” (兩山互青冥，中有窮奇骨). Yunting shanren pingdian, 4.
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death upon the pursuit of the Qing forces: “Dacheng wandered about the mountains and then 
committed suicide by beating his head against the rocks. Punishment was still meted out to the 
corpse” (⼤大鋮⽅方遊山，⾃自觸⽯石死，仍戮屍云).  The biography places the responsibility of 711
Ruan’s death on Ruan himself, thus bypassing any accusations that someone else might have 
murdered him out of spite.  Debates surrounding the exact conditions of Ruan’s death aside, 712
therefore, he is invariably killed off in a way that suggests didactic fabrication. Each time, his 
demise is nothing if not well-suited to a villain: spectacular, epic, and an advisory to others not to 
follow his behavior. 
 By comparing the fates of the “three loyal ministers” with the two “treacherous officials,” 
we can observe not only a difference in judgement, but a difference in how the text uses the 
possibilities of theater to make these judgements. Ma and Ruan enter played by the same role 
types that portray them throughout the play, and are clearly not given the same opportunity for 
transformation that Shi, Zuo, and Huang have received. Both Ma and Ruan die in costume; they 
are forced to assume the full weight of their wrongdoings by dying with their social and political 
identities in tact. Ma is stripped of his clothes only after death, but in Ruan’s case, it would seem 
that his costume will be doomed to rot along with his body. These karmic judgements recall a 
point slightly earlier in the play, in which bandits (“disruptive commoners” 亂民) strip Ma and 
Ruan of their costumes during the mass exodus from Nanjing in Scene 36. Here, Ma and Ruan 
 There is some debate about the precise nature of Ruan’s death, but it is generally agreed that he died in flight. The 711
translation is taken from Robert B. Crawford, “The Biography of Juan Ta-ch’eng [Ruan Dacheng],” Chinese Culture 
6, Issue 2 (1964-1965): 48; for the original text, see Zhang Tingyu 張廷⽟玉, ed., Ming shi 明史, juan 308, Liezhuan 
196, “Jian chen 奸臣”: 3296-3301.
 Another of Ruan’s biographers, Zhang Dai, writes that Ruan expired from sexual consumption — a scenario that 712
easily calls to mind Ximen Qing’s death in the Ming novel Jin ping mei ⾦金瓶梅.
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are punished for their poor work as government officials. Pursued by a group of za roles, Ma is 
attacked for being a wealthy man when so many common people are suffering. As the bandits 
proclaim, Ma “has deprived the state and its people of their resources. And here you are today, 
traveling with your concubines and wealth all packed up on horses” (弄的民窮財盡︔；今⽇日馱著
婦女，裝著財帛...). The group “peels off his clothes” (剝衣) here as well, foreshadowing the 
way in which Ma would be killed by the thunder god.  Ruan too is stripped of his costume in 713
this earlier scene, which makes the different presentation of his “real” death at the hands of the 
yaksha and mountain god a more notable permutation, emphasizing the fact that Ruan meets his 
end in costume. For the thunder god to collect Ma Shiying’s costume (if not his body) implies 
that Ma might least be buried (similar to Shi Kefa). But for Ruan, there is no such possibility.  
 Stepping back to considering that Ruan Dacheng first steps on stage in Scene 3 declaring 
his intention to make a clean start, this terrible demise indicates just how far he has fallen. Kong 
Shangren’s presentation of Ruan’s death is striking, too, for its unapologetic malice. There were 
no shortage of precedents in dramatic literature for plotting out the deaths of one’s characters, so 
Kong’s choices in this final sequence should be viewed as the result of careful deliberation. If 
Ruan had been a tragic hero in a different play, for instance, his death would certainly have 
inspired outrage and required swift retribution. Such is the case, for example, in Yuan zaju play 
“In a Dream, Guan and Zhang, A Pair, Rush to Western Shu” (Guan Zhang shuang fu Xi Shu 
meng 關張雙赴西蜀夢), in which the male lead spends the second half of the play performing as 
the wronged ghost of the Three Kingdoms hero Zhang Fei 張⾶飛. Zhang appears in a dream to his 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 272.713
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sworn brother Liu Bei, and urges Liu to avenge his untimely death.  Yet Ruan is no stalwart of 714
the peach garden. While Ruan does appears in this final vision to Zhang Wei — Zhang describes 
what he observes while meditating as what he “saw in a dream” (夢⾒見) — there is no glory in 
Ruan’s demise. He is not, ultimately, a victim of wrongful death allowed to plead his case and 
plot revenge. Here at the end of The Peach Blossom Fan, readers are not asked to empathize with 
him. 
 Alternatively, had Ruan Dacheng been a cuckold in a romantic comedy, his death scene 
might have been an uncomfortable but ultimately necessary means to an end — an obstacle of 
which to dispose so the romantic leads could finally unite in marriage. This is a scenario that 
plays out in Wang Shifu’s The Story of the Western Wing (Xixiang ji 西廂記). In this drama, the 
jing role-type Zheng Heng 鄭恆 plays the male lead Student Zhang’s rival marriage partner for 
the play’s female lead Yingying 鶯鶯. At the play nears its conclusion, Zheng Hung realizes that 
there is no future for him as a match for Yingying, and commits suicide by beating his head 
against a tree trunk: “What of this life? I’m better off dying by butting a tree” (要這性命怎麼，
不如觸樹身死).  Zheng Heng’s death is equal parts humorous and awkward; but it also 715
 Zhang, who was killed by his subordinates, appears in a dream to his sworn brother Liu Bei 劉備 during the zaju 714
play’s fourth and final act. He urgently entreats Liu to revenge his own death and the death of their third sworn 
brother, Guan Yu 關⽻羽, singing: “If we had not spoken this time, it would have been impossible to come later, and it 
would have been all over. We have explained it all with urgency, that you must avenge our wrongs for all the world 
to see” (今番若不說，後過難來，千則千休︔；丁寧說透，分明的報冤讎). Guan Zhang shuang fu Xi Shu meng 
關張雙赴西蜀夢, found in: Xin jiao Yuan kan zaju sanshi zhong 新校元刊雜劇三⼗〸十種, ed. Xu Qinjun 徐沁君 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju: Xinhua shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1980): 22. For the English translation, see: 
Wilt L. Idema and Stephen H. West, eds., trans., and intro., Battles, Betrayals, and Brotherhood: Early Chinese 
Plays on the Three Kingdoms (Indianapolis: Hackett Pub. Co., 2012): 315. 
 See Volume V, Scene 4 of Wang Shifu 王實甫, Jin Shengtan piping ben Xixiang ji ⾦金聖嘆批評本西廂記, ed. Lu 715
Lin 陸林 (Nanjing: Fenghuang chuban she, 2010): 217. For the translation, see: Wilt L. Idema and Stephen H. West, 
eds., trans., and intro., The Story of the Western Wing (Berkeley and LA: University of California Press, 1995): 284.
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appears to be voluntary. Yingying’s mother specifically makes a point of claiming that she and 
the others are innocent of any wrongdoing — “We did not drive him to his death!” (俺不曾逼死
他) — and, as his aunt, she even takes responsibility for burying him.  Zheng’s death may be 716
dramatically necessary, but by taking care of Zheng’s burial, Yingying’s mother makes sure that 
it does not pose a broader moral or ritual problem. In Ruan Dacheng’s case, however, finding a 
character within the world of the play to give his body a proper burial is out of the question. Nor 
could Ruan's family be guaranteed to step in. Ruan had no sons, and his daughter, Ruan Lizhen, 
had been taken as a concubine by a member of the Qing imperial family.  Ruan has been 717
sentenced by the karmic mirror to a terrible but just death. As Zhang Wei summarizes, “Those 
worthy of good fortune are fated to receive it, while those mired in misfortune cannot escape it; 
the only difference is whether these fates arrive early or late” (福有因，禍怎逃，只爭些來遲到
早).   718
 There are limits to the reach of the ritual that Zhang Wei conducts. Most notably, Zhang 
cannot call to mind the fates of characters who are still alive; thus, he cannot relay what has 
happened to the still-living Hongguang Emperor and the officials who accompanied him to the 
north.  Yet these limits actually emphasize the links between ritual and performance in The 719
 Wang Shifu, Xixiang ji, 217; Idema and West, The Story of the Western Wing, 284.716
 Ruan Lizhen, to whom The Swallow Letter is sometimes attributed, appears to have at one point been betrothed 717
to Yang Zuolin, the youngest son of Yang Wencong. A member of the Qing imperial family took Ruan Lizhen as a 
concubine in 1645, and it is said that his jealous wife murdered Lizhen by poisoning her. Ruan Lizhen died around 
1653. For a short biography of Ruan Lizhen, see Lily Xiao Hong Lee and Sue Wiles, Biographical Dictionary of 
Chinese Women, Volume II: Tang Through Ming, 618-1644 (Armonk, N. Y. : M. E. Sharpe, 2014): 326-327. 
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 297.718
 A similar point arises when we compare the characters portrayed in the play against those who were still alive 719
when Kong Shangren was writing it. The Restoration Society Member Mao Xiang, for instance, whom Kong had 
interacted with during his time in the south, is mentioned only as an off-stage audience member for the performance 
of Ruan’s The Swallow Letter in Scene 4 but does not appear onstage. 
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Peach Blossom Fan. Performance calls into being the spirits of historical figures who are already 
dead; and, just as the dramatic female self-portrait was closely connected to the death of those 
same female characters, performance, as a ritually-inflected process, operates in the realm of 
liminal, not living beings. Consider, for instance, a line from an aria sung by Zhang Wei in Scene 
30, which describes the listless appearance of clothes whose bodies are barely able to fill them: 
“These old palace gowns, lie slack against waning, feeble bodies” (…舊宮袍，襯著嬾散衰
貌”).  These are not the figures of vibrant, living men; these are bodies on the brink of death, 720
hardly able to hold up their own clothes. 
 To thematize performance throughout the drama turns performance into a historical and 
ritual act. Such a performance brings about its own self-articulated result. Refracted through the 
rhetoric of meta-theater, performance is meant to inspire a response from the audience, which 
will become “awakened” by virtue of reading the play (or by viewing the performance). But this 
mode of engagement is already modeled in The Peach Blossom Fan’s paratexts from the 
beginning. “And so,” writes Kong Shangren, describing a performance of the play at the Ji Yuan 
theater,  “amidst the captivating beauty of the music, there were some men who sat alone and 721
covered up [their faces] with the sleeves of their robes; these were the past ministers and loyalists 
[to the Ming dynasty]. When the candles had all burned down to stubs, and the wine had run out, 
they went their own ways, sighing and sobbing 然笙歌靡麗之中，或有掩袂獨坐者，則故臣
遺⽼老也︔；燈灺酒闌，唏噓⽽而散.”  These audience members have been so moved by what they 722
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 233.720
 The Ji Yuan (“entrusting garden” or “lodging garden”) was a residence of the prime minister Li Wei (1625-1684).721
 “Taohua shan benmo,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 20.722
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have seen that they can hardly face the world as it exists. The play has inspired their profound, 
mournful, and apparently honest reaction. There is no indication that these audience members 
viewed the play as “true” or “false,” but it is clear that they found it affecting. The Peach 
Blossom Fan operates on two different planes: whereas the internal world of the theatrical 
illusion of history may be a condition from which the audience may be awoken, the drama’s 
paratexts, which model engagement with the play, show how the play inspires sympathy in its 
readers, who are in turn shown to identity with the play’s representations through the process of 
observing the performance. 
 The aspect of the performance to which Kong attributes their reactions, finally, is music. 
This too connects us back to the final scene of The Peach Blossom Fan, in which both the text-
proper and the commentary pay close attention to the sounds of the ceremony. These sounds take 
on an almost physical, tangible presence; focusing on issues of space and sound highlights how 
deeply the drama’s conception of ritual is connected to its sense of performance.  This focus on 723
sound, however, pierces through the play’s many layers of representation. After Zhang Wei has 
recited the names of loyal Ming martyrs, the commentator remarks that music plays, and “it is 
just as if one were able to hear its sound” (宣畢奏樂，如聞其聲).  Many of the entrances and 724
exist in this scene are accompanied by music played from offstage, implying that music bridges 
the stage representations and the un-represented offstage world. Even as Zhang makes his 
 The stage, too, is carefully set by arranging the altars and their objects; a process that calls to mind an earlier 723
scene that is also constructed as a stage: the setting of the Southern Ming’s Hongguang court in Scene 25, in which 
Ruan Dacheng will conduct his rehearsal of The Swallow Letter. It is, in fact, the last of a long series of stage spaces 
and performances that have already occurred in The Peach Blossom Fan; nearly even scene includes the staging of a 
“performative” act, be it a rehearsed or referenced theatrical performance, a storytelling interlude, or a transmission 
of information.
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 119.724
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judgements toward the end of the ritual, the commentator calls our particular attention not to the 
lyrics of the aria, but to their music — “A marvelous tune, which simply bursts off the tongue 
(refreshes the mouth)” (妙曲爽⼜⼝口); “This is a good tune that startles the heart” (好曲驚⼼心); 
“Everyone should listen to this carefully” (⼤大家細聽).  Readers may not be able to hear the 725
music of these tunes firsthand by reading the play, but for those familiar with the tunes of these 
arias, readers might involve themselves in the text by singing the play’s arias aloud themselves. 
Music, then, also becomes a bridge between the text and its readers — the interface around 
which engagement with all forms of performance in the play are constructed.  
*          *          * 
 Finding ourselves now at the end of The Peach Blossom Fan, we might ask ourselves: 
what has changed? Taking stock of the key narrative aspects of the chuanqi, this is a troublingly 
difficult question to answer. The romantic leads Hou Fangyu and Li Xiangjun are separated, as 
they were at the beginning of the play. The play’s major historical event, the fall of the Southern 
Ming, has been confirmed; yet the prologue, set in 1684, has already prepared readers for what 
will come. The end of the play, like its beginning, is set at some temporal distance from the play 
proper (it takes place in 1648); and already the bulk of the drama takes on the dimensions of 
historical memory. Has the play resolved any conflicts or tensions?  
 Meta-theatrically, the destruction of the fan and the dissolution of Hou Fangyu and Li 
Xiangjun’s romance should also indicate the finale of the play; after all, the fan is the namesake 
of the drama, and the object upon which its most memorable narrative developments are wrought 
(Fangyu’s poem to Xiangjun, Xiangjun’s splattered blood, and the transformation of her blood 
 Yunting shanren pingdian, 120.725
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into peach blossoms by the artist Yang Wencong). Yet somehow The Peach Blossom Fan lingers 
on just long enough for a lyrical postlude that is appended to the structural conclusion of the 
drama. Called “A Haunting Tune” (Yuyun 餘韻) — more literally, perhaps, something like 
“leftover rhymes” — the scene is set in 1648, three years after the play’s structural endpoint in 
Scene 40 (set in 1645). The three characters who remain on stage — the storyteller Liu Jingting 
(now a fisherman); the musician Su Kunsheng (now a woodcutter); and the Old Master of 
Ceremonies — reminisce about the bygone years of the Ming as each recites a lyrical poem, 
ballad, or song that pays tribute to the fallen Ming. Like the play’s meta-theatrical prologue, The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s postlude asks the audience to step back and view the play’s many layers 
and frames. Are the characters here still acting in the play? Or are we watching them engage in 
their “real” forms? Wherein lies the difference? 
 The Peach Blossom Fan does not offer answers in its meta-theatrical and meta-textual 
frames, but it does offer readers a way of looking at the historical and literary past as spectators. 
In the drum song performed by the storyteller Liu Jingting in the first scene of the play, Liu 
narrates how the righteous musicians of the state of Lu walked out on their corrupt masters. In 
the final section of this song, Liu strikes his clapperboard and sings:  
The serpentine tones of the phoenix mouth reed and ivory pipes weave slender melodies, 
calling out to teach others how to join in the playing so that we only need to listen.  726
Those treacherous officials have slipped away toward the riverbank and are coming to 
overtake us; the thousand-li road is covered in misty vapor, and no longer clear to us. Do 
not say that the mountains rise too high, or that the river runs too distant, or that you have 
no sympathetic friends. For behold: our old brothers inhabit near and far, to the remotest 
ends of the earth. We demand to smash the paper windows and look out at the [real] 
 This is the fenghuang xiao 鳳凰簫, a mouth reed (also sometimes translated as pan-pipes). The xiangguan 象管 726
is a woodwind pipe made of ivory. The term “long yin 龍吟” is used to describe the sound of these reeds and pipes. 
Taohua shan, ed. Wang Jisi, 15 note 64.
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world, and are so fortunate that spirit raised us from out of the fiery pit. We pin ourselves 
to the shaking earth as its rocks back and forth through sea-change after sea-change,  for 727
our father-teacher is consumed with the task of solidifying the Six Classics even as his 





The sounds of the performance may awaken characters to the illusions of the world and its 
performative frames, even as the visual spectacle grows dim. What remains, when the world of 
representation and performance fade away, is the vehicle that has carried it: the imagined music 
of a performance in progress, and the chuanqi genre in which it has been packaged.  
 The chuanqi drama, writes Kong Shangren in a preface, will “strike fear into men’s hearts 
so as to rescue those living at the end of an age”  (可懲創⼈人⼼心，為末世之⼀一救矣).  The play 729
itself becomes the self-reflective foundation The Peach Blossom Fan’s meta-theatrical project, 
and the world in which the play is created — up to an including the figure of the playwright — is 
brought to life by the actors found therein. “In those years,” the Old Master of Ceremonies 
intones at the end of The Peach Blossom Fan’s meta-theatrical interlude, “reality was a play; the 
play is like reality today. This bystander, who has seen its events unfold twice, is a man 
preserved by heaven with cold, clear eyes” (當年真是戲，今⽇日戲如真︔； 兩度旁觀者，天留冷
眼⼈人).  The play and the reality represented in The Peach Blossom Fan are interdependent and 730
inseparable; but they are also the forces of juxtaposition that together show readers of the play 
 Or, as azure sea turns to land and land turns to sea.727
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 51. 728
 “Taohua shan xiaoyin,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 15.729
 Taohua shan, in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 172.730
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how to perform our own roles as appraisers of the history it tells, operating with the critical 
distance of a bystander. It is the chuanqi drama itself that produces this distance; for the power of 
the drama, Kong Shangren writes, is to critically reflect on the material at hand: “That which is 
bright as a mirror, and fair as a scale, is called a chuanqi; and truly, it makes its judgements 
through juxtaposition” (明如鑒，平如衡，名曰傳奇，實⼀一陰⼀一陽之為道矣).  If the 731
chuanqi is a mirror, the subject of the play is ultimately the reader; but a reader who looks back 
at himself through the play’s meta-theatrical interface.  
 “Taohua shan gangling,” in Kong Shangren, KSRQJ, 1: 42.731
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CONCLUSION 
 This dissertation is, in a sense, a long answer to a question to which I often returned in 
my research and writing process: what does it mean to place, on stage, a playwright who also 
happens to be the protagonist of a larger political and historical “drama”? I began this project 
wanting to understand what led Kong Shangren to turn Ruan Dacheng into a stage character — 
why, for instance, The Peach Blossom Fan focuses more closely on Ruan’s work as a playwright 
than on Ruan’s activities as a late Ming political figure; and what particular significance Kong’s 
engagement with Ruan and his works held for shedding new light on the complex literary, 
historical, political, and theatrical contexts of the 17th century Chinese world. In depicting Ruan 
as a creative author against the background of the turbulent political history of the Ming-Qing 
transition, The Peach Blossom Fan asks its readers to consider how to assess a brilliant writer 
who is also deeply flawed, and whose work is historically conditioned by the clash of art and 
politics. These are strikingly contemporary concerns, which remind us that our own world is not 
so different from the world of mid-17th century China. So too does the connection sustained 
throughout The Peach Blossom Fan between politics and performance feel disconcertingly 
contemporary for readers in the world of 2019.  
 The Peach Blossom Fan is, of course, a work of its time. As I have discussed, the play 
asks its readers to reflect critically on the mid-17th century world it represents, using meta-
theater to realize the “cold clear eyes” of the historical witness. Through meta-theater, The Peach 
Blossom Fan models how its readers should approach its characters and subject matter as 
historians in their own right. While my discussion has focused primarily on the text of The Peach 
Blossom Fan itself, it is important to state that the depth and significance of the play extends 
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beyond the space of its own narrative. So much of the late Ming world is assimilated into The 
Peach Blossom Fan that the play provides a window into a much broader collection of events, 
figures, and conflicts, and truly brings the late Ming world to life. Through the drama’s own self-
consciousness, both as a work of theater and as a written text, the play opens up onto two whole 
worlds: the late Ming world depicted in the drama, and the early Qing world that situates the 
reading and writing of the play, along with its playwright Kong Shangren. 
 I have analyzed the many temporal layers and frames of The Peach Blossom Fan by 
drawing on the concept of meta-theater: how the play brings attention to itself as a play, but also 
how the conditions of performance are recognized by characters within the drama, and how the 
play as a literary text is implicated in this process of self-reflexivity. Indeed, if the concept of 
theatricality need not be limited to the theater, as Sophie Volpp, Ling Hon Lam, and others have 
suggested,  the conceptual usefulness of meta-theater may also be extended to the worlds of 732
literary criticism and print. “The metatheatrical text,” writes Mary Ann Frese Witt in Metatheater 
and Modernity, “always refers or opens in some way to the world of theater and the world as 
theater: it is therefore not sufficient to view it solely as written drama even if the approach is 
through the reading of the text.”  Witt suggests that rather than try to define the boundaries of 733
what metatheater is, we ought instead to examine what metatheater does. In the case of The 
Peach Blossom Fan, the play’s uses of meta-theater become a key method of its historiographical 
project. Through meta-theater, the play cultivates a critical distance between the reader and the 
 For another perspective on the conceptual range of theatricality beyond the theater, into other performing arts and 732
everyday life, see Josette Féral, “The Specificity of Theatrical Language,” trans. Ronald P. Bermingham, SubStance 
31, no. 2-3, issue 98-99: Special Issue: Theatricality (2002): 94-108. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3685480 (accessed 
April 22, 2019). My thanks to Haruo Shirane for pointing me to this article. 
 Mary Ann Frese Witt, Metatheater and Modernity: Baroque and Neobaroque (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson 733
University Press, 2013): 7.
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dramatic narrative; and, stemming from this, the play encourages readers to actively evaluate 
what they are witnessing as theatrical spectators. At the same time, The Peach Blossom Fan 
integrates a range of late Ming dramas into its storytelling process, thereby emphasizing the 
significance of drama and performance within the complicated late Ming world the play portrays. 
Meta-theater in The Peach Blossom Fan guides the reader to a place of conscious reflection — 
reflection on the world represented in the play, on the play’s early Qing literary context, and on 
the reader's own imperative to make judgements about both.  
 Even as the meta-theatrical frames of the play produce this critical distance, meta-theater 
encourages readers to see themselves in the world of the play by pointing to the links between 
world and stage. The Old Master of Ceremonies embodies these conflicting roles, noting in the 
prologue that the world of the play and the world of the audience may not be as separate as they 
seem. The use of music to form a bridge between the text and the viewer, addressed briefly in the 
final chapter, reminds us that much of the value in revisiting the collapse of the Ming comes 
from the lessons that this history holds for the present. Of course, the fact that The Peach 
Blossom Fan assimilates such a diverse range of materials into the space of a single text also 
draws attention to the fact that the past and its portrayals are not internally consistent. Tang 
Xianzu’s The Peony Pavilion is given a lyrical voice in a way that Ruan Dacheng’s The Swallow 
Letter is not, even though both are implicated in the collapsing late Ming world. Moreover, for as 
often as The Peach Blossom Fan proclaims its historicity, the play is not entirely historical. The 
existence of Li Xiangjun’s peach blossom fan is dubious at best, and Gu Cai suggests in his 
preface that The Peach Blossom Fan should not be read as fact. Nor can the many temporal 
layers evoked in the play be fully differentiated or reconciled, because they spill provocatively 
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into each other. The late Ming world of the 1640s, the early Qing world of 1684, and the later 
moments in which the play was completed (1699) and printed (1708) are all linked through 
patterns of composition and performance, but it is never entirely clear if, how, or to what degree 
these worlds ought to align. Understanding these layers of the play meta-theatricality provides a 
way for us to hold their contradictions in tension without needing to “solve” their many 
inconsistencies. What makes a text like The Peach Blossom Fan so enduring and compelling is 
that its literary and historical environments are never explained away with over-simplifications. 
In particular, looking at performance in The Peach Blossom Fan gives us a way to recognize 
incongruous yet productive situations and viewpoints. In the end, the reader is left with the task 
of making sense of the work on his own.   
 I have argued that The Peach Blossom Fan’s use of meta-theater to serve the functions of 
historiography marks an important contribution by playwright Kong Shangren to the literary 
history of the chuanqi drama — a point all the more significant because it comes at a time of 
transition in the development of the chuanqi genre. The late Ming’s vibrant culture of theatrical 
performance came to an end with the tumultuous Ming-Qing transition, and The Peach Blossom 
Fan’s strong literary thematization of performance can be viewed as a response to the 
widespread loss of the theater during the early Qing. Many of the key innovations of The Peach 
Blossom Fan for the genre of the chuanqi drama — its rejection of the “grand reunion” finale, its 
complication of the role type system, and its extensively textualized performance references and 
vocabulary — correspond to, and quite possibly stem from, the limited opportunities for early 
Qing audiences to experience the same culture of live performance that had been so accessible to 
elite audiences of the late Ming. Connecting the chuanqi drama to the work of historiography, 
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moreover, enhances the literary significance of the chuanqi drama in its own right. Kong 
Shangren asserts in his “Short Preface to The Peach Blossom Fan” (“Taohua shan xiaoyin” 桃花
扇⼩小引) that the chuanqi drama, despite being a “minor art” (⼩小道), actually integrates all other 
literary forms, from poetry to prose. Highlighting this all-inclusiveness affords the chuanqi genre 
a degree of literary significance that builds on and even surpasses that of popular late Ming 
dramas like The Peony Pavilion. The Peach Blossom Fan, as a work of history, boasts the 
unusual ability to claim for itself a dual status as both entertainment and scholarship. 
 The connection between The Peach Blossom Fan’s historiographical and meta-theatrical 
elements are made especially manifest in its staging of playwright Ruan Dacheng and his play-
within-a play, The Swallow Letter. Indeed, Ruan and his work are the perfect centering point for 
examining many of the key issues addressed in The Peach Blossom Fan: relationships among 
politics, history, and literature; between a writer and his work; questions about identity, 
authenticity, and the values of historical writing; the overlaps and tensions between the late 
Ming’s social and theatrical cultures; and the power of readers and writers to make judgements 
about all of these things. Nevertheless, Ruan and his work — both within and beyond The Peach 
Blossom Fan — have routinely been neglected in literary scholarship, particularly in mainland 
China. Understandably, Ruan’s political reputation has made him something of a pariah even as a 
literary figure; although, as I have discussed, Ruan’s reputation was concretized by early to mid- 
Qing historical scholarship (including Ruan’s portrayal in The Peach Blossom Fan) and shaped 
by the biases of these historians and their sources. This is not to say that Ruan Dacheng is fully 
undeserving of his reputation, but that his historical representation must be assessed in context. 
My work addresses this gap in scholarship by re-integrating Ruan and his plays more seriously 
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into discussions of Ming-Qing drama, and by acknowledging Ruan’s important contributions to 
the history of 17th century chuanqi drama, despite his personal flaws. 
 In addressing Ruan Dacheng’s role in The Peach Blossom Fan, I also contextualize the 
unusual phenomenon in Chinese dramatic history of staging the figure of the playwright. 
Playwrights, unlike poets and dynastic historical figures, do not normally feature as stage 
characters in dramas prior to The Peach Blossom Fan.  Kong’s play is unusual for drawing the 734
reader’s attention so persistently to the figure of the playwright, not least because dramatic texts 
are not known for their strong claims of authorship. Staging a playwright-in-a-play is among The 
Peach Blossom Fan’s meta-theatrical innovations, and this approach further facilitates depictions 
of the playwriting and staging processes. It is also a historiographical gesture, possibly inspired 
by existing genres of historical biography (zhuan 傳), and emphasizes the social responsibility of 
the writers whose work shaped the social and cultural fields of the late Ming world.  
 Finally, this close association between the playwright and his play extends beyond the 
case of Ruan Dacheng — the playwright placed on stage — and points readers of The Peach 
Blossom Fan to Kong Shangren, the playwright offstage. Even as The Peach Blossom Fan 
thematizes theatrical performance as a way of responding critically to late Ming dramas, Kong 
writes himself into the Linchuan lineage of Ruan Dacheng and Tang Xianzu by drawing on and 
re-fashioning shared motifs of their dramatic repertoire; particularly, as we have seen, the motif 
of the female self-portrait. Just as The Peach Blossom Fan is both play and history, Kong is both 
 Canonical poets such as Li Bai and Su Shi had already been featured in plays before to The Peach Blossom Fan’s 734
time, as had figures from the Three Kingdoms storylines and legendary dynastic founders. In the 20th century, we 
also see an interesting instance of a playwright appearing as a stage character in Tian Han’s ⽥田漢 spoken drama 
(huaju 話劇) Guan Hanqing 關漢卿, which dramatizes the writing process of Guan’s most famous zaju drama, The 
Injustice to Dou E (Dou E Yuan 竇娥冤).
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a Linchuan school follower and critic. The Peach Blossom Fan’s intense self-consciousness 
about being a work of theater places Kong, the play, and its readers in a precarious position that 
lies both inside and outside the many contexts that shape the narrative world of the text. This is a 
drama that writes its own meta-theatrical history according to the same mode as its meta-
theatrical representation of the late Ming world.  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